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PREFACE

THIS BOOK IS A COMPILATION OF SOME OF THE
MEMORIES OF THE MEMBERS OF THE 801/492 BOMBARDMENT
GROUP WHICH FLEW MISSIONS SUPPORTING THE UNDERGROUND FORCES IN GERMAN OCCUPIED TERRITORIES OF
THE EUROPEAN CONTINENT DURING WORLD WAR II. BECAUSE THESE MEMORIES ARE OVER FORTY FIVE YEARS OLD
THEY MAY VARY SOMEWHAT FROM THE DETAILS OF THE ACTUAL EVENTS WHICH THEY PURPORT TO RECALL. DUE TO
THE EXTREME SENSITIVITY OF THE CARPETBAGGER OPERATIONS DURING THE WAR YEARS PERSONAL DIARIES AND
SIMILAR RECORDS BY INDIVIDUAL AIRMEN WERE STRICTLY
PROHIBITED. THIS COMPILATION IS THE FIRST WRITTEN
RECORD OF MANY OF THE EVENTS RECORDED HEREIN.
THIS BOOK IS NOT COMPILED TO BE A HI~TORY. IT
HAS BEEN COMPILED PRIMARILY AS A MEMORIAL TO THE
MEN WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE RECORDED EVENTS.
FOR A MORE FACTUAL AND FORMAL ACCOUNT OF THE
HISTORY OF THE CARPETBAGGERS THE READER IS REFERRED
TO BEN PARNELL'S BOOK ENTITLED "CARPETBAGGERS,AMERICA'S SECRET WAR ·IN ·EUROPE" , PUBLISHED BY THE
EAKIN PRESS OF AUSTIN, TEXAS.

,

ROBERT W. FISH
20 SEPTEMBER 1990
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A UNIQUE STORY
by

BEN PARNELL*
(The following presentation was given at the

19~e

Carpetbagger reunion in

Las Vegas, Nevada~

It was recorded in report on that reunion.
here as it appeared in the Carpetbagger"Newsletter.)
I am honored to be here to address this group.

It is presented

Over 40 years have passed

since you flew in, serviced or dispatched those black-painted Liberators over
war-time Europe.
To ~araphrase a recent newsletter:
the best that America had to offer.

You were special men for special times:

You were the cream of the crop.

You were

young, bright and highly trained·.
As you were aware t the Carpetbagger Operation was and is a unique story.

There are a few areas of this operation that I did not cover in my "Carpetbagger"

book.

Toe ass

operation out of Leuchars Field in Scotland was under the command of

Col. Bernt Balchen

who was born in Nor..ray but a naturalized citizen of the

United States.

i

The first of these operations was called "Operation Sonnie" under the cover
of the Air Transport Command; to transport 2, 000 NorA'egian male subjects from
Stockholm to England by air.

Seven crews trained at Ha."7ington flew Liberators

modified by installing seats for 3.5 and painting out the AftS' insignia.

crews wore civilian clothes and the. plane was not armed.

These

Over 4,000 individuals

were brought out in "Operation Sonnie".
The "Ball Project" began in June

1944

and continued until September

1944.

The black-painted Liberators were equipped with a "Joe Hole" and fully armed.
The Harrington trained crews wore US .A..M' uniforms.

Col. &lchen was to carry

out two distinct operations from leuchars at the same time.

Some of the Carpet-

baggers who served in the "Ball Pro ject tt were: . Pilots

Schreiner t George

~d.vid

Bledsoe and Orrin Boland; crew members Wilford Bollinger t Albert K.-"'a.sevac, A.L.
Sharps and Frank Miller.

A short-lived operation called "Sea otter" was organized with the intent
of kidnapping Wolfgang Feher, head of the NOr'flegian Gestapo.

This mission was

soon abandoned when it was decided that many, many Nortlegians would be murdered

in reprisal. The effort was not all wasted. While working out the details of
the kidnapping. it was learned that a couple~of Germany's V-2 missles had landed

1

\.

intact in Sweden and one was available to the Allies i f they could get it out.
It was .immediately flown out in a war weary C-47. There were other Carpetbagger ty-pe operations ~

In November 1944., Major

Bestow Rudolph left Harrington with a Carpetbagger Liberator to fly to New Deli,
India, carrying as' passengers

bagger ·operations in the

ass

personnel to study the feasibility of Carpet-

em Theater.

It was decided a new group would be

organized for the CBITO from units already there.

1945,

During the last of March

2 carpetbagger Uberators and crews were transferred to the 14th M' and

left Harrington on pes to Kunming, China, to help establish Carpetbagger
As you know my brother was one of' you.

bombing missions from North Pickenham;

~

He flew

~

o~eraticns.

high altitude dayiight

Carpetbagger missions from Harrington;

then flew ~ Leaflet missions from Cheddington before the fatal crash on November

IB,

1944.
I enjoy my contact with you and your

You have a strong organization.
operation.

Together we have served as sort of a clearing house for information

relating to former Ca:t:1'etbaggers.

The best to you and your organization in the

future.

/S/ Ben Parnell

* Ben Pa:r:nell is the author of the book entitled "The Carpetbaggers - America's
Secre·t War in Europe" which is the best and most complete

bagger operations printed to date.
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~story

of the Carpet-

THE· ROars .OFTHE CARPErBAGGERS

(Contributed by Robert

w.

Fi~h)

The following story of the orl.gJ.ns of the Carpetbagger personnel who

conducted aerial operations from the. British Isles during World War II is based
on many memories stored for half a cent~ in the deepest recesses of the author's
mind. Many of the facts of these memories have been partially obscured by the
passage of this long period of time, while others remain as fresh as they would
be if the experiences had. occurred only yesterday. If I fail to stress some
facts and incidents that should be expressed, and if I color other experiences
wi th hues of color that my comrades may think they do not warrant, I beg their
tolerances. In their turn many of my comrades have contributed their memories as
they ~erceive them as viewed through the fogs of war and the constrain~s of time.
r honor their memories.
Many of the Army Air Forces personnel that composed the initial Carpetbagger
organization came from the 46th Squadron of the 41st Bombardment Group. The 41st
.
Group was activated in 1941 when the 19th Bombardment Group at March Field in
California was split into three groups, the 19th, the 30th and the 41st early in
1941. In May of 1941 the 41st GrOll]? moved from March to Davis Monthan Field at
Tucson, Arizona. On 9 December 1941 the 41st Bomb Group moved to Muroo Dry Lake
(which later was designated Edwards Air Force Base). The squadrons of the 41st
were each equipped with four obsolete B-18 aircraft. At Muroo the aircraft of
the 41st Group were used to fly anti-submarine patrol off the Pacific coast of
the United States. Qne of the aircraft operated by Lt. Robert W. Fish's crew,
with Lt. E. W. Tresemer as navigator, was used to calibrate the fledgling radar
equipment that was being installed along the west coast.
Early in 1942 the 41st Bomb Group was re-equiped with some new two engine
Lockheed Husdon bombers that had been built for sale to Great Britain. These
bombers were a military conversion of a Lockheed passenger aircraft that had been
designed and built for civil airline use. It was a poor excuse for a military
aircraft, but it was deemed to be better than notnang , It had a short range and
could carry only four depth charges.
From Muroo the 41st Gp. Headquarters was moved to Hammer Air Force Base at
Fresno, California. Its squadrons were dispersed at Bakersfield, Visalia, Fresno,
Merced and Oakland Naval Air Station.
Within the assignment of roles and missions under the War Department, anti-

3

submarine patrol was one of the Na:vy' s missions.
·(

'had not built ca:pabillty sufficient to satisfy

At' the start of WW II the Navy

that mission.

Therefore it was

tem:porarily ~signed to the ~y Air Foxces.
Early in 1942, the 46th Squadron tmder the command of Lt. Col. Clifford J.

Heflin was moved to--the Cherry Point Marine c-arps Air Station and assigned antisubmarine patrol duties on the Atlantic Coast. At this time it was still equipped
with the Lockheed Hudson Bombers.' Cherry Point was a major airfield with ideal
facilities for air operations.

The 46th Army Air Corps Squadron was sent there

to :provide anti-submarine surveyance off the Atlantic Coast

until the Navy could

obtain sufficient aircraft to_assume its anti-submarine mission.
While on this mission a.t Cherry Point, the 46th Bombardment Squadron was
redesignated the 2200 Anti-Submarine Squadron.

It was subsequently equipped with

. B-24 tYl'e aircraft and transferred to Bloomintha.l Field at Wilmington, North

Carolina.
In August of 1943 the 22nd Anti-Subma.rlne Squadron was moved, via the North

Atlantic air route, from Wilmington, North Carolina, .through Gander Field in
Newfoundland and Prestrlck in Scotland, to Dunkeswell in southe:rn England, to
fly anti-submarine patrol over the Bay of Biscay.

was

al~o

The 4th Anti-Subma±ine Squadron

moved from the east coast of the United states to Dunkeswell to part-

icipate in that same anti-submarine patrol mission.
It was while

f~ying

on these anti-submarine patrol sorties that two of the

air crews of the -22D.a Squadron encountered their first German air opposition.
The stories of those encounters are chronialed in subsequent :pages of this
memor'J book.
By the aircunn of.l~J the United states Navy had acquired enough B-24 type

aircraft

~o

Dunkeswell.

enable the Navy to assume their anti-submarine patrol duties out of
The 22.nd and 4th Anti-Submarine Squadrons were relieved of that

mission.
On 24 October

1943, Lt. Col. Clifford J. Heflin, the Squadron Commander of

the 22nd Anti-Submarine Squadron; Major Roberl W. Fish, Squadron Qperations
Officer; Lt. Robert Sullivan, and Lt. Bruce Akers, the Squadron Engineering
Officer, were called to a meeting at Bovingdon Air Base west of London.
At Bovingdon they met with Colonel Williamson, A-J of the Eighth Air Force

Bomber Command; Group Captain Fielden of the RAF Special Unit at Tempsford Air

Base ~\ Colonel 01ivez of the Eighth Air Force Headquarters J and Colonel Haskell
and Major Brooks of the United states Office of Strategic Services in London.
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'At this meeting the

of~icers

then they were briefed on a new

of the 22nd- Squwiron were sworn to secrecy and.

mi~sion

being assigned to their unit.

This new

mission was designated by the code name "Carpetbaggers".

All of the personnel of
the 22nd Squadron and only the non-aircrew personnel of the 4th Squadron would be

involved.

Two new jsquadxons would be organized from the manpower pool of the two

anti-submarine squadrons.
Under the code name, "Carpetbaggers", the two squadrons would be assigned
t-he mission of 'parachuting saboteurs, intelligence agents, weapons and other
supplies to the underground forces of the countries on the continent of Europe
that had been overrun by the German Armed Forces.
For all practical purposes the personnel of the two anti-submarine squadrons
would form the air arm of the Office of strategic Services (ass). Working
closely with British Intelligence, the ass would provide for overall supervision
of the mission.

The ass would designate the targets, package the arms

t

ammunition

and other sUl?plies into air drapable containers, train agents and saboteu:r:s to be
parachuted behind the German lines, and provide for the required communications
with the'reception parties in German occupied areas.
The Army Air Forces would be responsible for supplying and training aircrews
providing aircraft, providing for special modifications of the aircraft, and for

planning and conducting the air operations required for each mission.
Shortly after the Bovingdon meeting, the 22nd and the 4th Anti-submarine
Squadrons were deactivated. On 28 November 19+3 two new squadron designations
were assigned to the Carpetbagger units. These new squadron designations were
the 36th and the 406th Squadrons. Lt. Col. Heflin assumed command of the 406th
Squadron with Captain Boone as his operations officer, and Major Fish assumed
command of the 36th Squadron with Captain st. Clairas his operations officer.
Both squadrons were attached to the 482nd Pathfinder Grou:p at Alconbury Air
Base, Huntingdons hire , England.
Prior to the entry of the Army Air Force units into Carpetbagger operations
the personnel needed to be trained and the B-24 aircraft needed to be modified.
The RAF had a "Carpetbagger ty:pe" unit in a fully operational mode at
Tempsford RAF Base in Bedfordshire north of London. Arrangements were made with
Group Captain Fielden, the commanding officer of RAF Tem~sfordf to have the
experienced RAF personnel train cadres of the US Army Air Force intelligence and
aircrew personnel on Carpetbagger techniques.
The training at Tempsford consisted of both classroom and flying training.
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The aircrews were thoroughly indoctrinated in the techniques of low altitude
, night' navigation and in making parachute drops at 400 feet above the terrain in

the ,black of night. The o~erational flights in order to avoid radar detection
and tracking by the Germans were required to fly at extremely low a1titudes_
Air dro~s had to be made at very low altitudes (400-600 feet) and at very low
air speeds to assure that the parachuted. containers did not drift from the
target area.
On 25 October 1943 a cadre of officers and enlisted men were placed on

temporary duty at Tempsford to observe RAF training and to undergo training for
their new "mission.

Major Robert W. Fish, Lt. Sullivan and one aircrew led by

Captain Robert Boone were the first personnel to receive training at

Tem~sford.

other crews quickly followed them to Tempsford.
Captain Boone, after receiving a thorough indoctrination at Tempsford, was
placed on TDY to the air de1?ot at Burtonwood to oversee and coordinate the
modification of the anti-submarine B-24's into Carpetbagger B-24's.
Most of the missions to supply the underground forces were flown during the
moonlight period of each month. Moonlight was required to facilitate night
pilotage which was the primary form of navigation used to locate reception
committees on the ground. The most experienced aircrews were sometimes used to

fly missions dur~ng the dark ~eriods of the moon'when requirements to su~ply
underground unit3 were extremely urgent.
The moonlight periods of November and December 1943 were used to train USAF
aircrews. This training was conducted primarily at the Tempsford RAF Base.
The pilots, oombardiers and navigators each flew two nighttime operational
missions with ar.. :1.AF crew in an RAF aircraft. Lt. Col. Heflin was the first
pilot to fly his two flights with the RAF. Major Fish, Captain Boone and Captain
st. Clair fle~-'; their missions with the RAF on succeeding nights of the November
moonlight period.
It was during this 1943 November moon period that the first member of the
American Carpetbaggers was lost to enemy action.

On J November 1943, Captain

James E. Estes went MIA while flying a "buddy" mission with the RAF.

A few

, nights later, Lt. Gross on 11 November 1943 went MIA under similar circumstances.
To assure continuity in the leadership of the new Carpetbagger mission, Lt.
Col. Heflin would allow no more than one of the officers in corrunand positions
to fly combat on anyone night.
While at Tempsford, Lt. Sullivan made a detailed study of the RAF intelli-
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'genoe organization and techniques •

He used the knowledge he gained from that

study as a basis for building a US intelligence organization and function.
Major,Fish made an overall survey of the RAF operational organization and
training functions and

he

subquently used that knowledge as the basis for

organizing the functions of the US group's headquarters and squadrons.
On 14 December 1943 both Heflin'and Fish were relieved of the command of

their squadrons, the 406th arid 36th respectively, and were assigned to ,the
headquarters of the 482nd Pathfinder Group at Alconbury. Heflin became the
Air Executive Officer for Carpetbagger operations and Fish became the operations
Officer of the Carpetbagger Special Project of the 482nd Group.

Captain Boone then assumed command of the 406th Squadron with Lt. Lyman
Sanders as his operations officer.

Captain St. Clair assumed command of the

36th Squadron with Captain Robert L. Williams as his operations officer.
Original plans had been to base the Air Force Carpetbaggers on a landing
field at Watton, England. Some Carpetbagger personnel actually moved to Watton

during the first few months of

1944.

A subsequent survey of the Watton Airfield

determined that field to be unsuitable for

~-24

operations.

The personnel and

their associated units were next assigned to Alconbury. On the 4th of January 1944, Col. Heflin, using Lt. Stapels' aircraft and
crew, with Lt. Stapels acting as his co-pilot, flew the first all American

operational Carpetbagger mission to a drop zone in France.

The reception

committee was located and the supplies were dropped for a successful mission.

This flight departed from and returned to the RAF Base at Tempsford.
During this January 1944 moonlight period six ~ssions were flown by the
36th Squadron crews and nine missions were flown by the 406th Squadron crews.
No aircraft were lost and no aircrew personnel were injured on oper~tional
missions.
At the _end of the January moo~ period the US crews and personnel returned
to Alconbury for further training.

The air base at Alconbury lacked the

intelligence organization required for operational Carpetbagger missions. It
did have runways that could handle B-24 aircraft and some housing for personnel.

Alconbury Air Base had. the primary mission of providing "pathfinder services"
for the 8th Air Force Bomber Command. That Pathfinder mission had priority at
Alconbury. The Carp~tbagger mission was secondary at Alconbury. It could, on
temporary basis house the Carpetbagger personnel for training purpose. During
t )

the'non-moonlight periods training missions were flown over England.
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The Carpetbaggers would return to RAF'Tempsford for the operational moon
periods of February and March

1944.

SOIDe

missions .for the March period were

flown from Alconbury.
On 21 Febr~ 1944 th~ 36th and 406th Squadrons were relieved from assignment to the 482nd .Group. On 26 February 1944 these two squadr'ons were relieved
from assignment to the First Air Division and assigned to the VIII Air Force
Composite Command at Cheddington Air Base in Hertfordshire, England. On 27
February the 328th Service Group was designated as the Group Headquarters element for the Carpetbaggers.

Col. Heflin assumed command of the 328th and he

appointed Major Fish as the Deputy Commander.

Major Edenfield was appointed

Executive Officer, Capt. Fletcher was the Adjutant and on J March captain Sanders
of the 406 BS was moved up to become Group Operations Officer.

On

became the Group Intelligence Officer.

Lt.' Sullivan

25 March 1944 the advance echelons of

36th and 406th Bomb Squadrons arrived at Harrington.

On 28 March the 80Ist

Bomb Group (Provisional) was designated the Group Headquarters for the Carpet-

bagger mission.

The 36th and the 406th Squadrons and the support units were

attached to the 8GIst.
On 17 May 1944 the 788th and the 850th Bomb Squadrons joined the Carpetbagger mission at Harrington. The 788th was under the command of Lt. Col.
Leonard McManus. The 850th was under the command of Lt. Col. Jack Dickerson.
The arrival of these two additional squadrons caused major problems at
Harrington. Harrington had housing accommodations for only two squadrons. The
two new squadrons had to, mov~ into tents. Two tent areas were built, one for
each of the new squadrons. Some members of the new units felt they were discriminated - against.

were strong leaders.

Fortunately both Lt. Col. McManus and Lt. Col. Dickerson
Their leadership created in many respects, a higher

morale among the men in the tent areas than existed among some men in the Nissen
hut housing areas.
On 13 August

1944. the

group designation of the Group Headquarters was

changed from aOIst Bomb Group (Provisional) to the 492nd Bomb Group.
Heflin assumed command of this new group designation.

Col.

The manning of the head-

quarters staff remained una£fected by this new group designation.

The squadron

numerical identities became the 856th~ 857th, 858th and 859th.
Several other o~erations, not previously mentioned in this introduction

,

were associated with the Carpetbaggers.

One was a leaflet operation that was

primarily operated out of Cheddington Air Base.
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The 801st/492nd furnished some

aircraft and crews 'for' this endeavor ~

In this operation the aircraft and crews

involved flew at high altitudes at night over Ge~y and the German occupied
countries and dropped millions of leaflets in support of the Allied operations.
.
The bu1k of these missions were planned at and flown out of Cheddington and not
,

out of Harrington_. Carpetbagger aircraft out of Harrington did at times carry
and drop leaflets, but these operations !'Tare mainly an ad junc t to and diversion
from the main air resupply operation.

Leaflets when cazrd.ed on Carpetbagger

operations were dropped enroute to or enroute from the supply drop zone to help
mislead the Germans as to the main purpose of the Carpetbagger flight.

In September

1944

General Patton's Third Army tanks out ran their supply

lines and their drive against the Germans bogged down. The 492nd Carpetbagger
Group was assigned the task of hauling gasoline to Patton. The B-24's were
. used for this mission. Extra tanks were installed in the bomb bays for this
mission. The outer wing panel tanks were also used for 80 octane tank fuel.
The fuel was de 1.i ver ed to grass fields in France and Belgium. Upon landing the
80 octane fuel was pumped out of the aircraft into storage facilities and tanker
trucks. This operation lasted about one month and during that period 822,791
gallons of gasoline were delivered. Because the 80 octane tank gasoline had a
chemical reaction with the linings of the aircraft fuel tanks, those tanks
could no longer be used for aircraft fuel. This . condition so limited the range
of the aircraft that they were useless for either bombing or Carpetbagger
operations.

It being too expensive to change all of the contaminated tanks,

the aircraft were flown to the depot at Burtonwood and the 492nd was issued
new B-24 aircraft.
After the invasion of the continent by the allied armies and the liberation
of major parts of France the demand for Carpetbagger operations diminished. The
Army Air Forces in England now had a sufficient surplus of aircraft as to allow
for diversification of US air operations. Headquarters decided to develop a
night bombing capability. That mission was assigned to the 492nd carpetbagger
Group.
soon as a nighttime bombing capability was developed in the 492nd Group,
the US Eighth Air Force and the British Royal Air Force designed a concept of
using the two forces in support' of each other. Under this plan the 492nd bombers
As

would launch a feint toward targe~s deep in Germany and on a route many miles
from the route to be followed by the RAF.

The 492nd aircraft would appear on
the German radar and cause the Germans to :"aunch their night fighters. The
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~

492nd Group would then drop its bombs on nearby

~a.rgets

home before the German fighters caught up with t.hem;
would. know they had responded to a feint.

and be on their way

At this· point the Germans

They woul.d have to get their fighters

back on the ground and refueled to face the RAP attack. Theoretically these
actions significantly reduced the german defense against the deep penetrating
incoming massive RAP attack.
One of the last operations that the 492nd launched was reconnaisance flights
over the Ruhr Valley to show our non-aircrew personnel the awesome effects of
having to bomb the German nation to' its knees . The devastation was almost
unbelievable!

CAPTAIN JAMES ESTES
MEETS THE GERMAN LUFTWAFFE FIGHTERS
Captain James Estes of 'the 22nd Antisubmarine Squadron
was flying an antisubmarine mission out of Du~keswell when
he attained the honor of being the first of our aircraft
commanders to be accosted by German ·fighters.
St. Clair was his copilot.

Captain Rodman

My failing memory denies me the

names of the other crew members.
Captain Estes went down to see the source of smoke he saw
rising from the water in the Bay of Biscay.
plane that had just been shot

c~wn

lie found an RAF

by the Gerillans.

were still in the area and attacked Estes' aircraft.

The fighters
Estes

took violent evasive action but his aircraft suffered extensive
damage before the Germans ended their attack.
Captain Estes was a small southern man whose ability to
maneuver the heavy B-24 was handicapped by his diminutive size.
Due to his short legs he had a problem exacting full rudder
travel from the B-24.

Under the stress of the situation, he

called to his copilot,

"Hep me, Saintl, Hep me!n.

He landed his heavily damaged aircraft,
a small airfield at Lands End, England.

(Playmate # 1) at

Mone of his aircrew

were injured but the aircraft was so badly damaged by the German machine gun fire that it was beyond economical repair.
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MY 'FIRST ENCOUNTER WITH THE GERMJu'T AIR FORCE

by
ROBERT W. FISH

In'September

1943 while flying an anti-submarine patrol'over the

Bay of

Biscay I had my first encounter with German Air Force fighter aircraft.

We

were flying just above a thin stratus deck, searching the area with our radar.

I had 'my regularly assigned crew on board.

It was the crew I

when we had flown the North Atlantic route to England.

~2d

with me

Tha t crew consisted of

Lt. James A. Cassidy, copilot; Lt. Edward Tresmer, navigator; Lt. Cbzrles Teer,
bombardier; T/Sgt. William Jesperson, engineer; T/Sgt. Al Sage, radio operator;

S/Sgt. Harol~ Falk, assistant engineer-gunner; S!Sgt. Minor Babin, assistant
radio operator-gunner; S/Sgt. Joseph Bennet, waist gunner; and S/Sgt. Samuel
Cooper, tail gunner.
Our RAF Liaison Officer, Squadron Leader "Bocp" Beaudeau was along on
this mission .aa an extra pilot and tactical advisor.

.

.

"Beep" had completed.

three tours of duty as a fighter pilot in the Battle of Britain before he
Tflas assigned to our squadron.

After we had been out on patrol for several hours I turned the pilot's
seat over .to "Boop" while I went to the rear of the airplane to attend to

the wants of nature.

Just as I a--rri ved. aft of the bombay in the aircraft, five German fighter
aircraft ap~eared·off our right side. They were flying a right echelon
formation.

They pulled ahead of our aircraft in preparation for a head on

attack against us.

Just as they turned into our flight path, Sqdn. Leader

Beaudeau dived our B-24 down through the thin layer of clouds which was less than
one hundred feet thick.

This maneuver tpwarted the Germans' attack.

They

dived through the clouds and lined 'up in echelon again for another attack.
"Boop" then Climbed our aircraft back up above the cloud layer.

the Germans positioned themselves for a head attack.
by our diving through the clouds.

en top again,

Again they were foiled

After these maneuvers were completed eight

or ten times the Germans left us and flew back toward France.

Why they didn't

split their forces, part above and part below the clouds, we will never k..'10w • .
'\

When they left us they probably did so because they were low on fuel.
\

,We were fortunate to have had Sqdn. Leader Beaudeau with us that day.
knew the best techniques for thwarting the German attack.
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When we landed at Dunkeswell and reported this incident "at our debriefing,
.our ·intelligence offic.er informed. us that the fighteZ's we had encourrtez'ed
were probably from a German fighter training base near the coast of France.
The pilots were probably students and were not knowledgeable enough in
fighter tactics to really press their attacks.

LIEE FATHER - LIKE SON
(EXTRACTED FROM A CARPETBAGGER NEW.8IETTER)

Carpetbagger Profile - When Carpetbagger Jim Burger, n~w living in Linwood,
N.J., was a youn~ co-pilot (weren't we all?) on Lt. Leonard Brenner's crew at
Harrington, little did he think that he'd have a son,;who -- 43 years later -would be flying supersonic aircraft out of a base only 20 miles away at Alconbury:

(And, coincidentally, a base where the 801st/~92nd BG had it's beginnings,

flying Carpetbagger missions in

happened.

1943

and 1544).

But -:- that is exactly what

Jim's son, Major James E. Burger (not a junior -- named after Jim's

father) is a "Hot" pilot of a TR-l, the successor to the f'amous U-2 Reconnaissance
plane -- flying qut of Alconbury.

March 1987 Newsletter.)
live near the base.
aWCL~ed

(I included an article en this aircraft in the

James and his wife, Heidi, and 3 yeax old son, Bowie,

Jim proudly points out that his son James has been recently

an Ai:r Medal f or ''Exceptional Airmanship and Courage";

to get in peace time f

n

Jim said.

A difficult medal

(Dad has one also -- for 14 missions out of

Harrington -- plus an Oak leaf Cluster.
shot at.)

f1

But -- in those days, he Yfas being

Jim is rightly proud of his son f s achievements in the Air Force.

"An

Air Force Academy graduate, he's not only a TR-l pilot, but is also a check pilot
for all NATO Reconnaissance Units.
his branch. II

1945, with

This month, he is slated to become Chief of

Of course, "Pop" was no slouch at Harringtoneither.

On April 23,

th~ war winding down

(we thought) Jim's aircraft was badly shot up
by German anti-aircraft fire. So badly, that the plane was "junked" when they
limped back to Harrington. Two of Jim's crew mates were wounded and received
Purple Hearts. One of them, Jim Monahan, is on our mailing roster
living in
Wheaton, Mi.

T'ilO

other crew mates of Jim's axe also on our roster

Joe

McConnell of Sacramento, Calif, navigator; and Al Trassati of Torrance, Calli,

bomba.rd.ier.
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"JUST THOUGHT YOU'D LIKE YO KNOW ••• II

The first reference to the group being called "Cc3.rpetbaggers ", was by General
Jimmy Doolittle in a conversation between General Tooey Spaatz, his deput, Maj.

General Fredrick Anderson and Col. Bernt Balchen at a dinner one evening when a
request for planes

and· crews

were made for operations in Norway.

Available planes

were scarce as everything was tied up for ~ an expected push starting soon in France.
General Doolittle, who had just become Commanding General of the Eighth Air Force

made the suggestion (hi~ own words), "How about Col. Heflin's Carpetbaggers?
They are already under ass orders. Intelligence has cleared them and we can :pull
some crews out of that group."
Thus was born an identity, f.rom a code name to a fact.
The above was taken from an autobiography by Col. Bernt Balchen in his book
"Come North With Me".

*******
The above extract from Balchen's book is in error. The incident related by
Ealchen was probably the first time that he ever heard. the word "Carpetbaggers"
applied to clandestine o~erations. It was not the original application of that
'Word. to such operations.
The Army Air Forces in England and elsewhere ,maintained a list of code words
and nicknames to be used. to enhance the security of various projects and operations.

The word "Carpetbaggers" was one of those words whi.ch. was selected and

applied before Balchen's operations in Norway were conceived.

It was first

revealed to Colonel C. J. 'Heflin on 24 october 1943 when he and a few members of

his staff met with Eighth Air Force

authorit~es

at Bovingdon Air Station.

It was

at a later meeting as referenced in the above paragraph that Balchen's Norway
operations were brought into the "Carpetbagger" family.
officer I was privy to both projects.
-Re bert

w.

Fish

Colonel USAF Ret.
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As Heflin's operations

PROP WASH

The 13th Annual 8th Air .Force Reunion will be held in Pittsburgh, Penn.
Cctober 14 - 18, 1987.

This reunion will

s~ute

(Four weeks after our Harrington Reunion/Dedication.)

the fighter groups of the 8th Air Force --- Our

"Little Friends".

The Air Forces EScape and Evasion Society Annual Meeting will be held at
San Antonio, Texas, May 24 -.28, 1987.

Those interested can obtain details by

writing to them at P. O. Box 844~ Beaufort, S'outh Caxolina
Bill Dillon sent in a letter he received from Forrest

Internees Assoc. of South Plainfield, N.J.

29901.

s.

Clark of the Swiss

Clark related how he had been shot

down on a 44th B.G. B-24 miss~on over Augsburg, Germany on Allril 12,
was interned in Switzerland.

1944

and

Seems that in December 1944, he and other

internees escaped and traveled to Annecy, France, where they were flown back to

England by one of our crews.
for the Carpetbaggers. tt

Clark wrote, "I have a s:pecial place in my heart

(It I S nice to be appreciated.)

Bill though~ some of

you might recall that particular flight from Annecy to Harrington.
Sebastian sent in this gem, culled from old records:

"August 14,1944--

B-24 'Slick Chick' took off -- 1245 hours -- mission to the town of Montargis,
France -

Jedburgh Team 'Bruce r on boaxd -- consisting of Lt. Jacques P. Favel,

2nd Lt. Louis Giry and Major William E. Colby.
ended up Director of the CI.'\. a few years back.)

(Recognize that last name?

He

Do any of you remember who

crewed that mission?

Bill Dillon and Sebastian Carriere have successfully convinced the 8th
AFHS to rectii'y the mistake they originally made in our Memorial Plaque,
unveiled at the Air Force Museum Memorial Wall in Dayton, Ohio several years
ago.

Seems they had the 80Ist BG shown at. North Pickenham as of June 6, 1944.

Actually, you

801~t

for several months :

fellows know that you were at Harrington then and had been
The 8th AFHS resisted correcting the mistake for several

years due to the cost, as well as not wanting to

~'destroyU

the wall, taking it

down. Thomas L. Thomas, board member of the 8 AFMMF, notified Bill Dillon in
December of a happy com~romise. They are going to affix a new plaque on a bench
back in the Memorial Gardens, containing addendum and corrections for several

outfits. However, due to Bill's persistence, our correction will be first
listed (and longest) as follows: (Nice going, Bill!~!)
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CARPETBAGGERS
by

GEORGE A. REYNOLDS
'I

DEDICATION;

This publication is respectfully dedicated to all former members

of the 492nd Bombardment

Gro~

and the European Air Transport Command who were,

for an enemy, all that the name "Carpetbaggers" implies •. And es:pecially those

for whom duty required their lives or lim1:s.

***-*******
Curiosity of friend and speculation

qy

foe abounded.

But the deep mystery

surrounding airmen in a series of prQjects that began under the code name

"Carpetbagger" remained as intriguing as the dull-black dress of the!r aircraft.

The true purpose of these missions in th~ European Theater of Operations (ETO)
is one of the longest, best-kept secrets of World War II.

Now, with official

records declassified and personnel unrestrained, the gist of those extensive
operations can finally be told.
Naturally, the flyers were called "carpetbaggers" when they began dropping

leaflets in that initial project over France in 1943-

Then a.ircrews in subse-

quent but different projects were dubbed with the term and carried it for the
war's duration.

Delivery of espionage agents and vital su:pplies for the under-

ground, propaganda leaflet drops and retrieving interned airmen from neutral
Sweden became their tasks.

These were done under a. guise of electronic counter

measures, zeconnafeeance or Pathfinder Forces, and routinely in weather that
usually grounded combat flights.

The U.S. kr:my Air Forces and RAF colaborated in the projects from Cctober

1943-May 1945.

To a man, dedication. strict silence and devotion were the I'rice

of accomplishing a colossal assignment, and the tab grew extremely high.
January-May

1944,

From

twenty-five of their fifty B-24s were shot down. and eight

others were scrap];)ed because of battle d.a.ma.ge.

Today, much of the total account

lies buried beneath the-'Ba.ltic and North Seas.

But surviving essentials tell an

incredible story of successful accomplishment rarely expected from military units.

130m in chaos, the tmi t thrived amid mo bili ty unknown to most organizations.
- The 479th Anti-sub~ne Group was disbanded in August 1943, and from its remnants

came the original Carpetbaggers-charged with agent and leaflet drops in 'France.
Next the Eighth Air Force created new squadrons, and this collection of personnel

was attached to the 482nd Bomb Group (Pathfinder).
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Additional personnel and .

·. ,eventuaJ.ly increased to seventy-two crews' 'operating sixty-four aircraft, and at

,a given time, forty of the black Liberators were

ope~ationally

ready for service.

When actvities. were later assumed by the Air Transport Command , C-47's replaced
the war-weary B-2~s.

A British Mosq ¢ to bomber bearing the American star and bars is taking off

from Watton AAF

505. England on a weather recon mission

bagger operations.

in connection with Carpet-

These swift aircraft had sufficient speed and zange to

reconnoiter flight paths and objectives in a timely manner, and became an
important f'unc td.on in the highly sensitive pro jects.

the popular Spitfire were on loan from the RAF.
B-1? ''Flying Fortress" was also employed in

These ships as well as

The slower and

Ca.r~etbagger

farthe~

ranging

activities.

Cargo containers were predestined by the Office of strategic Services (CSS)
for specific places.

Here, crewmen are stenciling on code numbers to insure

proper delivery and minimize errors byaircrews. Every conceivable t;ype of
equipment and supplies went into the containers which were loaded into the bomb
bays with a parachute attached.

a drop zone.

They were released in the fashion of bombs over

One primary item that went into the containers was radio gear for

resistance groups, freedom fighters and patriots for

rela}~ng

vital intelligence

data back to the Allies.
More than 400 different items were dropped over occupied Europe in the
Carpetbagger-operations, and included the usual military hardware, medicine,
food, money, assorted tools, radio gear and booby traps.

Leaflets or "nickels",

originated these missions and even warned dwellers a.Lcng the French coast on
June 4th that a massive invasion of the continent was "immient.
Agents, or "Joe s ", dropped by the Ca-ryetbaggers carried identification

papers, ration, census and occupation cards, certificates of residence and birth
certificates-all expertly forged. They were always dropped from the perilous
a'_titude of 600 feet. Lower, it was hazardous for the person, and higher,
spoiled accuracy.
A shadowy veteran of 35 Carpetbagger missions waits on a hardstand at
Leuchars, Scotland for its next assignment. Note the flame responders on the
top turret gun barrels, missions chalked up just beneath the cockpit window
and a special radio receiving antenna on the nose section.
The antenna is for the "Rebecca" receiver, simliar to shoran, which picked
up the "Eureka" transmi tter. A ground par-ty, or "reception committe e" displ..a yed
on.e o'f three versions of white-red lights in a triangular form as a preliminary
recognition signal. Airmen then requested the day's code letter from the
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reception committee "by" S-phone, a walkie-talkier type radio.

Eureka transmitted

the code, and if Rebecca received the correct letter, a drop was made.

Such

precautions were necessary to prevent super-sensitive equipment and" personnel
from falling into enemy hands.
SCOTLAL'ID - SCANDINAVIA

Kenneth Armstrong of Boody, Illinois recalls some of the activity.
September
Scotland.

19l~

"In

about forty of us were sent to a small RAF base at Leuchars ,

There we saw those black B-24s we had serviced earlier at Watton

plus others in green.

They had resumed Carpetbagger-type operations into No:rway.

I remember one ·specific flight when agents were dro~~ed, and on the return run,
the B-24 was shot down by a Russian ship.

for a JU-88.

The Reds claimed mistaken identity

All of the crew was rescued from the North Sea except the CO,

Lt. Col. Keith N. Allen, who was killed by the anti-aircraft fire.
transferred the men to a British ship, and they arrived back at

The Russians

Leuc~Ars

ten

days later. I'

"Tlie black B-24's were used for night operations, while the green jobs were

used in daylight miss ions. Those flown in daylight had the U.S. civil or NC,
serials. They flew into Stockholm, Sweden's Bromma airport, and the crews
wore civilian clothing and carried passports issued qy the American Embassy in
London. There were ground crews in stockho~m posing as civilians to service the
planes. How we envied those fellows. Then we found out that all Americans were
being shadowed by enemy agents and their rooms ransacked daily, unsuccessfully,
to find information on the routes our planes were using.

The planes cazr-i.ed

supp'.ies and mai'. into Sweden for the Norwe~an Legation. On return runs they
brought back Allied airmen from internment or Norwegians who had escaped to the
neutrai. 5i te .
Scotland.

The Nor,.;egians went into a special army uni t being trained in

Once, the entire Nor,.rgian governmental staff was flown out."

"About Thanksgiving 1:;44, our unit moved to Metfield.

Operations by the

black B-24s soon ended, but the green ones continued their flights until the
war ended.

The Leuchars unit was awarded the Meritirious

S~rvi.ce

Award..

They

deserved this badge, because crews flew missions of.up to thirteen hours every
other day and in all kinds of weather.

Many of the planes were shot down in

comb_at, and another CO, Col. Cliff om J. Heflin, was killed in this type of

action."
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EAGER VOLUNTEERS FOR CARP£TBAGGER OPERATIONS
by
FLT. COMMAJ.'fDER GEORGE JOIillSON

(An aCC01.U1t of. volunteering in the service, by default, and the ensuing
"finger-pointing" • )
The omer came into the 467th ·BG that our squadron was to be stood down from

the daytime bombing operations.

That's when runozs started to fly.

~~e

were

going to be sent to the Middle East --- we were going to be sent to the Far East
--- or our squadron was going to be broken up and we were going to be gcing out
as replacement crews. Naturally, at times like these, when something is so drastic,
there's all kinds of rumors.

We watched the other J squadrons go out on daylight

cps and we just sat there waiting.

Finally word came in
ington.

tha~

we were going to be sent to a place called Chedd-

Nobody had ever heard of Cheddington --- and of course they wouldn't

because it was a secret airfield.

We arrived at Cheddington and spent, I think,

about 3 days, not knowing why we were there --- couldn't find out, of course.

because at Cheddington nobody talked to anybody.

So, I think, it was the morning

of the 4th day, we were all assembled in this steel and concrete building and
Col. Fish got up on the platform, stated that he was going to tell us 2 or 3
things --- that

w~~t

he was gcing to say was absolutely TOP SECRET

to be repeated und er' any circumstances, anyvheze , anytime.
us something to think about.

--~

it was not

He was going to give

First he said, "You are going to learn to fly your

airplane 400 feet above the ground - - 10 miles per hour above stalling. ff
could hear the intake of breath in the room..

You

He said, "And in addition you're

going to do this at night and you're going to do it as a single ship mission."

Now, of course, by that time we were so dumbfounded, I don't think there were
any gasps.

I think we all just stopped breathing. And he said, "I'm going to
gi ve you 5 minutes to think about it. 11 "Now, n he said, nIf you don't want to be
a part of this all you have to do is to get up and walk out.

You'll go back to

your group and nothing will be said and it won't reflect against your record but
remember what I said in the b:girming about saying anything at all to anybody. tt

We were all sitting there in rows as crews.

That's to say pilot, co-pilot,

bombardier, navigator, engineer, radio operation --- down the line. So we sat
there looking at each other and then we were looking at the other crews but it
\.,

seems as if most of us didn't have anything to say, really, because we didn t t
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:~nGW what

to say.

The first pilot to stand up pro1:ably would have others standing

too but it would look as if he 'wanted to be the first.
first to stand up.

I

didn't want to be the

I could sense that my crew wasn't too fond of the idea and you

could sense that the others felt pretty much the same way but I suppose this was
one of those times when the word "chicken tI comes into play.

Anyhow,

5 minutes elapsed, Col. Fish got up on the platform and said,

"Very

well, I will then accept that nobody has decided to leave the room and that all

of you are to become part of the program."

So he moved aside a curtain, and a

huge map on the wall by the :platform and it exposed a lot of red ci.rcles around
Europe.

And he said,

"Now, these

aJ':e

the loca.tions of the UndergrolL"1d Groups

the Maquis, the French Force of' the Interior, the Partisans.

t

These are the people

you are going to be working with. You'll be going in at night --- by yourself --delivering supplies to the underground and you'll be dropping agents. II He continued to elaborate.

He showed us another map tbat indicated where the anti-

aircraft batteries were located allover Europe and informed us that our communications with the underground was so. good that i f the Germans moved an antiaircraft battery - - within 24 hours it would be known in London at

uss Head-

quarters and the information would be relayed to our base, Harrington, another
secret base and that circle indicating tha.t a.?'J.ti-ai=craft battery would be put Ln
its new place.

When he was finished with the briefing, we went outside.

the first time we got to mill arotmd and talk.
and said

I

"~vell,'

why didn't you stand up? tt

And I said, "Why didn't

1

be the first -Co. stand up.

stand up?

This was

So some of the pilots looked at me

At the time I was a Flight Commander.

Why didn 't

~

stand up?"

I didn't want to

My crew looked at me and said t "Why didn't you stand up?

We're not too fond of this idea." It turned out that nobody was particularly fond
of the idea. They weren't necessarily looking for some kind of exotic adventure
and then we all busted out laughing because we all knew it was the old game of
"chicken" again and nobody wanted to' be No.1.

To this day, I believe that i f some one crew, some one pilot had stood up
his crew ~robably would have stood up with him --- they'd walk out and therets no
telling how many more would have got up and walked out behind him. But that
wasn't the case, so we were all in, and that's the way it began.

,
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CONTINUITY
/

.

Colonel Robert W. Fish provided a principle link of continuity during the entire Carpetbagger operation.

He was

present at ·the first meeting which developed ~he mission and

its scope.

During the entire time of the 801st/492nd Bomb-

ardment Groups Carpetbagger operations he was completely involved.

When the operations started he held the rank of Major.

When its mission was completed he was a Lieutenant Colonel.
During the period of operations he was a Squadron Commander,
the Group's Operations Officer and/or the Group's Deputy Commander.

When Col. Heflin was on leave to the United States

he assumed the Group Commander's position.

When Col. Heflin

returned, he reverted to Deputy Commander.

When Col. Heflin

was transferred back to the U. 5., he again assumed Command.
When Col. Upham was assigned to the Group, Lt. Col. Fish
again reverted to Deputy C. O.

When Col. Upham was transferred

to Italy Lt. Col. Fish again assumed command.
the early Carpetbagger missions over France.

He flew one of
He flew the last

wartime Carpetbagger mission when he flew some members of the

Danish government in exile to Copenhagen the

d~y

before the

Armistice was signed.
A HEFLIN POLICi

Squadron Comnanders could pick the missions they would fly. They
mist; balance the easy missions with the difficult, the long flights with
the short flights.

Only one squadron Conmander could fly anyone day.

They could not atterrpt to accomplish all of their missions quickly and be

rotated to the USA..

They were in the carpetbagger business for the dura-

Their knowledge and experience were essential to the over all

tion.

mission accomplishment.
All of the Comnanders wanted to fly the M:)squito and A-26 missions.

Due to the limited number of these aircraft which were available and the .
specf.a;
~

tr~ng

required, missions in these aircraft were restricted to

very limited number of specialized pilots.

applyl

They had too rrany other things to do.
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Squadron cornnanders need net

BACKGROUND .JF COL. ROBERT W. FISH

Born:

Michigan, May JOt 1917

Reared in Ohio
Grad uate :

Ohio sta~e Uni versi ty
Degree:

Graduate:

Electrical

Army Air Corps Flying Training Program, Class 40-c. june 21, 1940

First Military Assignment:
Ms.y 1941:

Engineeri~

19th Bomb Group March Field. California

Assigned to 46th Squadron of 41st Bomb Group

David-Monthan Field, Tucson, Arizona
Dec. 7, 1941 was Officer of the Day at Davis-Monthan Field, Tucson, Arizona.
Group Commander was on leave.

Squadron C.J. not available.

Moved

the 46th Squadron out of Tucson by 8:30 a.m. on Dec. 8, 1941 to
Muroc Dry Lake, California
r:t'arly 1942: Flew calibration of new radar net an t-lest Coast U.8. Also flew
anti-submarine patrol on west coast.
Mid 1942: Wi th 46th Bomb Squadron was transferred to CherrJ P~i:.rt Marine Corps
Air Field in North Carolina for anti-submarine patrol of east coast
46th Bomb Squadron redesignated 22nd Anti-Subma-~ne Squadron

1943:
8ct. 1943:
July 1945:

June

22nd Anti-Submarine Squadron transferred to England

Assigned to the Car?etbagger russian 801st/492nd Group
Transferred to 384th Bomb Group at Grafton-Undertlood in U.K. Moved
384th to Istres Ie ~~be near Marsailles, Fr~~ce. Mission at Istres
was to fly "high point" U.8. Service men to Casa Blanca., Africa on
the first leg of their

a~

lift trip home.

forced laborers from Germany to 'their
Greece Turkey, )£rica, etc.

Also flew displaced

res~ective

homelands. i.e.

J

Nov. 1945:

Returned to U.8.

Assigned Tactical Air Command Headquarter McDill

, A.F .B. t Florida
Se'Pt. 1946:

Assigned to Ohio state University to get a degree in Persormel

Management
July 1948:

Assigned student, Air Command and Staff School, Maxwell A.F.B.,

Alabama
Jan. 1949:

Assigned Tyndall A.F.B., .Florida as Instr~ctor Air Tactical School,
Squadron Officer Course

Jan. 1951:

Assigned Air University, f1.aA..rell A.F .B., Alabama as instructor in
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,

Air Conunand and staff College.

In June 19.51, I was asked to go to
Q" f'crce
Mthi n the
a new 'Iearpe t....oagg~~
~
~"~

·
Washington, D .C. t 0 org~ze
U.S.A.F. I declined the honor. I had rna4e plans to 1:e transferred
to Headquarter strategic Air Command. I judged that strategic Air
T..

Command would be a major advance in my

milit~J

career.

Three times a senior officer from the Pentagon visited me at ftf.aX'tlell

A.F.B.

Each time I said, "No thank you t I want to go with S.A.C."

Shortly after this third visit I was called to the office of the
Commandant of the Air University.

That was Gene:=al George Kenny.

When I reported to him, he said, "The C1'1ie£' of the Air Force wants
to talk to you."

After that remark, he picked up bis telephone and

called the Pentagon. He then handed me the phone.
to my ear and said IIYe s Sir. tI

I put the receiver

"Colone~,

this is Vandenberg.

1

The voice I heard on the telephone said,

I want you to come to \V'ashington, D.e. and help organize an unconventional warfare capability wi thin the LInited States Air Force.

understand that you do not desire to do tbis.
I answered him quite frankly.

in WW II.

I

Why?"

nSir, I worked unconventional warfare

I feel that returning to that activity would be a step

backward for my career.

I feel that a tou=" as a plaIl11er in strategic

Air Command Headquarters would greatly

en~~nce

my value to the Air

Force and would at the same time enhance my career."
General Vanderberg's next commerrt was,

II

At this time I need you here

in Washington on our unconventional warfare plans.
asking you to come to Washington.

That is why I am

If you evez determine that this

job is 'adversely effecting your career, I expect you to call me."
A lowly Colonel just does not say "No''' to the Chief of staff. I
said, "Yes, Sir: I'll be there." Within two weeks I was in Washington.

and

train the Air Resupply and Co~~unications Service.
In the process, I arranged that I would be given command of the Jrd
Wing k~der this program.
I helped organize

In 1953, I took command of the 582nd Air Resupply and Communications Wing. I
organized and trained its personnel. These wings were large organizations, being composed of over 8,000 personnel.

'In 19.54" the, Air Force severely curtailed the Air Resupply and Communications
Program.

The strength of the 582nd was reduced to about

J, 000 men.

I was reassigned to Headquarter Military Air Transport Service as
Deputy Chief of Staff for plans.
Dec. 19.55, I was appointed Air Attache to the Republic of Nationalist China on

Taiwan.

That was an interesting assignment.

I was the only Defense

Attache assigned to a. Country at War.

1958-1963, Air staff Headquarters U.S.A.F.
Policy:

Unconventional Warfare

1963-1964, National War College
1964 : George Washington· Uni versi ty
Master's Degree
International Affairs

1965-1968, Headquarters Air Training Command
1968-1970, Vice-Commander, Lowry A.F.B. Military Training Center
Feb. 1, 1970, Retired with 30 years service
1970-1987, Lived at Zapata, Texas along Rio Grande and Falcon Lake
June 1987, M.oved to Air Force Village II, San Antonio t Texas
Military Decorations:
Legion of Men t with two bronze stars
U.8. Distinguished Flying Cross
R.A.F.. Disting:zished Flying Cross
French Croix de Guer:r:e a vee Palm.

Danish Liberation Medal
_ Norwegian Liberation Medal

Belgian Liberation Medal

u.s.

Air Medal with Four Clusters

Outstanding Uni t Award

American Defense Medal
American Campaign Medal with one Rconze Star
Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal
European-African Campaign Medal with one Silver and one Bronze Star
WW II Victory Medal

National Defense Service Medal
Air F\orce Longivi ty Service Medal with four Bronze 2a.k leaf Clusters
Republic of China Cloud and Banner
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A RISKY BU'SINESS

by BOB FISH
My

tar~et

was a drop zone named Henry V in the south-

eastern part of France.

My mission was to deliver three

"Joes" and a bombay full of containers to that target.
Our trip to the target area was uneventful.

We crossed

the French coast at an altitude of 4,000 feet to get above
the possible danger of machine gun fire from coastal defenses.

After crossing into France I immediately dropped down to between four and five hundred feet above the ground.

This alt-

itude was good for pilotage navigation by my bombardier. But
more important it helped to keep a German night fighter from
attacking us from below and from the rear.

If a fighter was

going to attack from the rear he had to come at me from above.
To defend against an attack ·from below we had only the
two fifty caliber guns in the rear tail turrent.

By our stay-

ing low we could force him to attack from above where we could
bring the two top turrent guns to bear on him as well as the

tail turrent guns.

To my way of thinking this position doubled

our defensive fire power.
Appro~ching

the target area we immediately saw the lights

of the reception party and I opted for a 'straight in run on
the target.

I lowered the landing gear and lowered half flaps

to slow the aircraft to between 120 and 130 miles per hour
with a somewhat reduced throttle.

It appeared to me that our

drop zone was on a fairly large cleared space on a hill side
in fairly hilly area.

lights I

As soon as I

lined up on

.~the

target

lost sight of them under the nose of the aircraft and

my bombardier riding in the glassed-in nose had to guide me
into the release position.
Our plan of attack was to salvo the containers and then
drop the "Joes u ·all on one pass over the target.

We planned

to drop from 600 feet above the ground, I had two instruments

on the aircraft instrument panel which I could use to control
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my al ti tude.· One of these' instrument.s was a barometric al-

imeter which gave me my altitude above mean sea level.

The

second instrument was a radar altimeter which showed my acttial altitude above the surface over which we were flying.

A

few seconds before we reached our container release point I
noted that our altitude above the ground was reduced to 550
feet and decreasing.

I qoubled checked my barometric altim-

eter and it_ was steady at the selected altitud~ above mean sealevel. This told me that the earth surface under the aircraft
was sloping upward.

By this time I was flying strictly by

reference to my instruments.

I increased the power on the

aircraft motors so that we could start a climb.

Even though

I put on a lot of power the heavily loaded B-24 responded
slowly.

The altitude above the ground was 500 feet when we

dropped the containers. Immediately thereafter the three t1Joesll
departed at an altitude of about 400 feet.
With their departure I raised the landing gear, moved
the throttles to maximum power and started a gentle climbing
turn to the right.
The tail gunner called me on the interphone system 'and
reported that all of the parachutes had opened.
toward our home base in-England.

We headed

The remainder of our flight

was uneventful.

The next day we received a radio message from the "Maquis"
at our target area acknowledging' the receipt of our load.

they had some bad news for us.

But

The first "Joe" landed O.K.

The second uJoe" had a hard landing and suffered a broken leg.
The third one slammed into the ground and was killed.
We held a critique to ascertain what went wrong.

The

reception party had laid out their target lighting pattern in
a position that caused us to drop on a rapidly rising hillside.
It being dark at night time we had no way of knowing this
until the reading on the radar altimeter showed a decreasing
altitude above the ground while our barometric altimeter showed we were flying at a constant altitude.
The parachutes we used in WWII tended to oscillate when
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After a couple of

first opened.

tended to rapidly dampen out.

~ild

swings the oscillations

Due to the rising hillside our

third "Joe" was dropped at approximateiy 350-400 feet.

Even

though his parachute opened he was slammed into the ground by
the oscillation with sufficient force to cause his death.

CA.'PET~AGGERS

ST~~I~G:

Cape.

(L-R) unideneified, unidencified, unidencified,
31ock~an, DC; Capt. Edward Bettc~er. DC.

~arvin

~ELI~G: (L-R) Ca?t. ~l?h Everly, ~c Sqcn Surg.; C3?t.
Loren ~artint Sqdn Surg.; Xajor Paul Cans, Gp. Surg.;
unidentified.
~or~is ru~er ?hoto

DUTY ABOVE AND BEYOND
SUBMITTED BY MORRIS TURNER
The following
paper in 1944.

ar~icle

appeared in a Northampton news-

Lt. M. L. Turner, one of the judges, is Morris

L. Turner who was the Med. Adm. Officer at Harrington.
served under Major Paul Gans , Group Surgeon.

He

Morris said his

claim to fame "at Harrington was that he was the individual
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who usuei ry dispensed combat; crew whdsk ey to r e t.ur n Lnq c rews

reI lowing their missions.
tl

!'-~IS5

UNITED NAT lOr-IS .,

Feature of the dance organized by Mr. E. Martin on behalf of the First Cadet Battalion Northamptonshire Regiment,
Northampton Company, held at the Salon-de-Danse, Northampton, was the choosing of ·'Miss United Nations" by an international committee of Allied fighting men.
Nearly 30 competitors entered the contest and the
final selections were:
1) Miss P. Green,
2) Miss D. Joy,
3) Miss I. Jeyes.
The judges were:

Lt.

L~

M. Turner, USAFF of Georgia;

Sous- Lt. A. B. Clapper, FFFF of Parisi
FIt. Lt. M. Kopecky, of Bohemia; FO A •. H. Davis, RCAF of

Montreal; PO F. Bromaqe, RAAF of Melbourne; RFM J. Groopman, of the British Army, who has recently returned from
Holland, and Capt. C. W. Couch from the Northamptonshire

Regiment.
The proceeds will be devoted to the Company Welfare
Fund. The dance section of the Northamptonshire Regimental
Band played.
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HARRINGTON. Sta.179 ~

HARRINGTON

STATION

179

MAP BY ARTHUR CARNOT
BASE INFORMATION BY GEORGE JOHNSON

AIRFIELD CODE

H R

Elevation is 535 feet above sea level
Built by 826th and 852nd Engineer Battalions
Built to Class A Standards

******
Resident Flying Units
From 11 Jun. 43 - 31 Mar. 44
A Satellite of RAF OTU84 Using Wellington AC
From 1.Apr. 44 to 13 Aug. 44

801st Bomb. Gp.

(Prov) Using B-24 t s and C 47

1s

\.

\

,

From 14 Aug. 44 to 4 Aug. 45

492nd Bomb. Gp. Using B-24's, C-47's, A-26's- Mosquitos
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COMMANDING·OFFICERS

801st/492nd BOMB. 'GROUP
Col. Clifford J. Heflin

1 May 44 to 26 Aug. 44

Lt. Col. Robert W. Fish

26 Aug. 44 'to 2 Sept. 44

Col. Clifford J. Heflin

2 Sept. 44 to 22 Oct. 44

Lt. Col. Robert W. Fish

22 Oct. 44 to 17 Dec. 44

Col. Hudson H. Upham

17 Dec.44 to 29 Apr. 45

Lt. Col. Robert W. Fish

29 Apr. 45 to 5 Jun. 45

Lt. Col. Robert L. Boone

5 Jun. 45 to 7 Jun. 45

Lt. Col. Jack Dickerson

7 Jun. to 1 Jul. 45

Maj. Ernest W. Holzworth

1 Jul. 45 to 4 Aug. 45

Harrington was the most westerly of Eighth Air Force
combat bases, being situated

5~

miles due west of Kettering

and a similar distance south-east of Market Harborough.
The airfield extended south from the village of Harrington
across the B576 road and was some 500 feet above mean sea
level, making it also the highest base used for combat operations by the Eighth Air Force.

It was built by the 826th

and 852nd Engineer Battalions of the US Army in 1943, as a
Class A airfield intended for heavy bomber use and was completed in the Spring of 1944.
Harrington was selected as. the base for the Eighth Air
Force's Special Operations Group which was established there
at the end of March.

A provisional unit, the a01st Bomb

Group had four squadrons using black-painted Liberators for
night operations over enemy-occupied territory.

Their mission

was the support of resistance forces in France, the low
countries and Norway, by parachuting arms, equipment and
agents.

In August 1944 the organization became officially

authorized under the designation 492nd Bombardment group.
with the liberation of France, operations were on a

diminish~

ing scale and eventually the group was reduced to two squadrons.
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US forces left Harrington in ,July 1945 and although
it gradually fell into disuse returning to farmland, it
received a new lease of life when it was selected to become
one of the RAF's Thor missile sites in the early 1960's.
Three rocket launch pads were constructed together with
ancillary buildings, the

whOl~

area being declared top

security, fenced off and floodlighted.

The IRBM WS-315A

missile system had a range of 1,500 nauticle miles and was
developed by Douglas Aircraft Corporation of America during
1955-56.

Deployment with RAF Bomber Command began in Dec-

ember 1958 before being phased out with the advent of the
manned V-bombers in 1963.

UNITED STATES ARMY AIRFORCE
AQUIRES STATION 179

On May 1,

1944

Colonel Heflin accepted a deed to the Harrington airfield

from RAF Squadron Leader E.D. King.

the Stars and

stri~es

The British Union Jack was lowered and

raised on the flagpole in front of Station Headquarters.

At night, practices were held, involving a c-47 making a night landing on a
short stretch of runway, by flashlight, and unloading eighteen men, before

9,uickly taking off again.

Seven men stationed on the ground with ordinary

flashlights. guided the plane in for the landing.

Colonel- Heflin was the pilot

of the C-47 and he made a remarkable landing right on the mark.
day for a'_l involved, ground and air personnel.
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A very busy

K.\RRI m.TllN

INSTRUMENT APPROACH PROCEDURE
Althoulh the runvays are QO lonler there,
the' fomer C~rpetbagKer pilots and c:opl1ortJ
.ay want to refr~5h their memory Qf Instrument
Approach Procedure at Ha~rlnaton ~t Harrington,
Station No. 179.

PROCEDURE

b\CALI ZEI fREQUENCY

CIlA~NEl

n"'l~

- V

CONTROL IIF CKANNEL - 6440 kc/s

fbi. informatton va. submitted by fo~r
Carpetbaale r pilot, Denzil L. Prather;

APPROACH RUNUAY

18

FIELD

EL~fATION

~OTE;

Radio Compa•• -USC be

- S)O FT

BLUE

YF.LLO"

~n

to r.celve .arker.

!!!!!l£!!!!
INSTRUMENT APPROACH DETAClfHmT

FLYING AND

LET-DO~

INSTRUCTIONS ON SCS-Sl.

1. IIt>lDe to field on It.1dl0 Buncher, VHF-DF, or QQOH·s.
2. Turn ,)n SCS-~l anti RadIo COlDpass before r eachf ng field.
1. Obt.&ln a QfE In

11Fr. and an app roach .: Ie arance fro.

t LJUer.

4. ~~ttin8 power, flaps, and sear for l~t-down. descend
to 1500 ft. above groond on reaching f I e l d ,
~.

Iut e r sec t locallzt!r beam and fly "ut QDR t b(ack~t to
escabllah ~lnd drift. (Localizer b~a. 19 fl~wn In "

coordinatIon with

th~

eyro

compa~a).

6. fly QDI Wlttl elide Path In41cator &tves ... contInuous
up IndicatIon, chen do procedure turn. l~tt ing duwn [0
1000 ft • • bove around.
7. Follo" beall QDH at 1000 ft. unt 11 [he c:ltd.:P.. th bea,,"
t~

1Ilter.ected.

8. FolIo,", GlIde Parh and Loc a I t ee r be .. nl::l k~el)'nR lndlc.ltu.needle:! cen~ered. (Desc:-:nt 5hould be a'.IHOJl. 500 it.

LOCALIZER
..-:::a=o_ _- a i . - -_ _-........z....:.._18
IS

1

RATE Of DESCENT ON GLIDE PATII Witt

IOtnmA.RY
~IUCER

BE APPROX. 500 fT. fER KIN.
A r l!O M. P•H.

8L\CON

,- .., .".

-...--.-----\--H----....-~-- .....---~.....::.... . . . ".
t:

t:

o

o
U"\

o

-

o
o

Rlr.fl.IAY

,I

1000

rr .

4·: --t H.ES

per aln.)
9. Intersect Pl.1d Boundary Marker at an altitude of 50 ft.
approll. (Vh1ual landing 1. poss tbt e under most \It!ather
conditlon. at this point)

PRECAUTION
1.

N~ver

let below Glide

P~th

when close to the ground.

100 KPK

2 HIN. 40 SEC. APPROX.

120·KPK

2 KIN. IS SEC. APPROX.

140 KPH

1 MIN.

5~

SEC. APPROX.

1 HIN.

rs

SEC. A.PPROX ,•

160 MPH

TIHE - Dl5TAHCE TABLE

subtl1tted by

Denzil L. Prather

.'

&ound.r~

.( NorU..",pt.onsh.,..••. _._._._

ROAD AND RAIL MAP OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
The lolJowinl Ordn.lftCc Maps cover North.lmptonshite: Ollto-irwch Seak-Popular _dition 'beets 64. '7]. ,.: 8:1. &4. 94.- '''''f-i"c:h S,~dt-Shuts t8. 21. ~4. 28. QCllu,.,,.·incJa SCdlt-Shut & (5o.c of Pc't~f'OUlh Calls on 6a)

\
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"THE UNSEEN ARMY,

Submitted to ARMY TALKS
by
JOHN NUTT

A bomber base is something like a 1i~'tle mining town back home.

Each day a

large part of its population sets out on the'one big and dangerous job for which

it exists.

The rhythm of its life, like that of the mining town, follows the

pace of the one industry.

But there are many on the base who don It set off each

day into the air, just as there are many in the town who don't go down into the
earth.

They are the unseen army at work on a hundred different jobs.

bomber there are thirty

OT

so men on the base who never fly •

For every

Some of them

handle the bombs, bombsights, guns" or the ever-growing battery of flying
equipment.

Some clothe or drive or feed the combat crews.

There are many again

who have less direct contact with planes or flying, but who are essential to the
life of the base and therefore to the success of a mission.

The difference

between a Group with an outstanding operational record and a run-of-the-mill
outfit is as often as not the work of this unseen army and the smoothness of

their teamwork with the fliers.

(

As a Fort or Lib thunders down the runway and heaves its thirty tons 'into

the air, it carries with it the hopes and anxieties, the sweat and cursing, the
patience and ingenuity of hundreds of men. It is the streamlined s:pearhead of
months of trainin~ and experience, weeks of preparation, hours of planning.
Every mission is a campaign, worked Qut to the last second, to the last man and
to the last pound.

Every mission is different, with its own problems of weather

and target, route and procedure. And yet every mission follows a general pattern
from the first stand ~y warning to the repair of battle damage.
"Stick your nose out the door, Mac, and see if the flag's changed." Before
Mac summons up the energy to roll off his bunk, Tex comes in. Yes, the b",ue
flag is now flying t the stand by has become an al..ert. "What's the time, Joe?"
Joe grunts what sounds like ten-thirty.

"They'll probably scrub

we get through, n says Tex , "looks 1..ike rain. II

i~

as soon as

Tex is an armorer and a pessimist.

It t S nothing new to him to bomb up and unload three times in one night.
says no'trung ,

needed.

He's aslee-p again.

Why worry?

Sleep while you can, is his motto.

Mac

They'll be routed out when they're

Two weeks ago they ran eight missions

in eight days and Mac, an air mechanic, averaged four-and-a-half hours sleep a
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· night, keeping two planes f~ying.

While Mac and plently of others are hitting the sack, the operations men
are ju~t settling into their stride.
up steam. until about

o'perations at headquarters graduat.Iy works

4:15 in the morning, ,it will rival Grand Central.

Right

now everyone is waiting for the orders to come through from Division. As soon
as the teletype ticks out the details of the mission, the ops phone will start
ringing allover the base

t

bodies will jerk out of bed, jeeps and trucks will

roar as the first preparations are made.

A SALUTE TO MECHANICS FROM AN UNlrnOWN

PILOT~

Here's to the people with the greasy hands,
Who fuel the plane when the pilot lands;
Who fix the canopies and stop the leaks;
Change the tires and oil the squeaks;
Who smooth the scratches and rivets the panels;
Check "loud and clear" on the radio channels;

Who read the write-ups; and make repairs;
Check wires and cables for chafing and tears;
Who pull the chocks and walk the wings;

AI'ld do a million maintenance things;

Who watch as the bird takes off and flies;
So here's a salute to the gals and guys
From a group of fliers who seldom,ponder
The ones who keep them in the wild blue yonder.
Sumbitted by storm Rhode--lOO BG
ReIJrinted from "TALL TALES", 8AFHS,
Georgia Chapter.
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MAL~Y BRA!'lCHES OF SERVICES WERE NEEDED IN AM'

Ai.though' the g:r:eater p~ of the AAF was composed of its own :perso~el,
the troop basis authorized by the War Department for the .~ included large
numbers of men, from· other branches of the Army as well.

In A-cril 1943, for

example, enlisted personnel from the other arms and services who were assigned
to the AAF made up one-quarter of the total enlisted strength of the air arm.
In November of that year the

~

was authorized to integrate arms and services

personnel into the .AM' proper, but the transfer was subject to numerous
restrictions and progressed slowly.

ASWAAF personnel performed duties which had

been traditionally outside the sphere of Air Corps functions, such as those
belonging to the Medical, Ordnance, and Finance Departments, the Signal, Engineer, Quartermaster, and Military Police Co~s, and the Chemical Warfare
Service. Most of the enlisted personnel of these branches were classified as
non-specialists and did no~ attend service schools. Ap~ropriate training for
specialists ~as provided ~artly by the AAF and pa-~ly by the part~cular branches
concerned, but in keeping with the move toward integration of a-~ and services
personnel, the AM' assumed increasing control over their training. If en'_isted
men. they were us ual Ly sent to P...ft;F basic training centers before assignment to
units or schools, and after

194J

distinctions in treatment between

Nl~

and

ASWAAF personnel were less and less apparent.
Throughout the war the greater l1art of individua: ordnance training for

the AAF, particu~.arly that of thiItl and fourth echelon s~ecialistst was conductei
by the Ordnance Department. In order to supplement the graduates of the service
schools and to provide sufficient numbers of technical personnel for o~erational
training units. the First Air Force instituted its own ordnance training in
February

1943. The First Air Force program, taught at two schools, consisted

of instruction and practice in ordnance supply procedures, automotive maintenance and operation, small arms, and ammunition supply and issue. Graduates of
the course were usually absorbed into ordnance sections of the operational
training squadrons. After the middle of 1944 the ordnance program of the First
Air Force, being no longer needed, was te~inated.
Excerpt reprinted from The Army Air Forces in World War II.
Craven and'J.L. Cate.

".

W.?
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Edited by

During the war, the AAF·required four technical specialists for every man

(

who flew.

The ratio total ground personnel to flying, personnel was nearly seven

to one, and for every

man

actually committed to air combat there were sixteen

individuals who served within 'the AP$ on some noncombat assignment.
In the early da,s of the Air Service, practically all

en~isted

technicians,

whether or not they were concerned directly with the maintenance of aircraft, had
been known as airplane mechanics.

But as the work of the technicians became more

and more specialized, the term "airplane mechanic" was gradually restricted to
men who maintained airframes, aircraft engines, and accessories integral to the

plane; these accessories included such equipment as propellers, hydraulic and
electrical systems, carburetors, and generators.

Tehnicians who specialized in

such equipment as armament, cameras, and radio devices---equipment not considered
strickly as parts of the aircraft---came to be known by special names and were
trained in separate programs.

The primary responsibility for aircraft mainten-

ance in the AAF during the war belonged to teams of enlisted mechanics

t

each

team working under the direction of a noncommissioned officer called crew chief.
Before the war it had been customary for each pilot to supervise the maintenance
of his own airplane. but after 1941 this responsibility was assumed by a nonflying squadron enginee=ing officer.

Maintenance activities in the squadron

were limited to the first and second echelon, that is to say, to regu1ar
servicing.. of aircraft

routine inspections and adjustments, and minor repairs.
For the more difficult jobs, including periodic overhauls, the squadrons depended
f

upon depts and sub-depots serving the needs of more than one combat unit for what
was officially designated third and fourth echelon maintenance. The distinction
between these several levels of service

de~ended

in no small part upon a

difference in equipment.
During the year 1938-39 fewer than 900 men had been graduated from the basic
mechanics

co~se

of the Air Corps Technical School at Chanute Field.

Between

July 1939 and August 194.5 graduates of courses in maintenance given by or for
the A...~4' totaled more than 700, 000. AIthough this number includes many who
graduated from more than one course, it serves to show the staggering proportions
of the maintenance training that had to be provided.

When it became apparent in

the Spring of 1943, that the demand for mechanics was nearly satisfied and the
casualties among ground crews were proving extremely light, the number of trainees
was drastica11y reduced.
civilian

m~chanics

After June 1943, students were no longer entered in

schools, and the number of factory schools and AAF technical
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schools was, reduced~
,Excerpt reprinted from The Army Air Forces In World War II.

Edited by

W.F. Craven and J.L. Cate.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
If at first you do succeed--------Try to hide your astonishment •

••••••••••• Anonymous

1077 SIGNAL COMPANY SERVICE GROUP
The following article is reprinted from the Sept. '84 Cheddington Leaflets,
the newsletter of the Cheddington (STN 11J) Association.
by Bob Downs
In Feb. '44, when the 8th Air Force Composite Conunand moved from Northern

Ireland and the CCRe' moved out, the requirement for a, signal company was removed,
therefore, in a short time a detachment moved to Clutno in N. Ireland to carry
out signal duties there as "Det A". The remaining men and officers left
Cheddingtop. for their new home at Harrington a.t 1300 hours on April 2nd, 1944.
All arrived safe disputing a well known army fact that for a given number of
men moved a short distance, 10% will be lost. The move proved good in that hot
running water was close at hand at Harrington and each hut had its own "throne".
Mind you they were not all used, as

T/5 Emil Gray was reduced, to· the rank of

Private as one night he could not wait and urinated in the doorway of the

Military Police Headquarters in Northampton!
A General Order on Dec. ;, 1944 directed the remaining men at Harrington
to return to Cheddington so again the 1077 became one unit again.
r',
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TIME AND

DISTk~CE

DISTORTS MEMORIES

by

JOHN A. REITMEIER AND ROB&tlT

~{ .•

FISH
W~lker

The following letter from John Reitmeier to Douglas
several interesting incidents.

touches on

It is submitted for its bistorical value

~~d

because it provides some good examples of how time and distance from an
incident can impact u-pon the facts.

*

*

'*' * *' * * *
11 June

1978

Dear Douglas:
I received your letter today and thought that I would answer while I am
in the mood as I'm not too hep on writing these days.

Your account was O.K.,

but how would you like to bailout around a thousand feet?

that I dismembered the picture album
Well t I

s~nt

t~~t

Ha, ha ,

You know

my Father kept of my Army travels.

some pictures to Serge Blandin in France and also to

Bailley who was one of three wno picked me up ,

Phillip~e

I sent Phillip:pe a picture of

our planes remains and asked that he finally give it to Blandin.

The picture

was taken by a Pierre Rogert who was bo~~ing in a house in Roanne where I was
hiding. Pierre actually saw our burning ~lane circle North of Roanne before
crashing.

The next day he rode out and took this pic"t:.rre--the Germans were

searching the debris and were eating chocolate that they found while the people
and children were watching.

He also had pieces of my charred maps-I brought

two small ones home and sent them also to Bailley.
I was holding ·other pictures to send to."Corrierre (believing he is an
Air Force Historian and collecting Archives?), but I lost his a.ddress and am

now sending them to you to complete the demolition of my album.

About a month

ago I received a letter from a Martin W. Bowman of England who is writing and
researching for a book--he got my address from Seb Corrierre. He will most
likely be at Harrington in the fall.

of the King and Queen.

I gave him a picture and the nega.-:'ive

You know we flew from

P~ington

down to Tempsford on

the afternoons before flying a mission that night" as the English loaded our
pla.."'les. Our crew and a few others were present that day and we were reviewed
by the King and Queen as were English creTMS.

TtiAFFS.

~t[e

The two Princesses reviewed the

were down the line and not in the picture, but anyway we got to be

introduced to the King and shake hands with the Queen (now the Queen Mother).

.:
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It's a shame that

Co l

, Heflin has his 'hack to the camera, but itt s a good

of

Maj. Fish. Maybe I shouldntt tell stories out of
school, but I wonder i f Fish remembers putting-his nose wheel through the
hanger roof at the end of the runway in Bangor, Me1 We were fully loaded and
picture of the rest 'and

taking off for England, I remember it was a short runway and Benny Mead hit
the brakes to turn on the runway and we were going 70 mph.

"An;r(/ay ~ the joke

was on all of the crews because Fish's plane had all of our B4 bags. He told
the crew to lighten the plane as he circled to land and Tressemer, ~is
navigator, threw all of the baggage exce~t his own over the beauti:ul pine
forests of ~aine. After we were at Dunkeswell for about two weeks Col. Heflin
asked me one day when I was getting in uniform, but I, along with others,
had. a good excuse.

Ha, hat

You know Doug, we went over seas as the 22nd Anti-Sub Squadron and were

stationed in Dunkeswell, England--near Exeter from where we did patrol duty in
the Bay of Biscay. When replaced by the Navy, we were sent to Alconbury with
the Pathfinders probably because of our 12 hour over the.water flights.
Anyway, we ended up as Car];>etbaggers: I remember flying two missions with,
an English crew as they wanted the navigators to get a little doctrination of
mission ~rocedure. The crew pictures I ~~ sending were taken wbile assigned
22nd Anti-Sub Squadron, but all were the originally formed Carpetbagger
Squadron.

The pilots of these crews were: Major Benny Mead (my crew), Cap-t.

Van Zyle, Ca:pt. Jr. Estes, Col. St. Clair, Col. Boone, Lieuts.

'~Nillie"

Stapel, ''Pinky'' Williams, Claude Cummins, Sanders, Rudolph, Arohibald and

Schreiner. When' I was shot down in May we were not a.full squadron--around
seventeen 'planes, and when I returned to England in Sept. Col. Heflin had just
left.

They said Gen. Degaulle had. visited the base the week before and passed

out a few French Croix De Guerres--one of which was awarded to Major Benny
Mead.
Incidentally, the ranks that I gave were those which the pilots had
achieved by sept. '44. I did forget to mention that I sent Bowman an interesting invitation--maybe you could get a copy from him? When we finally found
a home at Harrington we were all sent an invitation to a party which was to
celebrate the opening of our Officers' Club. I must have sent it home because
it was in the album. 'Incidentally, the party was a terrific success::::
When I read about Jim Heddleson and the area st. eyr de Valorges I got a
strange feeling which I will relate to you. We made a drop in the South of
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France and it could have been to the same operator.

We went stratght in to the

. drop and everything went O.K. until Benny turned to ·go on course home.

told him to turn right or left to avoid the highest ground in the area.

I always
John

Mead, our Bombardier, always looked out on a level keel to . play safe, and all of
a sudden he started.· screaming for Benny to pour on the power while climbing.

It's a good thing that he did. because when we closed the bombay doors we were
on the tree tops. When we got back to base we were all taking pieces of wood
and pine branches that were caught in the doors while closing (for sQuveniers).
I checked my maps at briefing and reported that this hill was not on the area

map.

Could it have been the same place where Jim Heddleson's crew met their

destiny?
Well Doug, I guess your tired and bored with reading about now so I'm

going to sign off.

Thanks for the letter and information.

hope you can use" the .info and

Keep well and I

pic~ures.

Sincerely Yours,
lsi John A. Reitmeier

********
John A. Reitmeier

16 Rutgers Dr.
Delran, NJ 08075
Dear John:

Doug Walker sent me a copy of your letter to him which was dated 11 June

1978.

I was very pleased to receive your version of my adverse flying incident

at Gander Air Base in Newfoundland while enroute to England during TNWII.

If

you have no objections"I plan to use your account of the incident when we
publish our book of memories of our

C~etbagger

activities.

At the reunion in England in 1987, when I offered to compile this book of
memories, I stressed the idea that many of our memories would be dimmed by both

I consider your memories of my incident

embellishment and the passage of time.

at Gander to be a good illustrative example.
I will now chronicle the incident as ! recall it.
The night I was scheduled to take off for England many, many other aircraft
we~e

similarly
scheduled.
"'

I must have -been about the 20th or JOth

1Oplane
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in the

line up for take off.

All of the aircraft, a mixture of B-1?' s-. and B-24 , s'i ahead

of me, except for five, got airborne before the heavy thunder storm came across
the airbase.

The storm took -about half an hour to move across and depart the

area of the base.

During that time all take offswere suspended and we shut

down our engines and held our ];)lace in line.

Prior to the thunder storm, air traffic control had been using the longest
runway (7500 ft.).

As the storm passed, the wind direction shifted and take

offs were changed to a shorter runway (4800 ft.).
When take affs resumed, I watched two B-24's and three B-17's ahead of me
take off.

They appeared to have no problems getting airborne, although each

used all of the runway length.
I was flying the latest model B-24 we had received; one of the first with
a nose gun turrent. It was a few pounds heavier than our previous models, but
its engines were supposed to put out more power, which theoretically compensated
for the added weight.
Even so, I was somewhat concerned about the shorter runway.

Based on the

of

weight
my aircraft I had computed tbAt I needed 4400 to 4500 feet of runway
to become airborne in a twelve mile per hour wind. I concluded t ha t we had at
least a little better than an even chance to make a successful take off.

I next made an erroneous decision.

I would at-tempt the take off because

I was damned if I would give anybody an excuse to say that Bob Fish was chicken.
I didn't inform myaircrew of this rationale!
What I did not know was that the Canadians had a reveted anti

aircr~t

gun emplacement about 200 feet off the end of the runway I was using.

is

There

always at least one unknown in every situation.
I

s~arted

my take off role.

About halfway down the runway I pushed all

four throttles through the turbo supercharger safety stops.

That procedure

increased the power of the motors significantly. It could be used in emergency
situations, but only for a few minutes before the motors would blow off a .
cylinder.
I became airborne before we ran out of pavement on the runway. As my copilot, Dave Love, hit the landing gear retraction switch our nose wheel hit the
anti aircraft gun. The nose wheel was knocked back into the airplane and came
to rest between the pilot and the co-pilot.

We could touch the rubber on the

tire.
The contact with the gun ~hrew our airplane probably ten feet higher into
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the air.

Our engineer, Sgt. Jesperson t was observing our take off from the side

window aft of the bomb bay.

He reacted verJ quickly.

He came on the inter:Phone

and said, "Don t t retract the gear; we have large amounts of ba=bed wire hanging

on them and we may never get them down again".

Captain Love, my co-pilot, moved

the retraction switch to the down position.
By this time we wer~ into the tree tqps of the pine forest
airbase.

Our propellors were really cutting off the tree tops.

seconds we flew out of the trees and were over Gander
very smooth.

~~e

s~ounding

the

In a few

where the air was

We nursed the airplane up to 2000 feet in the smooth air and then
wb~t

we radioed the airport control tower and explained

bzd happened.

i~or~ed

The tower gave us landing instructions but we

the tower that with

the gasoline load we had on board we were very much too overloaded to land.

We

appeared to be flying O.K. and we wanted to dump some of our weight before

attempting to land.
We asked Lt. Tresmer, my navigator, and the other crew members in the rear
of the airplane to throw out everything they could to lighten our load.

there went your B-4 bag.)

I asked Sgt.

Jes~erson

if he could

rea-~ange

(John.

the

hose connections on the bomb bay gasoline tanks· so as to be able to pump that
gasoline overboard. He did it.
After some two hours of: circling over Gander Lake we Ttlere ready to land.
By this time the overseas flights had all departed.

except the

~ilot ~~d

the

c~-~ilot

We put all of the crew

in the very tail end of the airplane so as to

keep the nose of the aircraft off the concrete as long as

~ossible.

that the aircraft would be resting on the nose of the fuselage

~hen

We knew

it came to

a stop.
Our engineer, Sgt. Jesperson, had aLLanged with one of the other crew
members, that as soon as the airplane stopped its landing role, he, Jesperson,
would drop out of the fuselage and the other crew member would
extinguisher.

han~

him a fire

Tha.t was very good planning.

The problem was that the other crew member had his finger on the release
trigger of the fire extinguisher.

Under the tension of the moment when he

handed out the fire extinguisher he squeezed.

Sgt. Jesperson caught the full

right in his face. OUr only casualty during the
2
whole 'incident was the slight frost bite that Jesperson suffered on his nose.

force of the discharge of CO

My co-pilot during that incident was apparently a very religious man.

seemed

to

pray a lot while our travails endured.
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To this day I have always

He

·suspected that" it was ·more

~s

prayers than my piloting skills ,that guided us

through our perilous situation.
Within a week, the Army Air Forces provided us with a new ai-~lane, B-24

type, and we'flew. on to England.
Except for my ~ersonal bias, I believe this
account of what happened.

c~xonicle

"is a fairly accurate

I was there. I was also ,in the left seat.
, With Nostalgia,

/s/ Robert W. Fish

* * * * * *'

"*"

*

Dear Col. Fish,
I was surprised to hear from you and sorry trat our stories differed.
However you know how details can change when something is repeated numberable
times.

Of course I was in Dunkeswell, England by then, patiently awaiting the

arri val of my B-4 bag.

If it interests you, I was in the

cock~it

when· we took off from Gander and

Benny Meade was sweating out the short runway, in tha. t we were fully loaded.

He approached the runway verJ fast and applied his brakes to aid in turning
onto the runway.

We were going seventy miles per hour by the time we. were

lined up on the runway.

We completed

QUI."

take off T..li th plenty of concrete

unused.

I hope you have a picture of that inspection line at Tempsford.
was in the line, but not in the picture.

Our crew

However it .was very good of you and

and

the King
Queen, "but a shame that Colonel Heflin's back was to the camera.
I took the picture from my-album and sent it to Doug Walker or someone else
who was gathering memorabilia about the Carpetbaggers.
Anyway,. my letter to Doug Walk!3r reveals how I recall the incident of your
take off from Gander Air Base and the incident of my missing clothes. Colonel
Heflin did ask me once when I was going to get into the proper uniform.
I wish you success with your book and future goed health. It will be
enlightening to read about the Carpetbaggers because I never realiz-=c that the
801st/492nd Bombardment group grew so much.
I was shot down in May 1944 and upon arriving back at the home base knew
mostly only

those~from

the original 22nd Anci-submarine Squadron.

'while-at the processing center in Atlantic crty, New Jersey, I went to
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~

,

dinner and bumped into Colonels Boone and St. Clair; also Major Tresmer.

From

the processing center I was assigned to Pueblo Air Force Base in Colorado where

I again met Major Meade and. Captain Van Zyle.
Benny Meade.

I flew most of my missions with

After the war I tried to locate Benny but to no avail and also

If you have any information about them I would
be most appreciative to hear it.
Sincerely,
/s/ John A. Reitmeier
Johnny Meade, our bombardier.

KING AND QUEEN VISIT TEMPSFORD
Left to right: RAE' Aide to the King, King George, Colonel Heflin with his
back to camera, Major Fish, RAP Wing Comnander Trilsby, Queen Elizabeth,

unknown

US

pilot I three US sergeants I names not known.

\

.:
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SCARLET PIMPERNELS CF THE" AIR

Their Assignment was Code-named

'~Ca.-~etba.gging"

by

ALLEN A. MICHIE

* * "*" * * '*"
Reprinted with permission from the.November 1945 Readers Digest,
right (C) 1945 by the Readers Digest, Assn., Inc.
"*"

C~py

*******
Casual listeners to BBe newscasts ~o occupied Europe in the long months
before V-E Day were frequently surprd.sed to hear an.1'19uncers say, "Uncle Jean
has two shillings in his pocket," or nTell Marie to wea= he~ galoshes." Such
seemingly nonsense was a coded signal to some French underground radio operator,
.",ften meaning that a plane would be ovez a Maquis landing field that· night to
drop arms and supplies, or perhaps land saboteurs.
Much of Hitler's troubles in occupied Europe came from a secret BritishAmerican air force. In Tempsford, a little town in Bedfordshire, there was a
road marked.

"Clos~d

to the Public."

The villagers knew it led to an airfield,

but the airmen who drank in the local pub were under threat of court-martial
if they talked of their job.

A few miles away at Ha.I.Tington, Northa.mptonshire,

some 3,000 US c:zirmen operated another secret airlield.

Even administrative

officers and groundcrew men weren't told what was going on.

1fhen they asked why

the B-24 Liberators were painted black, the-reply was "for night pathfinding
operations."
From these fields two RAF special mission sq~ons and the American 492nd
Bomber Group delivered arms, ammunition, r~io sets, thousands of carrier pigeons,
fo~d and sabotage equi.pmerrt to the undezgnounde of Europe.
For the Norflegians
they dropped skis and sleighs; for the French ~uis, jeeps, bazookas, mortars,
bicycles and tires - - made in EnglaJld but with French trade-marks. These
Scarlet Pimpernels of the Air transported hundreds of Allied s~ies, underground
agents, saboteurs and resistance leaders in and out of Europe under the very
noses of the Gestapo.
The US 492nd Bomber Group, from the time it began in January 1944 to the
war's end in Europe, dropped 4",500 tons of equipment and landed hundreds of
agents in France, Belgium, Holland and Denmark.

The two RAF squadrons which

began operating from Tempsford in Febr'IJ.aXY 1942 made their drops in 19 countries
from the Arctic Circle

t; Africa.
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· Just before and after'D Day, these secret air farces dropped "Jedburgh"
'teams in France --- specially trained teams of American. British and French
officers plus a radio operator --- to organize and spark-plug the resistance
attacks on German rear communications and supply dumps.
In the operations rooms at Tempsford and Harrington, huge wall maps showed
a tiny flag for each drop reception ground and landing field in Europe.

There

were thousands of flags, from the tip of Norway to the remotest corner of
Hundreds clustered around Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, Brest and Brussels.

Austri~

There

were eve? drop areas outside Berlin and Hamburg and in the Bavarian mountains,
and throughout the war Allied agents parachuted down on them.

In 1942, when Reinhard "The Hangman" Heydrich, ruthless Gestapo boss of
Czechoslo~kia, was murdered while driving near the Czech village of Lidice.

obliterated by the Nazis in reprisal, the world wondered where the killers had
come

fro~.

They were Czech parachutists who the night before had taken off from

Tempsford".

During the last weeks of

Ge~y's

fight. Allied columns were pushing with

apparent recklessness deep into the Reich.

what they were doing.

But the Allied commanders knew just

Intelligence men dropped by the special air squadrons

kept telling them exactly where the Germans were.·

And when the German radio was

still boas'td.ng of a last-stand fight to be made in the Bavarian mountain "redoubt

the Allied commanders knew the redoubt was a myth.

Dozens of agents

dro~ped

into

the area reported that there wasn't any redoubt.
In preparation for D Day, the Allied Supreme Command determined to build up
a huge backlog of sabotage materials in Festung

Euro~at

and American Liberator

squadrons, experienced in long navigational flights because of anti-submarine
work, were chosen for the new assignment. The Liberators were ~ainted black. the
waist guns were yanked out to give space for packages and a circular opening --known as the "Joe Hole" was cut in the floor through which to make drops.
An

historically minded Southerner code-named the assignment "CarI'etbagginglt.
A complex chain of organization linked the airfields, the London head-

quarters, and underground hideouts allover Europe. Local resistance leaders
selected the reception fields --- usually farmlands or sports grounds
and
sent the location by secret wireless or by pigeons to an obscure building in a
drab London street.

There the reception fields were given code names, such as

"Bob", "Percy", "Luke".

Often z'econnad.asance aircraft would zip across and

I

photograph the field and surrounding landmarks.

Wnen the field was apprqved,
.:

t "

another colored flag blossomed on ~he huge wall maps at Tempsford and ~ington,
marked with the dates when underground.men would be standing by to receive drops.
If a Maquis leader asked "London for supplies or arms .. a plane was loaded

with steel canisters and wicker baskets, with ~arachutes attached. That evening,
a BEe man would say, over the air, "Henri has found two francs.
That meant the
ft

drop would be made at reception f'Le Id "Henri" about two in the morning.

Few reception fields had secret radio to guide the planes in.

Most drops

were made into a boxlike formation of flashlights pointed upward by Waiting
Maquis.

Sometimes the Germans built fake drop areas but they seldom received the

cargo because they couldn't give the correct flashlight signal. Often German
ra.dar would spot the plane and night fighers would atta.ck it. Two night fighters
set an American Liberator afire and wounded the tail gunner ~~d radioman, but the
plane staggered home to Harrington, where they counted more than 1,000 bullet
holes in it.
The ·agents dropped were a varied lot, American, British and other Allied
officers, French-canadians, anti-Nazi Germans, young boys, girls and old men. en
the afternoon before their flight they were brought to the secret airfields by
car. Intelligence men searched them thoroughly - a London bus ticket t an Americar
cigarette, would give them away on the Continent --- and then dressers took over.
Each agent was clad in a baggy jump suit abundantly fitted with pockets into wbich
went a daggerlike knife, concentrated rations, a flashlight, a first-aid kit,
bundles of ra.dio parts, secret maps and :9apers. Cne agent even stowed away a
phonograph record denouncing Laval which was to be slipped into a Vichy radio
program. A rubber cushion was placed in the seat of the sui t and rubberized cloth
was wound around the agent's feet. Knee-high boots and a rubber crash helmet
completed the rig. The agent by now looked like a lumpy mattress.
the drop.zone, the agents would slide along the floor to the
"Joe Hole" dlld on a light signal from the pilot would drop into darkness below.
One German was dropped five times, once dressed as a German colonel, again as a
lieutenant, later as a corporal and twice as a civilian.
Since the underground needed more material than could be dropped by parachute,
it was decided that heavy- planes carrying large loads" must land behind the German
lines. Flying antiquated single-engined planes, which could land on a 150-yard
strip of rough ground, RAF pilots had already been putting down and taking off
A~proaching

frobt France wi th a couple of agents each trip;

problem.

larger aircraft were. a bigger

The British practiced with Hudsons until they could land in 450 yards

and the American's decided to use C-47 Dakota transport planes.
Day"

Colonel Clifford Heflin set his c-47 down in a·

in southern France.

Tne,wa~ting

A month after D

balf-b~~ested

wheat field

Maquis quickly uprooted trees and replanted

them around the C-47 so that it was invisible to the Germans and 48 hours later,
after having been wined and dined, Colonel Heflin took off for Harrington with
two American airmen, a Canadd.an gunner, an RAF navigator, a British agent, a

young French girl and a Frenchman to attend a sabotage school.

When a Hudson bogged in a French field, enthusiastic Maquis mustered 200
men, ten oxen and four horses and in four hours bAd the big plane on firm grQund.
An American

c-47 nosed over landing in France on a flashlight flarepath.

anics were flown over from Harrington and in a ,few days had the

pl~~e

Hech-

serviced

for the return trip.
The leader of the Danish resistance movement told the fliers at Tempsford
that 90 percent of the arms and equipment dropped was reaching underground
and being put to immediate use.

The agent in the Lyons area was

br~ught

b~nds

out to

Harrington to tell the Americans tb.at in the month previous his Maquis had killed

1,000 Germans with the arms dropped from the' air.
On a plain granite memorial near the French 'Village of St. Cyr de V~lorges

is carved this inscription:

"In memory of five American airmen f'ound dead under

the debris of their aircraft, shot down in flames at this place April 28,

1944,

whose mission was the parachuting of arms to our secret army for the liberation
of France and the restoration of our ideal." That simple monument to five
unknown warriors qf the Anglo-Americ~~ special air squadrons will stand in history
as a symbol of the gra~itude of the free peoples of EUrope for their help.
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NarES FROM AN ABBREVIATED

DIARY
by

BOB BOONE
10-22-43

Squadron a.t DtUlkeswell ceases operations today.

Bob and Cliff off

to confer on what happens next.

10-23-43
10-2443

Nothing doing all day.

Bob and Cliff off again for a conference---home by dinner tL~e--I'm to pack and leave tomorrow---~ere?---Todo what?---I don't know.
now--i ts nat for my dia=.r.

10-2.5-43

Here we are, me and my aircrew--I

10-26-43

Busy today looking at equipment, getting an idea of our work--looks

k.."lOW

beau-ciful--We are the only Americans here---Good food--Batman to
shine my shoes, bring hot water, make my bed, etc.

(We are at

Tem-psford of couzse , )
10-27~J

Started work at 9:00 a.m.-it is socked in, so we saw "GEE", "DRC" ,
"BABBS", "LORAN"--What sweet equi:pment--our modified A-l seems to
be better than "LORAN".

I hea.:rd about their Rebecca but haven't .

seen it yet.---Talked over our long range i~ B-24's with a Polish
pilot---we get good results---on last flight we got 142 gallons per
hour consumption rate.. Also looked at 8-2 kits, maps, etc. What an
organization: 400 targets to :pick from according to the Heather.Flak areas are drawn in to the last detail. Also saw chutes, Joes,
nickles.--Viewed briefing and waiting rooms.--We are to be trainedgiven a couple of flights-lay the ground fTork for our own program.

My orew will pre~are all others for operations-including instructions
on new equipment-new methods. Glad we have such a great cre'ff. Freddie
EdwaIds is a hell of a navigator.

Charlie Shull is a crazy but tal-

ented guy and will teach map reading with Freddie.
and is good at instruction.

Arcbie is a rock

Rest of crew headed by Sammy Braudt are

also very capable in their specialties. I will ride first time or
two with each crew f·or training purposes. We are to be redesignated
the l04th Bomba.:rdment Squadron (H)---We will work from Alconbury Air
Base, AP06J4, we are to get new airplanes, B-24 , S, stripped for our
work-no nose turrets.---Not necessary for this work. It has been
recommended that we take out the radar, the side guns, the armour
plate, oxygen, slick and camera mechanisms. We knocked off work at
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4:00 p.m.-had tea:at 4:)0-60 will put on·a blouse and play hearts

with the.gang until dinner time which co~es at 7:00 p.m.

I gave my

crew a pass from 3:00 today until 9:00 a.m. tomorrow morning.

They

will head for Bedford.

10-29-43

Missed writing anything for 10-28-4-J, easily explained, was drunk

last night with Freddie, Charlie and Archie.

Didn I t feel good this

Talked last .night with Phillipe Livery, a French navigator.

morning.

He has flown 97 missions in cloak and dagger-quite a man, big, good
looking, about 45, family still in France-he flew over his home 8

times last moon period.

Saw a paxty going on at bis house on one

of those times-was furious-mad as hell.

We met a new roommate, Rus

from Rhodesia, he is miffed at British soldiers for
women in his homeland.

with black

He swiped a can of salmon, head of cheese,

case of beer from the mess.

bed time.

li~ng

We

a feast in our barracks before

~

During evening I talked with boys from Australia, Hong Kong,

Uganda, Poland-Very interesting-One Pole just got back from a forced
landing in Sweden, was treated well.

10-30-43

Flew one hour in Halifax LW 272 today.

Made two dzcpe ,

Four of our

crews came in today-showed them around-were they surprised:?
Going
to get Mead's B-24 in tomorrow and will give each crew a couple of
day.·> time and night time drops.

My ship still has 1:ays and carriers

Sullivan went up to Alconbury. Had a game of snooker with
Edwards, Shull and Tresemer.
Bad weather again. Walked to the line with Bob Fish to see what was
in.

11-01-43

doing-nothing~looked for Cliff but he didn't come in.

Spent rest of

day indoors playing snooker, hearts, reading newspaper, listening to

radio.

War news looks very good.

Morale high in Britain due to

Moscow Conference and trap in Crimea. We look forward to operations
with the British for the· next moon period, then possibly an organization of our own. with a split in the squadron to form a groupmeans I might make a little ~ore money.

11-03-43

I was in operations, about to take off for Alconbury to bring back a
B-24 that was to have come in yesterday, when I heard the tower
clearing two B-24's for landing.

.

~n a ship.

"

11-04-43

It was Bob and Cliff, each bringing

."\

We had the first o:peration on our new mission tonight with

a British crew in a Halifax.
One of our planes is missing. Jimmie Estes didn't come back last night.
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Here t 5

the story.

Eight 'of us went, out, one to each of 8 Halifaxes,

fi.ve pil'ots .and four navigators.

Targets were all in France.

Mine

15 containers and one Joe a German. I had a long talk with him
on the way back as we were unable to drop him due to wea.ther - He
was in the uniform of a German army corporal-had a 9mIn lugar, a 6-3.5

was

f"

Spanish automatic, French choco.Iabe f etc.

This was his third trip.

He told me about his home life.
to Tangmere f

Due to bad weather we were diverted
a huge RAF fighter base. Didn It land until J :00 a.m.-ate

ham and chips for breakfast-to bed at 5:00 a.m. and up at 11:00 a.m.-

flew back to Tempsford at 2 :'00 :p.m.

We avoided flak last night-saw

no fighters-crossed the coast at 6000 feet.
11-10-43

Had my second mission the other night.

It was twofold, .the first part

being a drop of eight containers which we accomplished (the lights-J
in a. row, red-and a white light blinking "L"), the second part, a drop
of seven containers and a "Joen-second part was not able to perform
due to very low clouds reaching right to the ground.

The drops, by

the way, are done at 230 mph and 400 feet-very touchy flying in the

19- He
English--was so relieved when we couldn't drop him

dark-but a thrill:

The "Joe" was a young Frenchman about

couldn't s~eak
that he wanted to talk--so I asked him how he felt.
he said.

I tried recalling my French, "Comment allezvous?"

bien, merci," he replied.
"Qui

"No 1..Ulderstand,"

monsieur."

"Ycus parlez Francais, .n'est pas?"

"Trez·

I sad.d,

He answered and then came a series of questions and

statements by each of us about France-his home, America-my home t my

wife and "bebe", Much of the time I was saying, "quesque c'est?" or
"new comprend :pas"--but we got along very well and he seemed to
understand me quite well.

11-14-43

The next two nights were a

~ot.

We went to "Po:ps", which was a pub.

What dirty songs the RAF people know---"Mr. Minglestein" , "Salomey"and scads of others including "Roll Me Over".

Jeff Pitt (8/1) and a

whole bunch of British boys went along. I was the only American in
the group, but that didn't bother any of us.
The next night we went into Bedford and I joined a Key Club which was
for British officers.

Each member paid 5 pound 2 shillings for a .

year's membership and got a key to enable members to get in.

Pitt

came along, and Bob Fish, Tresmer, Freddie and Mac (an Englishman)
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t.
\

came out· of t·he club and ·found our .jeep gone.

we were

The MP's had taken it,

~arkedillegally~

that

Oh yes, the King and Queen visited Tempsford.

What a great thing

was:

We all turned out in ranks by aircrews.

We had six crews there.

Cliff

i~troduced

Queen.

me (us) to the King and Bob Fish introduced us to the

lUng George asked how, long we had. been there, how we liked

England, how many aircrews we had, how we happened to have been picked
for our job, and how old was I.

The

~een

asked where my home was,

and mentioned what wonderful work we were doing.

11-16-43

After meeting them

we had tea with them.
During the last few days I have been training the other crews, flying
sometimes both day and night.

Got news from Cliff today that he is

traveling to London upon orders that the squadron is to be split itlto
That' s great news---It means I might get a squadron

two squadrons •

and more pay and more rank.

11-25-43

This is the last entry in the diary.

I was next sent to Burtonwood

to over see the modifications on our airplanes.
wood last Sunday the 20th.

a great time of it.

I arrived in Burton-

I have been busier than hell, but have had

I'm on the line from 8:00 in the morning until

5:00 p.m.-sometimes much later. 1'1ajor Arnold, the Chief of Maintenance on the field, gave me authority to direct the work as I saw fit,
ask for any thing I need and take all the short cuts I want.

Some

one must have told him to give us priority-Cliff or Bob Fish or maybe

somebody higher.
The boys in the hanger stop me and asked questions about the modifications on our planes. I have been asked to inspect every damn part
on the engines, asked if they should change a cracked supercharger,
a leaky prop., a busted,bomb bay door, a split rim and dozens of
other things.
training.

Makes me feel good but inadequate with no engineering

The work is gOifig well.

Had a meeting with Major Saper,

Major Arnold, and Major Parkhurst (who with Mr. Williams is in
charge of experimental modifications).

I showed them how I thought

the instrument panel should be changed because we would rely heavily
on instrument flying.
Major~!Parkhurst

Mr. Williams, who is a British civilian, and

were a great help, agreeing with me.

There was no
problem with the others who said, "You've got to fly them and if that
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'is hoW' you'want it,. that's what you get."
I have been advi.sed by Capt. D.E. Wil1i~s and Lt. Poulsen, who are 'in

charge of the 'hanger where our aircraft are being modified that they
must have confu-mation of the work done'.

So I called Cliff and told

him what I had done and he said, "You Ire the one :who went to instru-

ment flight school so I'll advise them that all of your changes are

approved."
We worked

God bless him.
OUJ::'

fannies off trying to get the "Joe" holes right.

These guys are smart and nothing stumps them for long.

They en-

gineered the whole thing beautifully, an~ took great pains setting
the strong points for the 'chute static lines. They took great care
in the hinging of the "Joe" door and smoothing of the metal shroud
in the hole itself.

It seemed such a waste to yank out all the oxygen equipment, axmour
plating and machine guns, but they are useless for our mission and

the more we lighten the aircraft the more s~eed we will pick up and.
the more maneuverable we will be over the target area.
There seems to be a. page missing from this diary but this is all I have.

NarE BY BOB FISH:
Bob Boone, if we had known you were keeping an abbreviated diary you would
have been :put in a padded cell for the duration.

But because I am compiling thiG
memory book I am glad you didn't get caught with it. It adds much to our story:
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CALUNG THE SHOTS

by

BOB FISH
One of the unusual procedures of the 801/492nd Carpetbagger Group was the
almost total control of the operation exercised by the Group Commandez .

This

varied greatly from the procedures followed in laying on routine bombing mission
by other units of the 8th Bomber Command. For the 8th Air Force bombing mission's
higher headquarters elected the targets, forecast the weather, designated the take
off times, designated the routes to the

~ets

and the routes to return to the

home bases.
In the Carpetbagger operations the Group and Squadron commanders exercised
the control decisions. The local Harrington weather section forecasted the
weather. The Group and Squadron commanders picked the targets. The individual
crews selected their routes and altitudes into and away from the targets.

The

Group Commander decided when to scrub a mission and when to fly.
The weather forecasters at Harrington consisted of two officers and a master
sergeant.

One of the officers contributed a mathematical background, while the

other contributed a weather technicians viewpoint.

The master sergeant brought

a long-term, down to earth, practical experiences to the team.

Experience early

on in the Carpetbagger o~eration convinced me that when these three tec~~cians
agreed on a forecast that forecast could be relied upon.
Weather in England in the winter months is a curse against aviators. Fronts
roll across England, often only fifty miles apart. Operable weather between
fronts may exist for as little as half an hour at a time. Our weather forecasters
had to tell us when that operable weather would be a~ certain bases to assure our
aircrews of a place to land when they returned .to England from a mission.

Many

times we sent out missions knowing that they could not land at their home base
when they came back to England. But we always had at least three- or four bases
which they could use as alternates.

These situations worked hardships on our

flight crews but they did allow us to complete important missions.
I remember one period during the horrible winter weather of

1~-4.5.

The

weather was so bad that the entire 8th Bomber command remained on the ground for
three days. My 492nd weather people forecasted that we would have at least three
air bases in England that would have weather conditions which would permit our
aircraft to land. I decided to fly.
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"AS soon

as

I called British Air Defense Command to secure clear flight

" paths for our aircraft I got a call from 1st Air Div~sion asking if' I knew what

the forecast weather conditioris would be at the time
.

explained that I did.

we

were coming home.

I further explained that our flights were by individual

aircraft as compared to the great mass flights used by Bomber Command.

allowed us to

o~erate

I

.

in

weat~er

This

that would ground their large mass flights.

They thought I was taking a big chance.

We flew and all our aircraft had a place to land when they got back to
England.
The next night we followed the same routine.
higher headquarters.

Again I got the calls from

Again we flew and again we had pl.aces to land in England.

The third day dawned with the same type of weather forecasts.
forecasters said we would have places to land.

pressure.
ments.

Again our

I was beginning to feel a lot of

On the two previous nights we had completed the most urgent require-

This thii:d night I··cnncluded that the previous two nights we had been

f0rtunate. an this third night I lost my conf'idence.
proposed flights.

I-cancelled all our

The following morning I learned that there were air bases that were

We could have

o~en.

fl~wn.

ON BASE

(The following is reprinted from the pamphlet "AJ:my Talks for the Eighth Air
Force" which was written in 1945.

The bomber base described is an actual base

and the incidents are a part of its history.
story.

"On Base" is more than a true

It is an account which typifies life and work as it existed' on scores

of American heavy bomber stations in England.)

"What did you do over in Europe?" ttI was in the Eighth Air Force." "Oh,
how exciting! What did it feel like, flying over Germany?" "Ma'am, I didn't
fly over German, or anywhere else. I stuck around our base in England. II
"Do tell me what it was like. If
Well, what is it '-ike?

Yo~ could tell them about your job, about the guys

in the outfit, and chow and so on.

But When you come to think of it, life on a

It's hard to give the fee1ing of being tucked
away in the peaceful English countryside and yet living at the heart of the
bomber base is hard to describe.
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'a"erial aseaur t

on

That is per-haps the strangest thing about a bomber
base--its contrasts. For a week straight you may be sweating your guts out day
, and night, and then for several days you are sitting around wondering when the
Germany.

In most· jobs everything happens at once and then you're
waiting for the ne,q, piece of trouble to come up.

weather will clear.

There are plenty of other contrasts on the base.

Your jeep may be held up

by a lumbering wagon on its way to a three hundred year old farmhouse just off

the perimeter track, and surrounded by the newly erected

tempora-~

buildings

of war; there is a haphazard air about the winding roads, the c1 uster of huts,
the parked planes, and yet they form a careful and economical pattern..

The

Nissen huts, hangers and tents give the impression of a western mining camp,

yet they house precision instruments whose details are still secret" equipment
worth hundreds of thousands of dollars.

between the

slee~y

Strangest of all is the contrast

countryside and the vast machine of destruction which reaches

out day after day to the heart of enemy territory.,
The bomber base is the striking arm of the Eighth.

Al though less than a

third of its "men fly the planes, everyone on the field, whatever his job, shares
in the victories and losses of heavy bombardment. Everyone hears the earthshaking roar of the pl.anes as they thunder into the sky. Where are the boys
headed for this time? A quick job on the Rhine to help out the Ground Forces?
A long zig-zag course to an East German aircraft plant? The synthetic oil

plants at Merseberg - - one of the toughest flak belts in Euro:pe?

When the

heavies touch down again more than three thousand minds frame the same questions

again --- how did they make out?

Could they see the target?

Is everyone back

safely?
The tough jobs which didn't work out so well disa:ppoint the men on the line
and the office workers as well as the combat crews.

When the returning fliers

grin from ear to ear as the planes taxi. to the hardstands, everyone

brighten~ up.

The ground crew swell with pride at a bull's eye job and the Group, from the
control tower to the bomb dump, catches the spirit.

that your part in this war

COtU1ts

At times like that you know

for something.
Submitted by John A. Nutt
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AS I· REMEMBER

as told by
EDDIE ALBERS

I was one of the crews that came to the aOlst from the original 492nd (H)
BG.

My original crew trained at Boise, ID.

Then flew a brand new B-24 from Lin-

coln, NE., to Manchester, NR., 'to Goose Bay, Labrador, to Iceland and on to Valley,
Wales and left the new p Iane ,

Then to N. Ireland f,or more gunnery training.

to the 492nd Base at North Pickenham, England.

three missions as a crew.

On the eve of J1.U1e

Then

5, 1944, we flew

Then while our pilot was hospitalized, the ill-fated

mission to Politz, Germany was called on 20 June

1944.

Five flight personnel from

our crew were called to fill positions on other crews. Twelve planes from our
squadron departed with the group. Twenty minutes from the target one plane developed
engine trouble and turned back.

Ten minutes after the plane left and ten minutes

before the target, German fighters attacked and shot down all eleven remaining
planes.

Without a crew I didn't fly for appr-oxi.mate ly a unont.h,

Then I was assigned

to Lt. Hamilton's crew as a replacement engineer and top gunner and flew 10 missions
of heavy bombardment with them before the group was broken up because of very high

losses.

Some

squadrons were sent to other groups to join their bomb squadrons.

Our squadron was sent to the aGIst (Prov.) at Harrington.
I remember many missions I flew with Lt. Hamilton's crew and I also kept a log.
One I especially remember ••• as we taxied out for take off, I noticed two of the
small lights above the windshield were on, which would indicate two of the prop
control switches were sticking instead of returning to neutral or off.
this to the

~o-pilot's

attention by telling him to watch the switches.

load. was eight 1,000 lb. bombs with 2,400 gals. 100 octane gas aboard.

I called
Our bomb

Our target

was a bridge on the outskirts of Paris. After a good take off and sufficient altitude the pilot called for reduced power. The co-pilot worked the switches to
increase pitch and reduce RPM.

Shortly after I glanced out the right cockpi t and

the ground was getting closer, and looking at the gauges, one engine on each wing

was wind-milling at 1000 RPM and should have been turning about 2400 RPM. I bumped
the co-pilot and asked him what was the matter with those engines. We both had
forgotten about the switches, which brought the props to big pitch, low RPM.

The

pilot caf Led for more power and the co-pilot worked the switches to high RPM-low

pitch.

Just about \then we chopped the top out of a tree with the left inboard prop.
~

We

con~inued

on our mission to Paris.

Because of poor visibility we did not drop
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our bombs but bra,ught them back.

June 27th, 1988·r returned from New York where 7 members of Lt. Hamilton's
crew (my second crew) had a reunion on June 25th at the Viscount Hotel. It was the
first time some of the members had seen one another in 4) and 4Lt years. It was a
grand reunion.
I enjoyed our Memorial Reunion in England.

I thought things were planned

quite well and was gratified t~ see the participation and hospitality of the English
people. An English gentleman from near Kettering looked me up because he found out
a man from Montana was in the bunch.

lives at Washington, D.C.

He had been in the US to visit a daughter who

He also has relatives living near Livingston, MT.

met again at the hotel the night of the banquet.

We

Bill Williams, the bombardier on

my second crew, and I asked him how we could get to N. Pickenham and he said,

Itl will take you".

The next morning ab<?ut 10:00 a.m. he picked us up at the hotel

and drove us and Bill's wife to N. Pi.ckenham,
He wouldn't hear of us paying him.
Most everything has been torn down.
condition.

It was about a 2 hour drive one-way.

It was great to see the area of the Old Base.
A few old Nissen huts 'still stood in wrecked

The main runway was still there being used as a base for a turnkey

operations building.
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BULLET

.

HO~E

PATCHERS

I

ROLAND 1...

ROUSSEAU
Ground

4-

Personnel
~

850/857:h
Bomb. Squad.

.

CARPETBAGGERS

i

I

Sheet Metal Crew: (L-R) HOyaLd ~. Willson; Joseph C. Firko; Alir~d
H Wiesner- Roland L. Rousseau; Walter Levine.
•
,
Don Rousseau photos

Perhaps some of the flight crews of the SSG/857th Bornl:.1. Sqdn.
may rerrember Roland Bousseau, one of t.1-le maintenance men on the Base

at. Harrington.

His MaS number was 555, meaning sheet metal mainten-

ance, which was an iIrportant job to the flying crews in keeping their
You can appreciate the difficulty of their job

planes in the air.

when you realize that in just one aircraft (B-24D Plane No. 294)

carre back to the base with over 1,000 holes shot in it.

What with

the sheet Iretal shortage', the men shown in the photo above, using
great ingenuity, scrounged tin cans frOID. the rress hall to patch and

repair the aircraft.
Roland is

I1OW'

deceased but according to his son, Don, was very

happy in his last weeks to have found 'our Association and was looking forward to getting involved in his old "B,:)mb Group" from Harring-

,

ton and p:>ssibly locating sorre of his buddies in the photo.

Don is

\

compiling a scrapbook of his dad's wartime activities, especially his
tirre at Harrington and asks if anyone who knew his father or kniow-

ledge of his friends or work to please contact him.
724 North Lincoln :Ave., Lakeview, Mi 48850.
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Mr. Don Rousseau,

STONED PROPELLERS

by

BOB FISH
At one time

dUD~ng ~he

any other group in the U.K.

winter of

1944-45

we were using more propellers than

The Deputy C.hie! of Staff for Material at 1st Air

Division became very concerned that the European Theather of Operations would.
run out of B-24 propellers.

He sent an inspector to Harrington to ascertain the
reason for our high propeller utilization rate. It was determined that the

propellers were picking up stones and gravel that had been tracked onto the taxi
ways. The stones striking the propellers rendered the props unsafe fer
continued use.
It was determined that the stones were brought onto the taxi ways when the
truck drivers got off the paved surfaces of our very narrow roads.
was rain soaked and muddy.
whee~s,

The ground

Gravel sized stones stuck to the mud on the truck

and then fell on the taxi ways where the aircraft propellers picked

Wherever

failures.

a. stone struck a propeller it made a dent.

the~

Dents led to propeller

A propeller failure in flight was an undesirable incident.

Warnings to our truck drivers did not solve our problem.
damaged remained unacceptably high.

Our rate of prop

It was so high in fact that the Commanding

General of 1st Air Division called and told me to get it under control or he
would get a new Group Commander.

He got my attention!!!

We he~d a special staff meeting to determine a course of corrective action.
No one came forth 'with a sure cure. There seemed to be no way to keep the truck
wheels o.rt of the mud. Every truck driver we interviewed adopted the altitude
that it wasn't he, it was somebcdy else. That left me in the hot seat.

My reaction was that we must apprehend the offending drivers.
didn't have enough· MP's to patrol all of.the roads all the time.
be another way.

How?

We

There had to

That is when I decreed that we would dig a ditch on both sides of each road-

way on the base. We would dig those ditches about eighteen inches. deep. The
ditches would serve as a trap for any careless driver who allowed his wheels to
get off the :pavement.
The troops who had to dig the ditches didn't like it.
didn't like it.

The truck drivers

Whenever a driver dropped a wheel into one of those ditches it

req:lired a wrecker to get him out.
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That approach worked.

acceptable lind t.

Our consumption of B:""24 propellers dro:pped to a very

I retained my job as Group Commandez l !

DR. PAUL J. GANS IS COURT-MARTI.ALIED

Reported by
BOB FISH
During the period of late autunr:ll944 we had several minor court-martial.

cases that were rejected by higher authorities for

procedura~

reasons.

I imagine

that Colonel Heflin was receiving some flak from higher headquarters about these
rejections. Anyway, he called me to his office and directed that I hold some
training sessions about how to oonduct a court-martial and thereby train our key

officers on the approved procedures.

I was faced with the problem "how do I go

about this task?"
It occurred to me that holding routine classes where I lectured on pro~er
procedures would be a dull waste of time. Most of our officers were more concerned about winning a war than they were about court-martialling their delinquents. I had to do something that would get their attention and that would
teach at the same time.
r talked to Col. Heflin about it and he concurred. We would hold a mock .
trial. But we would have to build a case. Who should we try. We reviewed all
of the incidents we could recall that had occ~ed over the past month. Surely
somebody had screwed up some how. While we were searching for a culprit a
message was delivered to Col. Heflin anno1.Ulcing the promotion of our Group
Surgeon t Captain Paul J. Ga..ns to the rank of major.
That message focused our attention on Doc. Gans.

Why not court-martial

him?
We had a good case.
Harrington.

A week earlier, a dance had been held on the base at

Doc. Gans had used two of his ambulances to carry some U.8. kr:my

nurses from a nearby army hospital to Harrington base so they could attend that
dance.

Col. Heflin, as the base commander, had the authori ty to authorize the

use of government vehicles for recreational purposes. He had done so on :prior
occasions. Only this time Doc did not request the use of the Colonel's
authority. He just assumed that he had permission based on prior incidents.
'\
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This situation provided us with a good basis for an exemplary court
. procedure. Only a few key personnel were privy to t"he fact that this court. martial would be a training vehicle.

All of the

pro~edures

and papez' work

were prepared to be real authentic.
On the appointed day of the court-martial I convened the court at the
stated time. Doc had received his summons a few days before. The officers and
non-eommissioned officers who were my student trainees were assembled by order
of the COt as observers.

Just before we started the trial I briefed them on

the fact that what they were about to witness was a training procedure for
them.

Then we brought Doc. Gans into the courtroom.

For the first hour of -che court's proceedings Doc thought it was a joke on
him.

By the time we were well into the second hour Doc was beginning to get

worried.

Maybe this wa.sn't a joke.

It was becoming quite evident that he had

used governement transportation illegally.

By the end of the second hour big

beads of pesl'iration were beginning to appear on his forehead.
Maybe thi:s wasn't a joke.

He was worried.·

He knew he was guilty and he knew that we had proved

he was guilty.
After two and a half hours we completed the procedures of his case.

found him guilty as charged and

sen~enced

I

him to be promoted to the rank of major.

By this time it took him a few seconds to realize that it was all a mock trial.
Then he was able to produce a big smile.
As a closing gesture I pinned his major I s insignia on his uniform and

congrabutated him. for his promotion.
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Dr. and Mrs. Gans, 1989

Paul and Isabell Ga~~l942

Gans' celebrate
50th anniversary
The couple met at an Elks Club
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Gans will
celebrate their 50thwedding anniver- .dance and were married June 22,
saryJune 22 at a family gathering in 1939 at St. Francis Xavier Catholic
Church in Missoula. l\1rs. Gans ended
their homein Lewistown.
Isabell Brown came to Lewistown her teaching career that year and
in 1935 after graduating from the has been active in church and civic
University of Montana with a degree activities in Lewistown.
Dr. Gans served in the Anny and
in history. She moved into the
calvert Hotel and began teaching Anny Air Corps from 1941 to 1945. In
history, typing and bookkeeping at 1979, he retired from his private
. medical practice and continued to
Fergus High School.
Paul Gans graduated from the serve as County Health Physician for
University of Minnesota medical several years.
The couple has traveled in the
school and moved to Lewistown in
1937. Living at the Calvert Hotel, he Orient, Europe and throughout the
practiced medicine at the Attix Clinic United States. They have five
children and three grandchildren.
and later at the Doctors Building.
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TALK ABOUT A PARTY::

Prologue by

ROBERT L.· BOONE
I recently visited with an old friend and mentioned that I had been contacted
by our old group.

"You mean that great outfit that threw the :party you flew me

to and that crazy man flew me back to the wrong

Hhi techurch?", he wanted to know.

"Same one," I told him, "and since you i'..B.ve such a fantastic memory rrhy don't you
tell it like it like it happened and I'll send it to our newsletter.

They might

even publish it."
So - - here you are.

When we're with a bunch of old college friends and are

slightly gassed someone is bound to ask for the Whitechurch story, and Laurie
obliges.

Those were indelible years.

** * * * * *

* * *
Congratulations: :, "Carpetbaggers 'f, on your survival and spirit to come to-

gether in Las Vegas in 1988.

Forty-three years after your invaluable service to
this nation, the 801st/492nd BG.should be memorialized.
I was only with you a.t Harrington for two days, and as an AWOL Infantry
officer at that, but that visit remains a fond recollection of you wonderful
guys who eased our way onto the Continent and across Europe to victory.
Your LTC Robert Boone and I were friends in grammar school through college.
It was inevitable that when my headquarters, Ninth Army, arrived in Bristol to

await "The Invasion", I would seek out Bob.
Our Signal Section f~shed me a string of network codes
from Conquer to ---- and I progressed north, shouting through the weakening sound,
to arrange a rendezvous, although my unit was restricted to the immediate area.
Boone and co-pilot flew a "24" to Whitechurch, the airport near Bristol, to
bring me back u~ to Harrington for your celebration, scheduled because there were
no missions. There had been a deliverJ of whiskey and meat from linear-by" Ireland
It wasn't easy.

and local

gir~s

were coming to dance.

The pickup was perfectly timed. and a good thing too. because the aircraft
t~uched down just as my jeep d~livered me to the field but Bob was out on the
tarmac as I approached, giving me the "hurry up" signal ...--his wheels were sinking
into the not-so-hard standing.
But my friend took off and climbed out of what I didn't know was an all too
.shoz-t runway.

In about an hour we arrived at the base.
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This still-to-see

combat .infantryman was impressed, being where you "glamour boys" had been attacking

from for months •.

I noted, at once, the well 'stocked bar and the relaxed clientele'; guys
that looked like kids rather than Clark Gable or Jimmy stewart. Bob, however,
pointed out several of your mates who had performed more heroically than any
screen scenario (like the two who made it down on one parachute).
On to the party. Some "clown", I think his name was Rudy, cut off my uniform tie at the door to the hall where the big band sounds were tenderizing the
dance couples.

Still. at about 2000 hours, when the whistle blew to announce it

was time for the ladies to board Colonel Fish's trucks, the'entire out front
meadow seemed to rise from it as one sheet of British general issue blouses.
I, the conventional army officer, was startled to be awakened when Boone's
.ord.erly entered the Quonset the next morning and ordered, "Hey, Boone ~ ~

Get your

asS out .of the sack", while offering a pail of cold water to my friend to soak
his head in.

After a great, ·late breakfast in the mess, we were about to continue the
~arty with libations, (Hair of the dog) when word came down tnat there would be
a mission that evening which involved Boone's command and Boone. I was not only
AWOL but SOL for a timely return to Bristol.
Bob rose to the situation by securing a command aircraft to be flown by a
Lt. Kelly, who had been g=ounded for some reason not made known to me ani there
was a co-pilot/navigator. We took off and then I told the map reader to lay a
corrse for ''''Nr.i techurch n •

However, Kelly first circled your base and expressed

his bad feeling by buzzing Colonel Heflin's quarters, very low and
to interrupt a meeting.
We flew and we flew before landing at dusk.

ve~J

loud,

I hurried Kelly off to get

them back by dark and walked over to the tower marked "Whitechurch" •

When I

asked the RAF airman on duty i f he could provide transportation to Bristol his
eyebrows shot up and his mustache bristled.

he asked.
right back

"Do you know where you are, Sir?",

"Of course, It I =eplied, "this is Whitechurch."
f

The "Limey" came

''But, Sir, there are seventeen Whitechurchs in England and you are

now 300 kilometers from Bristol." Our navigator had ~icked a place 150 kilometers north rather than the one 150 kilometers south~
Fortunately, we were close to the city of Leeds where the North-South railThe train was loaded with people returning

road passed through about 2200 hours.

from holiday and I stood

u~,

hanging on, for nine .hours, -arriving at -Bristol at
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0700 hours .an~ reported jU$t in time to take mY'men for a five mile run over the
moors.

\

. Being young J I got- through the day but when I called my Bristol lady friend

that evening I found myself shaking so much that I had difficulty getting those
big coins into the telephone slots. I never felt worse and the medic pronounced
that I had para-pneumonia, ~ter first erasing the suspicion that I was malingt

ering in the face of the coming invasion.
Bob and I have told this "war story" many times and they like the way Bob
and I convey the humor of free spirits, cast into the disciplined structure of
the military, .where so many bad things can happen that we can even laugh at the
small misforttU'les of others, in this instance, me.
Seriously, the "escapade" was worth every day I spent in the hospital.
The wind blows, hauntingly, across the base at Harrington but I can remember it
in its "G'_ory Days" when you showed so much courage and devotion to duty.

be proud survivors and have a great time at Las Vegas.
~Convivially

yours,

laurence W.. Dickey
Lt. Col. USA Inf.
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,REFLECTIONS OF A MORE SERIOUS NATURE
by

FRANK J. MILLER

The story to be. related is one that has been told to only a few and only
one other small group,

That group was my Sunday School class, a couple of

years after my discharge from the Air Force.
I have never been what some people would call a very religious person, and
have never felt it was necessary for me to be present every time the church doors
were open as long as I tried to live "by the "Golden Rule". .On this particular

Sunday our lesson was about the Holy Spirit.

After our teacher had finished the

lesson, she asked i f anyone had what might be conceived as a Holy Spirit experience.

I felt compelled to tell the class of my experience.

Before joining the Carpetbagger group at Harrington I had completed ten daylight bombing missions with the original 856th Sqd., 492nd Bomb Group at North
Pickenham.

It was during that period the following took

pla~e.

Our"crew (Lt. Bowland) was one of the first replacement qrews to join the
original 492nd Bomb Gp.

The date was June 5th,

1944.

After we had completed

three missions as a crew, our pilot became sick with the flu or something.
These were hard trying times for the decimated 492nd Gp. and there was a shortage
of complete crews. The worst was yet to come: Since our crew was without a
pilot for the time. the remainder of the crew was available to fly as replacements on other crews that did not have a full complement.
On June 20,

1944

the target was Politz, Germany and five of my crew members

were scheduled to fly as replacements on other crews. I must admit that at this
time I was eager and envious of those of my crew that had been selected to fly
as rep1_acements.

I was so eager in fact, that I got up with those that were to

be briefed. After breakfast I went to the briefing room with my crew members,
still hoping that i f anyone on the other crews were not able to make the flight,
I might go as a replacement.

Such was not to be.

As my crew members and others

headed for the flightline, I hung around operations for a while and then walked
back toward my Nissen. Hut.
Now the crux of this story •. It must have been one of the clear days for
there was a moon.

Just as I reached the hut our first plane became airborne.

When I looked up the plane formed a silhouette against the moon.

I must have

still been thinking how unfortunate it was that I was not making the flight.
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At

that moment ~. strange :feeling came over me and a voice or thought within said,
"Go back to bed you were not "meant to make this mission."

I was aware that this

was a different emotion than I had ever experienced before and I can't emphasize
enough the strange feeling that gripped me.

The significance of this feeling was not really apparent until later when

some of us went· to the flight·line to sweat the returning planes. None of the
planes of the 856th Sqd. returned that day except one (Velarde), who was forced
to abort with engine trouble after having flown most of the way to the target.
Six planes of the fourteen mis~ing from the 492nd Gp. reportedly made it to
Malmo, Sweden. If any of the five from my crew made it through I am. not aware.
That was the only time that I felt I had. been spoken to or conununicated with

in a manner which is still not fUlly understood. "It was00nly the beginning,
however. of a rather unusual set of circumstances that saw me through to the
completion of my tour.
On July 6th I flew as a replacement on Lt. McMurray's crew to Kiel., Germany.

(Lt. McMurray and crew had survived a June 15th bailout over allied beach head
territory in France.)
On July 7th Lt. MCMurray and crew went down with no known survivors. I
don't know i f the crew member that I replaced the day before rejoined the crew or
if they were flying with another re~lacement other. than myself. For this mission
I flew as a replacement on Lt. Beard's crew but the plane had super charger
trouble and we could not stay up with the group and had to abort. My diary
indicates that five more :planes of the 856th SCld. went down this day and an
a.dditional six from the remainder of the 492nd Gp. One more member of my
original crew was gone.

r

did not :fly another mission until July 19th, but in the meantime I flew

a practice mission with a new replacement crew. I was supposed to fly with them
on a permanent basis. After that practice mission, I went to either the Squadron
C.O. or the Group e.o., I don't recall which, and asked to be assigned to a
different crew. I assume that it was the Squadron e.G. but the issue could have
gone as far as the Group C.0.

My feelings and reasons were very specific and

that was the nearest I ever came to outright insubordination. Permission was
finally granted and I was placed, on a veteran crew. The only reason that I
bring this up is because it seems to be an integral part of the overall picture.

The crew I was to fly'with was later in a collision with another plane while
\
landi~ after a mission.
The only one killed on the crew was the one that took
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my ,place.' The - crew czaehed a second time while flying out of Harrington with

no'known survivors.

In no way do I wish to cast reflections on any member of that crew, however,
call it what .you will; fate, fortunes of war, or the hand of God, the change to

another crew saved my- life.
Frank J. Miller

856th B.S./492 B.G.
857th-858th B.S./801~92 E.G.

IN MEMORIUM
EulQ;Y by
r'Joug

~·:al;":cr

~~ s tn ce r e Ly re~ret t he passi:l~
of one of our staunchest Associ~cion
su?porters--Car?etba~gerJi~ Baker,
of Hatleton~ -r~x.as--on January 19,
1988. Jim, unfortunately, became

RAUNCHY--A True Carpetoagg

too i l l to at~end the Harrin~ton
Reunion last September, but was
solidly behind our fund drive co

Submit:ed by

l
:

:",

~uJy Rudol~h

Raunchv was JL~ Baker's dog, although
Raunchv didn't consider himself a dog-jusC o~e of the boys. He ~as someching
else. Each nighc he would be at the
club and loved beer. The m.en would put:
their beer mugs on the floor when they
- would be sitting in a chair t playing
cards, "shooting the breeze tt , etc ••
Raunchy would go around sniffing the
beer until he found the dark type.
Then he would drink all he could until

- erect the Memorial. In face, Jim
was our most generous contributor.
He was the Bombardier on Rudv
Rudolph's aircraft and after~ many
missions t was promoted to G~oup
Bombardier. Capcain Baker ~as
awarded the Croix de Guer~- ~v
General Koenig, General De Ga~llets
Deputy, at a ceremony at Harrington
on September 22, 1944, along with
Colonel Fish, Major Rudolph and
others of his Comrades. We salute
this .gallant man who was admired
and respected by all who knew him.
Although several months have
elasped due to the quarterly printing of the ~ewsletter, if you wish
to drop a note of s:~pathy to Jim's
wife, Kacherine, here is her address: Mrs. James W. Baker, Sr.,
PO cc~ 668, Ha~le~ont !X 75651

caught. Each night he would follow a
ditch do~ to the living site, then
follow around cer~ain buildings until
he got home. Each night he would be
so drunk he could hardly ~alk. He
always had deep blood-shoe eyes. Every
aay the same thing.
Editorfs ~ote: ~e Salute You,
Raunchv, You were a better man than a
lot of· Carpetbaggers who couldn 1 t find
their ~ay back to their bunk after a
"?... :~ Cr3\oll".
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·856th RADAR OFFICER
CAPrAIN PAUL F". ADER
f

\.

PUBLISHES FIRST NOVEL
I remember those long nights in the 856th Radar Shack, waiting for the

Carpetbaggers to return from their mission on the Continent.
navigators and bombardiers in· the ,use

of~the

My job was to train

latest hi-tech equipment, and to

maintain the equipment on the planes - LORAN, Rebecca and radio altimeters among
others. In my sJ?a.:r:e moments, I dreamed up t~e characters and plot of a novel I
wanted to write about 8th Air Force personnel ~nd, just incidentally, some of
the British people they met and knew.
I'd written half a dozen novels earlier, but had. never managed to get one
published. I pounded out a hundred thousand words on my new subject and called
the book BOOMERANG, after the aircraft's name.

Up to London I went, and a£ter

two trips I sold the book to W.R •. ALLEN & Co. I had to cut it down to 63,000
words since there was a paper shortage in 1944.. The ~ublisher, Mzrk Goulden,
changed the title to WE ALWAYS COME BACK, the novel appeared in 1945, just before
we were to rotate to the States and transition to B-29's and head for the Far
But WW II ended with a bang, and I found myself in New York, a civilian

East.

again.

One of my fellow officers,

Ca~tain

Peyton Knight, joined with me in forming

a small publishing company in New York - PEYTON PAUL.

ALWAYS COME BACK.

our first book was WE

Although well reviewed (e.g. The New Yorker), the book didn't

sell very well, and Hollywood turned it down because, in 1946, there was beginning
a wave of thumbs-down on war novels.

off.

John Hersey's A BELL FOR ADANO took the cream

Interest in war novels was revived years later.
In New York, I stayed at the home of Major Roland

the 492nd' s Group Radar Officer.

Bar'ber, who had been

The house was on leroy street in the Village,

and one of our associates there was
Shack.

o.

Abelow went to work for CBS.

Sam

Abelow, my former clerk in the 856th Radar

Roland and I began our careers in authorship.

I sold my second novel, The leaf Against The Sky, to CROWN PUBLISHERS, where my
editor was Hiram Hayden.

The yeax was 1947.

Roland Barber got off to a good start with his first book, THE NIGHT THEY
RAIDED MINSKY'S, excerpts from which appeared in Tjfe magazine.

starring Jason Robards, came out the following yeax.
\

Barber went on to write

SOMEONE UP THERE LIKES ME, which also appeared as a movie.
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The movie,

By this time, Roland

(-

"was living in HollyWood, and I "returned to The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill," to" tak"e a Master's in American Literature.

In Chapel Hill I met my

wife,Cicely Peeples of Chattanooga, Tennessee. In the summer of 1951, I was
recalled to the Air Force, assigned to USAF SECURITY SERVICE, where I stayed until
my retirement in 1969.
DtL.-r-ing the years since 1969, I've published three books, the first being a

treatise on handicapping thoroughbred horses, published in hardcover by Henry
Regnery. Chicago, and in softcover by Contemporary Books, Inc., Chicago, 1977In 1984. I had another novel pUblished, THE BIG WL~, on the subject of horse racing,
by Pentland Press, ~inburgh, Scotland. That book was followed by THE CQM}~ER,
a novel reflecting my experiences at RAF Chicksands, England, from 1960 through
1964, the first draft of which was written while I was stationed on the Aleutian
Island of Shemya, as commander of an AF Squadron of the USAF Security Service,
headquarters in San Antonio, Texas, where I now live with my wife.

Our three

children, Don, Lindy and Alison, are all out on their own, pursuing their varti ous
careers.

Don in Lexington, KY, Lindy in San Antonio, and Alison on the Big Island

of Hawaii.
Alison is the mother of our only grandchild, Ariel Emily Kay.
Work in :pr::g=ess:

a volume of poems , titled DESIGNS AND eTHER VERSES, and a

novel featuring the first two professional female 18-wheeler drivers.
Paul F. Ader, LTCOL USAF RET.

519 Serenade Dr., Sa."'1 Antonio, TX

"-\
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SOME MEMORIES OF LIFE-AT HARRINGTON
by

GEORGE WL'iDBURN

And it was decided

Penicillin was_'a new drug when I was new in England.

that everybody was to get some.

Sick or not.

Just show up

in tent city and get checked off for having taken a dose.

at the 'specified

place

I remember the tent,

which was a sort of squadron HQ office, was down a wooden walk just past the
barber's tent.
and walked out.

I went in, was handed a few pills which I popped into my mouth

I have no idea what it was to save me from •. I think they were

seeing if it would stave off res~irato~J illnesses.
And well they might. OUr fuel (WbAt is that?) allotment was one small bucket,
wastepaper basket size, of coal a week.

No more.

Freeze your buns, but no more.

It is hard work to get coal to fire up. You just don't take a few twists of old
newspapers and use them for starters. Besides the newspapers ~ere printed on
super thin sheets and a whole paper was no more than six pages. in total.
Our tent was cold. The stove was in its very center with the stove pipe going
right up besides the main support pole. The pole and the stove was placed on a
square cement slab, the only consession for being one slight cut above the raw
earth.

The sides of the tent were pegged into the earth and
affairs with matress and pillow set along the sides.
desk attached to the center pole and

ve~J

our

beds were iron frame

We bzd a sort of writing

close to the stove.

The reason I 'remember this so well is that one evening I was seated there
writing a letter when I thought I felt something on my right leg just below my
knee.

I reached down cautiously and sure enough I felt a kind of lump.
What the devil: I stood up and stamped my right foot on the cement square.

Out fell a little mouse who quivered there for an instant and then ran out of the
tent.
I am. ashamed to say I was both so startled and angry that I went charging out
of the tent tearing after the little creature as it scurri~d down the wooden walk
towards the end of the street.
It ran up the side of a metal water tank which was for fire fighting in case
a tent should catch on fire. On one side of the tank there was a hole to allow
for runoff 'of rain water.

The mouse spied the hole and dove in.

me, but I fear it had chosen suicide to my clubbing it to death.
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It had. eluded

But Yankee ingenuity overcame. the coal problem.

Some bright soul, and I

feel just short of sainthood., made a discovery in the bomb depot.
to find an end and a better fue 1 than coal.

Gf

'all places

No, we didn't dismantle bombs and

burn the gun powder.
Each .500 poundibomb was packaged with two rings around its chubby little
And these rings were made- of a pulp material which was at once very sturdy

body.

but could be cut up and it burned beautifully.

gave off wonderful heat.

Easy to start, burned a long time,

You could make toast on the top of the stove t it was so

hot.
By the way, bread was bought from a local baker who drove his small and st~-!1ge

Ii ttle truck to one of our gates to the airfield.
buy.

We could walk the:!"e and make our

We would take this bread, more of a European style, not your thin sliced

sandwich loaf a la USA, and place it in a 50 cal. empty amo can which we hung by a

string.

This was to avoid mice, rats or other uninvited guests.

I don't think anybody I knew thought of this as campi.ng out.
boy scout aura to this at all.

the officers' club as we could.

There wasn't a

It was uncomfortable and we spent as much time in
I would prefer to skip over our toileting facili-

ties entirely as you would say I was

too gross. Sanitary it might have been,
but it lacked everything else which would allow a few words of description.
You have to somehow get a hold of the idea that we were people who were quite
suddenly thrust into a vast change in life wi -th not a g=eat deal going for us. We
bei~~

were informed about up to news headline depth.

We didn It blow didily squat about

most everything. I could not PAve given you the chain of command from top to our
level. I didn't know anything about one other single bomb group outside of our

own and even then I was not exactly overflowing with the facts.
We were day by day people who were interested in the next meal, the comfort

of warmth, mad at our toilet facilities, mad at living in tents, and were wanting
better food. Combat came somewhere after these considerations. Dh yes, leave off
base, our weekly cigarette ration, cold beer.
The joke I remember about food was the typical meal we were served on bombing
missions. We got what we jokingly called "combat steak", which actually might be
hot dogs with beans or somesuch concoction which would cause gas when we were
flying up at al ti tude and on oxygen. Just plain dumb and ~.,e resented it.
The flip side of- a mission, bombing or c~etbagger, would be going to the
mess hall after debriefing and receiving a shot of scotch and the snecial
treat of
one egg cooked (?) the way (?) you wanted it. In all cases it would be dripping

,
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oil~

Well, at least" they meant well.
There just wasn I t anyway to avoid the mess hall,

sources.

There l-Tere no outside food

The golden arches, Burger Kirig had not been dreamed of at that time.

It

was the mess hall or starve.
As I have said. we resented IIving in tents and I'm sure .we let it be known ..
But higher ups decided to

tak~

us down a peg and they decided there was going to

be an official quarters inspection.

They actually were going to treat us like

cadets and give our tents an inspection.
I was not going to go along with it.

Charley and Bob tidied up around their

bunks on the morning of this inspection, but I just stayed in bed under the covers
playing possum.

The Major came in, looked around, asked somebody else who I was and left.
Needless to say I was reported to our squadron CO and was asked to report to him.
I made my way down the wooden street, past the barber' s tent and into our
rustic HQ.

Another Major sat there and I introduced myself to him.

as to what I was going to do.

I had a -plan

I was going to change this from my being chewed out

to my oI'Portuni ty to have an airplane awarded to my crew.

And that was exactly what happened.

I opened up with the remark I was lookin[

for this opportunity to speak with him about an important matter.

I had been down

to the flight line checking our squadron's aircraft and discovered tbAt a B-24 D

model, Next Morn, S, Sugar had not been assigned a crew and I was making a formal
request for this airplane.
The Major reB.L:iily agreed, I thanked them and lef't the tent. I felt it had
gone rather well.
Unfortunately, Sf Sugar came to a tragic end some time later as a new crew
came on the field and used the ship for a night low-level cross country flight in
Wales. They flew right into a mountain, killed cre~, and demolished the plane.
So. we had no co-pilot and in a short time didn It even have our own plane.

We made it from there on in with a pick-u~ co-pilot, flying someone else's airplane. Since I can write a.bout this nov we must have made out OK.
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PRODUCING GREY. HAIR
. by
ROBERT W. ·FISH
On several occasions the Red Cross Aero Club would arrap.ge for dances for the

men at Harrington.

The local

~tish

Red Cross and similar organizations would

arrange for local young ladies to come to the base to serve as dancing partners.
The only transportation we had was

zt ton

military trucks which we would send to

the surrounding towns to pick up the girls and haul them to Harrington.

a very gallant form of transportCLtion but it was all we had.

It wasn't

After the dance, the

trucks would return the girls to their respective villages.
After one such dance, I was awakened at about one a.m. and informed that one
of our trucks loaded with girls had. upset not far from the base.
departed in my jeep to ascertain if there had been injuries.

I immediately

At that pezi.cd , all vehicles drove "hLacked out". That means they used only
a very dim purplish light that only dimly lighted the roadway about fifty feet
ahead.
As I approached the scene of the accident I was suddenly confronted with the
rear end of a huge fuel hauling tank truck stol'ped right in the center of the road.

I slammed on the brakes and came to a stop with the hood of the jeep rammed under
the rear of the truck right up to the windshield.

death.

For me it was a near brush with

The tanker had stopped because the upset truck load of young ladies was

blocking the

road~

Fortunately, none of the young ladies were injured.

With aid of a w:r:ecker,

we were soon able to get the road cleared and return the young ladies to their
homes before daylight.
Not all such incidents are injury free. That is just one of the type incidents
that turn young commanders pre-maturely grey •

..

,
-,
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NO-MUSTARD-ON-THE-FRANKFURTER
by

(

.Douglas D. Walker
As the spring ~f

1945 drew near, the weather began to warm-up and the

days g:rew

sunnier. . OUr 8th Air Force Base became a brighter and cheerier place to Ii ve •

We
194445

had. been flying clandestine night missions throughout the severe winter of

from Harrington, England.

I was on a Carpetbagger Crew''', flying black Li-

berator bombers with the 856th Bomb Squadron of the 492nd Bomb Group.

We dropped

. ass agents into France, Belgium, and Germany--as well as munitions and supplies to
the underground Resistance forces in Nazi occupied Europe.
During the winter months, I had lea:cned that one of my Hempstead High School
(Long Island, N.Y.) chwns--Joe Uzmann, was a bombardier on a B-1?, flying out of an

8th Air Force Base near Bury St. Edmunds.

I wrote him a letter and established con-

tact. In April 1945, I traveled to his air base anfr we had a happy reur~on--relieved
that, so far, we had su:rv'i.ved the vicious air war. (After the war, Joe served as my
best man when I married my high scho;l s-;.reetheart, Jacqueline Cannon.)
Joe and I decided to get away from the 8th Air Force for the weekend and traveled north by train to a :prewar beach resort on the North Sea called Skegness-Cn-Th(-'

Wash.

A friend of mine, the Radio Operator on Lt. Donald F. Reran's aircrew-Sgt.

Donald J. McHale-was the "wit" of our 850th Bomb Squadron.

Noting the abundance of

descriptive British place names which were "on" something such as "RichJnond-On-The-

Thames",--ItStow-On-The-World"--"Stoke-On-The-Trent"--etc.--, McHale would bedevil
and confuse the ~tish railway ticket sellers, when we were traveling to London on
.
.
a pass, by asking for a ticket to '·No-Musta.l:d-On-The-Frankfurtern-o~-_ItNo-r:ni.on-OnThe-Hamburger" : )

When Joe and I arrived at Skegness-On-The-Wash, on a Saturday afternoon, we
quickly settled into a Bed and Breakfast home and prepared to go out on the town.

As we left the B&B, the proprietor warned us rather stuffily that he locked his door
at precisely twelve midnight--and, i f we ",reren't in by tr..at time, we would be out of

luck for a place to

sleep~

We roamed the beaches of Skegness that afternoon, most of which were covered
with barbed wire, steel tank traps, and other anti-invasion paraphenalia. After a
restaurant euppez , we found the local Palais-de-Dance and danced with some of the

damsels. Because we weren't alert to the time, we suddenly noticed it was about
12:10 A.M.--just past the Cinderella hour given us by the proprietor. We ran back
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to the house--a. mile away--and arrived about 12: 30:
Bound

and

Sure enough--the place was dark ~

determined to sleep in the beds we'd rented, Joe and I leaned on the

doorbell for several minutes , with no results. The proprietor was obviously in no
mood to co-operate. We then searched the front of the house and decided to try and
enter through a window.
try and open a window.

I cupped my hands and gave Joe a

lif~

up so that he could

Just then, while Joe was teetering on the sill-a flashlight

beam spotlighted us. a commanding English voice said, "What axe you lads doing up

there?"
To our embarassment, an English "Bobby" was standing there, glowering at us:
We explained our predicament-and--wi th a smile t he reckoned us to follow him and

began banging on the front door with his nightstick--loudly calling for the proprietor: The door soon opened and, to our amusement, there stood the proprietor dressed
in a tasseled nightcap and a flannel nightgown--peerlng at us from rebind a candle,
like a character out of Dickens ~

The "Bobby" asked ii' we were staying at his B&B.

When he said, "Yes"--the policeman said, "Alright then, sorry to waken you, but the
lads are ready to sleep now-so why not be a good chap and let them in?"

As we

walked by the policeman, he gave us a sly wink and said, "Good night Yanks-sleep
well. "

by

DOUGLAS D. WALKER

I arrived in England in November 1944- and, after a period of night flight

training, my aircrew began flying combat missions.

After flying missions all

winter, I wangled a three day pass in April and decided to visit my grandparents

in Aberdeen

11

Scotland.

(Both my parents were born and brought up in A1:erdeen

before emigrating to America in the 1920·s.)
I traveled to Aberdeen by train and met a warm welcome from my ~aternal
grandmother and grandfather. (My mother's parents had. passed away earlier.) I
met many relatives I had never seen and enjoyed a "bonnie" weekend. I slept on
a wonderfully soft goose down mattress in the bed that my father slept in as a
boy.
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On the second morning 'of my visit, I went out early with my grandfather to
the .nearby Aberdeen beach front.
.

.

.

Seems that the stormy North Sea had beached a

loaded fishing trawler the night before and the captain decided to hand out his

perishable cargo to the townspeople before it spoiled.

We joined a long line

to the trawler and. each received a large codfish -- a welcome addition to my
grandparent I s rather thin larder.

Before I had left the base to travel to Aberdeen, I paid a visit to our
Mess Sergeant.

When he learned that I was. on my way to visit my grandparents t

he generously filled my B-4 bag with a large tin of Sl'aIn, five pounds of sugar

and several pounds of butter.

Of course

t

to a Scottish fa.mi.ly who were on strict

war time food rationing, it was a real bonanza.
as I unloaded my bag of "goodies".

Their eyes opened quite wide

I felt like Santa ,Claus~'

(The Armed Forces

in the British Isles had a benevolent req~rement that all personnel .going on
leave to stay with a British or Scottish family were to be issued food rationing
stamps. They realized that any food served to our Gl's by the family couldn't
be replaced by the generous hosts without stamps.

So, I also brought along a

generous supply of food rationing stamps -- to their delight.)
The last morning of my visit was Thursday', April 12, 19+.5.

Tuesday and

Wednesday mornings, my grandfather had wakened me at 7:00 a.m. bearing a hot cup

of tea, to help me ward off the chill of the unheated bedroom as I dressed •. On
Thursday morning, he opened the door and gently shook me awake.

said, flI have bad news for you -- your president has died. ,. FDR

"laddie, It he
t

our Commander

in Chief, had passed away.
I left that afternoon to return to Harrington •. A month later the war was
over and I was on my way home - never to see my grandparents agad.n , In 1985,
40 years later, my wife and I visited Aberdeen. Of course, my grandparents had
since died. but we enjoyed a reunion with many of the other relatives I had met
in 1945As my grandfather said to me in

nicht tonicht -- you 're a'richt -

1945, "If

ye ken!"
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ye can say it's a braw bricht

/

t

.

THE DISAPPEARING ACT
by
DOUGLAS D•.

WAL~

Not only did the 492nd "Ca.rpetbagger" aircrews fly bla.ck Liberators to evade
enemy flak and fighters on our night missions, but some of us perfected a "disappearing act II to evade the First Sergeant when he was pursuing us to stick us on

extra duty assignments.
We flew clandestine missions at night,

drop~ing

agents in France and Germany

as well as muni tions aud supplies to the French, Dani.sh and Nortlegian underground

resistance forces.
Between missions, during the day, we enlisted aircrew members
our Nissen Hut Cl uarters reading ,

lo~~ged

around

writing letters home, playing cards, swapping

stories and storing up some good II sack time".
Our Nissen Hut was snug inwin~er, heated by a

pot~bellied

stove.

We also

had other advantages in that our quarters were located only a short walk from the

mess hall and a short bicycle ride from the local pub;
However. it had one large drawback: It, was located smack dab in front of our
~56th

Squadron Orderly Room ----- which meant that we were smack dab in front of
First Sergeant Smith ----- relentless and determined First Sergeant Smith. Relentless and determined to put us to work on any dirty work detail he could
dream U:9.
Serg~ant

8mith was a large f loud t cigar chewing' old Pxmy man, cast in the

mold of Sergeant Bilka of TV fame.

He had two loves in life --- raising pigs

(he was born and brought up on a dirt farm) ~d harassing enlisted aircrew members.
Unfortunately, the First Sergeant's penchant for raising pigs resulted in a
two ~orker ~ig pen close of our quarters that, on sunny, mi~d days, smelled more
like a two holer "thunder box", Chic Sale.
But that minor annoyance was the least of our problems. First Sergeant
Smith's additional hobby of harassing enlisted aircrewmen was our major annoyance.

! ,
\

Whenever he needed a clean-up crew, a hole digging crew or a latrine swabbing
detail, he ignored the rule that combat aircrews were excused from such duties
between missions -- and would stalk out of his orderly room -- look straight
ahead -- and, naturally, our hut was first to invade his field of vision.
He would then make a beeline to our door_ fling it open and bark, "You, you
and you (I was usually the last 'you') outside on the double and grab those brooms."

Of course, we felt

tha~

when we flew over enemy territory at night, facing

the possibility of .being blown out" of the skies at any time. we could care less if(

we left a dirty latrine .behind to offend our chief pig raiser's sensibilities.
So, it became a stimulating cat and mouse game. We soon developed an
effective "disappearing act" that frustrated our First Sergea.'1t and provided us

with many a laugh to break the between missions monotony.
We first estaulished a lookout, one of our bunk mates closest to the rear

window, overlooking the front door of the Orderly Room.

With proper warning, we

were out of our front door in second.s, disappearing behind the hedge r()w adjacent
to the road in front of our billet, leaving behind us an empty Nissen Hut and a

puzzled First Sergeant.
However, one day our warning came too late to allow us to rush out the door.
The Sergeant was only a few yards away from our hut when our bunk mate near the
window spotted him and gave us warning. But, as i f we had become magicians,
eight men put on a perfect "disappearing act".
Four men, including our radioman, Bernard Beverley, jumped out of the re~
casement windows; three men slid under their bunks; I jumped under my overcoat,
which was hanging on my clothes rack behind my bunk, I stood pa.J:tially upright,
wi th my head and body concealed in the coat.

I:f' course, my feet and legs were

(
\

concealed by my bunk.
The Sergeant barged in, looked around disgustedly, chom~ed on his ever
present unlit cigar· and grunted, "Hell, I could have sworn those guys were in
here::"

With that, he stomped out of our hut to invade the quarters next to us.

We reassembled a short time later to pursue our leisurely ways with much
laughter at our "Keystone Cops" comedy routine.

Our radioman, Bernie Beverley, and I still laugh at that memory whenever we
talk over the "good old days" at Harrington AFB.
However, our friendly First· Sergeant had the last laugh. On May 8, 1945 --VE Day --- three of us were filing out of our quarters about noon to go to the
NCO Club to drink a few toasts to celebrate the end of the war. (We had been
restricted to the base by the Base Commander. however, the NCO Club was still
open. )
As

we left our Nissen Hut, the Sergeant swooped down on we unsuspecting,

soon-to-be merry makers and snarled, "Here are three Tommy Guns --- follow me,
you're on guard duty to keep those guys from sneaking. off the base to go to town."
\ Crestfallen, we were each assigned an area near the perimeter fence to
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(,

patrol., Tnere were hundreds of our.guys trying to get out over the fence and
hundzeda of girls 'beseec"hing us to let their boyfrie'nds out to celebrate the day.

'At first. with a "misery loves company" attitude
from the fence.

t

we kept the GI's away

Finally, we turned our backs and let them climb the fence.

The

war was over - - who the heck cared i f they did a little celebra~ing~

Finally, about two hours la.ter. the First Sergeant returned and relieved us
from duty.

We made

a. run for the NCO Club.

a flare into the sky.

On the way. we saw a tipsy GI fire

We watched as it gracefully arched across the road and

landed in the middle of a large haystack on a neighboring farm.

I't was soon

ablaze from the burning flare.

We watched in amazement as the

fl~~es

soared through the dry hay and then

laughed as we saw a girl in disarray emerge f~om the burning stack --- followed
by a Lieutenant Bombardier dashing ma.d.ly after her: It was a scene to remember,
and a day to remember:

* * * *
NarE

~y

'* * *'
BOB FISH

I have a sequel to the above "haystack" sto~J". The farmer put in a claim
against the US Army Air Force for burning his haystack --- only he ma.d.e one big
major mistake. He told the judge that he saw an American airplane fly over his
haystack and drop a flare into it.

What he didn't know was that all aircraft

in England had been grounded that day to keep wild young pi~ots from celebrating
VE Day in the air.
The US claims officer showed the judge the order groWlding
all US airplanes on that day and the judge was therefore compelled to rule
against the farmer's claim. If the farmer had. sim.:ply stated that the "Carpetbaggers",' in their celebration, had burned his haystack he would have been" paid
for it.
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A TRAGIC FATALITY
(AS VIEWED. BY VARIOUS CARPETBAGGER .MEMBERS)

Reported by
'ROBERT W. FISH

To provide our aircrew guzmers wi th

~

opportunity to practice aiming at

attacking aircraft we made arrangements with ,an RAP fighter training unit to have

their pilots make simulated attacks on our aircraft when

w~

were flying daylight

training exercises. As soon as we started this training it ~roduced a tragedy.
After the completion of one of these training sessions the fighter pilot who
had been simUlating attacks against one of our aircraft ,landed his Spitfire at
Harrington to help us critique the training exercise and have ltmchat our mess.
This pilot was a young Polish airman of limited experience •. When he prepared to
leave Harrington some of our airmen urged him to give us a good demonstration of
acrobatic flying as he departed.
pilot of that era could turn down.

That request was one tbzt.no red-blooded fighter
His response was, "I will show you bomber boys

some real flying:"
The following action is pretty hazy in my mind after forty-five years, but I
think I recall that he attempted a barrel roll immediately after leaving the runway. My memory ·i5 based on the report of the accident investigation, but it has
been forty-five years s ince I saw that re:porl. (He may bave tried an, inside loop
immediately after becoming airborne.)
As I recall, when he came out of his roll he had lost.enough altitude that
his wing hit a tree. This caused him to cra.sh into our finance office which was
in a Nissen'hut. The Nissen hut was destroyed, the Spitfire was demolished and
the Polish pilot was killed. Fortunately there was nobody in the finance office
when it was destroyed.
Forty-five years after this event it is interesting to consider how various

members of our group remember this incident.

Comments by our editor. 8i Sizemore:

Just Before The Tragedy - -

A Polish pilot, flying a British Spitfire, crashed and was killed at Station
#179, Harrington. England. As all eye witness from an area near the radar shack,
I watched as the aircraft did an "inside loop". It was like watching in slow
motion to see the aircraft nearing the bottom of the loop and realizing it was
not high enough to com~lete the loop. The plane hit the ground and seeming1 y
\
.
bounced and hit a tree.

-

Whether or not the Spitfire hit the tree before slamming
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"into the corner of t"he Finance Hut, I" do not know.

The view from where I stood

was not that clear.
One latrine rumor was that he was an Ace with twenty-same-odd kills. Another
was that he had just finished his flight training and was "showing off". In any
case he was doing acrobatics for the "benefit of the "Yanks".
The Carpetbaggers, that returned to the old base during the Reunion last

September, saw the tree with its top sheared off --- a reminder of this grim event.
If others have remembrance of this event, send the story to

Si.

*******
The story "Just Before The Tragedy" that appeared in the last issue of the

Carpetbagger brought forth more stories of that event as well as a big question

concerning the picture. A report back from Ron Clarke, our English Rep, that
several ex-RAF flier friends looked at the photo with a magnifying glass and
identified the plane as a P-47 (others still say i t is a Spitfire).

that as it
may, two things are certain; it was a Polish pilot who craShed ina Spitfire. The
story evoked memories of 43 years ago.
Be
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* * * * * * *
The.event as recalled by Sam
Dear Si,

Giord~~o:

As I recall the event, I was biking back down to the flight line.

in a dive, a colliding dive.

I saw him

I thought, "He'd better be pulling up soon."

the plane hit a stand of trees, sheared them like a giant knife blade.

Then

As I saw

it (or think I did), he struck the trees, it may have been as you said, he bounced

off the ground and then hit the trees.

I remember it hitting the Finance Hut and

that fortunately no GIts were hurt. I may have heard about this part later.
Again, it was so long ago but I think the Spitfire went into flames when it
hit the trees.
Sincerely,
Sam Giordano

* * '* '*' *'

*"

*

The accident as recalled by Ben Sinclair:
Dear Si,
I received the "Carpetbagger" a few days ago and read the story on the Polish
pilot\ It's amazfng the way different people see events that take place before
their eyes.

Our hardstand was near the runway and I saw· the Spitfire land and after
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Lunch as he 'taxied' out for. take off.

take off.

I

,remem~r'

We watched as he prepared to .moveforthe

saying to another crew member, "He

is~'t going,to

The engine was backfiring, indicating a lack of time for warm up.

make it."

I saw the 1>lane

lift off and go into a roll and the right wing, I believe, hit the tree on the

turn, clipping the t1:ee and banking to the right and crashed through the back of
the Finance Building.

The Spit was. far t~o low for an inside' loop, the way I saw

it, but from a greater distance than from where I was and it was on the right side
nearer the crash area.

However, I do agree he might have just gotten out of

flight school, for I doubt a veteran pilot would have at least let his plane's
engine reach temperature before doing tricks with an engine popping as his was

or the pilots in the RAF would have been in need of more pilots as well as
Spitfires.

stay well and take care,
Ben Sinclair

856th BS

*******
As seen by Ma.x Berger:

Dear Si,
Regarding your article in the June issue concerning the Spitfire that crashed:

I was working in Group Headquarters when I heard a tremendous noise, so I'ran outside and just behind me was our Exec Officer LTC Endenfield.
I guess we were the first on the scene and was amazed at what I saw.
thing, the plane was demolished and smoking.

clothing on fire and he was dead:

The pilot was lying on the

For one
~ound,

We vacated the area quickly when we heard the

"ammo" exploding, due to the extreme heat.

I'm enclosing a photo of me holding a piece of the plane, and you can see what
happened to the tree.

I have a very.vivid memory of the incident.
Best wishes,
Max

Berger

*******
As

seen by Clayton P. Scott:

Dear Si,
Yes, I remember the Polish pilot who crashed his RAF plane soon af'ter take
off at Harrington.

This was in the Spring of 1945 - we were just leaving a

mission briefing in the late afternoon.
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My navigator (Lt. Archer) and I were

(,

walking to the flight"" line when we saw t"he fighter ( thought it was a Hawker
Hurricane) taking off.

He did a barrel-roll soon af~er becoming airborne and his

engine s:putteredand conked out.
~ng

ap:peared he wa.s
completing

He didn't have much altitude, however it

to do a 180 degree turn in returning to the runway.

appro~tely 135

degree turn to the right, he evidently tried to glide

to an open spot· in the Headquarters area,. coming directly at us ~
dived for the roadside ditch!
~ops,

After

Of course, we

After the crash we saw where he had hit the tree

then sheared off the large tree

5

or 6 feet above the ground just across

the road from us, then skidded into the corner of the finance office.

The fuselage

came to rest beyond the finance building in the clearing , with his body several
yaxds 'beyond and then the engine furlherest from the impact point.
Several parts .of the plane, including wheels, machine guns

am

50 cliber

bullets were scattered from the tree, across the road, around. us in' the ditch,
and on into the cleared area.

Evidently we looked pretty shaken-up as our pilot,

Captain Rocky Norman, asked i f we felt like going on the night mission as scheduled.
Of course f we did as we

wer~

wanting to finish our 30 missions before the war

ended in Europe.

SincerelYJ
Clayton P. Scott

*******
IN NEMORIAM

FLT. SGT. K. PRUSAK

After

4Jt

years the Polish pilot, who crashed and died on our airfield, has

been identified.

Bernard Tebbutt (Whose home is where the Administration Area on

the base used to be) wrote 1=.0 say the Northamptonshire Aviation Society had
reseached the crash and forwarded the following information.

The Polish pilot

was Flt. Sgt. K. Prusak and is buried in the Newark-Upon-'I'rent Cemetery, Nottinghamshire.

He died on February 27, ,1945 at 1424 hours.

303 Squadron, flying a S:pi tfire MK IX Serial No. MA81LL.
We salute FIt. Sgt. K. Prusak a Comrade-in-Arms.
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He was a member of the

l

\.

THE GROUP RADAR SECTION
TOP ROW: 858th Bomb Sq. (L-R) Capt. Ader, Helzer, Stuart, Williams. Dowling. Adams, Huey, Luckhurst,
Weber, Chernisky, Smith, Burns, Wilson. Ratchovsky, Buzby. (Missing: Troutman. Geising, Clore)
3RD ROW: 406th Bomb Sq. (L-R) Capt. Barher, Cianciulli, Dean, Lux, Jones, Reid, Warner, Bennett, Conway,
Spencer. Hardy, Chittenden, Lt. Zatl1n. (Missing: Etkin. Ray)
2ND ROW: HQ. aOI/492ND. (L-R) Zigenhagen, Schreiner, Haberstroh, Parks, Carder, Marhak. Kirkeby, Garland,
Wilkinson, Rosater, Robolino. Queeny. Quast, Kelly, Sizemore.
1ST ROW: 856th Bomb Sq. (L-R) Lt. Clark, Lt. Reitman, Martin, Davis, Williams, Jack. Kepler, Wallens,
Ascher, Kaminski, Schwandt, Hawley, Boles.
Offical 8th AF Picture taken at Harrington, England, April 30. 1945
"Sl n Sizemore photo
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EADQUAAl'ERS

FRONT ROW, Kneel1cg: (L-R) capt. Frank M. S11kebaken. Capt. Emanuel Cho~r, Cap~. Richard A. Dennis,
Cape. Joseph W. Hartley, LTC. Robert L. Boone, Capt. Harry A. Cibson. Ca?t. Robert O. Sul11van~ Major
Paul J. Cans, Cap~. Samuel c. Wakefield, 1st Lt. Charles L. Gu1mento, Capt. Edward P. Bettcher.
1st ROY, Standing: (L-R) Cpl Angelo P. Pasque, S/Sgt Charles R. Hall. Pf: Silvio A. Alexander, Sgt Ed~n
W. Owens, S/Sgt James L. Melito, Cpl Nichola. F. Robolino, Cpl Richard ~. Combs, Sgc Kenneth L. Nixon,
Cp1 Reuben Schre1~er, Sge James S. EhlYt Sgt John C. S~otchel, Sgt Marvin t. Ar~1ghYt Sgt Alfred B.
Fichera, Cpl Richard A. Reed.

2nd ROW, Stand~,~: (L-R) S/Sgt F~ank Lengyel. SiSgt Max Berger, Pfe J~ B. Lamie, Cpl James R. Evans,
M/Sgt Wilson l. ~1l1er. Pfc Burnett Bean, Cpl William A. Wilkinson J~, P:: Harold 8. Sacks, Sgt William
P. Dallas, M/S~t ·~sley W. Gifford, T/Sgt Rober: ~. Turner, Pvt Mack Mar:L~es.
3rd ROW, Standing: (L-R) Sgt Lamb W. Chauncey Jr, Cpl Joseph A. Maros.i, Sg: Beverly B. Burnett, pfe
Donald W. Lockwood, Cpl Hovard V. Young Jr. Cpl 3enn1e M. Griego, Sgt Wi:bert V. Quast, Sgt Howard C.
Carder, S/Sgt !dvard J. Schmiedeberg, Cpl Bruno Gruszeckl, S/Sgt James X. Cheeseman, Pfe William N.
Barringer. TJS~t Clarence L. Gorden, tlSgt ~ose~h P. Caltagirone, pfe Woodruff w. tee.

4th ROW, Standing: (L-R) Pfe Clyde H. Church, S/Sgt John H. McDougald, S,'Sgt O.B. Ma~h1s~ Sgt Thomas F.
Kelly, Cpl Gerald A. Park., Pfe Charlee E. Coleman, Sgc Donald R. QueeQY~ Cpl Clarence W. Haberstroh,
Sgt Mar~1n J. ~r~akt T/Sgt William H. Bush, Cpl Richard T. Sizemore, Sgt Champion D. Epperson, Sgt Jack
M. Crippen Jr, T/Sgt Earl C. Kirkeby, S/Sgt Samuel A. Cassady, Sit John J. Rogowski, Pfe John J. Ryan,
Cpl Hallett R. Gates.
5th ROW. StaneL~g: (L-R) Pfc Curti~ A. Barker, Sgt John L. Hannah, T/Sgt Renry R. Dannhouser. Sgt Frank
A. Z1egenhagec, C~l Joseph M. Hailey, Pfe Hugb O. Haney, C~l Paul v. Cu~ant S/Sgt Robert R. Shanesy,
Cpl Phillip A. ~udson. Sgt Vincent T. McCrath, C?l Joseph F. Preshooc.
6th ROW (top). StAnding: (L-R) Cpl Albert Dahlke, Pfe Fred A. Ozment, Pf= Heroan ~.Dutkiewi~z. Tee 5
John 8. D1Pie:=o. Sgt Sol S. Shoppe, Cpl Le~s J. Xobyarz, Tee 5 Oliver :. ~cClarin. Pfc Peter P. Gvora.
K!Sgt Delber~ :... Slair.

Official 8t~ AF P1~ture taken at H~~~in~ton. England. June 18, 19'5
"Si
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S 1zemore photo

THE WASTE OF WAR
by

ROBERT W. FISH

16 September 1944 was a
continent.

day of foul weather over both England and the

Because the underground forces in France were in despa..rate need

of supplies the 492nd was flying in spite of the weather.

We had thirty two

aircraft out on missions -that night.

We lost one B-24 aircraft and crew due to a

~rocedural foul-u~

in

Grou~

Operations.
Our aircraft were equipped with a radar transmitter that emitted a coded
signal that identified our aircraft to our night- fighters and to our antiaircraft artillery.

This devise was known by the name "identification friend

or foeti or most frequently by the shorthand

n:u~...

It was devised to prevent

our aircraft from being shot down by our own forces.

By September 16th,

1944

we had received solid intelligence that the

German night fighters had oeen equipped with a devise that allowed them to
home in on our IFF signals.

Because of this intelligence, we gave our aircraft

commanders the option of not using the IFF i f they deemed it wise to do so.
It was recommended by our group headquarters that it not be used.
This latter recommendation was based on two factors.

German night fighters did not like to come down to our
our IFF signal to home in on and number 2. we received
locations of all of the allied anti-aircraft. batteries
latter fact allowed us to brief our crews so that they
aircraft emplacement.

Number 1, the

low altitudes without
hourly updates on the
on the continent. This
avoided all ·allied anti-

Our army's anti-aircraft batteries" not being concerned about night
fighters, relied on the IFF as the ohly identification of friendly aircraft.
On the late afternoon of 16 September 1944, Battery A of the 115 AA Gun
Battalion had set up its gWlS at the bend in a river that Lt. Mclaughlin's
navigator had picked as a pilotage navigational check point. His navigator
in preparing his flight plan had. checked the map showing anti-aircraft gun
locations and found no- flak battery at this point.
as a check point.

He therefore selected it

At 6:00 p.m. I checked the ~ate teletype messages and found nothing in
them that would adversely effect our aircraft.
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Shortly thereafter I was called 'to the control tower because of an emergency
, problem on the airfield •. After we had corrected ~hat problem I elected to
, remain in the control tower until all of our mission aircraft had departed.
Normally I would have gone back to the Group operations office and would
have moni tared the iake affs 'from there.

This evening the weather was so bad

that I decided to remain in the control ~ower and monitor departing aircraft
from that vantage point.
In the meantime a teletype message arrived in Group Operations detailing
the location of the guns of the l15th Battalion. The communications clerk
laid the message on my desk assuming that I would come back and see it. He
had no way of knowing that one of our aircraft was planning to fly over the gun
position announced in that message. None of the other personnel in operations
thought to look at that message or to call it to the operations clerk's
attent_ion.

We all fouled up at the same time.

Lt. McLaughlin was never warned. He flew directly ?ver the gun battery.
The gun battery's radar challenged his Ir~ and received no response because
it was turned off ae a protection against night fighters. The ground crew
assumed they were looking at a German aircraft.
A'.l four hit McLaughlin's aircraft.

They fired foux rounds.

We lost some good and valuable air crew

members and an essential aircraft. all because of human error.
That incident was burned so deeply into my conscience that I have never
forgotten i t to this day.
McLaughlin's crew:
Lt. James M. Mclaughlin

Lt. Carl Lee, Copilot

dead

Lt. George F. Bradbury. Nav ,

unknown

Lt. Ernest G. S kwara,

dead

T/Sgt.

Bonb,

Alforne A. DeVries, Eng.

T/Sgt. Henry stee, R.

o.

dead

S/Sgt. James G. Pirtle, T.' G.

unknown
unknown

sfsgt.

dead

Me:rrill G. Brewer, Di.sp ,

.,
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CARPE:TBAGGERS

Sea.t.ed: (L-R) Reverand Hugh J. Gallaghe:-, and

unid~n:i

fieri chaplain.

S:anding: Two unidenti.fied enlisted

~cn.

If you can identi~y the5~ othe~ c~ra~
to R. Size~ore, 2318 ~ast Sugnet St.,

~en, ?:~35e ~rite
~id:an4, ~!·~S6~~.

Sebastian has locaten Rev. Gallagher. He wrote directlv to
~ajor General John P. Dounough, Chief of the Air Force Chaolains.
Within days he had t~o calls fro~ his office to suoulv him' with
names of Cwo cha~lains by tne nawe of Gallagher th~t had served
in England in w~"!I. Thus, Rev. 2ugh J. Gallagher, 13524 ~hraves
Road, Garfield Heights, OR 44115 .as located.
Upon being contacted by Sebastian he said he.ex~ected to be
with us next year at our ~e~pnis Reunion.
.
;\ed ~onagha:l ;;h\J:o

CARP::R8AGGERS IDENTIFIED
I believe that l ·can help identi fy the addi tional
men on page three of the December 1989 edition along
with Capt. Hugh J. Gallagher, 'Catholic Chaplain. Upper
right is Sgt. Beverly B. Burnett (deceased) from Granger, We. (his wife now resides in Vancouver, We.).
Lower rig h t i s Cap t . Ha r r y L. Rog e r s (P rot est ant Chap -

lain).
The man in the upper left is Sgt. Frank
?
I took Bev 8urnet~ over to see him in the mid-60s at
which time Frank was a mailman in Berwyn, ill.
I knew Bev Burnett from Dec. 1942 when he was in
the 1077th Signal Company.
He transferred out ·of the
Signal Company while at Cheddington and was either in
Hdq, Sqd. or the Station Compliment. Bev Burnett did
make a trip to England wit~ his family in the mid-60s,
at which time he visited both Harrington and Cheddington.
Regards,

Art Carnot
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REV. tALLAGHER T"RIGGERS MEMORIES

1st Lt. Ed Blume introduced me to Father Gallagher and.-to Rev. Harry L. Rogers, shown sitting
next to Father Gallagher. Lt. Blume was studying
for the ministry and met with Capt. Rogers for bible
study on Thursday evenings at 8p.m. Ed and his entire crew wer e lost on about Feb. 1st, 1945.
I" believe
Capt. Rogers was from Raleigh, N. C.
I do remember that Father Gallagher liked to smoke
cigars --sure enough-- in the picture he is holding one
in his right hand.
Our navigator, R~hard Green from N. Y. was killed
about a month later, Mar. '45, after going on a Mosquito
Mission. The plane caught on fire Jbout 50 miles from
Harrington and Dick bailed out without his leg straps
fastened. He had to get out first so his pilot could
j u mp •
I n eve r did k now tn e p i lot • s n a me.
0 u r ere w,
Ralph Sampson, pilot; Ted Shimpus, bombardier; Dexter
Forbes, Nav.; Hank Ford, engr.; Lester Schiff, radio
op.; and myself as copilot, were on 45 days of TOY at
Metfield, Station 1409. Flew several missions to Stockholm, Sweden. Returned to Harrington by May 13, 1945.
It would be great if we could find Capt. Rogers in
time for the Memphis Reunion.
Sincerely, "Bart"
Wm. S. Bartholomew

\
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WW II DRESS STYLE
EXTRACTED FROM THE
Lt. General Thomas Hickey,

NEWS~ETTER

Des

Personnel, announced that

the Air Foroe has approved the wearing of World War II style
flight jackets for aircrew members assigned to combat ready
operational units.

The Air Force will start issuing the jact-

ets this Fall to active duty, Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve crew members.

This will once again more quickly

identify these people

who are a separate group and should be

properly identified for the job they are doing.
~he cartoon was reprinted witn permission of Bob Sullivan.
Bob was a former aircrewmember of the 458th BG flying b-24s
out of Horsham St. Faith's, close to Norwich.

Bob said, "1

was a flight engineer and when I got back from a mission
(·speciallya ·wooley' one)

I

looked like some garage reechanic

and badly needed a drink and a place to lie dowrr'".
~,.,~~~
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THOSE DANGEROUS PUB MISSIONS
by

DOUGLAS D. WALKER
856th BOMB SQUADRON

TO ALL HARRINGTON PERSONNEL

AS OF THIS DATE,

Al~Y

PERSONNEL . REPORTING TO

THE BASE HOSPITAL WITH INJURIES DUE TO BICYCLING ACCIDENTS WHILE RETURNING FROM PUB
VISITS WILL BE SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION
BY ORDER OF:
Col. H. D. Upham
Base Commander

Remember those olive drab, GI bicycles many of us were
issued while at Harrington?

Of course, they were ideal for

getting around the base -- where the flight line, the communal sites and the chow hall were scattered allover the

map_
But -- apart from the convenience those two wheelers
afforded us in helping us in gamboling about the base -- I
fondly remember them for a different reason -- our jolly
"pub Missions".

I remember riding to'a small local pub (can't remember
the name)

located about two miles from the base, down a wind-

ing, narrow country road -- as the sun sank slowly in the
west!

I

also remember the beer mugs colorfully painted along

the tubular bar of the bicycles, ridden by those habitual

visitors to the pub, signifying each "pUb mission"

(Some

guys had a slew of them painted on their bikes -- obvious
~mblems

\

of' many a good time at that proud English institut-

ion -- the pub , )
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The trip to the pub was usually uneventful --but, the
trip home was a different story!!!

After an evening of

copious quantities of pints of bitters --a few games of

darts -- and a rousing song or two -- we staggered out to our
wheeled steeds and roared off into the night -- (or, rather -we

wobble~

off).

The road on the way back seemed curvier as

we sped along -- singing and laughing -- carried along on the
fumes of Bacchus!

Alas, the inevitable crashes frequently

happened -- flinging laughing airmen into the deep ditches
along the side of the road!

Scratches -- abrasions -- sprains

and an occasional broken bone resulted in the above notice
on all Squadron bUlletin boards in January 1945.
This directive undoubtedly slowed down the volume of hospital visits after those nocturnal outings -- however, I don't
remember it slowing down the "Pub Missions".

It just meant

that the injured "Pub Crawlers" had to treat their wounds in
the privacy of their own quarters -- and the good doctors on
night duty at the Base Hospital could go back to their poker
games!

(Just kidding, medicos.)
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MASS TRANSIT SYSTEM AT HARRINGTON

by OOb Fish

~ss !RAl~SIT

SYSTEM AT
HARRINGTON
Perhaps you can
spot yours
.

Paul Kart'

pho~o

Our mass transit system at Harrington put life and lillb at risk.

Pu.tting bicycles into the hands of young ainren created a situation in

which disasters were just waiting to happen. SOme ainnen such as Sarrmy
Braudt, with his notorcycle prowess,

c-

could handle the bicycle bit

safely. Other neophytes such as your some tirne·s commander, Bob Fish,
met disaster.
Bob was returning to the Air

he lost control.

Base from a pub run one evening when

The road way was a curve going down hill.

A fist-size

rock became a .major obstruction when contacted by the front wheel.

Bob left

his cycle and found himself suspended on many distressing barbs in the hedge
at the bot.tom of the curve.
undaunced, .he bravely renoW1ted his cycle and proceeded to the base

where he paid a courtesy visit on Doc Gans.

When Doc saw the multitude of

thorns in Bob's chest he laughed and laughed, just as any good military

doctor shOUld.
Then he gave Bob a cup full of bourbon to sip on while he cut out the

broken thorns.
This event occurred long before the arrival of Colonel Hudson H.

Upham.

Therefore I was not the basis of Upham' s letter re bicycle accidents.

You other gents brought that on to your selves try refusing to Learn from my

experience.
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An Added Not"e About The' BiCycles':

On a rrcre serious note :

<

While

visiting scrre of our English friends in and about. Harrington, we learned about an alleged incident in

JUly~

1945 at our base -- prior t..o our

.

.

which appears to have left a sour taste in our

leaving for hone -

British friends.
The story, as related to us by severa.l people, concerned the thousand or so bicycles we had to leave behind.

Seems that the personnel

who were winding down the base acti'vity, prior to turning it back to the

RAE' -- supposedly dug a huge ditch, ran a few bulldozers over the bicycles--

and then buried them.

This s'tory may have some validity, because-- you'll

recall, much equipnent and material in Euro}?e was destroyed after the war,
because it was cheaper than shipping it back to the U.S.!

War, after all,

is wasteful.
However, you' 11 also recall that the bicycle was t.11e IIDst i..rnp;Jrtant
means of tran5p:)rtation in war torn England.

For many -- particularly

in the rural districts such as Harrington and vicinity, it was the only
way they could get- to their daily work.

The lack of autos and gasoline

created a serious shortage of hard to get bicycles, during and after the
war. T}-!.us, you can imagine the reaction of our British neighl:::ors when
this story began to circulate after we left.

in their

~raw,

Frankly, it still sticks

after all these years, as another example of how the

"rich Arrericans n wastefully di.sposed of much in demand items, at a time

when they were destitute.
I hope

~t

this alleged incident is wrong.

we generous Yanks.

It doesn 1 t sound like

can any of you Ca.r:]?etbaggers remember what happened

to those bicycles way back then?

Did this really happen?

BICYCLES WERE Nor BURIED
By M/Sgt. John J.

Kiley

(Extracted from December 1989 Newsletter)
Let me set the record straight on the "bikes" we left behind at

Harrington. THEY WERE NOr BURIED.

I sent bJo 40 foot long flat-bed

\

\tnlcks to Chelt.onham with those bicycles on board.

stnlctions from higher headquarters.
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This was per in-

:.:'

'.

I Could .have , sold everyone of, those bicycles as I went through the

small towns on the Way to Chel.tonham.
Editor- s Note:

John had charge

of the 1737th Ordance S &M CD~

any. That Olltfit kept things running at HarringtOn.- Your editor
also heard serre one remark at the Milwaukee reunion tha~, "the sane
nnror was said about Clipton Air Base. RlmOrs were rampant at all of
the bases while they were being closed.

HrSTORY OF SPECIAL SERVICES

ARF STATION 179
(ARTICIE PREPARED BY
CAP!'. RUSSELL R. BELL,
SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER)

AI'proximately 1 April 1944, Special Services slowly began to organize and
function.
At the start there was very little to offer base personnel in the way of

recreation or entertainment due to a lack of equipment and facilities. Immediate
steps were taken to secure adequate Stars' and Stripes; and movies were shown
whenever films could be secured.
The next development was the esta.blishing of an enlisted mens' lounge in the
buildings reserved for the future Aero Club installations. The facility was only
intended as a fill-in until the American Red. Cross could establish its Aero Club
and begin to operate.
During this period, Special Services was in the process of constructing a
stage in the snack bar of the future Aero Club.

This facility was intented to

handle all live entertainment presented on the Station.
The first dance on the base was sponsored the latter part of April, about the
time the stage was completed.

In sl'ite of its being an initial effort, the affair

was apparently successful, complete with service girls from surrounding British

military installations, 'and civilian. girls from Northampton serving as hostesses.
A buffet lunch was served. Similar dances were held periodica.lly from that time
on until the Aero Club was established.
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PIG TALES
BY DOUGLAS WALKER
In the August 1986 Newsletter, Douq ran this picture
and the following story of

liTHE TWO LITTLE PIGS"
The same barracks site in April 1945 -- 41 years
ago!

The Nissen hut in the foreground was the' 856th BS

Headquarters, the office of our popular Squadron CO, LTC
Rodman A. St. Clair.

The man shown kneeling is First

Sergeant Smith -- (who raised pigs on the side -- the

side nearest our hut -- phew!).

I do not know the name

of the gent standing} nor of the pigs.

I only know that

the latter never took a shower!
Bernie Beverley and I

lived in the hut in the back-

ground of this photo with other members of Lt. Robert

Swart'

5

crew.

Leo "Red" Monaghan photo

858th BS photographer

A postscript about the pigs.

In September 1987, st the

Carpetbagger Reunion in Harrington, England, we invited
a dozen English "Locals" who remembered us from WW II,
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to
the

attend our

wine 'and cheese party at Lamport Hall.

g~t-to-gether"I

Mr. Jim Willis,

At

began chatting with one of them, a

a local

farmer who was there in 1944.

To

my surprise, he be~an reminiscing about how he had "sold
a couple of. young pigs to one of your First' Sergeants who
wanted to raise them for a profit".
gentleman who sold them to him.

I said, n50You are the

Do you know that he kept

them in a pigpen behind my Nissen Hut quarters

and, the

odor was revolting -- especially on a mild day when we had
the windows open?!"

Of course, he was sstounded to be talk-

ing with someone who remembered his pigs 43 years later.

And,

I was equally amazed to meet the man who had supplied the
First Sergeant with those odiferous porkers!
coincidence!

A remarkable

I asked him if the First Sergeant sold them

back to him after fattening them up?

He said, "No--he sold

them for a good price to someone else and I was miffed that
he didn't give me a chance to buy them back! "

IN A PIGS EYE!!
[f you think you've heard the last of the 856th Pig

Farm.

The following story from Joe Bodenhamer explains how

and why the 856th BS took up farming.
In regard to the pigs, Sgt. Booth and myself bought them
as little baby pigs from a nearby farmer.·

The money was from

our Company Fund, and the purchase was approved by Group and
Squadron.

The purpose was to raise them and have a squadron

barbecue.

The guys brought left-over show from the Mess Hall

to feed them and we built a pig-pen from lumber from a near-

by glider base.

When the pigs matured, we

couldn't kill them

and cook them so we so Ld them and used the money to buy beef··
from Ireland and had a party in the Mess Hall with Irish beef
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~nd

Irish "likker" •. Sgt. ,Booth also had a' potato patch
across the road from the Orderly room, to the rear of the
M/Sgt's hutis 'and bat'h house.

All of wh ich brings back many

fond memories.
IN THE DARK OF NIGffi'

by
SEBASTIAN CORRIERRE

At one ti.Ire sorre fifty of our ground support; per'scnne l were

placed on orders supplenenting the 1139th Military Police CO .. in

energency actions.

I was one of those fifty.

This suppterrerrtary

action was taken based on warnings from ass Headquarters in IDndon
and Gennan radio threats.
One night after spenaing two weeks digging a 5 lit trench

along side of one of the runways, we had a practice alert for just

those on duty.

It was one of those nights with not teo mich light

from the noon and a breeze blO'Wing across the open field.

As is the

case when alone with no one to talk to, rrore ti.Ire was spent in keeping watch.

On this particular night I kept

looking over the runway

and suddenly what appeared to rre to be someone coming towards

was coming very slowly.

Ire,

I kept peering intently into the darkness

with all sort of things going through m.y mind.

With our ,group drop-

ping agents in Eur0:Pe to create havoc for the Germans what was there
to stop them from doing the sane to us, and to our base.

ti:le nore I looked the rmre something was coming.

It seemed

I decided to fa 1-

10'#1 the first order of guard duty and that was to holler "halt!".

Still shaking in my boocs from what could be, I hollered "halt! It a
second ti.ne.

I pul.Led back the oolt on the Thompson I was using and

was just going to holler "halt!" for the third and last ti.ma before
firing my "Tonmy· gun'" when I heard a noise behanq

Ire.

.1 whirled

around and heard "Hold it, this is the Sergeant of rlle Guard".
him was the Officer of the Guard.

This settled

plaining what I thought I saw, showed nothing.
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Ire down

With

and in ex-

The fellow on guard

on the other side of the runway . later said that when he heard rre
holler

ll

hal t ! " .the .second tiIre and then heard thenetalic clang of

the Tonmy wIt, he hit the dirt in the expectation of my opening fire.
It just show's what tricks the eyes can play when the mind goes wild

when a person is alone, as I was that dark night. It prepared ne for

the night the order cane over our Tanney system after we went to
b«> part of an alert, "Shoot to kill". I said to nty'self in Italian,
"Now, you will find out if' you I re a man or rouse". Thank God the
order was recinded within a hour and I never found out.

To this day,

that question has l::othered me, I"ll never know.

A MEMORABLE NIGHT
2/3 MARCH 1944
As related by Edward H. DeCoste

I will try to relate to th~ best of my knowledge and
memory the events when we were shot down by the Germans on
the night of 2/3 March 1944.

My crew consisted of:

Frank G. McDonald, pilot
Fred C. Kelly, co-pilot

Thomas Kendall, navigator
Edward Shevlin, bombardier
Norman Gellerman, flight engineer.

. Warren L. Ross, radio operator
Leroy Goswick, dispatcher
Edward H. DeCoste, tail gunner

Norman Gellerman was killed in the crash.

Seven of us

survived but suffered some serious injuries.
Lt. Kendall, Lt. Shevlin and radio operator,. Warren Ross,
exited on the left siqe of the plane unbehnown to the rest of
us.

Lt. McDonald, Lt. Kelly, Leroy Goswick and myself got

out through the tail -- the tail turret snapped off in the
crash landing.

The plane blew up in a matter of seconds.
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~t

was fbur days before we made contact with the French
underground in Contay, Somme Sector., They planned to get us
back to England by submarine but before they could do so the
Germans caught and shot all of their contacts on that route.
We made it to the foothills of the Pyrenees Mountains.
Spain was our destination. I was captured by the Germans before I could get across the Spanish border.
Because I was captured in civilian clothes I was considered by the Germans to be a spy. I eventually convinced them
I was a U. S. airman. I was placed in Stalagluft IV at Gross
Tychow in Pomerania near the Baltic Sea. My P.O.W. number
was 2961.
On 6 February 1945 the Germans took us from our prison
camp and started us on what turned out to be a death march.
For the next 84 days we walked 600 ~iles, suffering starvation and much abuse from our German guards. We were freed
on 2 May 1945 by the advancing Allied Forces.

LT. FRANK G. McDONALD AND CREW

(AN OFFICIAL REPORT)
On the night of 2 March

to return from a sortie.

1944 one of the 36th Squadron's aircraft failed

Missing in action were Lt. Frank G. McDonald and crew.

Unknown to the command post at Harrington at that time, McDonald '5 B-24
had been hit by flak while flying at low altitude.

was too low to allow the crew to bailout.
time to open before striking the ground.
nighttime crash landing.

When it was hit the plane

The parachutes would not have had
The only recourse was to attempt a

Fort'l.Ulately it was a moonlit

night and the ground

was visible in the moonlight.
The plane's crew that night was composed of:

Lt. Frank G. McDonald (pilot);

2nd Lt. Frederick C. Kelly (co-pilot); 2nd Lt. Thomas K. Kendall (navigator);
2nd Lt. Edward. F. Shevlin (bombardier); S/Sgt.,. Leroy F.G:Jswick

(waist gunner);

T!Sgt.> Warren L. Ross\"(radio operator); S/Sgt. Norman G. Gellerman (engineer);
and s(sgt . Edward.) H. DeCoste ( tail gunner).
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Lt. McDonald displayed "great skill as a pilot in l_anding the plane in such
manner that it

remai~ed

fairly intact.
Here follows the stories of two of the crew members as to what happened

then and later:
S/Sgt. Edward °H. DeCoste:

killed.

"In the crash, Sgt. Norman G. Gellerman was

Lt. Thomas Kendall and Lt. Shevlin with Sgt. Ross. the radio operator,

exi ted on the left side of the aircraft.

Lieutenants McDonald and Kelly and

Sgt. CDs wick , the waist gurmer, got out on the right side.

I got out through

the tail as the tail section had snapped off in the crash landing.

We did not

get out a second too soon as the aircraft blew u~ in a matter of seconds after

the crash.

It was four days before we made contact with the French underground.

They tried to get us back to England by submarine but all of their contacts had
of
been captured. by the Germans and shot. DeCoste was captured by the Germans
while he was dressed in civilian clothes and for a time he was treated as a

s~y.

When the Germans were finally convinced that he was an American airman, they
sent him to the prison camp "stalag .IV" in Gross Tychow,' Pomerania, on the Baltic
Sea. On the 6th of February 1945 the prisoners in Stalag IV were started on a
"death" march which covered 600 miles in 84 days. They suffered much starvation
and abuse until they. were freed from the Germans on 2 May 19'45."

Another crew member; Lt. Frederick C.

Kelly~

had. a different story to tell.

After leaving the plane, they walked several miles in the dark and then slept in
a gully where they stayed all the next day.

After approaching some old men and

identifying themselves, they were told that some E-Jmen from a nearby village
would bring them food and water and clothes to replace the flying suits tney were

They were given food and were told to stay at one of the nearby houses
a guide could be found to help them across the Pyrenees Mountains into

wearing.
'mti1.
Spain.

After several setbacks and close encounters with the Germans" Lt. Kelly

did finally return to the airbase at Harrington on 1 June
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1944.

EVADING A NIGH!' FIGHTER
by

DOUGLAS D.' WALKER
We had heard about the enemy's use 'of radar equipped night fighter pursuit
aircraft, but did not give tI:ds deveLopnenb much thought.
After all, we flew singly irt black Liberators -- so how could they spot us,

let along pursue us on a dark night?

They would have to be very lucky to pick

us, up, we thought.
Our mission on a moonless night in March of

1945

was to drop a load of

munitions and supplies to the Norwegian undergrotmd forces.

We had an uneverrtfuL

flight to Norway over the North Sea.

The navigator and the bombardier quickly
found our target area and the underground fighters lit up the usual burning cross
on the ground to guide us to the drop zone.

We mad.e our first pass over the drop

zone and dropped our large containers from the bomb bay.

~

we made our turn for

the second pass to drop our smaller containers from the waist t the tail gunner,
Ralph Schiller, reported in on the intercom and said, "Tail Gurmer to Pilot,
bright lights just came on over to our right
it looks like an airport -- and
there is a plane taking off with its landing lights on."
We had stirred up a real hornets nest.

The- Nazi airfield was only "a few

miles away and they had obviously sent up a night fighter pursuit plane to zero

in on us.
We completed our second pass in a hurry and turned toward the North Sea.

When we were over the water a few minutes later, we began to relax, feeling that
the night fighter had missed us.
plane directly to our rear.

Just then, Ralph spoke up again, "There is a

I can see the glow of his exhaust and his faint

silhouette."
Instantly, Lt. Swarts threw the Liberator into a dive towards the cold waters
of the North Sea. When he levelled off the Liberator, we were only a few hundred
feet over the water. Swarts then zig-zagged the Lib for about five minutes
before climbing back to our cruising altitude. The tail gunner reported no sign
of the night fighter ..
We had successfully evaded real trouble, thanks to Ralph Schiller's alertness and to Lt. Swaxts' flying skill - and we had. developed a new found respect
for German night ~ighter technology.

,
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ONE AIRCREW'S m:STORY
(Extracted from Page 2

o"of

theStaf'f Reporter, 9 June 1989, Vol. 8 Issue 13,

published by the st. Paul School District 62.5)
SHAGER SURVIVES WARTIME BAILOur: FLIGHTS INTO ENEMY-OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

Most people

can readily recall

a day in their lives when something signif-

icant happens that forever remains etched in their memory.
Each yea:r on July 1), Bob Shager, teacher and veteran su:pervisor of the
district's Instructional Media, pauses to remember one of those fateful days in
his life, a day during World Wax II when he almost lost his life.
Bob was a very youthful pilot of an eighth Air Force four
whose wing was assigned on that day to a

dee~

engine B-24 bomber

penetration mission into Germany.

The invasion of Europe had taken place a little over a month ago and the war was
raging on the ground and in the air.

Bob said groups of bombers took off that morning from many air bases in Eng-

land

and

grouped into defensive formations as they headed across the channel and

toward their bombing assignments.

Bob's unit grouped over the channel and over

the Low Countries as they headed toward German.

"We were flying at a fairly low

altitude, maybe 12 to 15 thousand feet rather than the normal 25 thousand feet,
when our plane got jarred by an anti-aircraf't shell burst under our right wing.

The explosion blew the wing of the plane violently upward, it was that close~
"I asked the navigator if he could see any damage, and wi thin a matter of
seconds, he said we were losing oil heavily from our number three engine and the
number four engine was beginning to lose oil pressure.

A short time later we lost

both engines.
"I remember asking Pappy T!:ent, my navigator, who was 28 years old and the

oldest crew member, how long it. would take us to get back to Englan1.

He gave

me an estimate and we decided to try to make it back on our two remaining engines:'
Bob said the entire crew began throwing everything they could remove from

the craft and all bombs were jettisoned over the channel.

The two remaining

engines were at full throttle to maintain altitude, and as the airplane crossed

the English coast, it became obvious to the 22 year old pilot that they couldn't
make it to an airfield for an e.mergency landing.
out. while thinking
to

be.

t~t

Bob ordered his crew to bail

he and his co-pilot could land the ship.

Tha t was not

The engd.nes were bu:rning out and the airplane was losing altitude.
l

was t'\1e last to leave the stricken Liberator.
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Bob

The hectic momentis of leaving the airplane and parachuting to earth are hazy

in Bob's memory.

"It all happened so fast:"

Beb and his crew survived, the' jump although shaken by the experience.

"They

gave the crew two days leave· in London before returning us to our assignment and
another B-24. When we got back, we were assigned a maximum effort dayUght bombing mission the next day.

"After the second raid into Germany, I heard about a call for a crew to
volunteer for an assignment with the North Atlantic Wing of the Air Transport
Command.

I thought, 'Oh boy, this is for

me~'

so I volunteered myself and my

crew and we were told to report to Duneby, Scotland, where we were assigned to
work with the legendary Bert Falcon, a pioneer pilot who had flown over both
Poles."
Bob said his crew was trained to fly runs into Norway, the Low Countries,
Germany, Italy and Sweden to drop agents, supplies, guns and other equipment
t

used in underground sabotage and espionage.
"Everything was very secretive. We often didn't know where we were going or
the purpose of our mission until the last minute. We flew at night and dropped
men or material when we reached our destination after getting the right signal
from the ground.

I was amazed at the extensive network for gathering information

and carrying on guerrilla activities behind enemy lines."
Bob flew 19 sorties, 29 counting his bombing missions.
missions into Nazi occupied Norway, Holland and Denmark.

He flew severai

"We moved to France

after Patton's Third Armored Division moved toward the Elbe River.

From France

we flew into Germany urrtd.L the war ended in May with the German surrender."
Bob returned to England where he logged over 300 hours in C-47 transportation

:planes in anticipation of, being reassigned to the China-Burma-India theater.

Bob and his crew were assigned to return to the United States before his new
assignment and on .July 13, 1945, one ye~ to the day he and his crew had bailed
out of their crippled B-24 , Bob's squadron of B-24's was making its way back

across the Atlantic to New Hampshire.
final assignment."

"We brought our planes back home on our

The war ended suddenly and Bob was discharged in September 1945.
It was 45 years ago when a very young Bob Shager flew those 29 missions in
a conflict that raged throughout the world.
war that cost so many their lives ~
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He was fortunate for he survived a

--~"

THE TRIAlS AND

TRIBULATIONS

OF
. JAMES J. HEDDIESON

AND

GEORGE W. HENDERSON

On the night of 27/28 April 1945 the 36th Sq~on lost another of its
aircrews. The aircraft, #42-40997, in which this aircrew was lost was piloted
by Lt. George W. Ambrose. In addition to Ambrose the aircrew consisted of Lt.
Robert H. Redhair, co-pilot; Lt. Artnur B. Pope, navigator; Lt. Peter Roccia,
bombardier; S/Sgt~ Charles M. Wilson, engineer; Sgt. George W. Henderson, tail
gunner; and Sgt. James J. Heddleson, radio operator.
Some of the reports that came in about Lt. Ambrose and his crew, came in
through from Baker Street (OSS Headquarters). According to a piece of equipment
received from the field with a note in French attached, the aircraft arrived over
the target and made three descending circles. en the third circle, it struck the
ground about .500 meters from the reception party and burned. The information seems
not to be quite clear. one other plane had already dropped on this target before
#42-40997 crashed nearb~ The rece~tion committee had to gather up the load of
this former aircraft and ge~ it hid.den before the Gestapo arrived. This they
managed to do and then sent one :£ 'their men back to the scene of the crash. However, for a long time the man could not approach the aircraft because of exploding
ammunition.
The story was vague, but it seemed that five members of the crew were killed
ap~arently

in the craBh and
POW.

three were still alive.

One of the three is now a

He was he Lped away from the burrri.ng airplane by a woman

tured or turned in to the Gestapo by this woman.

taken to this woman's house.

f

then either cap-

He was wounded and had been

The man's name was Jim Mooney and the note stated

he was from Cincinnati, Ohio. The "message went on to list as definately killed in
the crash the following: C~W. Ambrose, Robert H. Redhair, A.B. Pope and Charles
:1. Wi 1.60n.

Two members of the crew unaccounted for.

It is assumed the unidentified

member of the crew was Lt. Roccia who would have been in the nose of the plane

and would probably be badly mangled and burned.

This leaves Sgts. Henderson and
Heddleson. This is what happened. The aircraft had reached the target area,
iden~ified the r~ception lights, and was coming in for the drop. The ground
\

I
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consisted of" a clearing surrounded- by high hills and as the aircraft banked
in descending circles a wing struck a hillside and ~he plane crashed.
Sgt. Henderson, the "tail gunner, was hurled from the tail to the bomb bay
by the force of the crash.

Sgt. Heddleson. the radio operator. was jolted half-

way through the c~era hatch and then back into the airplan~, when it struck the

ground and bounced and crashed again.

out of the wreckage.

Henderson, after the initial shock, climbed

He looked around for other crew members and saw Heddleson, -

who was struggling in a maze of cables.

With Henderson's help, Heddleson

extricated himseli, and then the two men, despite their bruises and the severe
head cuts Heddleson had sustained, began running away from the crash.

They were

not more than twenty-five ya:rds from the airplane when it blew up, illuminating
the· entire night sky and showering the two men with sparks and fragments.
For a mile and a half they ran at random, motivated by fear and shock.

Then
Calmly now, they sat on the grotmd and began to plan, determined to

they stopped.

evade capture by the Germans and to escape to England. From their emergency kits
they drew compasses and set themselves a heading for the southeast, where the
Pyrenees and Spain lay. Then having rested a short while, they began walking in
the direction they had set for themselves. Progress was slow because they kept
to the woods and out-of-the-way paths.

They walked urrtd.L 0530 hours when they

stopped in the woods to hide and rest.

Later they found out the Germans had

blocked off all roads within a radious of ten miles from the crashed aircraft,
and that Dornier 210's and JD-8S's were reconnoitering the area for the men who
had escaped from the crash.
Henderson and Heddleson remained in the woods until 0830 hours. Then they
left the woods walked up a hill at the summit, looked down upon a group of
houses. There was too much activity around the houses, however, and they remained
hidden, watching. Finally, at 1130 hours, when the way seemed clear, they
decided to approach a house which was somewhat removed from the others. However,
t

Sgt. Heddleson's wounds had weaken him so much that it was difficult for him to
move. And so, he remained behind while Henderson left his hiding place alone
and advanced to the house, holding his flier's wings in his outstretched hand.
The farming people who lived in the house knew about the airplane crash,
and as soon as they saw Henderson's wings they understood who he was. Immediatel~
the man of the house went to the hiding Illace where they got Heddleson and heLped
him to the house. The two men were given water to wash their wounds and Hendersor,
l!sing a knife sterilized in cognac, extracted four pieces of steel from the back
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of Heddleson' s head.
his aid-box.

He patched" the" skin together with the adhesive tape from

Then the two men returned to their hiding place in the woods, and,

while the farmer stood guard, they slept •
. At 1400 hours, they were awakened by the farmer.

Hand.i.ng them field glasses,

he pointed down intp the valley. The Germans had come to haul away the airplane
wreck, and from where they were standing, Henderson and Heddleson could see a
platoon of German soldiers load the unrecognizable remains of their B-24 into
two lorries and then drive away.
They did not have much time to brood over the scene, however, because the
farmer had become nervous at the presence of German soldiers, and he told the two
men they would do well to leave rapidly and at once.

They left in accordance with

his wishes and traveled for the rest of the afternoon. They did not cover much
ground because they could cover only two hundred yards at a time, because of hilly
country and their legs being so cut and swollen.
At a stream they were able to fill their water bottles.

By 1700 hours, they

had managed to travel a mile. and a half, and entirely exhausted, they laid up

under some trees and rested kee:ping a watchful eye on the adjacent road..

At 1800

hours they started out again across an o})en field. They progressed slowly for
about an hour, came to a creek which they jmnped with difficulty and at last saw
a farmhouse. They decdded to approach it. A small boy was the only one about ,
but he managed to CC"'1',ey that his mother would be back soon. In about a half hour
the mother returned. She acted in a friendly manner t·oward the two Americans,
fed them and allowed them to put up for the night in the hay gathered in her barr,

At 0800 hours the following morning the men were awakened.
gave them

~reakfa.st

The farm woman

and pointed out a direction for them to follow.

They thanked

her for the help she had given them and set out again cross-country.
They came across railway tracks, rusty with disuse and decided to follow the
tracks because the. steep banks on either< side provided good cover. The tracks

led to a tunnel and the two men followed the tracks through the tunnel, emerging
to their astonishment, in the center of a small town.
Realizing it would be conspicuous to turn suddenly and retrace their steps,
they continued following the tracks through the town. They were still wearing
their gaberdine flying suits and leather jackets, and while most people stared
and some even waved, they were not stopped and no one spoke to them. On the far
side of the town they approached a man and asked for help. The man was jittery,
however, and said, "Partez, partez" (Leave, Leave). The two immediately left
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. the. ·tracks and contd.nued cross~ountry through the woods.
decided to follow '1t.

They came to a road and

But before "long a German truck approached and the two men

quickly jumped into a roadside ditch in order to prevent detection.

When the

('.

danger passed, they J?ealized it was not wise to follow an open road and accordingly they took to .the hills again.
They came to a narrow stream and stopped to drink and wash up a bit.

The~

they set out again.

They passed by a Frenchman working in his garden and asked him for help.
The man appeared reluctant to do anything, and they left. They had gone only a
short distance when the man called them back. He had decided to help them.
Accordingly he showed them a clump of bushes in which they were to hide and
indicated to them that they were to wai t there. Then he left •
Heddleson and Henderson remained in the bushes, wondering if they were
being gullible, wondering whether the man was trustworthy, speculating about
being set up for a trap. But they decided to wait. They were tired and hungry.
Perhaps this would be their contact with the underground: organization.
After what seemed an interminable wait., the Frenchman returned.

He carried

a note, written in English, which he handed to the two men. It read, "Teacher
of school will come at five o·clock. Courage. We are your friends." It was the
real thing.

soil.

They had mad.e the contact they had hoped for since landing on French

Impatiently they waited for five o'clock.

At last it arrived, and

punctually on the hour a man came to them carrying a large suitcase.

school teacher.

It was the

The suitcase contained food, weapons, ammunition, mercurochrome

and whiskey.
They·were led from their hiding place to a farmer's house where they were
givan bread, cheese and wine.

The teacher rode off on his bicycle.

At 2120 hours the teacher returned accompanied by another man, who was in
effect a

wa~king

arsenal.

Stuck in his belt were pistols and knives, and from

his pockets grenades stuck out.

Heddleson and Henderson were given guns and

escorted from the farmer's house, through a town, to the teacher's hoUSe on the

other side of town.

They had not been at the teacher's house ver;r long when a
car arrived and the two Americans were driven to another town some distance away.
There they were joined by an English-speaking Frenchwoman and taken to a farmhouse where they met the leader of' the local resistance organization. That
night they slept in beds with real sheets.
. The following morning, the resistance leader came to the fa:rmhouse accompanied"
\,
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by two women, 'ane~ldsrly man -and a doctor.

The doctor ,examined the two Americans

and treated their legs, which were badly swollen.

Then he dressed Heddleson's

head wounds.
That night the two men were moved to .an old abandoned house, where they were
to remain hidden until arrangements could be completed for' their removal.

For

five days Heddleson and Henderson liyed in total discomfort waiting to be moved.
Since there was no furniture in the house they slept on a cement floor.

Once a

day a Frenchwoman and a man came to the house bringing a bowl of soup, a chunk

of bread and a quart of water.
hour period.

Those were their provisions for a twenty-four

They used the water for drinking, washing and even shaving.

Behind

the house was a good-sized lake, but the men could not leave the house to get to

it.
At the end of five days, the resistance leader accompanied by an Englishspeaking Frenchwoman came for the men.

The date was the 5th of May.

Heddleson and Henderson were taken to the frenChwoman's house where they were

treated with every consideration.

The Fzenchwoman was eloquent in her condemnation

of the pLan which had. kept the men for five days on the cold cement floor of an

abandoned house.
During the time they spent here, all the necessa:ry contacts and arrangements
were being made for their eventual journey out of France. However, their stay at
the Frenchwoman's home came to a premature and abrupt end.

On the 14th of May, a

woman visited the house and before evening the whole town knew that two American
fliers were being harbored in their midst. As a result of this woman's talkativeness, the men moved early the following morning to a farmhouse six kilometers
away.

..--:;::e a zendezvous was made with the chief of another resistance organiza-

tion whi"

~~

l"'.a:i agreed to take over the two Americans.

Heddleson and Henderson remained at this farmhouse for twelve days.

During

this time Gestapo men made regular visit~, since it was this farm which supplied
them with eggs.

men had

The Americans simply remained in their room until the Gestapo

tr~~sacted

their business and left.

On the 24th of May, the resistance chief brought a young English-speaking

Frenchman to the house.

Heddleson and Henderson were asked 'for their name frank

and serial number, and for their PW photographs.

It was explained that the

photographs would be sent to London ,for corroboration.
The next night they were moved from the farmhouse into a nearby town.

they remained for more than two months, while verification of their identity
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Here

'. coukd be received from·, London' and when verification had been received transportation out

of France

could be arranged.

During those two months, several

intere~ting incidents' occUred.
On the 23rd of May. they were visited by the people who had sent the report

of their

aircraft'~

crashing.

These people had been hunting Heddleson and

Henderson for a month •. They told how five members of the crew had been killed
outright by the crash and how' Jim Mooney, the dispatcher, had been helped away
by a Frenchwoman but had been betrayed to the Germans by a collaborationist and

was now a Prisoner of War.
tours of the town.

At times Heddleson and Henderson were taken on guided

Their only activity in town, however, was to purchase

cigarettes which set them back 150 francs (three dollars) for a package of twenty.

It was a far cry from the three-penny package of American cigarettes at Harring-

ton.
One day, a patrol of six mean-looking German storm troopers came to town.
It was reported that they were looking for "two men". While it was not clear
exactly which two men were being hunted, it was decided not to take any chances,
andaccording1y Heddleson and Hender~on were spirited out of town and hidden
away in an old barn until the German patrol left.

visited a house where an old woman lived alone.

Before the Germans left they
Desiring to gain information

about her son's whereabout, they proceeded to beat up the old woman, displaying
their vaunted Teutonic efficiency during the operation.

The old woman would not

talk but her son gave himself" up in order to spare his mother. When the Germans
left with the son as their prisoner Heddleson and Henderson returned from their
hiding place.
On the 18th of July, the two men made an expedition with a res~stance group.
The group consisted of four Frenchmen and the two Americans.

Armed with English

sten guns, they mounted bicycles and rode twelve kilometers to their destination,
a bridge employed by Nazi supply trains. The.Frenchmen placed bombs at strategic
places and set the fuses while Heddleson and Henderson acted as guards. Then
they waited. hidden in nearby bushes.

But the fuses were badly set and as the

men watched two German trains passed safely over the bridge.

A circtunStance which

visibly irritated the leader of the group. In t~e next moment, however, the
bridge blew up, so that future trains at least would be delayed. Then' the group
remounted their bicycles and rode the twelve kilometers back to town.
Again, on the 23rd of July, Heddleson and Henderson accompanied the same
group on another oi>eration. Their destination this time was the home of a
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-collaborationist family.

The purpose of t-he expedition was to throw the fear of

God into the collaboratioriists as well as gain some.necessary information. The
six men-reached the house "and" surrounded it. The leader called out his orders
but the frightened people inside the house refused -to come out and began to
throw chairs and assorted bits of furniture out of the windows at the men
The leader threatened to set fire to the barn and this
threat chastened the collaborationists so that they came out of the house. Sgt.
Henderson, armed with a machine gun, took the women in charge while the men were

surrounding the house.

being questioned.

The result of the operation was completely successful.

necessary information was obtained and Henderson returned with the machine
in one hand and a gigantic ham in the other.

The
gun

The ham had. been pressed upon him

by one of the women as a token of her essential good will.
on the 27th of July, the group who had sent the ~eport on Lt. Ambrose's
aircraft which had been received at Harrington had arrived to take Heddleson and
Henderson on a reception operation. They drove their car, which contained a
Eureka set in the back seat, to the reception ground and'waited. There was
intensive RAF activity in the vicinity and no aircraft arrived for the dropping
operation at the ground, which was an "Astrologer" target. Finally, the
reception committee left. The next morning the BBe signal was received,
"Astrologer fell in the well", meaning that the previous night's operation had
been cancelled, probably because it might have interfered with the RAF activities.
. Later in the day another signal indicated that the same operation was on f or that
night. Accordingly, the committee, accompanied by the two American sergeants,
posted themselves again.

After .a tense period of waiting the Eureka indicated the presence of an aircraft. It was an RAF Sterling. The aircraft circled the reception and. from the
unusually high altitude of 2, 000 feet, made its drop of twenty-four containers.
Wind conditions were favorable, however, and none of the containers went astray.
Until sunup the reception committee worked gathering up the containers and
hauling them ~n a horse~awn cart to a town ten kilometers away where the
container~ lere hidden in an old barn.
Just as the last of the load was being transported to the barn, the sun
came up and the people of the -town were sticking their heads out of their windows.
The following day word was received that Heddleson and Henderson would be
leaving the next day, to make connections with an airplane which would fly back
to England. Accordingly, at 0730 hours on the morning of July 30th, the two men
<f
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were taken .Ln a lorry to the "rendezvouS .point 110 kilomet~rs away.
skirted around, keeping to 'back ro.ad.s and out-of-the-way lanes.

The truck

It stopped only

,

once and that was to allow Heddleson and Henderson to see the five crosses marking".
the gra.ves of their fellow crew members who had 'been killed.

neatly trimmed

and

decorated with fresh flowers.

The graves were

Three kilometers further on,

the tr~ck passed b~ the scene of the crash and the men could see bits of wreckage
around the burned place on the ground.

Finally, the truck reached a town which was its destination and the men
s:pent the night comfortably in a small hotel.
They spent the next day waiting for a radio signal which would ccnf'Lrm the
f~ight.

As they

In the 'course of waiting, they sat for a while in the terrace of a cafe.
sat, sipping drinks, a group of German soldiers rode by on bicycles.

Germans carried English Sten guns which they had taken from the maq uis •

The

As they

rode by they looked over in the direction of the two Americans but said nothing
and did not stop.
At 1330 and again at 1930 J the radio signal ap:proved the flight, but at
2113 cancellation was signaled.

Rather than spend another night in town, Heddle-

son and Henderson were moved to a farm house on the outskirts. The farmer and
his wife had a large brood of children and when everyone gathered for a meal the
table groaned beneath the combined weight of nineteen people. Ten quarts of wine
were consumed at each sitting.

And in this domestic setting, the two men

lived

f")r three days.

Then a car arrived and they were again d.riven back to the hotel in town.

flight was again cancelled and they spent the night in the hotel.

The

On the following

day, the f~ight was laid on but later in the day was cancelled for the tbird time.
They were beginning to get nervous and restless. The moon period was waning and
they looked with dread upon the prospect of remaining in France for another

mont~

The next day they were driven to a maquis-liberated town where they remained
04
for three more days. They walked 'freely about town and everyone seemed to know
they were Americans.
At !a~t the great day a.rrived. The flight was approved all the way. From
the maquis-liberated town Heddleson and Henderson were driven ten kilometers to

rendezvous with a maquis chief t· who i t turned out, had recently been to London
and had spoken to Colonel Heflin. Protected by ·carloads of maq uis soldiers, they
were driven out to the landing fie~d. The entire route was guarded by sentinels
\
ant\ all around the field a total. of four hundred maq uis soldiers stood guard. It
.

\
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was known that nearby a group of fifty-five Germans were stationed. The Germans,
if they knew what was going on, showed understandab:J,.e reluctance to do anything
about it.

At the field, Heddleson and Henderson met their fellow passengers.

These included, besides a group of agents, a Canadian Spitfire pilot and a
Lancast~r navigato~.

Precisely at 0130 hours, an aircraft arrived and began
circling the field for a landing. It was a Lockheed Hudson and with its landing
lights on presented the most beautiful picture that the two men had seen for a
long time.
The Hudson landed and the two Americans, who had been given a 4 and 5
priori ty number boarded it. Shortly a£terwards the Hudson took off. \ The flight
to England was uneventful and in a few hours Heddleson and Henderson were back on
English soil again.
It had certainly been lithe long way home".

*******
The following item has been abstracted from the ~Oi/492nd Bombardment
Group Newsletter.

*******
There are many great stories of survival in our

grou:p'~

the nature of our Lox level missions -in the dark of night.
belong to a lucky couple of Carpetbaggers.

ville, Ohio.

history -- due to

Two of these stones

The first is Jim Heddleson of Louis-

Jim, who was the radio operator on pilot Lt. George Ambrose's

crew, flyi-ng in the J6th/856th 138 , survived a chaotic, -frantic "dive"after
their Liberator hit a hillside and struggled to gain altitude.

Two of his

fellow aircrew members, James Mooney and George Henderson also survived. Unfortunately-, five other fellow air drewmen died that night of April 27/28. (Lt.
George Ambrose, pilot; Lt. Robert Redhair , co-pilot; Lt. Arthur Pope, navigator;
Lt. Peter Roccia, bombardier; and S/Sgt. Charles Wilson, engineer.
~
:
Accoroing to Jim, he was in the tail (his first piece of luck) checking on
some gear, when the Lib made the first recognition pass at low level, over the
drop zone near st. eyr de Valorges. On the second pass, to make the drop, the
plane suddenly started to labor as Ambros~ tried to gain al ti tude -- closing the

.

bomb bay doors as it climbed.

Jim suspected "something was wrong".
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On the third

.pase , "the plane hi t something --' a tree, or a :part of the hill -

and began to

shake violently -- all the time trying to gain al ti tude on failing engines.

II

Jim

Mooney dove out of' the "Joe Hole" and Jim remembers Henderson helping him out of

the ai~craft as it._ gyrated allover the sky.

Jim hit the- ground, "a crashing

blow -- seemingly as soon as I cleared the plane. My legs were hurt from the
blow hitting the ground. I'm certain that my chute never had time to open fully.
But. miraculously, except for some pieces of steel in my head and some bruises,

I was OK."
On the ground, Jim met up.with Henderson, but they couldn't find Mooney.
They made their way to the plane, and found i t a shambles wi th no survivors in it.

it exploded, showering them with sp~ks and hot metal.
the resistance fighters told them that Mooney'had broken his back in his

As they sprinted away,
La~er.

jump and they had reluctantly turned him over to the Germans so that he would
receive immediate hospital treatment, that they could not provide. He survived
and was placed in a prisoner of war camp ,
(who died

for

ot Leukemia in 1950) after

seve~l

Jim Heddl.eson and George Henderson

hiding and stwnbling around the countryside

days. were taken in tow by the local

sch661~teacher,

them safely to the local maquis -- the ''Resistance of Loire".

who delivered

They stayed with

the maquis for over three months, even joining in on several "raids" against the
Germans.

One night. Jim and Henderson went out on a bicycle mission wi th the

maquis and helped them blow

u~

a railroad trestle.

Tne last two weeks of their

ordeal. they were in hiding with two notable Frenchmen:

M. leon Blum (former

head of the French Cabinet), and Jacques Chaban-Delmas (a future Prime Minister
and President of the National Assembly.

At the time Jim met him, he was the
General commanding the resistance fighters). The maquis arranged for a British
Hudson bomber to pick them all up at a secret "stri:p" and return them to England.
In 1946. the people of St. Cyr~e Valorges erected a stone monument to Jim's
crew, to honor their valor in helping save France. They have had Jim and his
wife Ruth back to help them rededicate the monument making Jim an official
member of the French Resistance Fighters and an Honorary Citizen of TdXaXe,
France. In 1974, they gave Jim the ultimate honor -- they named the Town Square
f

of St. Cyr de Valorges, "Pl.ace James Heddleson'f: ! :

'\
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Buried under this ~onument are the
five crew ~embers who died in the
~rash. They are Lt. George W. Ambrose, pilot; Lt. Robert R. Redhair
copilot; Lt. Arthur 3. Pope, navigator; Lt. Peter Roccia, bombardier:
and S/Sgt. Charles ~. Wilson, fIt.
engr •. (cre~ of the 36ch Squadron) .
Their names along with the follo~
ing are inscribed ~n the monument.
uIn memory of the five American
airmen found dead under the wreck af
their plane ~hich crashed in flames
on this· place on 28 ADril of the vear
19u4. Their mission ~as to deliv~r
arms to our Secret A~v for the liberation of France and the restoration
of our ideal".
Surviving the crash were Sgt. Gec~
rge ~.-Henderson, Sgt. James c.
~ooney and S/Sge Ja~es J. Heddleson .
.Heddleson and Hende r son ~ade their
escape Co 'southern France and were
later returned co En~land b¥ British
·'!)ako·ta~' operations. ~oonav' bad Lv
t

injured~ was helped from

~

THE S~~BOLIS~ OF THE ~ONUM~T
LLanslated rroo a French descripti~n

The

~onu~ent'5

shape is like the
stamped ~ith the U.5.
scar and the red sky ~f the sunset,
a s~~bol of a living fire is ra?resen~ed bv the red granite.
Roger ~oche, the-French~an who was
instrumental ~ith the help of t~ar
ious Plannus" in erecting the :nonIJroent, ~ade a speech at the monument's
dedication along with Lt. Col. Robe~t
1.. Boone.
Roger noche's ~oving speech. ~ade
at :hat :irne ~111 be run in a forth

th; crash

~lane's ~ing.

area by a French woman, then ~as
taken prisoner by the Gemans . .
Sgt. George Henderson died in 1950.
Sgt. J~~es ~ooney survived his ?0~
ti~e but contact with him has been
'lost. 5iSgt James J. ~eddle50n is
on~ ~f our Associaeionts strong
suppot'ters.

:~n~n~
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Robert L. Boone

r

erected a monu~ent on this Spot--a
impressive ~onu~enc ~x~lainina
the reason for ies erection~ and ~a~ing the five ~ho were killed.
Aite~ a gli~pse of the ~onument ~nd
a talk with those ~ho had seen the
o::!"3.sh. "olie dec enc ec :0 the ·lillag~.
Upon 'entering the village square, I
nQticed that there were banners over
every street intersect~on reading

called to the phone. and asked t~ b~ ?resent at a 'certain hotel.
in 3 soe;ific little French village
at nine in the evening on a certain
day ~here r would b~ ~et by an officer with whoo I had ~orked before.
The purpose of the trip, 1 was told.
.as to be present at a ceremony tv
be held in honor of a crew of mine
that had been lost over France soaetime back. I flew to one of the lar5e cities and took a train from
there to the village. The train consisted of an engine--a diesel engine,
?ulling c~o beautifully ~odernistic
and clean cars at the rate or is
miles per hour. Getting on the crain
~a~ a ma]~r bac:le. I went to the
R.T.O. (railroad traffic office) to
~et 3 ticket. That was easy_ But a
Frenchman didn't want to let me on-~aid it was too crowded. I showed
Ma~

~ery

"Vive L' Amer t que " or "Ln taenc ry of

the 5 Americans ·""ho died here"--many such thin~s. Each windo~ held
American and French fla~s, streamers
adorned every buildin~. -Flowers ~ere
~~und~~:. E~e~~ ~i~~=e~

'him \DY ticket with the seat reser-

vation. but he said that made no

difference--the seats were already
full. I seems that they sell seats
~n the side and ~ake a li~tle extra
I ~anted and raved and finally swore and pushed by him. yanked
a Frenc~~an out of my seat gave him
a pack of cigarettes and sat ~yself
down. The ride'was beautiful--in
hilly country. It lasted an hour
and a half. They weren't going co
stop at my village, and I was going
to ?ull the emergency cord to halt
the two car'd affair. But we were
all such ~ood friends (the engineer
even c~~e back for a chat) that they
~oney.

t

4

I asked directions at the
5cacion and started ~andering ~y way
to the h~tel. ! met ~y old friend
half way from the hotel. We spent
:hree .ours eating and talking abou~
the ceremony next day and about a
hundred other things that came co
mind. ~e drove up to another and
~maller village af~er breakfast in
:he ~orning. 7his ~4S ~here the
event was t~ ta~e place. ! ~as taken
to :~e ~xact spoc where the shi?
first hit t~e ground, 3nd che ~hole
thing was explained to ~e by eye-~it
~e5ses_ Then I ~as taken co :he spot
~here ~ost ~f the shi~ finall~ ca~e
to rest--the place wh~re five- of Che
crew were found d~ad. The French had
3t~?ped.
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.as ?r:5e~t.
I had noticed un the wav to th~ village that :here were ma~v Jeoole out
'Wal~ing. ~o\J ! learned +.Jhv".Thev were
all on their way to this little" village. They cameo'by- bicycle, cart and
car. They came by 'foot. Thev came in
whole families, with cheir iunches
and Sunday best clothes. Thev ca~e
as a piigri~age. I could see' the~
winding through the valleyS, converging on our lit:le center. T~cy ?ressed into the square. I had now met
the Mayor~ the American Consul, the
American ~ilitary Attache. the representative from the ~~erican Gen~
eral commanding Southern France. the
French Regional Commander of Air r0rces, and many high rankin~ French
officials and also lesse~ titles
whom I had ~et in previous dealings.
! was findin~ that this was a tr~lv
huge thing of great significance and
?otential Franco-Aoerican 3ccorC. i
was d~azed at being introduced ~v a
correspondent fro O.~.I. (Of:ice of
~ar Information) who represented not
only our governm~nt but the F~ench
~ewspa?ers and ~n A~eri~an controllFrench ~agazinc. It ~as getting aLung toward 9:)0 in the ~orningt so
we were taken into the church (Cath~lic) ~here we unde~Jent an hour and
l
half ~ass~ all of ~hich ~as devoted
to the Americans and the war. After
~ass we congregated again in the
square for one or two sel~c:ions bv
t~~ bands (2 ~~nd5 weoe ehere)~ ~e'

"

.

flowe~s On thetomb--as I
did"with che ones I had. wben
the ~ere6ony was over we walk2d back
~o r~e" village for ~ine at the ~ayort5
~l)US~ ana lunch in the banquet hall
of t~e best restaurant in town. It
started at one and at six we ~ere
still eating. We had a course of
spinach, another of potatoes, then
cold ~eats, then soup, then roast
chicken, then roast veal, then salad.
then cheese, then pudding. ~bat a
meal.
I had planned on getting back :0
the Base that evening but it was toO
late by the ti~e the banquet fi~ish
ed. After it was over there were
lots of ?ictures taken. People kept
coming up bringing w~ne for presents.
!h~y were ti~kled tha~ the C.O. of
the boys had" come to their dedication.
A ~an came up and gave me t~e dog
tags belonging co one of chose killed. Anot~er gave ~e a boy's crash
~racelet. I spoke wi=~ the lit:le
lady who had hidden two of the injured boys and gotten the~ back to us.
She had 3 latter ~ritte~ co he~ fro~
ane vf the l~ds letting he~ ~no~ :~~:

?ut the

saluted t o the

and
t.o

A..~e.ric3n5t

~ina::y

British

rren~h anthems. !hen began :he
'~ile tr~k up the hill to che ~on

umen t . !h~ bands .Led , being followed
~v

t~e

school children.

~ow

this was

5~rne~h~ng. !he villagers had le~ their

:~~idren
~ee~s

out of school early for :~o
previous, ceaching them to'.alk

in see? with the band. I: was very 1~
pressive. On the way up the hill, pec?le ran ahead to snap pictures, both
photos and movies. At the monument
the speech~s began. I had asked th~
night before if I shouldn't speak in
French, suggesting rhat my friend
could write me a flowery talk and
coach ~e in deliveri~g it. But he and
the others were of the opinion that
it would be more impressive if I spoke
in American and had it translated.
This we did--I can remember exactly
what I said. I was what I felt. I
said--'tr have f Lown 30 :nissions to
France at night, in the dark, delivering supplies to the French Secre~
A~y. I am very pleased to ~e here ~n
the ground to see the beauty of your
country which I could not see at
night, and to feel the warmth of the
?eoole which I could not feel in the
Lib~ratot'." I pause while a French~an :ranslates, applause, then I continued--uI have flo\m here today from
an ~~e~ican airfield in England. Ie
is the same a~rfield where those who
were killed here were based. They
. ·..;er~ my boys. They were in :ny Squadron.* I knew them well. I am speaking
:or them, and for their families. and
for all of the Americans in my Squadron and ~roup in England. I am touch-

they were both: safe in the States.

She is a proud women--and she should
~e. She did a g=eat and dangerous
:hin~.·I spoke with the fa~er who
~ad sheltered 0ne of the wounded ~en_
but had been discovered by the Krau~5
and hac to hide. 7he kid ~as taken
?risoner. So it ~ent--until I had to
leave.

* Ie

beyond words by what
this 5~~bolizes ~ll
or :he ~~erican air~en lost .hile
fi~hting with France. 1 shall take
ic u~on ~Y5elf to write the families
of :~ose who died here and tell them
of the great honor ~hich yOU have
~est ~·..led upon t hem, ~v G~d bless
vou.." -ft-was translated after every
one or t~o sentences. Throughout the
speeches r would notice a ladv whis?ering to her little dau~hter' or son
and ?oint to ~e. The little tvk~
~ould then scamper up, push a'bunch
vi flowers in ~y hand, curtsy and
run v£f. I ~a5\loaded down. O~hers
~~re.

To

until the Las Vegas Re-

that Bob Boone. in talking

:v ~i~ ~eddl~50n. found out chat
che ~rew was noe 3 me~ber of his
S~uadr~n ~ut that of LTC Rodman
St. C1Jir of :he 36th Squadron.

~d d~d ~oved
$c~

~as ~ot

~nion

~e

\
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(L-R) Col. Paul Riviere, Lt. Col.
L. Boone ~yo~ of St-Cyr~
ce-Valo=ses and Col. V~n der

Robe~t

9

Strichc.

LTC Robert t. Boone
at

.
A1::" ?hotos .r·rcm

DO'O
~

Boone taken in 19~5

St-Cy~-de-Valorges

April .::) 1945

,~
-=.

...~ SOtJVE:{IR DE CINQ AVL\TEURS
A."'tERICANS TROUVES MORTS SOUS LES
DEBRIS DE LEUR AVION ECRASE EN
~'1!iES EN CE LIEU 28 AVRIL DE L' AN
1944 DONT LA MISSION !TAIT DE
PARACHUTES DES ~'i'ES A NOTRE ARMEE
CECRETE POUR LA LIISER.ATOR DE LA

the spot where t ha large-

est section of the plane
came to rest. Every year
since then, on the Sunday closest to April 28,
the people of St-Cyr-deValorges and the surrounding area. hold a
memorial se~vice at the

FRANCE ET LA RESTAURATION DE
NOTRE IDEAL".

Lt. G.W. AMBROSE
Charles M. WILSON A.B. POPE
Rober~ H. REDHAIR Lt. Peter ROCCIA

*

•

the 858th Squadron)

*

racnumen t ,

uIn memory of five American airmen
fc~~d dead under eh2 '~eck of th~ir

OUR BIGGEST EHEMY WAS
THE GROUND········ BECAUSE

plane which crashed in flames on
this place on 28 April of the year
1944.

Their mission vas to deliver

WE FLEW INTO IT.

arms to our Secret Army for the
liberation of France and the restoratiotr o1f our ideal".

*

*

•

*

The ~emori31 servic= is
held not only for the 5
American ai~en, but for
all t~e Allied personnel
who helped the French
Resistance during WW II.

*

9

uA nos amis tOtttbes ici en •••• "

..

0.5.5. et M.U.R.

..

*

*

----

"To our friends fallen here in .• II

*

*

M.U.R. is for

•

•

'~ouvements

!

Col. Rcbe r t ~. ?i5n f

One can read on the marble slab:

*

r=s:==.

On Aprii ·28; 1944 the
"';.lorry Bird crashed near
t~e 3~all F~enc~ village
of Sainc-Cyr-de-Valor~es,
killing 5 of the 8 ai~en
aboard. The French people
erected a monument over

MONUMENT AT SAINT-CYR-VALORGES

*(C~ew of*

~

*
Unifies

de la ltesiseanc:e".
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THE· FITZP4TRICK CREW SAGA

On the night of 29/30 May
CaJ:'Petbagger sorties.

1945,

twenty-three B-24's were dispatched on

Lt. Ernest Bli Fitzpatrick and his crew failed to return

from this night's operations.
The members of" Fitzpatrick's crew were:

Lt. Ernest B. Fitzpatrick (pilot)J

Lt. Richard V. Thiriot (co-pilot), Lt. James S. Sherwood (navigator), Lt. Joseph
J. Las ick.i, (bombardier)
;",,~~~,~~

f

S/Sgt. James E. William (Wigunner), T/Sgt. Paul P. Kasza

(radio operator), T/Sgt. Walter W. Swartz (engineer), Lt. Cornell Degrothy (of
the 788th flying navigational check-out) and S/Sgt. William E. Schack (T/gunner).
\

For over three months nothing was heard of the crew.

Meanwhile Eisenhower t s

In tne middle of September,

armies invaded France and moved eastward into Belgium.

as a result of the progress achieved by the liberatill? armies, many Allied airmen
who had been hidden by Belgium patriots began returning to England.

Among those

were Lt. Fftzpatrick and four members of hiw crew, Lt,'s. Thiriot and SheI1-1ood,

Sgt • s , Kasza and Swartz.
This is the story of what happened to them in Belgium.
On the night of 28 May an aircraf't had eucceasf'ul.Ly ,completed a dropping

mission at a ground near Osric
the following night.

AJ:;

14 which was the target for

Fitz~atrick's

crew on

the result of activity c.n the night of the 28th, the

Germans moved in mobile flak units and placed night fighters in readiness.

Un-

fortunately, the Belgium ~atriots were not able to transmit this information to
London immediately. In effect, therefore, Fitzpatrick was flying straight into
a German ambush.

.

The airplane took off from the Harrington drame on

sched~le

at 2300 hours.

The flight over the channel was uneventful and the airplane proceeded to Belgium'.

At 0100 hours the target was reached and identified.

There were no lIghts to

indicate the presence of a reception committee. Then, as the aircraft circled
4
the area, all hell~ broke loose from a flak battery on the ground. The aircraft
was hit, and as it veered away from the area it was attacked by a waiting JD-B8,
which raked it with 200 nun cannon fire.

Further

•
flight
•

The airplane enveloped in flames.

was impossible, and Fitzpatrick sounded the bail-out alarm.

Struggling with the controls, he steadied the aircraf't urrtd.L he was certain

that all members of his crew had jumped.
made his own jump.

Then, putting the airplane on AFeE, he

The aircraft crashed forty kilometers from London.

total wreck.
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It was a

,~'ID

GERMAN

LINES

Reprinted from
Bay Village (OH) Journal,
by

NICK KOVIJANIC
JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

More than

43

years have' elapsed, but that fateful morning in Belgium

.remains , vivid in William SChack's memory.
Somewhere over Belgium, just before 2:30 a.m. May JO, 1944, and Schack is
poised at his customa.:ry tailgunner's spot, onevof eight men on a mission to

provide supplies to the underground in the Nazi-occupied country •
. But this venture, the 18th of its kind for Schack and -the crew of the B-24

Liberator plane, ends abruptly when a German nightfighter finds its target

through darkness and forces the Americans to bailout in enemy territory.
"I knew exactly what was happening.
Schack.

It just happened so fast," recalled

"I was firing at the German :plane and he was

the f'.aines coming back from our wing.

f~ring

at us.

I could see

We were totally on fire and the pilot

puahed the bailout bell and I scrambled· to get out. 11-"
From'there, the scene intensifies.

,

Schack pazacrnrbes safely to earth,

wanders around the countryside until morning, and when daylight becomes the
enemy, he seeks refuge. The grounded airman comes upon a farmhouse, knocks on

the back door- and is taken in.

It proves to be his initia1 contact with the

Belgium underground.
For William Schack, age 22, at the time, the
farmhouse

~n

Rene Londoz

t

Hannut, Belgium.

r~

tale begins at the

That's when .Schack met up with 18-year-old

a 2nd Lt. in the Belgium underground and the man who gm.ded

Schack through 30 turbulent days eluding the German krmy.
And for a week last month, 65-year-old Schack and his wife, Kathleen, went
.

4

back to Belgium with three other crew members, to retrace those 30 days shaxed

with the und~rg.roUnd, a group that Schack said saved his life.
emotiona~

Note:

Fip

It was an

back to a turning point, in his life.

The three other crew members mentioned above were Ernest B. Fitz-

patrick, 'pilot; Wa1. ter W. Swartz, flight engineer; and Paul Kasza, radio
operator (all members of our Association).
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· 'Fitzpatrick made a successful jump, landing' unhurt in a field.

He immedi-

ately hid his parachute '~nd Mae West, and began walking rapidly towards the south,
in the direction of the French ,frontier. He walked without stopping until06Jo
hours t covering a distance of about 14 miles.

Then it became light and not being

inclined to expose himself until he had taken stock of the situation, he took
refuge in a field and hid in ~ clump of bushes.

At 1800 hours , an old farmer

crossed the field, intent on gathering his cows together., The farmer appeared
trustworlhy, and Fitzpatrick hailed him, language card in hand.

The old man

spoke only Flemish but Fitzpatrick'managed to convey the idea that he was an
American flyer, and in need of help.
where he was, and then he left.

The old man signalled Fitzpatripk to remain

Ten minutes later the old man was back, accompan-

ied by three men, younger than he.

They brought food and

be~r

and they sat with him as the hungry American ate and dranlc,

leaving Fitzpatrick and the three men.

for Fitzpatrick,

The old man went away,

They remained in the field, talking,

until i t grew dark.
At 2200 hours, the men led Fitz:patrick to a house in a nearby town.

There

he met Lt. LasiCki. Several days later the two lieutenants were moved to a farmhouse where they met Sgt's. Schack and Swartz.
Sgt. Swartz recounted his experience.

He had. bailed out of the airplane at

7,000 feet, when he saw the rest of the crew jumping.

He hit the ground very hard, was jolted

6,000 feet, and he continued falling.
badly, but recovered quickly.

His parachute opened at

It was then 0130 hours.

He quickly buried his

parachute, checked his compass and headed north, thinking that he might meet some
of his crew.

He 'walked untd.L daylight and then hid in a small woods.

Around

noon, he Looked out of his hiding :place and observed a farmer working in a field
next to the woods.

At last Swartz left his hiding place and approached the

farmer.
Although the farmer spoke only Flemish, Swartz, using his language card and
<t

pantomine, communicated the fact that he was an American flyer.

The farmer was

friendly, offered Swartz some cold coffee from a jug and had told him that ten
German Baldj.era were stationed in the nearby village.

time heading south, towards the French frontier.
last found a young man working in a field.

Swartz set out again. this

He walked some distance, and at

Swartz approached him.

The young man

could speak French, which made it easier to converse with him. Hearing that
Swartz was an American flyer, he led him to a far edge of the field, showed him a
hiding place in a swamp and instructed Swartz to remain there.
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Then he left,

·. returning sho~lY with food and drink.

As Sw-artz refreshed himself, the Belgium

told him that "one of his comrades" was nearby.

It was too dangerous, however,

for Swartz to move just yet, so he remained hiding Ln the swamp and his bene-

factor left.

\'\

At 1800 hours the Belgitm returned, bringing a jacket and a straw hat for
Swa-~z

Swartz.

Together they made their way to a farmhouse, and there

met

Schack.

Schack's knee had been wrenched in the course -of' bailin.g out but other-

Sgt.

wise was alright.
While the two American sergeants were enjoying their reunion, the farmer
was engaged in contacting the underground Intelligence.

During the aiternoon of

the following day a representative of the underground arrived at the farmhouse.
He questioned Schack and Swartz closely, gave them papers to· fill out and sign.
He seemed satisfied that they were bonafied Americana and before they left the
farmhouse three

days later he had delivered passports and identification cards

to them.
Schack and Swartz were given civilian clothes, food
They also managed to catch up on washing and shaving.

~nd

a place to sleep.

Thus three days passed.

'In the evening of the fourth day a horse-drawn cazrt .arazived bearing Fitz-

patrick and. lasicki.

The men had little time to celebrate their reunion, however,

because they were taken almost at once to the home of a member of the underground
some distance away.

The guide walked ahead of the cart, two of the Americans

rode in the cart, and the other two walked about fifty feet behind.

In this

manner they arrived at their destination.

At the house, they were given food and drink. ~t was decided that lasicki
and Schack ~ould remain at the house and Fitzpatrick and Swartz wo~d be taken
to another place. Accordingly, the latter two men traveled a distance of twenty
kilometers to a village. They f'ound the house to which they had been directed
to and made .themselves known. They were
taken in, and remained there for a week.
4
The day after they left, a week later, the Germans came to the house, looking
for room to b~llet troops.
Fitzpa~rick and Swartz left on foot.
As they walked along they noticed two
Gestapo men walking ahead of them. The two Americans slowed down. But looking
back over their shoulders they. saw two more Gestapo men behind them, heading in

their direction.

Their first reaction was that the Gestapo was closing in on

them, that they were trapped.

It would never do, however, to make a run for it.

So they continued their slow walking pace.
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After a few endless minutes, the

.. Gestapo men overtook. them and passed them without glancing at them.
Fitzpatrick and Swartz turned ·off into a side road and quickly covered the
rest .of the way to the house which was their destination.

They arrived safely

and were taken in and hidden.
The next day Swartz was moved to another house, while Fitzpatrick remained.
But after one night, Swartz was returned to Fitzpatrick's house. 'They heard later
on that the Gestapo had been' -searching for Americans in the house where Swartz
had spent the night.
Fi tzpa. trick and Swartz stayed where they were for nine days.

Finally, the ir

former guide came for them and they traveled by bicycle and foot, fox:: sixty

kilometers to their next destination.

They . spent the night, and on

~he

Here they met lasicki and Schack again.

following morning, all four'
of them took a train
.

into the nearby city of Liege.

In Liege. they went directly to White
out new forms, and received new
here for four 'days.

~apers

and identification cards.

They remained

Then, lasicki and Schack were taken together to one house,

and Fitzpatrick and Swartz to another.
the White .Army Headquarters.

the White -Army.

Army Headquarters, where they filled

A week later the Gestapo cracked down on

The only member they found was a woman member of
I

The Gestapo beat her brutally, but could not force her to give

any information.
Fitzpatrick and Swartz were taken to a house on the outskirts of Liege.
They had been .there only a short time when they were warned -that the Gestapo had

been informed of their presence.

It seemed that the Germans had discovered

Lasicki and Schack and had taken them prisoner.

The .woaan of the house that they

were living in told the Gestapo where Fi~zpatrick and S~artz were ~taying.
Warned in time, Fitz~atrick and Swartz hid out in the fields until the danger
was past.

White.Army men came to protect them, bringing guns, ammunition and

Then,they were taken to another house, where they remained in safety for
-I
seven weeks.

f~~d.

From there they were moved to a castle on the outskirts of Liege.

They lived

in comparative luxury for four days, enjoying food and comfortable beds, hot
•

•

Then they moved again, traveling by train into Li.ege.
The American advance continued to roll on, and at last was at the gates of

water, and pre-war whiskey.
Liege.

The city was bombed and shelled.

whined through the streets.

'. '>:':~:~E._they had been brought.

street fighting began and sniper bullets

Fitzpatrick and Swartz remained in the house to which

One day, the young Belgium who had been their guide was in
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the street andsaw·a.man struck by a bullet.

He was attempting to help the man.

when a German patrol passed," .sas him, hit him in the .chfn with· the butt of their
rifles t called him a terrorist and shot him through the head.

Fitzpatrick

and Swartz will never forget the

boy (for he was no more than a

boy) and they will .never forget the Germans for their crime of assassinating him

.

in cold blood. .

Finally, after a month,

·Lieg~

was liberated by the Americans, and Fitzpatrick

and Swartz were aaf'e ,

The stories of the three other members run in more or less of a parallel
with each other. They are -Lts. Sherwood and Thiriot and Sgt. Kasza.
Thiriot made a safe jum]?, landing very near a small village.

\
He hid his

paraohute and Mae West with brush and began running southwest across the open
fields. Coming to a road he jumped an embankment, severely wrenching ·his ankle.
He continued running, but the pain.from his ankle made him decide he had better
get help. He saw three houses by the side of the road, but it was too dark, he
thought,. to approach them.

Therefore, he hid himself in some brush until day-

light.
k3 it was getting light, an old man came out of one ~ of the houses' and passed
the brush in which Thiriot was hiding.

Thiriot beckoned to him.

The old man

approached, understood the situation at a glance, and making sure that no one was

about, brought Thiriot into the house.

The American was fed and given a place to

sleep.

Later in the day, when Thiriot was awake and refreshed, he met a twenty-one
yeax old boy who described the shooting down of his airplane.

of the reception committee had seen it all.

The boy, a member

When the attack began, the load

carried by the B-24 had been sa.Lvoed, The boy told Thiriot that the remains of
all twelve containers had been gathered up by the committee.
Thiriot was told it would be best for him to remain there in the house until
'"
arrangements could be made for him with the esca~e organization of the Belgium
underground. ,To this end, Thiriot shortly received a note which indicated that
the writer Jias "a comrade of the undargzound ", and that a fellow ~rew member
was nearby. It turned out that Sgt. Kasza was in fact in the house next door,
being cared for as Thiriot was.' Kasza and Thiriot began to maintain regular
comm~ication with each other.
.

Kasza had

ma~e

a good jump from the doomed airplane, but he had been somewha t ,qut up when landing on some. barbed wire. He had hidden his vchute and cross-
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ed a field, heading south.
around town.

.Reaching a small town, 'he jumped a fence and skirted

He heard dogs barking and fearing bloodhounds he changed his

direction to north, walked for a while and turned southwest.

After a few hours.

he saw three houses, watched them for unfriendly indications and when he saw none,
approached one of t?em. With some difficulty he convinced" the peojiLe that he was
an American and obtained their promise to help him.

They took him in.

It was the house next door to which Thiriot had made his way.

After a couple of days, Thiriot and Kasza were taken to another village.
Here they lived Ln a barn and slept in a haystack.

They iiere told that before

long a car would come for them, they would be driven to a secret airfield from
\

where they would be flcwn

to Spain.

But that never happened ,

the invasion, German patrol activity increased.
was being stopped for questioning.

June 6th, with

Roads were blocked and everyone

They had been liv;ng Lnbhe barn for several

It was Lt. Sherwood.
Lt. Sherwood had landed unhurt in an open field. buried his 'chute and walked
for an hour, then coming 'to a· woods he hid himself and slept until daylight.

days when another American was brought in.

When it was light he set out again, walking eight kilometers to the village of
Lens St. Remy.
was an old man.

It was still eaxly in the morning and .t.he . only person in sight
Sherwood approached him for help.'

The old man quickly understood

Sherwood's prediciment and took the American to his home.
and civilian clothes to wear.
the White kt:m.y! who asked

Sherwood received food

In the afternoon he was visited by an officer of

Sherwoo~

various questions in order to establish the

authenticity of his cliam to be an American flyer.

When the officer was satis-

fied, he advised Sherwood to spend the night in the old man's home and promised
that help would beforih-coming.
The following day a guide came for Sherwood, and the two men traveled by

bicycle to the town of Fallais, ten kilometers away.

While plans were being made for the disposition of them, they remained in
hiding. Ther~ was only one incident that marred their stay. An eighteen year
old Belgium boy, whose patriotism had been co:rrupted by the Germans, discovered

.

their hiding place and wanted to divulge it to the local Gestapo •

.

Fortunate 1y,

he was stopped in time by the White Army men and threatened with quick and
violent death i f he breathed a wbJ:d. The threat was very effective.
F:'inally t the three men were mo ved to a village near Fallaise.

Sherwood lived together and Thiriot lived in a house not far away.

Kasza and
They remained

here for eight weeks, meeting once a week, but for the rest of the time keeping
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under close 'cover.

While they were· here their passports and identification

papexs were being prepared.
enough to eat.,

For the most' part they lived comfortably and had

cecasionally they were visited by chiefs of the White Army and

heard "first-hand accounts of the 'exploits carried out by that group of Belgitun
patrio~~.

One night Kasza helped a White Army man retrieve a radio set from a cemetery
where it had been dropped by an RAF supply airplane.

Then Kasza helped put the

set together.
FinaliYt contact with the escape organization centered in Bttossels was made
and arrangements completed.

During the first week in August a representative of

the organization appeared, accompanied by a guide.

They started Qut on bicycles.

Thiriot, Sherwood and Kasza following the two men single file, at 200 yard

intervals. ·In this manner, they reached the city, of :Namu:r: where they continued
t

on their way

f

this time led by two girls who acted as guides.

They passed through NanulX and continued on to Dinaunt.
who brought up

At one point, Kasza,

the rear on his bicycle, was stopped by a .Belgium gendarme.

the gendarme's questions spoke in French, Kasza could make no answer.

To

It was

apparent to the gendarme that Kasza was an American •. The situation was indeed
ticklish for the sergeant.

At last, however, the gendarme's patriotic instincts

over ruled all others, and he motioned Kasza to get going.

Finally, the procession reached Dinaun:t. Bicycling through the main street,
Thiriot found ~he street blocked by a knot of German soldiers. Thiriot's reaction wa~ to do what he would have done if he were bicycling in Harrington -he eounded the bell. The Germans cleared out of' the way, and Thiriot rode past
them, his heart in his mouth and his fingers crossed, figuratively speaking.
On the outskirts of Dinaunt the three men spent the night in a cabin, well
concealed in a woods. The following day another guide appeared and they set out
again. Their destination
was twenty-five
miles to the south. Halfway there they
.
. f
met four more Americans who were also evading, and all seven of them followed the
guide in a lopg bicycle J;lrocession to a woods. There they found they were to stay
until flJl:±,~r arrangements could be made. They remained for two weeks, living in
a shack and supplied from a nearby chateau in which a patriotic family lived.
While they were there, eighteen more Americans joined them. After two weeks,
they learned that the, local German forces had learned something of their whereabouts, so in the\dead of night. the band of Americans left their hiding place and
~

walk~ single file, to a camp on the Ardennes forest.
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They had been in this camp

(

for a week, when they'began,to heaxa great deal of gunfire, and they heard
~he

that

Germans were retreating on all sides •

.At last, ·on 8Septembe~, an American patrol of sixteen soldiers fotmd the

camp.
They were safe f at last.

This accounted for all but two ,members of Lt. Fitzpatrick's crew, Sgt.
Williams and Lt. Dogrothy. It is known that they both bailed out without mishap. but as yet have not been heard from.

CARPETBAGGERS RETURN TO BELGIUM
by

ERNEST FITZPATRICK
We have just returned from our
our experiences with you.

Kasza-radio operator, and

vis~t

to Belgium, and I would like to share

Wa'_ter Swartz-englneer, Bill Schack-tail gunner, Paul
myself-~ilot,

returned for the first time to meet with

our helpe~ in the Liege and War:r:eme area.

Bill and Paul, ar:r:ived on 9/10/87 and

were able to meet with some of their people before Walt and I arrived Sunday the

13th.
We were overwhelmed with the reception we received.

Our visit had been

reported in the papers :prior to our aJ:ri. val, which coincided with the annual
reunion of A.S. arARIE, and it was estimated that close to 1,000 were on hand at

the memorial services in Hasbey.

Wreaths were laid at each of three Memorial

sights along with bands, speeches by local dignitaries and officials.
We were then taken to the Town Hall in Warreme where we were greeted by the
Mayor; the former Prime Minister and the Belgian Ambassador to Washington, more

speeches of praise and gratitude and·~e were presented with Medals, Commemorative
Plates, etc. This was quite an emotional gathering since more of the people we
had direct contact with were ,present.
We tAe. attended a. typical Belgi.um luncheon, excellent food, wine, etc., which
lasted about four hours, along with more speeches, gifts and greeting by friends.
We were the first crew to return to this zone since WW II.

We were a

"Carpetbagger" unit and. had dropped supplies, arms t etc. into this area on

,

various missions. \ In fact, our packages that we dropped the night we were shot
(.

doxn contained Limpi t Charges that the A.5. used shortly after that, to sink a
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German

·

s~p' and barges in Antwerp harbor, to enable the' resistance to keep the

harbor 'open for Allied vessels.
-The whole week will be remembered by' all of us, especially the warmth of
the Belgian people.

changed pwnership.

Even though some of the places in which we were hidden had
~he.present

occupants opened their homes and showed us the

rooms _and attics we had stayed in and i f .renovations had been made, exp'tai.ned
and showed us what had been done so· we could recall the original.
It was truly an overwhelming experience and I would strongly urge any of

our members that might be able to return and meet with their friends and helpers

to do so at their earliest opportunity.
(Reprinted from Air Forces Escape and·Evasion Society.)

A C1ill11 CHIEF WELL REMEMBERED

as told by
BRUCE COWART
Samuel D. Braudt came to Tuscan, AZ (Davis Mountain Field) in July 1941 from
the 19th EG at March Field.

This cadre formed the 41st BG at Tuscan.

He was

crew chief on B-18A, SN 38589.
I was assigned to him as my first assignment in the Army Air Corps.
came good friends for we both like to "soup up" cars.

we "hcb-zodded" on weekends.

We be-

He had a 1939 V8 Ford that

He was a mechanical whiz and taught me an awful lot

about a.ircraft engines and systems.

~he' 41st BG went to Muroo, CA and I went to

A.M. school at Love Field, Dallas, TX.

The 41st BG left and went to Hammer Field,

Fresno, CA and got A-29's and a new CO (Clifford J. Heflin).

41st BG -~-*46th BS and was assigned back to Sammy.

I returned to the

The 4"6th BS left Fresno and

went to Cherry Point, Ne (Marine Air Station). We became the 22nd Anti-Sub Squadron and did anti-sub patrol off the Carolina coast. We moved to Wilmington, NC and

Sammy was the crew chief on Rudy's aircraft, B-24D, SN 42933,
Ford at Willow Run, MI.

got B-24's.
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While at Wilmington (Bl.uenthal ·Field) Sammy and "1 worked on an Alcohol Bever-

His name·was Bob White and my wife and I had a room at

age Control officer's car.
his house.

Bob had. a 1939 VB Ford. and he' mentioned to me one day that he had a

"bootlegger" that was outrunning him all the time.

I told Sammy about it and he

told me to tell Bob.. that we could soup his Ford up for $250 and White said, "Go to

.

it".

We took his car out to

~he

field one Saturday and changed sammy's hot-rod

pares to Bob's car. for tliey were· both alike.
in it ~d adjusted the carbs for high speed.

We put dual carbs and high-lift

CB.llS

About a week later Bob came home all

smiles --- he said he caught the bootlegger a.nd was very happy.

He said the boot-

legger wanted to look under his hood to see what he had --- so Bob let him look.
He said, "I see how you caught me" - - that's all he said.

In August 1943, the 22nd Anti-Sub Squadron left for Engiand via N. Atlantic.
Sammy was still our crew chief. On August 21, 1943, io hours and 2.5 minutes after
take off we landed at Prestwick, Scotland. Our B-24n was either 6th or 7th off at
Presque Isle, Maine and 1st to land at Prestwick, with,more fuel than any other
aircraft in our flight. Verified by Lt/Col. Heflin. Sammy' and I would move our
crew's baggage in order to keep the aircraft on what is known as "the step".

The

fuel deal was to lean the engines out until the cylinde"r head temperature began to
rise, then 'move the mixt.ure control up one notch at a time until the cylinder head
temperature stablilized.

All this is done between Auto-Lean and Idle-Cut-Off on

the Mixture Control Quaclrant.

To my knowLedge there was never an engine failure

or an aborted ~ke off due to engine malfunction on any aircraft that Sammy was
crew chief on --- he was as I said a mechanical whiz.

I would go out to the air-

craft when we were not flying and Sammy would put me in possible situations and ask
me how was I going to get out of it. He was like a brother to me and I will never
--- never forget him. We corresponded after the war and the last time that he wrote
me t he was crew chief on a B-17 DRONE at Elgin AFB, FL. I answered the letter and
never heard from him again.
•

of

. ..

"
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FIELD.CHANGES
as told by

BILL ORBAN
We had three rainy days, so the time arrived to sort through my papers.

.

It

~

was interesting looking over some of the material.
several missions with us in France.

Horace "Rags" Ragland flew

He was a good man but we couldn't keep him on.

I believe MVSgt Sam Braudt was our

c~ew

chief on the modified B-24 we flew.

It was a fast plane, with the built-in "head-wind removed for the sloped plexiglas
modification.
The seats were the old cast seats and practically immovable. That was one
thing I did not like on her---so, when a nice new wounded B-2~ landed at Dijon, we

decided to requisition the seats. That went off so weil, we decided to swap nose
gears. The engineer would have to give ours a kick every so often to help it down.
The project was proceeding very well and we had their gear on our plane. But with
the tail tied down and the nose in the air. on the other---two captains arrived to
fly it back to England.

I told them it had· nose gear problems and we would wire

their base so they could take-in Dijon.

That

tickled "t·hem to death and after tell-

ing them how to get to town and where to go, I warned them to be sure to check their
nose gear on landing because we would not have time to correct the problem.

That's

the last we saw of them as they' took off· the next morning for England.

Every newsletter seems to include people long forgotten.

One name triggers a

memory.
It really does make Comradeship mean something special.

*******
GROUND CREWS
From the book "The War of The Cottontails" by William R. Cubbins, B-24 pilot
of the 450th BG, 15th Air Force.

•

Based at Manduria near Brindisi, Italy.

PUblished. by Algonquin Books of Cha:pe1 Hill, Ne, a division of Workman Publishing

Co~P¥y,.

Inc.

Used with permission.

"Combat missions are tough on the grotuld crews.

They'd no sooner get to know

a flight crew when that crew would return with dead or wounded, or else fail to re-

t urn at all. They didn't seem to be able to work hard enough or long enough to do
their part. Perhaps it was their way of apologizing for not being in a position
to be shot at.

If so t it was a misguided sentiment.
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We knew and appreciated the

. difficult conditions "W1der which they: labored.

More often than not red-eyed from

lack of rest, when a mission was expected to be a tough one ·they'd forego vi tal .
sleep while we were gone and wait to see i f their crew would return.

Their loyal-

ties .seemed to be d.i vided between .the aircraft and the crew that flew it:

Fine

men, heroic in their . own manner, they often worked to exhaustion
to keep US flying.
.
Without their selfless efforts and devotion to excellence, combat would have been
even more dangerous."

IT I S EASY TO GEr

by JOE

tosr

IN THE DARK

~ER

OUr load was one-half million dollars, in GeI:IIaIl currency to be deli-

vered to the Belgi1.m1 Freedon Fighters.
into Belgium..

We fIe-; south around Paris then up

OUt of Brussels we couldn I t find the target or the under-

ground'resistance forces.

We circled around four or five tiIres and finally

located them and made the drop.

But I was lost. _._ _ So we flew- south. into

France into the outskirts of Paris, over a Nazi air field.
over the air field, three search lights coned us in.
of the dive, the tail gunner blasted away at one.

},.s

As we flew

we pulled up out

The search light' explod-

ed and put the other bNo out of comni.ssion. The tail gum:ler ,was credited
with
search lights. They shot-the sh.... out" of us, 900 left - hit

three

the deck.

We'pulIed up above the village roof tops, all 90 0 Right -

four engines full power,

all

Must have broken scrre windows and scared a lot of

people~

We were lost again •••••• we were east of Paris but I couldn't find us on

our maps.

We called London Radio.

on our position.

Radio silence but they gave us a fix

From there we 40t back ••.• being shot at

SOIre.

The Ger-

mans knew where we were too.

We got' a nE!'N B-24 as our old B-24 was shot full of holes.
days

•
in Ireland

•

We had a ff?W

(Belfast and Dublin) to pick up the new Black' B-24.

The

Irish converted them for our missions.
The Homing-pigeon we dropped along with the rroney did not get lost. '" .he
got back to England before we did.
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A '~CARPETBAGGER" WITH THE FRENCH FORCES OF·THE INTERIOR
Lt. John Mead--Guerrilla°
Lt. John B. Mead, known familiarly as "Johnny"· by everyone in the grou:p who

knew him, was a bomba..l:dier in the 858th Squadron (then the 406th Squadron). He
had been in the C~etbagger Project £rom its inception, and was considered one
of the most skillful practitioners of Carpetbagger bomba..l:diering. One of his
c~oset friends was Captain Robert D. Sullivan, the Group Intelligence Officer,

whom he and his wife, Dorothy, had known back in the.States.
For four months, Johnny Mead flew on Carpetbagger .missions, contp.buting
his particular bit to the growing success of the group. And then, on 5 May 1<;44,
i t happened. The aircraft, piloted by Lt. Murry L. Simon, in which Mead was
a mission to France!
The whole group was saddened by the news. Everyone knew he would miss goodLookd.ng Johnny Mead, his friendly smile, his enthusiasm, his drawling speech.
Captain Sullivan wrote to Dorothy, offering what consolation he could, telling
her not to give up hope. But three weeks went by and no ,further word was heard.
As each day went by it became more di£ficult to hope.·". ,
T,hen, .on 29 May, something happened. As 858th aircraft l'iloted by Lt. Munn,
was engaged on a mission to a point deep wi thin central France, in the vicinity
of the town of Roanne , As the aircraft circled the target area t the radio operator, T/Sgt •. Clarence H. Brown, succeeded in establishing an S-phone contact.
He was somewhat surprised to hear a voice speaking in perfectly unbroken English.
"kre you British or American?"
Perhaps because the voice from the ground had a noticeably southern drawl, .
Brown replied, "Neither. We're Yankees. t1
"Who's your pilot?", the voice then asked.
"Lt. MUIlll," Brown replied.
"Well, I'll be damned:", the voice said. "Tell him hello. Tell everybody
bom~iert

failed to return

~

,

hello.

f~om

This is Johnny Mead. n

Startled almost to the point of speechlessness,

Sgt. Brown managed to ask
The answer came that everyone
was perfectly all right. Mead would not give any details over the S-phone
regarding the evasion qr discovery by the tmdergrotUld.
• •
Lt. Mead how he and the rest of the crew were.

By this time, Lt.
run.

Munnts aircraft was in a position to make its dropping

Lt. Mead gave detailed instructions from the ground, and. a perfect com-
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f~
\

, .pletion was ac·complished.

When the ·d.rop 'was .completed and Lt. Mead had acknow-

it was a.good one, he instructed that the radio operator tell
Colonel Heflin that "The Colonel "s doing a good job too."
Nothing more was heard from Mead until 4 July when a wireless teleg±'aph
message came over o.ne of the circuits from the French underground, saying that
ledged·tha~

tI

•

John Mead was in command of a, g'l!oup of Maquis and an able assistant to the senior

commander.
The next day, 5 July, Captain Sullivan was telling this story in the Intelligence office at Harrington.
from America.

As he talked an orderly brought in an airmail letter

Captain Sullivan ripped open the envelope tread it hurriedly and

passed it to another officer without a word..

It was a brief and heartbreaking

note from Johnny Mead's wife, Dorothy, asking for some crumb 'of information about

Johnny. But Dorothy will have to wait and suffer until Johnny returns from working with the Secret lfJ:my, or until the wax is over, because to tell her anything
now would break a stern security rule which protects Johnny and thousands of
others -- British and American soldiers and French Guerrillas.

In the meantime, Johnny Mead is running true to form and is a good guerrilla
-- a soldier in the Secret Army of France.

*******
Journey to Johnny Mead

In the middle of October, after Carpetbagger operations 'had ceased and while
492nd personnel (including Johnny Mead) were engaged in a special mission in
France t the Group' Historian flew to the Haute-Savois to interview Mead.

The

bombardier ,turned Maquis was altogether too reticent about his exploits. He
was first of all reluctant to describe incidents in which his role could be
construed as "heroic II • He shuddered at the thought of appearing dramatic or
heroic.

Moreover, he did not wish to., submit for permanent record any facts which

his chiefs. the British agents "Geegee" t "Victor" and "D" Arien" had included in
their

officia~

reports, since he considered this a breach of discipline.

This

account, j;,h;refore, is the historian's own recollection of Mead's informal, off-

the-record conversation. It must not be interpreted as a definitive report of
the activities carried on by' the Maquis group of which Mead was a member.
First of all

t

Mead was able to· supply the last word to the story of how his

airplane, piloted by Lt. Simon, was brought down.

It was on .5 May

1944,

at 0032

. hours, twenty kilometers North of Cheney Le Chatel, al ti tude 1,200 feet, that the
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'airplane was shot dosri-by twelve 20:'millimeter :flak guns mounted on a troop train.
The train, at the ·time, was blacked out and not in motion.

Immediately after the

airplane'was hit, a c;er~ t~legraph, tapped by the French Resistance, sent out a
''Enemy aircraft fired on and damaged to such an extent,

message as follows:

should fall in neaz vicinity."
..

-

Mead bailed out at 700 feet.
in a cow pasture.

It was a good jump and he landed on his feet

Unhooking his pazachube , Mead hid it, his Mae West and his har-

Then he Ii t a cigarette and attempted to get his bearings.

ness.

At that moment

he heard an explosion and looked up to see his airplane blow up and' go 'down in

flames.

Inunedia tely, Mead took out his escape kit, removed the compass and began

walking in a southerly direction.
Hea,began to think of
getting help and to that end he approached an isolated house. Meeting. a farmer
·Daylight found him in a populated area near Vivans.

near the house, he introduced himself with the aid of his language card.
farmer showed a willingness to help.

The

Mead asked i f there were any Germans nearby,

and the farmer replied in the negative.

Then they entered the house, and while

Mead was given food and drink, the farmer serrt his daughter in search of assistance.

In this way, contact was made with the Resistance_
Mead remained in this house until 9 May.

Then he was called for by the

British agent known in the field as "Victor", and the two men journeyed on
bicycles to a secret Maq uis headquarters in Roanne.

In the course of their

conversation, :Victor told Mead that he was short handed and would like Nead to
remain in France and work with him.

Mead expressed a willingness to do so.

And

so, when they reached Roanne, Victor des];)atched a coded wire to London requesting
that Mead be permitted to remain and help the

Re~istance

in that azea ,

Mead remained hidden in Roanne until late May, when an answer arrived from
London, "Regarding your 0733073 (Mead's Army Serial Number), keep him."

And

from that time on, until the final lij:>eration of France, Mead stayed and worked

in the Resistance as an assistant to the British agents who were chiefs of

Resistance forces in that area.
At tld$ time the organization was primarily concerned with sabotage, but it
was decided

that Mead could work as instructor of American equipment, thereby

laying the foundation for beginning an active Resistance unit.

To this end,

quantities of material were requested from London and delivered by air, largely
by Carpetbagger crews.

By a remarkable turn of events, Mead found himself on

the ground as leader of a reception committee, instead of in the air pinpointing
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the· dropping 'grounds.
Receptions were set up in the following manner.

Six men.

8-~ed

with tommy

guns and grenades, stood on guard one kilometer away, three more men were
statio"ned a half kilometer away, and at the ground "itself were five men.

Then,

when the airplane was in the target area, the men from the outer ring were called
in to a~sist in the reception. Thedrop~, Mead. said, were generally good. Only
someone who has been at a reception can appreciate the anticipation with which the
French people awaited the loads. Though the danger was extreme, even mothers of
families would come, just to see the drop.
Mead

s~oke

It was at one of these receptions tbAt

over the S-phone to Lt. Munn's crew.

After a drop was completed, and the

~ackages

and containers had been collect-

ed, Mead and his men would transport the load into Roanne, usua.l Ly by ox-cart.

Once, when a drop had been made quite late. it was beginning to get light.

Mead

described how he had driven the ox-cart, loaded with containers and parachutes,
into Roanne, which was then garrisoned by 2, 000 Germans.

a machine gun.

On his lap was resting

Looking back at this incident, Mead could hardly believe that no

evil consequence had befallen this overt indication of resistance, but none had.
The resistance used the abandoned warehouse of a- textile factory in Roanne
as a warehouse and assembly shop.

Here they clandestinely stored the material

they had received by air, unpacked, cleaned and assembled it.
was living in the home of a prominent engineer.

!'lead, at the time,

Everyday, dressed in civilian

clothes, he would walk to work at the warehouse. The route he chose to walk was
past a German barracks, because it had been found that th.at was one place where
no one was ever stopped for questioning. All of Mead's papers were in order, even
receipt. He had French :pi~-up girls in his billfold, and he
carried a lunch basket complete with a bottle of wine (of course, a sten gun was
cradled at the bottom of the basket). I f he had been stopped, his papers would
have identified him as Jean Noel Dumbret, a deaf-mute.
to a

bicyc~e-tax

-4

26 June. Mead was commissioned to take active charge of a small unit, and
he moved out of Roanne into a mountain headquarters~ sixteen kilometers southeast
On

..

of Roanne ,

.

There he formed a unit lmown as "Maquis Violette".

the unit was "Groupe de Fragny".

The FFI name for

From this time on, Mead operated in his capacity

of instructing the men in American field equipment and in basic military tactics.
Moreover, sabotage activities were carried out from this headquarters. Johnny
Mead was getting to be a dyed-in-the-wool guerrilla.
On

15

July, Mead received the following telegram:
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"Congratulations on your

.good work and regards. from your 901onel~d your friends. . Signed Heflin."
"Ma.quis Violette'.' was attacked in force by German troops and Vichy French

Milice on 21 July.

am

The group was forced to withdraw

disband.

But in accord-

ance with pre-arranged plans, the" men of the group rendezvoused a week later at
another

~osition

near Pic de Rochefort, thirty kilometers·

s~uthwest

of Roanne.

At this time the Germans t faced with disaster in the north, were intensifying
their attacks against the Maquis throughout the rest of France.

The Maquis were

reorganized into small, compact groups of men who were by now well trained; and
Mead was moved with his group to work the area northwest of Roanne. Here t Mead
and his group began intensively to interfere with German

conununicat~ons.

and to

engage in road, telegraph and railway sabotage •
. At Fragny, the grou:p of twenty-eight men led by Mead fbund themselves on a

hill surrounded by German forces.

The first information Mead received was that a

patrol of thirty Germans was moving up the hill towards him.

Instead. of retreat-

ing in the face of such a small force, Mead decided to defend his :position.

gave the order to fire.

He

Unfortunately, the information he had received proved,

as usual, to be incorrect, because after four minutes of continuous firing he
observed that his position was surrounded by close to ..six hundred Germans.

1

~"

decided to lead his men in a break-through to safety.
slipped down the hill as the Germans moved up.

Mead

Cautiously, the Maquis

At the bottom of the hill was a

field and at the edge of the field a road, Highway 82, ran.
cars, armed with machine guns patrolling the road.

The Germans had fast

Led by Mead, the f1aquis group

crawled across the field. Mead waited until the cars were at the greatest
distance from his position, and then gave the signal. The men leaped across the
road. One armored car swung sharply around and opened up with its machine gun.
Mead could hear the bullets whistling about his ears.
Alsacian, stood up and fired his tonuny gun.

But his Maquis aide, an

The German machine gun was silenced.

Mead's group had. suffered casualties t but he had led most of his men to
~

Mead. himself, however, waS not yet out of danger.

safety.

four were

Loire.

be~ng

~t4his

hotly pursued by six Milice.

He and his staff of

Mead and his men headed for the

ord.er, the four men split up, two going north and two south.

and his Alsacian aide were together.

Mead

Reaching the Loire. and still pursued, they

dove in and swam, under fire from the Milice, the two hundred feet to the opposite
shore. They reached safety and later rendezvoused with the rest of the group.
At Tarare, Mead led a unit of sixty men, part of a force of three hundred and
\

sixtl' in an attack against twelve hundzed Germans.
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Displaying a brilliant com-

mand of field tactics, Mead dispoS~d his small force so skillfully that they
~ucceededin demoralizing and routing a large group of Germans, preventing them.

from retreating, and d+iving- them int,o t,he hands of Canadian paratroopers.

When

Mead entered Tarare he fOl.IDd the bodies of nine Frenchwomen and three Frenchmen.
Mead d~scovered the cause of their death.

It seems that they had been driving

down a road and had been shot in cold blood by a retreating German officer.
This is only one example of German atrocities to which Mead can personally

st. Yan he saw the bodies of thirty unarmed men who had been
slaughtered at the entrance to the town's hotel. And at St. Gingolph there

a. ttest.

At

the 800 people, of all ages, massacred in a church.

we~e

This is quite beside the

instances of individual torture, the mutilated, burned and broken bodies of Nead' s

own 'comrades who had fallen into German hands.
Finally

t

on 20 August, as the Allies advanced in France, the efforts and

sacrifices of the Resistance bore its final fruit.

Roanne was evacuated by the

Germans and all German control in the, area ceased.

On 23 August, Mead. received

the following wire:

"Advise me

return immediately i f 1>ossible.

1?re~ent

work not Ln line of duty.

Don't take any chances.

Suggest you

Signed, Heflin."

wire may seem to cast a dubi.ous light on Mead t s stay' in ~France •

This

Actually, USSTAF

had issued secret orders that he remain and work with the Resistance.

That is why

Colonel Heflin' s wire was not in the form of a direct order, but was rather a
usuggestionlt that Mead return tlif possible".

At any rate, the Germans were cleared out and the work of the Resistance in

that area was at can end. On 24 August, therefore, Mead joined Lt • Reitmeier, who
had been the navigator on Lt. Simon t s crew in Roanne ~ They remained. there until
the roads were cleared, and on 5 September left for Lyon together •. From Lyon they
went to Amberieu and from there they caught a ride in a B-25 to Salon.
they flew in a C-47 to Caserta, Italy, arri ving on 8 September.

From Salon

Mead was inter-

viewed by General Cabel, Headquarter.p MJ.).AF, who requested that Mead return to
aid in the work of the Air Foroe Recovery Unit.
orders from General
indefinUe:.

~eriod.

Spaa:~z.

Gn 10 September, Mead received

placing him on detached service with ACRU #2 for an

So Reitmeier went on to England, and Mead, after cabling the

news of his survival to Dorothy ~ his wife, returned to France.
Johnny Mead returned to England, at last, on 4 November, to find that it was

now Captain John B. Mead.

Moreover, he had. been recommended for a Silver Star

flfor gallantry in action against an armed and determined enemy, while engaged in

a special assignment with the French·Forces of the Interior".

1
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.'. ANarHER ·MYSTERY SOLVED

The :picture on the left appeared
in the June 1987 newsletter.

Bert

Butlin. an ·Englishman, is shown holding

the tail fin of a Messerschmitt".BF-I09G
~uftewaffe

fighter plane which was

f'ound while draining a pond on the
south side of Harrington Airbase.

The

tail fin was given to Bert \ by the farmer

.

who found it in the pond •

Robert Allen of the Northampton
Aviation Sbciety sent us the picture and
asked i f any of the old Carpetbaggers
might know the story behind it. OUr
first guess was that it was brought
back from Germany on a post-VE Day visit
by a Carpetbagger and then discarded

when he leaxned that he could not take
it back to the U.S. with him when he
returned home.

U];lon receiving Allen's letter, a request was made, via the newsletter, for
anybody ha~ng further knowledge about the tail fin to come forth with that
information.

Richard E. Bellga1:dt of Itasca, Illinois provided the following

sttory.
It seems that in

1945, an

A-26 medium bomber under the command of pilot

Ross D. White stopped at Weisbaden, Germany to refuel at a P-61 "Black Widow"
night fighter base so they could t:heIJ. continue into Germany on their mission to
drop a "Joe" agent in Germany.

The "Joe" became ill during that refueling stop

and was taken to a hospital suffering from an attack of appendicitis.
Beca.us.e the mission was then aborted, our crew had to stay overnight and

then return to England the next day.

To kill some time that evening, they visited

the officers club to have a drink or two.

They found the night fighter personnel.

to be rather unfriendly so they decided to call it a day and left to go to their
quarters. On the way out, they noticed the Messerschmi tt tail fin hanging over
the 'entrance to the club as a trophy of a confirmed "kill" on the part of the
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night fighter" group.

Feeling a bi"bmiffed, over the inhospitable treatment they

had received in the club, they took the, trophy down, and brought it back to

Harrington the next day.

It hung in their quaz-tezs at the 8.5oth Bomb Squadron

until they returned home -- at which time they left it beh~nd. (Chances are
someone cleaning out their quarters later on just threw ~t into the pond , )

HERE'S PROOF THAT EXPERIENCE PAYS OFF:

This story taken from CROSSHAIRS. The Bombaxdiers, Inc. Newletter.
John Look Moore, 856th ES, recounts this most unique and interesting story:
"My original

8th Air Force Group was broken up and became the 492nd Bomb

Group, known as 'The Carpetbaggers't flying black B-24's.

Normally we flew

supplies to Underground people in northern Europe •• -50.0 feet at night:
'.

,

However,

occasionally we flew night bombing missions (to show the Royal Air Force the 8th
)$

could do it:) using RAF tactics---fla..res, etc_
"I believe it was in January 1945 du..""i.i1g one night bombing mission we were

trapped in three visually aimed search lights.

I asked our pilot, Jim Watson, if

he could do a 'RAF Corkscrew f to get out of them.

He could and did and we did.

"Seven years later in 19.52 Jim Watson and I were back together again.

time we were in a B-29 over North Korea.
visually aimed search lights.

We

~ere

This

caught in three of four Chinese

I asked Jim i f he' remembered the same 'RAF Corkscrew'

so successfully used in Europe (the 'Corkscrew' won't 'Work with radar directed
lights) •

He remembered, executed it, and i t worked again:"
.c

CEdi tor, Ned Humphreys, of Crosshairs, conunent:

liThe use of an identical

tactic in two combat situations 7 years apart in different parts of the world
..
against different opponents is enough to cause one to sit upright, but when the
pilot and bombardier have been r~united after the bombardier was recalled after
once being discharged •••••• who can match or beat that?")
~
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Music tram World. War II
The Famous Four
Con spirito
f1
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Before he began his highly popular "Concert on the Square" series in Madison
this summer, Director David Lewis Crosby of the Wisconson Chamber Orchestra,
looked out over his audience.
''We shall

s~,"

said Crosby, ''by playing the most

fam~us

four notes in

all mUsical history."
Many in the crowd of thousands knew what he meant.

The opening concert

would feature Ludwig von Beethoven's Symphony No. 5.

The Fifth Symphony was already historically renowned by World War II, but
then a single, emotional act lifted it into the hearts of tens of millions
throughout the world and time.
It wa~ 1940-41 and Britain stood alone.

Nazi a.rIIUes~ had overrun Europe, and

its bombers night after night dzcpped their loads on English cities.

It was

Britain's darkest (tho finest) hour.
Prime Minister Winston Churchill was determined to strike back. even i f it

meant beginning.in little ways.

Then someone remembered that the first four notes of Beethoven's Fifth
spelled out the letter "V" (dot-dot-dot~ash) in the International Morse Code.
And "V'· stood for Victory!
From then on day and night, the Famous Four were broadcast over the BBe
t

to occupied Europe and rotmd ·the globe.

It gave the conquered a message of hope.

In a recent telecast on BeethoveA t Host Peter Ustinov

reca~led

that the

Famous Four meant "very much to the resistance movements. n
Pastor Fred Ha'.langer of

st.

Luke t s Lutheran Church, Middleton, resisted in

his own way.· He was living with his missionary father an the French island of
Madagascar which was under the Nazi heel.
"My brother and I heard The Four.

Cne day we went out into the forest, cut

down a small tree, shaped it into a ·pole t and every day we ran a homemade
American f'-ag up to wave.

were secretly on our side

We were never bothered by the French authorities who
I

II

.
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·TWO FOR ONE

by
WILMER L. STAPEL

I received this clip~ing from Wilmer L. Sta~el a couple of years ago relating
to an incident that happened to one of our crew. I have sent this in with an
accompanying story to the 8th Air Force Historical Society for the 8th 1W News.
As soon as they get permission to use the believe-it-or-not from whomever they
have to get it from, they will :put it in. For the benefit of those that might
not see it I have taken the liberty to put it in my newsletter.

It happened 41 years ago, the 27th of June

1944.

While on a training flight, one of the 850th Squadron'3 plane was attacked
by an enemy night intruder over England.

While flyi:p.g at about 2,000 feet east

of Bedford, the pilot was at a loss as to why the Liberator had suddenly shuddered

so Violently and

qy the time they realized the bomber was under attack the

fuselage was ablaze.
No one on board expected to encourrtez an enemy intruder in the sky over this
part of England.

At the 1'bail out" signal, the bombardi,er, Robert Sanders, left

his P9sition in the nose, scrambling up to the flight deck to fetch his parachute
lodged near the bomb bay bulkhead.
f~.ames

and his parachute burning.

To his horror he found the area was a mass of

He quickly returned to the nose where the

navigator, Ro1?ert Callahan. was about to jump through the hatch he had opened.

Sanders explained his fearful situation.

There was now only one way in which it
would be possible to save the bombardier's life. Callahan sat down on the edge
of the hatch and let Sanders straddle his back and wrap-lUs axm.s around him.
Locked together both men dropped into the slip stream. Sanders with a vise-like
grip on Callahan's harness. The jolt when the chute opened was the critical
moment but S~ders maintained his hold. He then worked his way around so that
. .;
both men could lock their arms around each other to better their position for
the inevitable heavy landing. Supporting a double load the parachute descended
rapidly and moments later, after leaving the stricken bomber. the two men thudded
~

.

into the ground_

For Callahan it was a broken ankle while Sanders sustained a

sprain with both a few cuts and bruises, minor injuries in view of the manner of
their arrival in a wh~at field near Eaton So·con.

Tne only other person of the

six to escape fro~ the doomed B-24 was the badly burned radio opera.tor, Randal G.
Sadler. Ca.llahan was recommended by Col .. Heflin for the Silver Star.
~

~
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ONE-WAY PIGGYBACK RIDE
SINGLE 'CHUTE BRINGS 2 FLIERS SAFELY DOWN FROM BlJ1lliED LIB
"A LIBERATOR BASE, July 12 (up) - - Two members of a Liberator crew "recently

leaped. from their: burning bomber with only one parachute
on to each

o~her, they

'~tween

them.

Holding

dropped safely into a field.

The plane was returning to Britain when fire broke out in the bomb bay.
The parachute of the bomba:rd~er, 2/Lt. Robert L. Sanders, of Chicago, was burned.
When the pilot gave the order to bailout. the bombardier climbed on the
back of the naviga'tor. 2/Lt. Robert Callahan, of Milwaukee, and helet on to the

chute's shoulder

stra~s •

. til sat down and slid out of the plane with the bombardier on my back,"
Ci:!.llahan said.

ItI pulled tne ripcord as soon as we ~eft -che plane and there was

only a slight jolt when the 'chute opened."
As 1:hey floa"ted dt1wn, Sanders worked his way azound to the front of Callahan

so -chat they could hold on to each other.

The double weight caused them to hit

the ground with a severe jar, but botch men suffered only slight injuries.

*******
AS I' HEME MBER :. by Pa.ul C. Ka.rr
These two were in the 801st BG.

(

A night intruder aircraft followed ,them

'baek and shot them down nearly in our Flight Pattern.·

One chest pack was on the

catwalk back 'of the nose wheel and became inaccessible because of fire.

They

bailed out thru the nose wheel hatch.
I cut this out of the daily ];)aper many years ago.

"

RESTli!£!!D
HEADQUARTERS EIGHTH AIR FORCE
Offioe of the Commanding General
4

General Orders

)

Number 478.

)

11 AugUst

1944

AWARDS CF.THE SILVER STAR.

I.

Under the provisions of Army Regulations 600-45. 22 September 1943 as

amended and pursuant to authority contained in Letter, F4., USSTAF, AG 200.6, J
April

1944,

Subject:

"Awards and Decorations", the SILVER STAR is awarded to

the following named Officers and Enlisted Men:
ROBERT CALLAHAN, 0-7030f38, 2nd Lt., Army Air Forces. US Army.

For gallantry
I
"
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in action, while serving as navigator of a' 'B-24 aircraft on 27 June

1944.

The

airplane in which ,the Lt. Ccz.llahan was flying burst into flames as the result
of an attack by an enemy night intruder aircraft.

When the flames began to

engulf the whole plane, the pilot gave the order to bailout.

Just as Lt.

C~la~

was preparing to jump, he noticed that the bombardier's parachute was
out of his reach and on fire. Acting wi.th coolness and courage, he instructed

the bombardier to lock his arms about him and they would jump together, using
one parachute. Al though at a fairly low al ti tude, Lt. Cc:.llahan delayed pulling
the ripcord in order to lessen the shock, which mignt have broken the
grip on him.

Lt. Ca.llahan sustained a .broken ankle on landing.

actions on this occasion saved the life of the bombardier.
Service from Wisconsin.
By command of Lt. Gen. Doolittle:

bombardie~'s

His' gaLl.arrt

Entered Military

John S. Allard
Colonel, GSC
Chief of Staff

CARPETBAGGER EFFORTS L'iCBEASE

On 10 May

1944

the 788th Bombardment Squadron, under the command of

~Ajor

Leonaxd M. McManus, was transferred from the 467th Bombardment Group at

Rackheath· to the aGIst Bombardment Group (Provisional) at Harrington.
OnTl, May

1944

the 850th Bombardment Squadron, under the command of Major

Jack M. Dickerson, was transferred from the 490th Bombardment Group at Eye to
the aGlst Bombardment Group (Provisional) at Harrington.
These transfers doubled the size of the C~etbagger forces.
On 1) August

1944

the aGIst BomCardment Group (Provisional) was redesign-

ated ther lf92nd Bombardment, Group.

The 36th Squadron became the ,856th Bomb':J

ardment Squadron; the 850th sq~ron became the 857th Bombardment Squadron;
the 4C6th Squadron became the 858 Bcn~ment Squadron; and the 788th Squadron
became the 859th Bombardment Squadron.
The Carpetbagger forces had now reached their peak in organizational
structure.
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GOOFING OFF

EXTRACTED FROM THE JULY 1985 NE'ilSLETTER
There is one -good'reason for reading our newsletter, you can never tell
what will be in

it.

*******
Now that the statutes of Limitations has run out, this story can now be told.
Donald (Herk) Taylor, who retired after 30 years service, was very happy to see
one of his crew is also a member of our unit.

In his letter he was proud that

the "old man" of his crew helped me find a lost ,soul in

C~cago.

*1Zeke, Herk

says you were the best engineer he had in his 30 years in the Air Force. **

it.
·When we left RTU at Petersen Field, Colo., we tlew to Topeka, Kans., and
picked up a brand new B-24H to deliver to England via the southern route. Zeke
Anyway here is the short story as Herk wrote

,had an outer ear infection and everywhere we went he would ask, "Skipper, do you

want to stay here awhile?'·

If I said yes, he would

t~-rn

himself in to the Flight

Surgeon and get grounded until the·Flight ~urgeon 'got tired of looking at him.
We stayed :3 days in West Palm Beach, we didn It like Borlnquin, P.R., nor Trinidad, -or Belem, Brazil, but Forteleza was different, so we sperrt 3 days there.
When we got ready to leave, and the officers were briefing for the long overwater flight to Belem, the enlisted men were preflighting the aircraft. About
the time we were close to leaving, an MP rode up on a bike and parked it near the

aircraft.

Zeke and the 2nd Engineer decided they would need transportation in

England, so at the last minute tney:put it aboard, unknown to me.

Dakar and

~pent

know about it.
well.

When we reached

3 days there. they disassembled it and hid the parts so I wouldn-t
They knew I was a career man since '39 and didn t know me very .
I

I had replaced their original

A/e,

he being hospitalized in Colorado

Springs.· We
spent 4 days in Dakar, 4one in Lands End, Wales and then on to Black.
pool to the Depot. where we left the aircraft.

We had thought this was to be our

aircra£t to f'Ly into combat and we had already named it "Old Taylor".
was not

to. be •

But that

Now I sti.Ll didn· t know about the bike and dd.dn' ~ find out until

our 40th anniversary reunion.

We all laughed wondering what the people at the

Depot thought when they found all these bicycle parts hidden around the aircraft,
and how they kept it from me. *'*"'*'**I wonder want kind of a story that MP gave on

the

disa~pearance.

*******
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FINDING OLD COMRADES
Speaking of finding old comrades -- Bill Dillon was excited last month
when he located a fellow member of his crew from the Harrington days! last
yeax, Bill sent' Ln a contribution (his third) to the Harrington Memorial Fund
in memory of his mvigator, Cornell De Grothy. (He thought 'he was dead , )

The

last time Bill saw his navigator was in 1944, when De Grothy was assigned to
fly one mission with another crew. Bill said that De Grothy was apprehensive
about that mission -

and Bill bucked him up, saying "Don't wOrr'J -

one mission --- you will, be back with us tomorrow morning."

it's only

That Li.,berator,

piloted by Lt. Ernest Fitzpatrick, was hit by flak tlBt night (!"1ay 29, I#-)

and .crashed - - but, the entire crew bailed out safely and survived.

De Grothy

ended up in a POW camp -- but, Bill Dillon never heard from him again.

He. often

wondered if De Brothy had survived, but reluctantly began to consider him as KIA.
Several weeks ago, I gave Bill a "Tracking Service" address that Sebastian had

sent to me and he sent in De Grothy's name, rank and serial number, a selfaddressed envelope and $2.85.

EUREKA:

A few weeks later" they sent De Grothy's

address to Bill --- he was alive and well and living. in,Wisconsin.
him in May and had. a great reunion with his old navigator.
tha t outfit, write:

Bill visited

If you want to try

AFMPC/DPMDOOJ, Northeast Office Place, 9504 IH 35 North,

San Antonio, Texas, 78223-6636.
(Note:

~e service for retired military people is free.)

but wasn't so lucky.

I tried them out

I sent them an old buddy's name, rank and serial number

from Harrington 'days and they wrote "back and said they couldn't help me unless I
sent them his 58 Number and a bunch of other things I didn't have.

Incidentally~

several of De Grothy's fellow crew me:nbers from that flight are members of our .
association.

The pilot, Ernest

Fitz~atrickt

and the flight engineer, Walter

Swartz, both live in North Fort M:y:ers, . Florida.

.,

(That place must be saturated

with Carpetbaggers --- another member of ours, Bruce Cowart, also lives in
North Fort Myers.)

The tail gunner, Bill Shack, lives in Eay Village, Ohio and

the radio operator, Paul Kasza, lives in Seven Hills, Ohio.

• *

"
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A BIT OF A RECORD

Here is a little· bit of information that

yo~·may

find handy when talking

. Did you know that the 8th M' burned over ONE BILLION gallons of

to friends.

gasoline? - expended 99 million rounds of machine gun ammunition? - 2.56,341

rounds df JO calibre ammunition? - Lost 5,982 Bombers; ),000 Fighter planes
PLUS 146 other types of aircraft; and lost more than 46,000 men killed, wounded
or captured?? The ground maintenance crews of the 8th AF repaired 59,644
battle-damaged aircraft and also linked and loaded 99,256,}41 rounds of
ammunition??

Gas consumption (Imperial gallons) - Grade 100/150, 53,)21,258
\

gallons; Grade 100/130, 811,466,295 gallons; Grade 87/91, 2,776,564 gallons a tot~l of 867,564,117 ga11ons!~ The operational flying time to the nearest
hour - August 1942 to May 194.5 was 3,192,081. Non-ol?~rational hours were
1,398,110 for a total of 4,590,391 hours. The 8th Air Force was in action
a.total of 459 days.

HIGH FUGHT
/

Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth
And. danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings;
S~ward

I've climbed, and joined the trembling ~rth
Of sun-split clouds - and done a hundred things
You have not dreamed of - wheeled and soared and swung

High in the sunlit silence
Rov'ring there, I've chased the shouting wind along, and flung
My eager craft through footless halls of air,

Up, up the long delirious, burning blue

I've topped the windswept-4 heights with easy grace

Where never lark, or even eagle flew.

.

Arld, while with silent, lifting mind I've trod

~

The high untrespassed sanctity of space,

Put out my hand, and. touched the face of God.
John G. Magee Jr.

This' poem was submitted by Chris Burger upon the death of her husband, James

E. Burger.
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:REFIECTIONS AS WE 'APPROACH OUR FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY

Reunions are a competitive sport.

At early reunions classmates compete with

each other a.bout jobs and incomes; at the 25th it's s:pouse s and children and vacation bones while rega:rding with envy or glee , classmates' waistlines t hairlines,
wrinkle lines. As we approach our 50th Reunions we enter a new :phase of reunion

competition, the one described by Woody Allen when he remarked, "Ninety percent
of life is just showing up."

It is said there are "Three Ages of Classmates":
ha van' t changed a bi t" •
Consider:

youth, middle age and "you

But change is the name of the game.

We were before television, before penicillin, polio shots, anti-

biotics and frisbees.

Before frozen food, nylon, dacron, Zerox, Kinsey.

radar, fluorescent lights, credit ca:rds and ballpoint: pens.

Before

For us t time-sharing

meant togetherness, not computers; a. chip meant a IJiece of wood.; hardvaze meant
hardware and software wasn't even a wo:r:d.
In our time, closets were for clothes, not for coming out of; bunnies were
small rabbits and rabbits were not Volkswagens.

W~ were before Grandma Moses and

cup-sizing for bras and we thought a deep cleavage waS ·something butchers did.
We were before Rudol:ph the zednoaed reindeer, Snoopy, DDT and one-a-day vitamin
pills.

Before the white wine craze J disposable dia.pers, jeeps, The National

Gallery of Art, Grand Coulee I'zm, Paine Webber, Merrill Lynch and M and Ms.

When we were in high school, pizzas, frozen orange juice, instant coffee and
McDonald's were unhea:rd of.

We thought fast food was what you ate during lent.

We were before FM radio, tape recorders, electric typewriters, word processors,
Muzak, disco dancing - and that's not all bad.

Almost no one flew across the

country and transa-tlantic flights belonged to Lindbergh and Amelia Earhart.

We

were before India, Pakistan, Indonesia, The Philip:pins and a host of others - were
independent countries.

And, God hell'-4 ua , we were before the catcl-ysm of nuclear

fission.
We were before panty hose and drip-dry clothes.
dryers f f:reizers and electric blankets.

had their own apartments.
togetb~r.

Before icemakers, clothes

Before students held cocktail parties or

Before unmarried members of the opposite sex took trips

Before men wore long hair and before premarital sex (it says here).

!m:yway, we got married first and then lived together.

How quaint can you be?

In our day cigarette smoking was becoming fashionable, grass was mowed, coke
(,

was something you drank and pot was something you cooked in.
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We were before day-

care centers t . househusbands and ful:l:-time baby-sitters.

When we' had. a baby it was

a seven-day hospital 'event,- not somethini you did on' your way to 'Work.

In the

late 1930' s , "made' in Japan" meant 'junk and the term "mating-out ff referred to how
you did on all exam.

We had five-and-ten cent stores where you could buy things

for five and ten· cents.

For just one nickel you could ride the bus or street-car,
make a phone call, -buy a coke or buy enough sta.m);'s to mail one letter and two post
cards. You could buy a new Chevy' coupe for $659 but who could afford that? A

pity, too, for gas was eleven cents a gallon.

I f anyone had asked us to explain

C.I.A., N.A. T. 0., U.F. 0., N.F .L. t E.R.A. or I. U.D., we would have said alphabet

soup.

We were not before the diffe,-ence in sexes was discovered, but we were .

before sex changes.

We just made do ·fli th what we had.

And we were the last

generation that was so dumb as to think you needed a husband. to have a baby.
But the late 1930's and early 1940's were super days ,

Glenn mIler, Glenn Gray and Ray Noble.

We had Tominy Dorsey,

Who can ever forget them?

We played

thick 78 RPM records -- often with cactus needles that always seemed to need
Unlike the remote control dancers of today, we knew how it felt to

sharpening.

have your partner hold you close and double-dip.

oonsciousness raising or sensitivity training.
pas'ta .sauce

t

We didn't have to deal with

We didn't have to jog or like

pump our own gas or :practice yoga.

We have witnessed and dealt with the above changes t and we have returned for (
our reunion to reassure ourselves that there are some things that never change --

that is our ability to have a good time, and our :pride in and love for our classmates and our Alma Mater:

. ..
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THE ANNECY MISSION
Submitted by

.

ROY THOMAS

'

In .Cctober 1944, the 492ndBomb. Group became involved in the work of the

"Annecy Mission". Briefly the background of the mission is as follows:
Since the liberation of the Haute-Savoie department of France, in September,
t

the Mediterranean Air Force had sent in personnel to the area adjacent to the
Swiss border, in order to pick up air force men who were beginning to escape
into France from internment in Switzerland •.

not represent an organized

rep~~ation

The efforts of MAF. however, did

movement, and since the need for such
,

a movement clearly existed, the work was taken over by USSTAF and delegated to
Eighth "Air Force, inasmuch as the majority of internees in Switzerland were from
units of that air force.

Eighth Air Force, in turn, designated the 492nd Bomb.

Group as the unit to handle the repatriation mission. Lt. Col. Fish acting CO
of the group, named the 856th Bomb. ~quadron as the .operating unit.
f

By

5 Cctober

1944., the mission was established and o!,erating. in Annecy,

France, with the following key personnel:

captain S~piro, Administrative and

Intelligence Officer; Lt. Stewart, assistant to Captain Shapiro; Ca~tain Dresser,
Medical Officer. Captain Shapiro and Lt. stewart were later replaced by Lt's.
Connett and Singleton, and Captain Dresser by Captain Everly. Enlisted men who
were sent at various times to Annecy included: T/Sgt's. Blazon and Beaman
(Radio Operator); .S/Sgt·s. Leinninger and Cait ••••• (Radio Operators); S/Sgt.

Scozzafava, Sgt. Townsend and Sgt. Tipton (Mechanics and drivers); Sgt. Carter
(Medical Assistant) and S/Sgt. A1Jelow (Administrative and Intelligence Assistant).

In early Ccto1:er the mission took over the Hotel Beau-Rivage on lake Annecy
as a base for operations. USSTAF kept one of its PW and X Officers, Captain
Wortmann. as "Commanding Officer, Advisory".

ity was as follows:

Actually, the delineation of author-

UST.AF (through Captain Wortman and his assistants) would

control the operational end of the mission, with the purpose of getting escapers
safely to ..tile Hotel Beau-Rivage:

492nd Bomb. Group personnel would operate the

ho'teL, take charge of processing escapers (this included clothing, feeding, billet-

ing and interrogating them) and provide necessary transportation. first by motor
vehicle to Lyons/Bron airport and then by C-47 aircraft to the U.K.

In the case

of Fifteenth Air Force repatriates, arrangemenj:.s were to be made at Lyons/Bron
for air-lift to Naples by ATe aircra£t. In order to coordinate information between
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Annecy as to the number. of men requiring transportation and England as to weather
conditions and the availability of aircraft, a small staff was maintained at Lycnsc..
Captain Engel, T/Sgt. Hart?,ie and T/Sgt. Kirkpatrick were radio operators.
Weather information was provided by a. USSTAF weather office at Bran airport.

\,
In

order t? house the._staff and llrovide billets for aircrewsand repatriates in the
event of enforced stopovers, the Chateau Marieux at Collonges au Mont d' Or was
acquired.

Sgt's. Meyer and Blemer were' sent to Lyons to act as drivers, mechani.cs

and major domos of the Chateau.
The administrative organization was at best informal, and while th:i:- s informality did not interfere with operations efficiency, it did lead to oocassional
misunderstandings and disagreements bet~een UST&~ personnel on the one hand and
492nd Bomb. Group personnel on the other. This was appazerrt to Colonel Daniel
of the 8th Air Force Inspector General's Office when :he came to Annecy on a tour

of inspeotion in January 1945.

It should be emphasized that whatever misunder-

standings existed did not in the least detract from the increasingly impressive
success of the mission.
to

~te

Colonel Daniel pointed that out.

a clear-cut statement of

supplies,

~otel

res~onsibility in

But it was necessary

regards to quartermaster

properly and administration, and so fort~.

In accordance with

Colonel Daniel's recommendations, it was once more brought to the attention of
all personnel concerned that USSTAF's role ended with"the arrival of the escapers
at the Hotel Beau-Rivage and from there on out the process of repatriation was an "
8th Air Force -(i. e. 856th Bomb. Sqdn., 492nd Bomb.

GrOll];!)

function.

To implement

this delineation of authority and to s-crengthen the organizational aspects of the
Annecy mission, Colonel Upham, CO of the 492nd Bomb. Group, issued an order setting
up detachment "AU 856th Bomb. Squadron.

Captain ftlcKee was named Commanding Officer,

Captain Bodenhamer arrived to assume the duties of Adjutant, and S/Sgt. Abelow was

given the duties of 1st Sergeant of the Detachment.
When one or. more men had succ~ss!ully crossed the border into France, contact
by telephone was immediately made with the Hotel Beau-Rivage in Annecy , No matter
what time of .the day or night this occured, the staff (856th Bomb. Sqdn. personnel
and thei» USSTAF associates) was ready. A driver and a staff off~cer started out
in a detachment vehicle to the point on the border where the crossing had taken
place. There the ususally civilian-elothed escapers saw the Americans who were
part of the Annecy organization.

After their AGO cards and dog-tags had been

checked, the men piled into the vehicle and were driven to Annecy.

During the

winter months, these trips between Annecy an4 the border took place under the
(
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worst possible conditions.

Huge drifts of snow piled up "in the dangerous moun-

tain roads, ·which were made 'especiallyhazardolls

0/

ice and

~.airpL'1

turns.

It.

is a tribute to the skill 'and hard work 'of the transportation section of the
Annecy mission that no serious mishaps occurred and that all vehicles were kept
in good operating order at all times ..

When the escapers reached the Beau-Rivage they found the staff waiting for
"Back in the Army" was invariably their comment.

them.

For those who needed

immediate medical attention (usually for frostbite, blisters or bad ankles)

"Doc" Everly was available.
First of all, the men sat down to a hot meal.

The solid GI food exoertly
\

prepared by a French chef, always worked a good psychological effect on the tired
After the meal, the men were registered and assigned

men.

t~

rooms in the hotel.

Then they were given a complete issue of clothing, in~luding toilet articles and
cigarettes. By order of Captain Everly, each man was required to take a hot bath.
This they did and then changed into their newly issued uni.forms.

For security reasons, the men were restricted to the hotel during their stay
in Annecy.

The stay lasted anywhere from overnight to ten days.

occupied with books,. games, radio and phonograph,

:ping~:po,ng,

But the men kept

billia--rds and so

forth.

As soon as possible after the preliminaries of registration, clothing issue
and bathing had been completed, the men were interrogated. A complete account of
each escape was recorded. Information was also given on the circumstances of each
man's landing in Switzerland, the nature of the Swiss interrogation he had received
and any observations of a military na.ture (SUCh as freight traffic 1:etween Switzerland and Germany, industrial activity, e tc , ) .he might have been able to make.

Military info=mation was forwarded to the directorate of Intelligence,
USSTAF. A copy of each inter:r:ogation was retained in the files at Annecy.
Communication by radio was maintained with Harrington and by telephone with
Lyons.

.;

Through these means Annecy kel1t informed of weather conditions and the

possibility of flights on the following day to England and Italy.

When word. was

received that "a flight could be laid on for the next day, the men were told to be
•

•

ready to leave early in the morning.

Arrangements were made at Lyons to have the

necessary num1:er of 856th Bomb. ,Squadron C-47's on hand for the men returning to
England and with ATe for the

me~going

to Naples.

Early the next morning, after

a hot breakfast, the men were moved by motor vehicle to Lyon.
/

In the event a

sudden change in the weather took place mking flight to England impossible, the

I
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· men were billeted. for the night in the Chateau .Ma.rl.eux.
In September 1944, there were ap:proximately 1,2~O Amer~caninternees in
Switzerland.

men.

Prior to USSTAF!856th Bomb.' Sqdn , control, MAF had repartiated 120

'Beginning in ectober

1944, weekly results of the Annecy mission we:reas

follows. (the follow?-ng numbers were copied exactly as they "appeared in the 'official

records, there are obviously some origina.;L -errors .. ):
1. 5 ectober to 14 o::tober: (preliminary period fo~lowing transfer of
control to Annecy mission) : 104 (81 - 8AF; 11 - l.5AF; 12 American Ground Forces '. )
2.

14 Cctober to 21 Cctober:

29 (2.5 - 8AF; :3 - 15AF; 2 - 12AF; J - 9M';

4AGF; 6RAF)

3.

21 October to 28 'Cctober:

45 (27 - 8AFj J - 15AF; 2 -

12AFi

3 - 9AF;

4AGF;- 6 RAF)

6.
7.
8.

39 (30 - 8AF; 7 - iSAF; 2 - 12AF; 1 - 9~)
4 November to 11 November: J 5 (27 - 8AF; 5 - l5AF; 2 - 12AF; 1 RAF)
11 November to 18 November: 21 (1.5 - 8.AF; 4 - l.5AF; 2 RAF)
18 November to 25 November: 29 (23 - 8AF; 6 - 15AF)
25 November to 2 December: 22 (17 - 8AFi J - 15AF; 2 AGF)

9.

2 December to 9 December:

4.

5.

28 cctober to 4 November:

41 (29 - 8AF; 10 .; '15AF; 2 RAF)

10.

9 December to 16 December: 55 (31 -

11.

16 December to 23 December:

12.

23 December to 30 !'ecemc?r ~

8AFi

16 - l.5AF; 8 RAF)

:1+

(34 - 8AF; 11 - 15AF; 8 RAF; 1 'Polish)
.;6 (36 - 8AF; 14 - l.5A.F; 6 RAF)

13.

30 December to 6 January: 28 (22 - 8AP; 6 - l.5AF)
14. 6 January to 13 January-: 26 (16 - 8AF; 10 - 15AF)
15. 13 JanUary to 20 January: 22 (15 - aAF; 7 -l.5AF)
16. 20 January to 27 ·Januctry: 14 (7 - 8AF; 7 - 15AF)
17- 27 January to 3 February: 1 (I - 15AF)
18. J February to 10 February: 40 (30 - BAF; 8 - 15AF; 1 - 12AF; 1 - RAP)
19- 10 February to 17 Fe'brua:r:y: .. 2 (2 American Ground Forces)
TOTAlS: 465 - 8th Air Force, 132 - 15th Air Force, 6 - 12th .Air Force, 4 9th Air Force. 35 RAF, 20 American Ground Forces, 1 Polish equals 663, plus 120
repatriated.by MAF equals a grand total of 783 repatriates brought out through
this organization.
In the middle of February 1945, arrangements were completed through military

and diplomatic channels for an official exchange to take place of American and
German internees in Switzerland.
Germans to one American.

The rate of exchange was to be two to one, two

Actually, America had the better end of the bargain,
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'because the German internees were 'mpstlymiddle~aged ground force personne l , while
the Americans were 'highly-trained airmen.

Personnel of the Annecy mission were

a.ssigned-the task of' bringing the repatriation train from Geneva to Marseilles.
The 856th Bomb. Squadron'waS represented by Captain Bodenhamer, Captain Everly.
T/Sgt. Blazon, and S/Sgt. Abelow.
A total of .512 men were repatriated in this manner on 17 Februa-ry

194.5.

T1"..is

event marked the end of the Aimecy Mission.
CONFUSION

Submitted bjr
ROY J. THOMAS
(The following comments have been extracted fro!!1 an oral interview tape
by Gene Dobbs when he came to Annecy from Switzerland.

on 21 July

1944

Gene entered Switzerland

on an aircraft of the original 492nd Bomb GroU1l, 8.59th Squadron.

His aircraft was B-24 J

#44-10496.)

They took us into Annecy, France arriving on December 15,

station there.

American base there, post.

1944.

They had a

This was .abojrt the time tl"'tAt the

battle of 'the bulge started in early December (it was already going on).

So they

were taking everybody that could ca:r:ry a rifle t cooks, everJbody they could get,

send them up to the front.
took our clotl1.es away.

Well, they put us guys up.

They intenogated us and

Gave us a uniform and said they were· going to ship them

back for sone body else to wear.

After they interrogated us they cut secret orders

on us and they couldn't move us out.

We had to go where we were sent to.

About

these clothes we got while we wez-e in Zurich, there a.t the LegatioIl:, they came up

with these clothes.
While we were there in order to eat they had a courier that came over from
F:rance everyiJ.ay on a motorcycle.

Well, he filled his saddlebags full of K rations•
• -4

.

That's what we a.te all the time we were in the American legation because they

didn't have any facilities to cock.
good food.

..

Back in Annecy we got our first taste of real
The Swiss food wasn't too bad, most of it enough to wet your 'whistle,

.

keep you alive.

Once a.nd a. while you had. enough.

Most of the time you didn't.

We didn't feel too bad about it.- the Swiss didn't either. That's just one of the
things that went With, the situation. But I was taken from Annecy then, they took
us back to England.
the wr;!ather.

We landed at an English base instead of American because of

\
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HELPED THE MAQUIS
/

Only fiction in its wildest flight of fancy could vie with the dramatic role

/

\

pla.yed by the U.S.A. air base at Har:rington, near Kettering, in building . up and

supplying Resistance Movements in the occupied countries of Hi tler t s European
_fortress·.
From the quite corner of- Northamptonshire has gone much of the material
which, in the hands of the French Maquis and the :partisans of Belgium, Holland,

Denmark and Nonray, has been instrumental in helping to break the Nazi stranglehold upon their countries.
WHEAT FIELD LANDINGS:

\

Night after night, from the beginning of

1944

until

the 41ied occupation, the squat "Black" Liberators - with which the Case is

equi.pped have flown to seoret Continental rendezvous.:

There. by means of parachute or daring landings upon wheat fields or other
equally bad terrain, they have landed almost every conceivable object which would
assist the partisans to wage war.
In ,all, .4,000 tons of weapons, ammunition, grenades, radio equipment and food
to such diverse articles as money and motor cycles, has
have

n~t

~en

dropped.

The missions

been confined only to the sUJ?Plying of materials, but scores of agents t

s~ecially trained in the

art of sabotage, have also been landed.

( ,

These gallant men, who would have received scant mercy at the hands of the
Nazis, became

~ea.ders

in the underground movements and assisted in maintaining

contact with Allied headquarters.
BROUGHf THEM HERE:

On return trips the planes from Harrington would often

bring back young partisans eager to receive training as ace saboteurs.

Very

often, too, the chiefs of resistance movements were brought back to the drome togive first-hand descriptions to the air crews of the work the partisans were
doing, and explain to them how the

mate~als

they dropped were used.

Capt. R.D. Sullivan, an Intellig~nce Officer attached to the drome, stated
to one of our reporters:
"Over 2,500 sorties were flown from this base , and the boys have been pretty
•

wonderful.

•

Imagine flying at night over enemy terri tory at an alti tllde of little

over 400 ft. to a predetermined pin-point with a time schedule to keep, and you
have some idea of the difficult nature of their task.
"Because of the vulnerability of aircraft flying at such low altitudes they
had to be routed as much as possible from any flak zone, which often resulted in
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long trips, reqUJ.rJ.ng· an exceptional degree of navigation.

Theremarkable

measure of success obtained in these missions and the low scale of losses suffered
reflects" great credit upon the men themselves and the excellent training they
recei'ved."
Our reporter w~ shown a large volume of many hundred"~ages --- a complete
history of the drome, compiled for official purposes by Staff Sergt. S. Abelow.
In it are recorded the adventarres of" gallant men - - real life adventures
which even an Edgar Wallace would have had difficulty in conjuring up.

Here are told the stories of men who have cra.shed, who have l ived wi th the
partisans and have fought with them - - men who have escaped the clutches of the
Gestapo by inches and who have taken their lives in their hands every minute.

In

it there is material for many films which, if produced. by Hollywood, would be

called fantastic.
There is the story of how a German eagle and swastika emblem came to be
hanging in the office of the Commanding Officer of the base.

Col. Clifford J. Heflin, of Fresno

f

California, had piloted a Dakota aircraft

(without armament) to a secret field in France to supply the Maquis of Ain.

There

it was found after landing that there was not sufficient time to unload and make a
ge t-away bef ore dawn.

Undaunted, the air crew a.nd partisa.."'ls unloaded the vi tal

supplies, then, unable to move the plane out of sight, :proceeded to camouflage it.
This they did by uprooting large trees whole sale from a nearby wood, digging holes
about the aircraft, and planting a complete copse around it ...
Undetected, it remained for 48 hours until weather and darkness permitted it
to take off again.
During this time the crew remained with the Maquis and Col. Heflin was

presented by their chief with the bandts most treasured possession --- the Nazi
emblem.
This had been. taken by them the previous night in a raid upon Gestapo head-

quarters.
It is inscribed:

"To my American friends, this trophy of the

Ain t taken from the Germans on the night of July 5th,
Maquis of Ai.n,"
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MY FIRST TRIP Il'ITO ANNECY
by

ROBERT W. FISH

During WW II, many aircrew members who were shot down over southern Germ.a.ny

and eastern France· made their way to neutral Switzerland where they were interned
for the duration of the war.

The Swiss government walked a tight rope of

neutrality.
In October 1944, the 49200 Group was assigned a mission of moving into the
apl'roprlate U.5. channels, all "internees" "escaping" from Sritzerland.

mission was made possible after the allied troops
of the France-Switzerland border.

b~

This

driven the Germans north

I further assigned responsibility for this

mission to the 856th Bom~ent (Carpetbagger) Squadron.
Soon after we received this mission I used a c-47 and hauled some of our
~ersonnel

that tri:p.

into a grass airfield near Annecy, France.

I also ca.r:ried a jeep on

I never have figured out how my maintenance crew managed to insert

that jee:p into the C-47.
As usual the weather at Annecy was bad; rain; a more or less ragged one thous-

and foot ceiling and no wind.
existant.

Braking action on the wet grass was almost non-

We remained within the bounda.ri.es of the field by virture of a group.d

No damage to the sturdy C47.
After a night's rest at the Beau Bivage Hotel, we prepared to return to
England. Several "escapees" were brought to the field to return with us. Gne
"escapee", a First Lieutenant, informed me that he might not be a "legal escapee".
After he·w~ interned, he had agreed to a S~ss parole which allowed him to attend

100:p made possible by the wet grass.

the University of Zurich.

:parole.

He was concerned.

He had left the university without resigning his

I told him not to worry.

My job was to transport

"escapees" back to England and. he was obviously an "escapee".

I took him. to

England and sent him to London for interrogation.
Two days later, I received a telephone call from our embassy in London.

The

caller told me to get that lieutenant back into Switzerland as fast as I could.
The Swiss government was vigorously protesting that he had. broken- his parole. I
exp'Lad.ned the situation to our. London Air Force Headquarters, and they sent him
back to Ha...."l'Tington.

The next day we carried him back to Annecy, took him to the

Swiss border, turned him over to the Swiss border guards, and they placed him in
an internment camp. His parole was revoked and the Swiss were satisfied.
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About five days "later, he again escaped and came to Annecy ,

was a legitimate "escapee" and the Swiss had no objection.

This time he

We transported him

back to Harrington, sent him to London, where he was processed and :returned "to
the U.S .A.

The requirements of international neutrality and protocol had been satisfied.

*******
Dear Mr. Fish,

I hope you had. a happy holiday season.

Ben Parnell gave me your name and

adiress and suggested that you might be able to help me.
I was only two when the war ended.

In my senior yeax in high school I had a

teacher who was a B-1? pilot by the name of Robert Meyer.

He was shot down over

Augsburg on 16 March 1944 and managed to get his plane into Switzerland.

di tched his plane in rake Zug and was interned until March 1945.
spoken much about his experiences.

Bob

He has never

Recently I've become very curious about what

happened in switzerland" for the internees and have attempted to find out as much
as I can.

Little is available in published form.

I' ve discovered tha. t 167 planes ended up in Switzerland.
not a list of the men who were interned there.

However, there is

Mr. Parnell indicated in his book

that 783 men were repatriated through Annecy and the Mediterranean" Force. Who
were these men? In addition I've discovered that some fliers who were shot down
over occupied territory were able to evade capture and got to Sritzerland and then
probably left

~here.

Did any of these men leave Sritzerlandvia Annecy?

In September 1988 I attended the reunion of the Swiss Internees Association in Dayton, Ohio.

There I heard about Annecy from James Brown, who was an internee.

I drew a dead-end until I came aeneas the Carpetba2'gers in November and as a.

result have been referred to you.
I would like to learn as much about the operation of the 856th as possible.
Some of my questions include: Who

we~e t~e .. men

that were" repatriated through

Annecy?; Who coordinated the escapes and how?; What was your role in the o:peration?,

etc.
Any ideas, sources, information, personal experiences, etc. that you would
be willing to share would be aIJpreciated.

thing I've learned also.

Of course, I'm willing to share any-

Just let me know.

With warmest regards,
\

lsi

Roy J. Thomas
Roy J. Thomas
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-COLD FEET TO FREEDOM _

Submitted by
ROY J. THOMAS

(The following story has been extracted from a statement by Oscar Koeppel
who was incarcerated in Switzerland. Cscar arrived in Switzerland on 9 December
1944 via a badly battle damaged B-17 G #448193 of the 773rd Squadron of the 463rd
Bomb Group.

This extract is from his report on his escape from Switzerland.)

Water was covering the bottom of the boat.

was a light we could see on the other shore.
finally reached shore.
could not stand up.

The only thing that gave us hope

After what seemed like forever we

When I tried to get up my legs were like icicles.

I crawled along the seat on my side of the boat and was

lifted ·out and helped into the cottage which was our destination.

roaring fire in the fire];)lace which we tried to get close to.
wra.l?~ed

There was a

We were held back

because we had no clear idea how hot it was and we were freezing.
others were

I

I and perhaps

in a quilt and given hot chocolate. .It seemed like forever

before some warmth came to my feet.
The following day some trucks picked us up and took us to a holding area.
We were there about a week.
Annecy) next to our building.

The weather was nice, with a lake (pro1:a.bly Lake
We relaxed and enjoyed being free and healthy again.

I remember watching out the window at some of our group throwing hand grenades into
the lake f comparing American and German shapes and explosivepower.
ber a wooden puzzle left there earlier.

No one could assemble it.

I also rememI :played with

it until it fell into place. After more practic I told a roommate of my success.
He would not believe me because no one had solved it in months. I gave him a choice
of a large bet of $5.00 to show him.

He gave me the $5.00 gladly to show him the

solution so that he could bet with others and show his skill.
We were now taken by Army trucks to Lyon to catch a train to Marseilles.
trip on the truck through the mountains was terrible.

The

The road was icy and ou:r

truck spun around hitting a raised retaining wall about a foot high and almost
tipped over on a steep drop-off. What a relief to get to Lyon. I found a ten
franc coin in the railroad depot which reminded us to change our Swiss francs into

French money. This was a great bargain for us. The train ride was great,
especially when we saw a line of German vehicles about a mile long strafed and
burned on the roadside. What a sight Marseilles was, bomb craters and filth.
The smell was terrible.

and

Now back to real life.

officers to better quarters.
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Enlisted men were sent to barracks

A SCENIC TOUR
by
DOUGLAS WA.LKER

Towards the end of the war, in March of 1945, we began flying missions into

southern Germany to parachute agents into the mountainous Bavarian region.
SHAEF Allied Headquarters were concerned that the Nazis would pull their
forces into that mountainous. stronghold to fight a "last ditch" stand against the
advancing Allied troops.

The agent's job was to determine i f there was any

evidence of such a move.
OUr crew was transferred on temporary assignment from our base at Harrington,
England to Lyon, France to fly several of these missions.
On our first mission from Lyon, the pilot, Lt. Swarts, inf armed us to our

surprise that we were given permission to fly over Switzerland on our way to the
drop zone in Bavaria.

Normally, neither the Allies nor the Nazis were permitted

to overfly Swiss territory because the Swiss were neutral.
We eould only speculate that the Swiss Government could see that the Nazis

were losing the war, particularly after the failure of their Ardennes offensive in
December 1944, and decided to allow the Allies some

s~ecial

priveleges.

In any event, by flying from Lyon to southern Germany over Switzerland, we cut

the flying time considerably.

More im:portantly, we avoided flying over a consid-

erable portion of enemy territory bristling with anti-aircraft guns and night
fighter pursuit planes.

That night, as we flew over the jagged Swiss Alps, we were all spellbound by
the majestic beauty of those lovely peaks

gl~s~ening

in the moonlight under their

white mantle of snow and ice.

We were all a little nervous about flying over neutral Switzerland
even
with their permission: We were concerned that instructions from higher Swiss
authority not to fire on us might not trickle down to the Swiss gun crews in time
'to insure us a safe overflight.
As we flew towards the City of Geneva, we were awed by the sight of the

blazing lights of the metropolis, sparkling by the side of Lake Geneva.

It was

a peace time scene which we had not seen in some time.

We were accustomed to flying over totally blacked out cities in the rest of
war torn Europe.

It was such a drastic change to see brilliantly lit skies over

neutral Switzerland's cities.
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We" were all :peering-out of the Liberator's window at this startling scene - when suddenly the interior of the Lib was il1uminat~d to almost daylight intensity~

The Swiss gun batteries axound Geneva had thrown severa.l searchlight beams
on us:

We felt naked and vulnerable as we held our collective breath --- waiting

for ''friendly" Swiss flak to hit us:

However, the word must have. £i1tered down to the gun crews ani we flew on
without a shot being fired.
On the way back to Lyon, after we had dropped our agent in Germany, Lt.

Swarts carefully avoided the larger Swiss cities, just for added insurance.
Needless to say, we were relieved. that our Liberator did not get shot full

of

holes --- like Swiss cheese:
CARPETBAGGERS COVER ALL OF GERMANY
BY ROBERT W. FISH
As more and more areas of France and the low countries
were recaptured from the Germans, the requirements for Carpetbagger missions to them decreased.

Carpetbagger missions

to Norway, Denmark and parts of Holland did continue.
The Office of Strategic Services wanted more rnisions
into the heartland of Germany.

Much to the annoyance of the

OSS, Colonel Upham refused to send his Harrington based B-24's
across the Dutch-German border.
B-24~s

He believed that single

engaged in Clandestine missions over the heart of Ger-

many would be easy prey for the German night fighters.
At Lyon, France he restricted B-24 operations to southwestern Germany only.

ass thought Upham was being "hard-nosed" about the
possible German attacks on our aircraft.

They were anxious

to dispatch their growing number of Anti-Nazi agents into Germany.

His actions caused a meeting in London at the highest

levels to resolve this matter.
the U S Strategic ,and

Bomb.
,

Gr~up

Tactifu~'

As a result of this meeting
Air Force ordered the 492nd

to extend its missions to cover

~ll

This order did not result in excessive losses.
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of Germany.

49Q!492nd Gp. (McKinley)

MISSION #9
Our

~get

was

in

Central France near Le Blanc.

and this was· his thirty-fifth and final mission.

The pilot was Lt. Ellis

We came in over the top (heavy

flak area on north _central coast of France) and I was very scared when we

entered the continent.
It was dark and hazy going in but I :pinpointed us at the SeL'le River which
is ideal for pilotage.

We stayed on course verJ well but Capt. Pales' experience

(his plane was shot up last night) was fresh in my mind and I was looking
around for fighters with more persistance than usual.
We had. three British Pa=atroopers to dro:p besides the regular load.

They

were nice looking chaps and we talked for a couple of minutes before getting

into the plane.

When I asked, "Are you fellows going down there to take Paris?"

They looked up seriously and said, ''Paris?

No.

No."

We crossed the Loire River at the proper point and :picked up ocr IF shortly
afterwards.

After overrunning our ETA for a minute, we did a 180 degree turn.

off to our right. It turned
..
our load and the three paratroopers.

While turning I s:potted a light on the
to be our target

MISSION #16

and we dropped

.~ound
.

September 4, 1944

ou~

490/492nd G-p_ (McKinley)

"Whizzer" White, the bombardier on Sandburg's crew, was unable. to fly
this day and I was designated to replace him.

The target was north of Dijon and we had five American Paratroopers to
drop.

Altogether the group had ten srd.ps on this target with sixty "Joes" to

drop along wi th containers and packages.
The trip was pleasant and peaceful.

Weather was good at the target and

wi th a full moon we could even see the trucks hauling the loads away from the
target grounds.

I was pleased the mission went well as Lt. White was an outstanding

bombardier and a. hard act to follow.

missions.

We later had him fly as a navigator on

He was the only bombardier that I knew of to do this.
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A NEWS. REPORT FROM THE
STABS AND STRIPES NEWSPAPER
/\

Sabotae:e S'Crinklers .

REVEAL LIES DROPPED SPIES L'ITO NAZI MOUNTAIN REDOUBT
How

Liberators~,

as late as April 26, flew from Dijon, France, at night deep

into southern Germany, where the Nazis were expected to make their last 1i.tch
stand., to drop agents and equi:pmeni into the mountainous redoubt area was told
yesterday for the first time by USSTAF.
movements to London.

The

agents radioed code reports of enemy

The reports in turn were transmitted to Allied armies in

the field.
Lifting the veil of secrecy aromid" the achievements of the 492nd Bomb Group,
based west of Kettering, USSTAF also disclosed that the group's ribs last yeax
flew at low level over France, Belgium and Holland to drop hundreds of trained
agents and saboteurs, as well as tons of equi.pmerrt , to aide the resistance move-

ments in those countries.
Code word for the pa.I:achuting of sup:plies and men over pin-point targets was
"carpetbagging. " The origLrml "carpetbaggers," however, were pers 0 nne 1 of the
aGIst Bomb Group, commanded by Col. Clifford J. Heflin, of Fresno, California. In
August

1944.

the 49200.. also commanded by Heflin. took over.

Col. Robert W. Fish.

San Antonio, Texas, commands the group at present.

During

th~

Nazi occupation, 492nd Dakotas landed at secret fields in France.
Coded messages read over the British Broadcasting Corp. and beamed to Europe
informed the Maquis when the "carpetbaggers" were coming.

Main purpose of the landings --- in addition to rescuing Allied airmen and
others - - was to bring underground workers to England f or instructions and

train~

ing in sabotage.
landings

w~re

made on primitive strips prepared by the Maquis.

were used as improvised flare :paths ~

Flashlights

First of the hazardous flights was made by

Col. Heflin soon a£ter D-Day, when he took four passengers to France.

On his

return he carried Allied airmen, as well as two Hindus who had 1:een rescued from

the Nazis by the Maquis.
In the months before VE-Day the 492nd also continued to fly men and equipment
from England for parachuting into Denmark and Norway.
But such work was'n t t all the 492nd did.
haule~

nearly

\
750~OOO

Last Se]?tember the group's planes

gallons of gasoline to the Continent to feed the tanks and
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trucks 'of the advancing Allied armies.

******
A FUGHT L'lTO THE GERMAN REDOUBT
by

ROBERT'· W. FISH
I recall one mission I flew from Dijon into the German southern redoubt area.
It was an easy mi.as Lon on a bright moonlight night.

We

could see for miles.

The

most memorable aspect of this mission was the startling and impressive beauty of
the Alps Mountains.

Their beauty was almost breath-taking.

The purpose of this mission was to resupply an intelligence teaIll that had

been.dropped into the redoubt area on a prior mission.
I can't recall whose crew and aircraft I used on that mission.

Being the

group Deputy Commander I no longer rated a crew of my own. When I flew missions
I always had to use one of our regular pilots' crew. The regular crew commander
usually

~lew

as my co-pilot.

None of the crews were ever too happy about this

arrangement even though I thought I was the best and most experienced pilot in
the group.

They always thought their regularly assigned pilot was the best.

After take off we flew to the intersection of the Swiss, French, German
bozdez , We crossed into Germany at that point and followed the Swiss-German
bomeruntil we were deep into Germany. The· moon was so bright that had a German
night fighter found us he would have had little trouble blasting us out of the

Fortunately for us, at that late time in the wax Germany was conserving its

sky.

night fighters for use against the large mass night time raids of the Royal .Air
Force.

As a result of

that fact we had a trouble -fre e ride.

at about 7000 feet."
The reception committee gave us a good

As I recall, the drop zone was on the slo]?e of the Alps

It was also on a thirty degree slope.

lighting pattern plus we were able to contact them by voice radio.

We made our

approach from the low side of the slope, dropped our cargo and flew a chandelle
to the right to avoid the mountain.
of the reception party •

We saw no signs of life except the lights

.As we withdrew from the area, our radio operator querried the :reception :party

for any messages or requests. Their cocky radio operator responded, "Yeh, send in
a stock of bananas and a couple gross of condoms. tI
Our trip home was uneventful.

floor of a bomb damaged hanger.

That night I spread my sleeping bag on the

I managed very little sleep because a loose piece
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of metal roofing kept banging in the wind.

LUCKY RABBIT'S FOOT

One of the World's greatest superstitions dictates that ,a rabbit's foot brings
During World War II, I saw firsthand evidence of . this in a very -practi-

good luck.

cal sense.
We occasionally flew missions out of Lyon and Dijon, France, dropping agents
into Southern Germany.
urbs.

While in Lyon, we aircrews lived in a chateaux in the sub-

We frequented a workingman's pub a few blocks away when

few Yin rouge or vin blanc.
tor--a woman of a.bout JO.

we wa.~ted

to down a

We became acquainted with the daughter of the :proprieOne afternoon, as we were leaving to go 1:a.ck to the cha-

teaux. she asked if we would like to visit her home and meet her mother and father.
(We had an Army interpreter with us and he spoke French.)

The tl"..ree of us accom:pa:-

nied her to her home where we spent a pleasant hour dxinking wine and swapping s to-

ties wi th she and her :parents.
During the conservation, her father made a reference to the "ra.bbits in the
cellar".
basement.

When I inquired about this, the daughter asked us to accompany her to the
There, she showed us about 10 rabbit hutches agains-t one wall.

She told us that, during the German occupation of France, they did not. have
much to eat.

TI:ey were fortunate enough to have a relative who farmed a few acres

outside of town-so they managed to obtain some vegetables and potatoes now and "
then.

However,

their cellar.

t~e

only meat they could obtain regtllarly was by raising rabbits in

This effectively hid them from the Germans and enabled them to help

assuage their hunger.
After the War, I read an article in Reader's Digest about this interesting food
source.

According to the article, the Nazis had a master plan to systematically

starve the :people of the occupied countries so as to affect their health, creating
a sub-pax slave labor force, to support their grandiose plans for their "1,000 Year
Reich" •

To further these ends, they pltl."'1dered the food from all of the occupied

cotmtries, to help feed the German "Master Race".

However, the :people of the occupied countries began raising rabbits in the privacy of their cellars-one of the few high protein meat sources they could zad.se in

the dark--away from German scrunity.

So--the French will tell you--a rabbit's foot
when you are hung:cy::
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a good luck

c~--especially

A TEARFUL COINCIDENCE

by

DOUGLAS D. WALKER
When those of us in the 856th Squadron flew out of Lyon, France on "Carpetbagger" missions,

we were billeted in a Chateau on the outskirts of Lyon, com-

pletely se~arate from any other military station or activity. This isolation
was necessary to help protect the'secret nature of our missions.
In March of 1945, an incident occurred at the Chateau which developed from
one of those peculiar coincidences wt~ch hap~en in any war.
In ortier to take care of the aircrews billeted at the Chateau, two Frenchwomen had been hired to cook and clean and wait on tables.
One evening we were in the dining room eating supper.

The pilot and navigator

were perusing a large map which covered a section of Germany where we were to fly

that night to parachute an agent near a town in the Bavarian region.
As the waitress leaned over to place a platter of potatoes on the table, she
suddenly screamed and ran out of the room sobbing.
Seems that her husband was a prisoner of the Germans and when she leaned over
to serve the food, she had inadvertantly glanced down where the navigator's finger
was pointing on the map and recognized the town as the one where her husband was
imprisoned.
The French "locals" knew that we were airmen, but guessed erroneously that we
were bombing aircrews engaged in bombing targets in Germany.
nothing to dispel this sup:position.

Naturally she

tho~ht

We I of course, said

that the town that the

navigator was pointing to was to be bombed and she became terrified at the thought

that her husband t s life was in danger.
The pilot found her in the kitchen, sobbing - - and managed to calm her down
by explaining. that the town that the navigator was pointing to was only a check-

point on the route we were to fly

on

our "bombang" mission that night.

She

immediately became her cheerful self and managed a relieved smile.

(Note by Bob Fish:

Excuse the brea.kdown in our security.

this story that our security in Lyon was quite ragged.)
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It seems from

BEAUCOUP COURAGE
by
.DOUGLAS D. WALKER

My outfit .in the 8th Air Force during World War II was the 8.56th Squadron,

492nd Bomb Group.

We bore the code name "Carpetbaggers" because we flew clan-

destine missions at night, dropping agents in France and Germany and munitions
and supplies to the French, Danish and Norwegian underground resistance forces.
We flew out of Harrington Air Force Base near Kettering, England.
The agents we pazachjrted into France and Germany were working with the
the Office of Strategic Services.

ass

(This was the forerunner of the CIA.)

For security reasons, we referred to them as "Joes".

The special opening in

the floor of the B-24 Libera.tors we flew, where the "Joes" exited the plane when

they pazachuted , was called the "Joe Hole".

(This was. the opening left when the

belly turrets were removed when our squadron took delivery of the black Liberators.)

The official title of we "Belly Turret Gunners fl was then changed to "Dispatcher".
The. Joes we parachuted into France and Germany wore as standard garb a canvas
jum:psuit, gloves, boots, a back parachute and an English paratrooper style helmet

to protect their heads upon landing.

Each Joe also carried a trench shovel

shoved into the webbing of their parachute stra~s, so that they could bury their
parachutes upon landing, to hide their a.rri val from the Germans.
On one of .the "Carpetbagger" missions out of Harrington

~BJ

I was in the

waist of the Liberator preparing for the mission while I awaited the arrival of
the Joe.

The generator was running, so I had a dim light to work by.

I looked up as the Joe stepped into the aircraft. I nodded to him, not
paying too much attention, as I was busy arranging the static lines.
An

ass Colonel stepped in behind the Joe and walked over to me.

"Sergeant, "

he said, "Take good care of your Joe tonight - - she is a -special cargo: II
I turned to look and she had removed her helmet. unveiling a cascade of
blonde hair down to her shoulders'.

I smiled at her in welcone and told the Colonel, "Don't worry, we'll deliver

her in good condition."
He then told me that she understood only French and German and that her

mother and father in France had been Idlled by the Nazis --- the reason she had
volunteered to be dropped into Germany.

Seems

we were dropping her into the

Bavarian Alps region to determine if Hi tIer was really setting up a "last di tch"
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stronghold in the so-called aountadn redoubt, to hold out against the Allied

armies.
After we took off

J

I made her as comfortable "as I could --- as comfortable

as could be managed in a drafty, unheated bomber on a cold night in January 1945.
With my

fractur~

French and her equally disjointed English, it was difficult,

but we managed to communicate enough so that I could at least keep her mind
occupied until the time came for her to jUmp into Germany.
I'll never forget the sight of that pretty, brave girl as she sat in the
"Joe Hole" awaiting my signal to jump into the night.

Here we were, flying in pitch blackness over enemy territory at 2,000 feet
and she had the courage to parachute into enemy s1des, not knowing what fate

awaited her below.
I wished her "Bon Chance It as she jumped - - and she answered with a smile --"Merci Men Ami".
The tail gunnez , Ralph Schiller, reported that her parachute had opened and

we flew back to England and safety - - leaving a very brave woman behind in a very
unsaf'e place.

We never learned what happened to her, but we were all agreed that she was
one of the bravest ~eople we had ever met.

AJ.'farHER DARBEY. MEMORY

In our "tents in the 857th Squadrons housing area we had very low voltageabout .50 volts as I remember.

It· provided a very dim light.

The central

latrine and shower building had 220 volts.

Our 857th men spent many clandestine hours laying a secret underground
electrical cable from this shower building to our tent axea. It was a slow
project and well camouflaged.
in our tents.

From it we were able to have 110 volt lights

The t'Clerk-of-the-Works" went crazy for a few weeks until he

finally discovered our claudestine electrical line.
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lANDING BEHIND THE LINES

(
\

by ROBERT W. FISH

The decision to comnit the carpetbaggers to landing behind the

Gennan lines in Europe was made in General Doolittle's office at
Eighth Air Force Headquarters in April 1944.

The ass Headquarters'

officers had placed the requirerrent upon the US Air Force.

A rreeting

was called in Doolittle's office and I was summoned to be there.
The British Royal Air Force had initiated such landing operations
several nonths before this date using the small single engine Lysander

aircraft.
tactics.

The Lysander operations had proven the feasibility of such
It was time to expand .this rrethod of supplying the various

underground forces and of extracting individuals from the continent.
larger aircraft were needed as the number of shot down aircrew rrernbers in

hiding increased.
It was agreed that the RAF would expand its capability by using its

twin engine lockheed Hudsons.

The US Air Force would use the Dakota C-47.

A problem was that all of the C47' s coming into England were urgently
needed for building the capability of the Army' 5 ai.rbozne units in prep-

aration for the coming invasion of the continent.

It would require weeks

of ti.Ire to program a C-47 from the USA for carpetbagger use.
General Doolittle solved the imrediate problem.

He said, "I have a

C-47 that has been assigned for my use.· I have no urgent need:s for it at

this time.

Give it to the Carpetbaggers for this mission".

we got our first C-47.

That is how

Subsequent C-47 , 5 were programmed from the USA.

The C-47 acquired from General Doolittle required som: rrodifications

for out mission.
these nods.

We flew it to the big repair depot; at BurtoIlVlood for

When we landed at Burtornvood we were greeted by a couple of

General Officers and a bevy of Colonels.

to meet General Doolittle.

They had come to the flight line

What we had not known was that sorre Doolittle

aide had previously distributed the number of Doolittle' 5 ai rplare to all
the US air bases throughout the United Kingdom.

When the personnel in

operations in Burtonwood saw that number appear on our clearance they
assurred that General Doolittle was on board.
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Colonel Heflin piloted the first C-47 landing in France at night.

I· rerrember his co-pilot on that trip was Willie StaPel.

Stapel was

the aircraft COImlBIlder on ·the second flight that the 801/492nd landed
in France.
All of our squadron commanders were eager to get into the act and

fly such missions.

It was a challange to all of our red blood.ed

American pilots to get into' these intriguing operations.
Because I was in a lX'sition to select TNhich missions I flew I was
privileged to make four such behing-the-lines night ti.Ire landings.
. were fun, challenging and interesting.

They

On the final approach on such

landings the adrenaline in the pilots system was really purrping.

He never

knew for sure what kind of a situation he might be getting into ~

Would

he be greeted by the French Maquis or by the Gesta}?O.

terous situation had lots of appeal ,
. greeted by the Maquis.

I found that adven-

Fortunately our planes were always

The worst aspect was that the landing places which

the Maquis selected for us were usually extremely marginal.

On two oc-

casions our aircraft were damaged and had to be reapired before we could
fly them out.

Fortunately these incidents occurred after the Allied in- .

vasion at Nonnandy.

The Gennan forces were primarily engaged in counter-

ing that invasion.

They had very few forces to thrOW' against our clandes-

tine efforts.

The Maquis were able to secure tr..e. areas around our dam-

aged aircraft for a le.ngth of tirre sufficient for us to repair them and
fly them back to England.

\
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MISSION #15

September 2,

1944

490/492nd Gp. (McKinley)

This was another' C-47''Dakota'' mission and one long to be remembered.

Our

load was mostly ammunition along with bazookas, rifles and sundry other small
arms •

There also l:Iere three ''bodies'', Yanks in this case, one· of whom was a

photographer who took several photos while we were landing at the field near
Limoges.
We entered the continent at the western tip of Cherbourg Peninsula and could
. plainly see the harbor which was lit up like the proverbially Christmas tree.

From the harbor, truck convoys moved endlessly and relentlessly southeast.

Rows

of truck lights stretched as far as the eye could see and one realizes these

vast supplies

contr~bute

so much to the amazing success of our armies.

The trip down was uneventful except for an unusually beautiful
fluffy white fields of clouds and a full moon.

n~ght.

Lush,

The airfield was lit up nearly as

bright as ours here in England and after overshooting on the first run, Col.

Dickerson landed nicely on the second.
On the ground to meet us were several hundred Frenchmen and a few English
officers, one of whom was quite intoxicated.

They stated immediately that their

most urgent need was for more ~etrol. Apparently they had the men and arms but
couldn't catch up with Germans for lack of fuel.
We had two cartons of cigarettes 'and distributed them among the French who
grabbed and jtunped about viciously for them.

Getting out of the plane I noticed two young girls nearby and soon found

that the airfield was more like a bizarre night club.· Near the runway was a
large white. brick. building abou~ three stories high with the second .story
smaller in circumference than the first, obviously the operations building. Many
peo:p1e were milling about and several young Armed Guards with ''FFI'' arm bands
were near the doorway. We walked in to discover the most motley group of men and
women and a large bar which was doing a brisk business.
Our English officer was most kind and friendly. We started right in drinking
the most delicious wine I've ever tasted. He told us again how sorely they needed
petrol and asked us to notify London that six Frenchmen were killed by our fighter
pilots the previous day. He wanted the pilots told to not strafe vehicles with
a white star on them and said the Germans would not have time to paint their
vehicles.
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(Page' 2}

MISSION #15

September 2,

1944

(Mc1G.nley)

I walked outside to watch the people and the night.

and the moon Ii t ..up the field gloriously.
tried to talk

w~th

There were no clouds

The wine did the same f or me and I

:the young French guards who were very friendly.

no English and I very little French.

They knew

We had a picnic though with gestures, I

point to the moon and say "moon" and they say "lunar", or something similar.
How I regret

cute girl was nearby "petite mademoiselle" was all I could say.

quitting French in high school.
The Colonel and Jack made off with a bottle of champagne
leaving.

A

each before

Lt. Dibble knows French fairly well and gathered from the guards that

the girls were off limits because of venereal disease.

At the end o:f the runway, ready to return, we opened the doo:!:' to let twenty
escaped airmen in the ship.

they were getting a+ong.

After reaching the charmel I went back to see how

Huddled together like a bunch of starved refugees, they

were miserably cold· and uncomfortable. Their clothing for the most part was just
light summez trousers, cotton shirt and a light sweater-. Most of them had no
stockings on and the shoes were worn through.
Jack and I gave them our flight jackets to wear.
were patheticallyarLdous to talk and in high spirits.

The first two I reached
They had been shot down

three months ago and had endured real hardships trying to escape.

One of them

had been into Spain twice and each time the police there, contr~J to international law, had ~orced him back and the second time he was turned over to the
That group called them spies, accused them of various crimes, took
their dog tags away and generally were obnoxious. For food they had some sad
form of broth.
Gesto~o.

Two of the men had been flying Moqui toes and were shot down while flying
fifty feet above Bordeaux.

They both crash

landed on the Garonne River.

One

man, a British Paratroop Officer, had been dropped sixty miles south of the place
he should have been dropped on D-Day.

to hear.
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That was embarrassing for us in Air Corps

BEHIND THE LINES

by

(

,JAMES DARBY

My first C47 flight to land behind the German lines in France wa.s wi th
Colonel Clifford Heflin as my ~ilot.

I will always remember how relaxed he was.

On the other hand, I was scared to death.

I later flew on three of these missions

where I was the pilot in command who landed behind the lines.

I will vouch for

the fact that the "Maquis" tUlderground forces were not the g=eatest experts at
selecting landing areas for C-47's, especially when the r~way was outlined by
just a few flashlights.
On one occasion we sent a C-47 nighttime landing mission into the Hennes
area of France. I don't recollect the pilot's name, but the airplane ended up
in a di tch that was parallel to the verJ nar:r:ow landing area. One prop was
damaged and all hydraulic fluid was lost for the brakes, gear, flaps, etc. (fla:ps,
may have been electrical. - I can' t remember for sure).

At the time of this event I was the Group Operations Cfficer.
was the 857th Maintenance Officer.

Tommy King

Tommy convinced me that he and a hydraulic

specialist under the guidance of Line Chief Master Sergeant Waller, could
the airplane sufficiently for a one time flight.

re~air

Since the area where the

damaged plane landed was fairly secure, Colonel Fish concUrred and we flew the

maintenance team in to the field where the damaged plane was located.
When Tommy King gave us the word that the repaired ai.r1Jlane was ready to
fly, Colonel Fish designated me to take another C-47 into the same field with a
crew to fly the damaged plane back to England.

navigator.

Captain Bill McKinley flew as my

I do not remember who the rest of the crews were.

On landing in France we were met by a delegation from the French underground

forces.

With great fanfare f nuch to our consternation, we were driven into a

nearby town to a hotel lobby where there was much toasting with various wines.
Then we were very secretly taken to a cellar for some food and more toasting.
Bill McKinley disappeared from our group.

When the time arrived for us to

return to England that night he was nowhere around.

After waiting and inordinate

length of time for him I took off and returned to England wi thout him.

After

some, apparently wonderful adventures Bill returned to England on another flight

several days later.
)

\
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RANDOM MEMORIES
by
J k'1ES DARBY

I flew thirty-two missions of which the last few were night bombing missions
'which were made with me standing on the flight deck behind the pilot and the copilot.

I was supposedly serving as the Group Leader •

Upham's stupid ideas.

'That posd, tion was one of

In that 1108i tion there was nothing I could do to contribute

to the mission.
-Most of my missions were fairly uneventful. but of course they were filled
wi th suspence ,

up.

We always saw some ground fire - - usually 20 mm fired straight"

Sometimes it seemed to cover hundreds of acres, but we just flew around it

and no harm was done.
I only recall one heavy artiller:r anti-aircraft shelling and that was my

fault.

We crossed the coast of France at Etrett and I stupidly climbed to 8000

feet altitude since there was a lot of search light acti~ty. Several shells
exploded near us and I peeled off into a rapid descent, ending up literally
between the blades of grass. I never exceeded 5000 feet of alti tt:de in any
subsequent mission.
All of the crews had their own flak charts based on personal experiences and
exchanges with other aircrews.

Of course we had intelligence briefings on flak

locations but ouz' own flak charts were confidence builders.

The low altitude navigation by our navigators and bombardiers was unbelievably
accurate - - using rivers, forests, roads and railroad tracks they could put us on
precise coordinates in France, the Netherlands, the lowlands and in Norffay.

On the

other hand a wind shift not readily apparent caused inaccurate navigation that on
one occasion resulted in my most memorable mission. Our target was a drop area
southeast of Paris. We crossed the French coast in the Die~pe area and flew to a
point just south of Paris - - then turned to an easterly heading leading to our

target area.

After we completed a successful dz-cp , our navigator t Bob Thompson,

gave me a westerly heading designed to take us well around Paris, to the south,

before we turned north on a ,heading far England.
We were at 4500 feet when s.uddenly we found "ourselves over a very large city
that had to be Paris. A few search lights were turned on in our direction but" no
real effort seemed to be made to "cone" us. Phil Guilfoil, my co-pilot, started
to increase our RPM but I instinctively stopped him and we just continued on our
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way ~t

4500 feet of altitude as though we were a German aircraft.

I told the

waist gunner and the dispatcher to throw out the leaflets which they did with grea+
humor.

As we reached the

were daylight.·

outskirts. of the city the. sky lighted

.up as though

it

We descended like a streamlined brick and made our way to the

coast at about 10-0 feet of alti tude.

Our escape was just short of miraculous:

*******
The 857th Squadron was one of the· squadrons that were housed in tents at
The tents were really quite comfortable after we got organized.

Harrington.

had little or no coal for heat and the weather, or course, was miserable.

We

Our

maintenance men rigged up oxygen tanl<:s fastened to the top of the tent :poles with

a ccppez line running down into the heating stoves, thereby allowing us to use
aircraft engine oil to drip and buxn on a hot brick.

This conversion made a

marvelous tent heater.

*******
I also remember the night we dropped about forty-five men under the command

of Prince OboLensky into France.

I will always remember Obolensky at the warm up

ramp saluting each aircraft as it took off.

*******
The failed mission on which Tresmer was killed.

*******
Shaving off one half of Captain Sullivan's mustache in the club one' night.

*******
That on the return of our crews from missions, ea.ch crew membar was given

fresh eg~s for breakfast and a shot of bourbon to facilitate their relaxation.
Most crew members saved their bourbon for a blast wren their next three day pass
came around".

*******
The night bombing pathfinder missions with the RAF were pretty grim.

Four

or five of our B-24's flew in trail with the RAF bomber streams of aircraft.
were D'lUed in with the RAF Iancasters and Wellingtons.

As soon as the

We

German

Luftewaffe night fighters were committed we were instructed to turn back to England.

We were requi:ced to ca:r:ry bombs and to drop them on German. targets on the

way home,

We were required to do this just to say that tm United States was

engaged in 24-hotll: bombing operations.

This was stupid.

We did no damage to

speak of and our lives and aircraft were in extreme danger for no reason except
public relations:

,
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* * * * *

* '*

The missions that I enjoyed the least were those daylight missions we flew
into Belgium to' supply General Fa.ttons' "Third Army with gasoline.

You will recall

that his tanks advanced so fast that he out ran his' logistic support, particularly
his supply of gasoline for his tanks.
We were direct~d to reconfigure our B-24's into flying gas tanks to carry 80

octane gasoline into a snallgrass field in Belgium.
tanks in the B-24' s to caxry this low grade gasoline.
a.uxiliary wing tanks.

We

Put

large rubber 1:xJmb bay

We also carried it in our

We retained the main tanks' -in our aircrait for 100 octane

fuel to· feed the aircraft's engines.

There was little or no risk of enemy air

attack against this operation but we were all concerned about an aircraft fire.

I don't recall that we received combat mission credit for these flights.

*******
After V-E Day, a group of conespondents came to Harrington and several of
us were interviewed.

I remember there was a Readers f Digest article written

entitled "Scarlet Pimpernels of the Air".

article if you have it.
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I would: like to have a copy of that

August 27 J

- MISSION #1)

1944

490/492nd Gp. (McKinley)

We finally got to fly a c-47 mission and landed in France.
was the pilot and Lt. Col. Dickerson the co-pilot.

Lt. Col. -Boone

Jack Sayers navigated and a

radio operator from the 856th Squadrqn was the only other crew member except
for me.

In the afternoon we met a French major who had come from the target area
where we were to land.

The field was ten miles southwest of Le Blanc and the

major said there were 8,000 German soldiers ten
trying to get started back to Germany.

types of ammunition.

miles further west who were

Our load contained mortars and various

The French major spoke excellent English and apparently

knew the location of every German for miles around Le Blanc.
We were scheduled to take four "bodies" along, they had not shown up at
take off time and Col. Boone said, "To hell with them" and we took off at eight
fifty.

The trip was most peaceful and uneventful.

OVer the channel I swapped

seats with Col. Dickerson and did pilotage from there.

Because of heavy haze

on the continent I was able to see little except for Lake Ploermel and the
Loire River where we turned.

At the target four lights popped up faithfully and another one blinked out
our code letter.

The runway ran North-South and we landed to the South.

On

the final approach Col. Boone turned on the landing lights which lit up a nice
green fiel.d. The runway was quite bumpy and Jack, along with the radio operator
and I, had a rough time trying to untie the ropes from the cargo while taxiing.

When the plane doors opened we found about twenty noisy French soldiers
along with a British 1st Lt. in charge. We had a large box containing cigarettes,
cigars, gum and soap.

All of which excited and delighted them no small amount.

They reached like-eager children and were profuse with thanks, although we under-

stood little of their talk. The English officer said he wished to God he understood their language so he could get along better with them.
It took about ten minutes of hard work to unload everything. The weather
was extremely warm.
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PLAYING A "DOUBLEHEADER "
by

BOB FISH
In the summer- of 1')44 I flew a Dakota mission into central and southern

France.

My memories have been so dimmed by the passing years

longer recall the names of the oth~r members of my air crew.

that I can no
The minimum crew

would have consisted of myself, my co-pilot, an engineer and a radio operator.

I do remember that Major Thayer of the ass was with us because we were to pick
up some spies and downed air crew members when we landed.

We encountered no

enemy air opposition during our entire flight.
We carried a full load of mortars and mortar shells into a "Maguis II area
just south of Limoges, France. We found the reception party with no problems.
We saw their flashlight flare :path as we approached the target area and were
able to make a straight in approach and landing.

When the aircraft came to the end of its landing roll we were greeted by
some ten to 1:rwelve Frencmnen. The f1rs-t thing they wanted to do as a welcoming
gesture was to drink a toast to each of our crew members.

They appeared to have

an unlimited su~ply of wine which they had brought for toasting purposes.
Each member of the ground ~axty wanted to drink a personal toast with the
pilot.

They were so enthusiastic that it was virtually impossible to kill their

high spirits by. refusing to

res~ond

to their honorific salutations.

I recall that there was a .British army major in their group.
our interpreter.

He served as

After half a dozen toast:s he reminded me that the wine they

were using was very potent and could possibly cause illness to the uninitiated.
He handed me a loaf of bread and suggested that i f I ate copiously of it that

it might soak up some of the a.Lcoho'lLn the wine.

I thanked him and ate some

bread.
With the aid of the "Maquis" members we had the airplane unloaded in about

twenty minutes and we immediately took off for the second part of our mission
which was to land near Bordeaux, France and J;>ick til? some :passengers, mostly air

crew members who had had their aircraft shot down by the Germans.
Again we found our landing site with no problems, and immediately landed in
the designated pasture.

The time was about 1:00 a.m.

group of some twenty to thirty Frenchmen.
...

Here we were greeted by a

We were surprised by the size of our

recel?t~on committee' and somewhat concerned about the safety of our mission.
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The

grea~er

the number of people involved ,the greater was the chances that the Germans

would discover our location.

If they caught us we would be, taken as prisoners of

. war but the Frenchmen involved would be shot.

These facts did not seem to dampen

the enthusiasm of the Frenchmen fn any way.
They. took us into a nearby farm house for a French tYJ)e. welcoming event.

In

one room of the house was a table I would judge was about seven feet long and
four to five feet wide.

The entire top of this table was covered with liqueur

glasses each containing some ty];)e of liqueur.

The local "Ma:1uis" wanted to

toast each of our crew and every aspect of victory that they could perceive.

We

were on the ground there for about half an hour , far longer than was wise or was

planned.

By the time I got the aircraft back into the air I was beginning to feel the
effects of the alcohol I had consumed.

By the time we were a half hour into our

flight back to England I was really ill. Beads of persperation the size of
marbles were forming on my brow. MY co-pilot was no better than I was.
At 4000 feet we set the aircraft on auto pilot and flew the entire length of
the Bay of Biscay coastline from Bordeaux to the English Channel and we were

unable to detect that the German gunners on the ground ever fired a shot at us.
Is it possible they were all asleep?
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ART OF

'/lA.,.'q

by

PETER "SAJ.'IDY" SAJ.'IDERS

When they were organizing the Carpetbaggers Group in England

f

I was an

"air to air" gunnery instructor at the .aerial gunnery schoal at las Vegas t Nevada.
Two of us (instructors) were called in to HQ and were told a new outfit was being
formed overseas and they needed volunteer instructors for a. gunnery school in

connection with it.

We had qualified and would receive promotions, etc., combat

flying time, etc., new training, etc.

we signed

u~.

So being tired of desert flying

f

etc.,

We were "immediately sent to England and to a RAF base and were

assigned to a night flying school in Worksop, England, located near the border of
Scotland.

While there as students, we were given verj go6d training, 12 hours

per da.y in the fine art of flying in the dark and in tactics of night flying

German fighter planes.
We were then sent to our new home in

F~on

Field, where we were taken

to an empty hangar right next to the Quartermasters Commissar! hangar where <r"e

met with about 18 other instructors.

We were told that this hangar was for a new

night g'.1nnerJ school, so start building wb..at we needed. During "the next two
months we built a new school with some of the best parts of wrected B-24's from
allover England.

All the while we were flying

crews which fJad a man shortage.
school.

Ca-~etba.gger

We sta..:t-ted the flight crews through our new

The inside of the ha.nga:z: was painted black.

doors and. we had simulated night.

uninsIJiring.

missions with any

We could close the hanga.r

wnen the doors were open it was verJ drear.! and

1st Lt. Baker asked me i f I could come up wi th a design or a. spo t

of color on the open area wall that might brighten up the place.

Something

aPIJroprlate.
So, I came up with a color sketch, to scale, with colors that would be
compatible with the operation and at the same time liven UIJ the place. We then
placed the sketch in one of our pro jects and f Doused it on the plY'..tood. "canvas,.
to the right proportions and got approval from the powers that be.
up on ladders and traced the "lines from the
charcoal.

on to the plywood with

Being unab'l.e to get any oil :paint in Kettering I had to settle for

poster :paint.
brushes .

~ro jector

We then got

All of us on the school project chipped in and bought :paint and

The poster paint, of course, would not blend on the boC1.-""U so I painted

it poster style.
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The ce~tra.l. figure represents, the

·

on the left

"spmt

of Aeria.l Combat".

The recruits

~e

apl?roaching the ,school, represented by the books whose titles,
~eapons, night visi.on turrets, Rad-sighting, etc.; etc. represents the subjects
they studied under the. eyes of the "Spirit'!. The graduates aze leaving on the
right in flight gear to the flight line for their missions to occupi.ed te.L'Litory.
All new

crews that came in from the States that were assigned to

re~l·acement

our outfit went through our night flight training and one of 'us had to fly with
them on their first mission and sometimes more.

(Guess who worked like hell to

see that the new crews learned their lessons well.)

When hostilities ceased some of the air raid wardens and the plane spotter
organization from the local a.t:'ea were invited to visit our base.

(You remember

our base was secret, no one knew what went on there except "Axi.s sally", "lord.
Haw

Haw" and the Whole damn intelligence outfits of trs Nazi military:)

Anyway,

I

among the group of people were several from the village of Clipston, whom I had
met during a. number of "Bicycle Pub Missions" that Armand F..a.rtzie and I i".ad made.
One of them was a 'retired

"~Ajor

Regnant" who seemed to be in command of the

group.. Anyway, we gave them the f]l1l tour of our I ittle trai.ning center.
were interested in the mural and asked
etc.

many questions

They

concerning its meaning,

They were astounded that we would bother to decora.te a. mili t~J establish-

ment.
Finally, we received ord.ers to pack up everJthing and go home.

Lt. BeLker

~t

it, the army did not
know it existed. So, he asked i f I thought any of my friends in CliI'ston might
want it. That evening I went down to Clips~on and found ~ajor Regnant in the
asked. me what I wanted to do with the mural.

I did not

Bulls Head Pub and asked i f he !mew of any organizat.ion or g=ou:p who would like

to have the mural.

He answered, "I am a member of the local school board and I am

sure they would love to have that beautiful decoration for the local school as a
souvenir

of the friendship of our two countries and of our joint strJggle.

will be a constant reminder of the boys who were stationed here.

for the school boazd to

mee~

So

t

It

he arranged

and accep't the mural the following day, with all the

pomp and ceremony that would be given the "Mona Lisa".
While we were loading it on a GI truck, the photography hut· sent a camera man

down to take a picture of it. '!rAt is I holding it with the other end in the truck.
The mural is still on the school wall in Clipston and they are proud of it.
They would not allow the boys to remove it to use at the reunion.
Hartzie saw a. print of the mural in the photo shack and he promoted a
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~y

'deveoped :print of it.

years later he sent me a prL'I'lt.

So ,that is the story 'of the mural.

Actually' it is pretty crude due to the

circumstances under which it was painted but, it served its purpose and I am
glad it is still giving :pleasure to its viewers.

NIGHT GUNNERY SCHOOL
by
PETER SANDERS

A:pril 27, 1990

cea..

Dear

In answer to your request for names of fellows I worked with at the
Harrington night gunnery· :project, it took a lot of looking and a lot of strain
on my memory.

However, I did find an old no'tebook where I had. written down

some of their names and adresses (these adresses axe 45 years old).

Each of us

had a short nickname and for the most part many of us never knew all of the full

names, and be able to put a face with it.

So the followinga.re the only one I

am sure of.
Hugh L. Gary Jr. (Gary)) 'Buck Sergeant, Wildwood Plantation, Greenwood,
Miss.

Gary was a top turret

vision sighting and firing.

gunner and instructed in that position for night
He went to Canada and joined the ReAr.

flight training and was awarded the Victoria Cross in Combat.

He received

When the U.5.

entered the war he transferred to the U.8. Army and into our project •

. William E. Mur:Phy (Murf) , Buck Sergeant, 364 E..

J23m

St .. , Willoughby, Ohi"o ..

"Murl" was in charge of the skeet range and was very good with a shot gun.
was a gunsmith and kept the equi.pmerrt in fine shape.

He

He instituted using daxk

shooting glasses for his classes to simulate nighttime firing.

He was a success-

ful instructor.

Gerald E. Trueblood (Jerry), 301 4th Ave. NW, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Jerry -was

\

a belly gunner and instructed off-set sighting and firing from that position on
'\
our mock
up.
\
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Don D. Carrithers (Don), Tech Sergeant, lJ.s.7 Oglethorp Ave., Athens, Georgia.
Don was a sharp flexible machine gunner and instructed from the waist gunners

position.

He

also

lectured

on

night vision theory to new crews.

Hal E. 'Williams (Hal), Buck Sergeant, 330 W. OCean Drive, Longbeach, Calif.

Hal was a waist

~er

and instructed that position and lectured on Nazi attack

tactics.
William J. Wentworth (Capone), Buck Sergeant, Chicago, Ill.

"Cap" was a

top turret gunner and instructed that position as well as the pistol range.

He

helped all of us in the side arm use.
Curtis Keebler (Keeb), Buck Sergeant,

2155 Dana street, Toledo, Ohio.

"Keeb U was a tailgunner and instructed that position on the mock up ,

He also

'lectured on Nazi tactics and responsive tacties with the film projector.
Robert s. Cha~ma.n (Chappy), Buck Sergeant, 1070 N. Chester Ave., Pasadena,
"Chap:py was a flexible gunner and instrructed the waist position on our

Calif.

moek up.

He flew most of his missions on the A-25 (?) we had on our base.

There was a staff Sergeant who did all of our organizing and record keeping

whose name seems to have vani.shed ,

I believe he was awarded the Bronze Star for

his :part in the invention of the "Joe Hole" where we dumped out sa1x>.tuers over
the target.

He was not a flyer nor a gunner but was a wiza...-ni when it came to

s~p1ies and

materials for mock up building.
~en there was 1st" Lt. _
Baker, who was our Officer in Charg~. I don't
suppose I ever heard his first name. He was a gun enthusiast and was an expert

getting

with the forty-fives and loved the skeet range.
was highly respected by all of the

enli~ted

We had no kr:m.y manual, there was none.
one.

He was a soft spoken man and

men, as an officer and as a man.

Lt. Baker encouraged

~

to compile

Each one of us did our part to write out the instruction procedures we had

f'ound to :Produce the best results.

We tried. to adapt our state side gunnery

schools, the RAF night ·vision and our own observations of our low al ti tude flying

at nighttime, using some oommon sense, to the problems as seen from our own
departments.

Each week we gave Lt. Baker another chapter.

Our teaching methods

were improving, we changed some of them from time as we tested them.

The idea

was to develop a manual for teaching or changing regular air crews to nighttime,
low flying t1Ca.J:'l1etbaggers".
hos~ilities

We' were nearly finished when the cessation of

stopped all production.
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, S .GUNNERY MURAL

COMMENTS ·BY DOUG WAL-KER

•

The above mural has an interesting history.

The man

standing beside it(and who sent me the picture) is Pete
Sanders.

ex-carpetbagger, now a retired art teacher in

Cottonwood, Arizona.

I

learned from Armond Hartzie of Oak-

land, California (also a carpetbagger from the 858th Bomb
Squadron) that Pete had painted a bright colorful mural
in 1944 to hang in the Gunnery Hanger to brighten the drab
dark walls.

(Pete was in charge of aerial gunnery instruct-

ion at harrington).

At Armond's suggestion I got in touch

with Pete Sanders to obtain the details ------ just to see
if by some weird shance that the mural was sill hanging some

where.

Pete, who is still doing the Rembrandt bit in Ari-
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zona told me. that a£t~r the' war was over, the base opened
up for tours by visiting locals.

Several good citizens from

Clipston (about 4 miles from Harringt~n) whom Pete and Armond
had met on their outings to the Boar's Head Pub, liked the
mural very much and askedi£ they could have it.

Pete talk-

ed it over' with the Gunnery Officer and they decided to award

it to them.

Before handing i t over, Pete painted a message

on the bottom of the mural --liTO the friendliest little vill-

age in the World".

The Clipston fOlks hung it in the local

school and invited Pete and some of his buddies to a dedication tea in July 1945--just before we all headed for home.
After talking with Pete -- I wrote to our teacher friend in
Harrington -- Liz Coverey, who wrot~ us that nice letter I
printed in a recent buttetin, -- to see if she could track

it down for us.

She did! Believe i t or not -- it is still

hanging on the same wall in the Clipston School -- 42 years
later!

Ron Clark saw i t last week and told me that it still

looks bright and colorful!
hear the news!

Pete Sanders was very happy to

Unfortunately, we won't be able to view it

during our _reunion.

Try as we did, we just couldn't find

the time in our already tight schedule to view it during our
stay. - However, it sure is nice to know that the citizens
of Clipston still think enough of us to keep the mural on
display-- after all these years.

We appreciate it!

nice. to have a few links left with the past.

,
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It's

YANKS DROP FROM THE SKY
(The following article appeared in an issue of the
NATIONAL GEORGRAPHIC MAGAZINE)

The white war ~as not Norway's alone, although her whit~'clad saboteurs,
vanishing into the blizzaxds like bodiless spirits of the tem~est-blown snow ~ were
the chief ac'tozs ,
Neither the United States nor England ever forgot the land of the northern
lights.

Perhaps the most thrilling episode of the ghostly fighting was a 16-man

invasion of the aurora haloed white mountains last March by American paratroo];lers

of the NOZ1iegian Operations"Group_
Most of them were soldiers of Norwegian descent belonging to that colorful

American mili ta.ry organization, Maj. Gen. William J. Donovan's Office of Strategic
Services.

The plan was to cut the north-south railroad line and thus break up

German troop transport.
In all, five attem1,Jts were made to land.

T"'tlice the .white-clad paratroopers

commanded by Maj. William E. Colby set out from Scotland, once in January and once
in February. Both times they were forced ba.ck ,when their B-24 bombers encountered
heavy snowstorms.

The thiri attempt, a week bef ore Easter, was l;)a.rtly successful.

The expedition started with 36 men and officers.

Of these, 16 parachuted

successfully to within a few miles of the rendezvous point, a high mountain lake
northeast of Trondheim.

The :planes

c~.ring

the others with 'their equi.pmerrt were

unable to get through a storm and turned back.

en

the :fourth and fifth attempts

to rejoin their comrades, a. plane crashed each time; 10 :paratroopers and 14 airmen

in all were killed.
It was 20 below zero in the mountains the SUl'X.iay before Easter.

Snow wraiths

swirled in the wind through the high passes and over the glasslike ice of Jaevsjo

(sjo means "l:ake").

The men drop:ped over a radius of about ten miles ...

eight hours before they were able to assemble in one spot.
they made their way on skis was five feet deep.

It was

The snow over which

The countzry , near the Swedish

bozdez , was almost uni.nhabi.ted ,
The men were dressed in snow-white parkas of wind-resistant cloth, light,
durable, and serviceable.

Unlike the Germany Army, the American krmy does not

favor furs for winter mountain fighting.

Especially in eastern Germany, vast

warehouses filled with fur garments, loot from the furriers of two-thirds of

Europe, were overrun.

These quickly became-heavy, cumbersome, and, even in the
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coldest weather, too warm for battle.uniforms.
The Americans who landed on the lake quickly made tents of their white para-

chutes to shelter themselves from the wind.
the game.

Several" of them were old hands at

They had parachuted behind enemy lines before in France.

They had

been given intensive training for months for this particular exploit in the

Scottish Highlands region, especially on the high slopes of the Grampians.
They were to be joined at J~evsjo by a small group of Norwegian Underground.
saboteurs •

Arra.ngem~nts had

been made by radio.

There was hardly a day f or five

years when the Norse resistance men were not in radio conununication with their

army headquarters in London, and Major Colby's group rarely failed to get a daily

report of its activities back in ass offices in England.

A Gun Recalls the Password
The passwords had been a.g:r:eed upon. The American was to ask an approaching
native:
"Is there good fishing around here?"
The answer:

"Yes, especially in winter."

But the first Norwegian, a native of the section, challenged by Colby forgot

in his excitement and answered what he knew to be the truth:
"No, it's no damned good ~ "
He quickly recalled the coxrect answer w.hen· a gun was pressed against his

back!

With the men had been dropped ap~roximately ten tons of equipment, including
three tons of explosives. Much of it fell into small fjords or forests in 15
feet of snow. and the men had to work about a week to recover it. Then it was
cached on the lake and well camou:flaged with snow and wi th the
On the trail each ski trooper carried
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wm te

parachutes.

pounds of equipment on his back.

Every thixd man alternated every two hours in dragging a toboggan loaded with

2-pound blocks of.a plastic explosive far more powerful than dynamite, which
could be molded into any shape by hand.

The landing on the lake had been unobserved.
these lonely mountains.

There were no German patrols in

The men kept well hidden for a week.

was out of the question, despite the intense cold.

Any fire, of course,

Smoke certainly would arouse

suspicion.

The first bridge-blowing job was accomplished successfully on Easter Sundayw
It was snowing.

The enemy had left only a couple of sentries on duty while

the 1est of the guard were attending Easter services at a nearby village church.
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With .ski tracks

quickly."covere~ by

falling snowtthe white-parkaed Americans made

their way back to the ];)a.rachute-tent bivouac without any clash with the enemy.
An intensive search for them started immediately.

German ski patrols combed

the mountains, and it was necessa.:ry to cut loose from the base of operations.

The next job was on a larger scale and correspondingly more difficult:

to

blow up aboub four miles of the noz-th-soueh rail line, which was well guarded

with sentry posts.

This feat also was accom:plished in a storm, "with the white-elad

men hidden in the whiteness of the snow.
groups of three.

They infiltrated the sentry line in

The demolition job was a complete success.

A hundred charges

went off' in two minutes.
But the Easter Sunday job had put the Germans on the alert.

at once, with the Americans outnumbered ten to one.

The chase started

But they were 1:etter men on

They fled 50 miles into the mountains without paued.ng for breath.

skis.

This

probably was a record of some sort.

Penicillin Saves Wounded Patriot
One soldier, a Norflegian patriot who had joined the

in his abdomen,

grou~,

had a bullet wound

He was treated with penicillin and. dragged on a sled hastily im-

provised from a pair of skis.

The man was unconscious most of the time.

taken over the Swedish border and. placed in the care of some villagers.

He was
He is now

recovered.
Return to the lake was out of the question.

The ski troopers found shelter

in the cabin of a seter, one of the high mountain pastures used by farmers in
summer for their cattle and goats. Food was restricted to the amount each man
carxied on his back.
Once, however, a German food cache was found.

pagne.

This curious combination is not surprising.

It contained flour and cham-

Wherever German troops were

.stationed, even at the loneliest outposts, there was always
~resumably

looted from France.

~lenty

of champagne,

The Americans had several good meals of pancakes

and champagne ,

A long halt anywhere would have been suicide, for the mountains were :full of
enemy ski patrols.

The Americans must keep constantly on the move, living off

the country as best they could.

At one time they were reduced to eating reindeer

moss for a couple of days.
What seemed at first a big break in luck came when they encountered a nomad
lapp with a herd of reindeer.

He was fleeing from the Germans.

bought and ate one of the animals.
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+~e

paratroopers

',Though constantly on t'he. move
wi th .Lcndon,

t

the Americans managed-to keep in touch by radio

Their superior officers knew where they were, but could not help

'The group hid in ,the mountains until the war ended.

them.

~en

they heard over the' air the news of the German capitulation, they came

out. of the mountains toward the little town of Steinkjer.

telephoned to the Steinkjer hotel asking that dinner and

From a farmhouse they
bed~

be reserved for the~

When the bearded, long-haired, whi te-elad Yanks and their Norwegian compan-

ions reached town a half hour later, they were greeted by-the mayor and a band in
the central square.
Throughout the war, RAF, American, and Norl1egian pilots risked their lives

night after night t flying low over ice-covered mountain peaks through cloud and
snow and swooping blind through narrow valleys to drop supplies to the Nor..regian

resistance forces.

Many planes and men were lost in the whi te war •.

Heroes of the Underground

But, the major credit for everything accomp.ld.shed against the common enemy in

NorNay belongs to the resistance forces, the little groups of hunted, slee~less,
nameless men who for five years fought against odds of a thousand to one. A month
after the German capitulation I met a leader of the movement at an Cslo cocktadL
party.

Before the war he had l:een a rising young attorney.

He still was going

an assumed name, because of va-~ous complications arising from work left
undone." His wife. whom he had not seen since the beginning of the ",.;ar, still
~~der

thought he was.dead.
The movement in Norway was on much the same pattern as in other invaded countries.
leader.

The men were organized in small groups.

Each group knew only its own

It did not know the members of any other grou:p or the higher officers
Lifelo~

from whom orders came for sabo-tage jobs.

groul's t knew nothing of each other t s activities.

friends, members of different"

Old neighbors were amazed when f

after the capitulation, they found that . both had served as saboteurs.

Sometimes

they actually had suspected each other of serving the Germans.

For the most part, these I ittle groups hid out in the mountains from which,
moving swiftly and silently as ennines through the snow, they raided German

installations.
The chill of late winter still was in the air when I encountered one of these
groups at a high mountain inn a.t the peak of a ridge between Cslo and

They had just left thei! hiding place.

Trondhe~.

They were led by a Norse paratrooper who

had been flown from Britain and dropped into the mountains with special sabotage
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equipment.

'A few weeks before, the.y had· been living in a comfortable Eskimo-ty:pe

.igloo which the leader had learned to build as a Boy. Scout.

Naturally, the resistance groups were of valuable aid to the Americans and
Bri tish in locating German secret installations.

A precious memory of the war is

a night spent with -phe local resistance group at Iillehammer after a raid on a
ccuntzry hotel which had served for a time as German staff headquarters. Many
secret documents still were concealed there, but staff officers who remained were
almost perpetually drunk.

They had large sup:plies of champagne and cognac

which they knew eventually must be handed over to the Allies.

consume as much as possible before the day came.

They were trying to

The raiders had acted on inform-

ation from a German deserter who had joined the Norwegian Underground.
After the last war, a large number of German and Austrian orphans were taken
into Norwegian homes and reared and educated as members of the families.
returned to their own countries later.

They

When the forces of the Reich invaded Norway

in April 1940, charges were made that these same boys and girls served as guides
and that their intimate knowledge of .the countzry played an importa...'1t
quick reduction.

:pa.~

in its

This was true.

But there is another side to the stor"'J which throws a better light on human

nature.

Some of these orphans were not wholly ungrateful.

number had volunteered because of their gratitude.
to help save Norway, which they loved.

On the contrary, a

An appeal

had been made to them

Norwa.y, they were told, had been invaded

and was being oppressed by the British.

The German Army's mission was to liberate

their benefactors, whom they laoked upon as fathers, mothers, brothers, and sisters.

When

~he

orphans, especially those from

A~stria,

learned the true picture,

some of them· shot themselves and many others deserted to the Underground.

remained on duty in German uniforms, an excellent
sI'ies for the Underground.

~osition

Some

in which to serve as

They played a real part in the white war.

With the weim white war passing into history, the mountainous, forested land
of the Vikings and the northern lights seems the haP:9iest country in Europe • That

is why its people dance all night in the avenues and the squares.
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A MISSION TO NORWAY
by

WILLIAM

c.

.

BASTIAN

<.

(As told·in a letter to Robert~. Fish)
Dear Bob
The December Newsletter prompted me to write of one of the missions that I
remember 'best because it was so long and I was sure we wouldn't make it back.

I

was flying with Abner Pike who was an ~xcellent pilot and on his second tour in

the UK.

I' was the radio and to];) turret gunner.

The date must have been 24 March

1945 since my copy of the sortie record shows 1):10 hours.
I know we flew to an RAF base in northern Scotland and stayed overnight.
Naturally I never was aware of our destination. However upon ~~'i"fring at the
plane early in the evening. There were about 8 men dressed in white 1\rtic Type
gear loading a lot of bundles and cylinders into the rear of the B24,

not to talk with these men or to ask questions.

I was told

We also had a radar set installed

opposite my station on the flight deck.
Anyway hours later we crossed the Nor..regiam coast at a very minimum altitude

and made our way up some Fjords to a point, I was told, somewhere between Oslo
and T:rondheim.

.

The eight .men or so then pushed. their gear out the back hatch and bailed out

themselves over a snow covered mountain.
That certainly tooR: more pure guts

later told

~ha.t

than most of us could imagine.

I was

Col. Bernt Balchan was part of that group and they intended to

blow up a main rail line but were scared off" and skied to Sweden for refuge.

Altho our radar officer spotted some other aircraft over the water we did
. not have any problems with the German night fighters based in Norway.

Some explanation was offered on thi~ later on in a day flight to Oslo after
the British had occupied the area. A Ge~ Luftwaffe officer told us that they
had not had any aviation fuel for months. There must have been 30-40 fighter
ai:!:craft lined up along the taxiways.

the aircraft looked in good

sha~ed

The British had removed the rudders but

otherwise.

That trip was also memorable since we witnessed the return of Nornegian
troops to Oslo for the first time since the Germans ousted them at the war's

start.
Also I obtained a Luger pistol from a Luftwaffe officer and I still have it.
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RESCUING CARPETBAGGERS FROM NORWAY

by
BOB FISH
On the night of 20/21 April 1945 we dispatched twelve B-24's to Nor..ray in

support of the Norwegian underground.

The war was obviously winding down and it

was deemed important by the powers that be for the Nor~egian underground to have
enough supplies to assure the surrender of the German forces in Norway.

To this

end we were increasing our missions to that coun i::J:'-/.
From this night's o1,Jerations we lost another crew and aircraf't.
W. Keeny and his crew failed to return to England.

Lt. Ralph

The R.AF "lost six aircraft

that night.
Shortly after this aircraft crossed the Norl1egian coast inbound to its

taxget it was attacked by a German night fighter.

The B-24 was heavily damaged."

Lieutenant Keeny; realizing his serious situation, turned toward the nearest
Swedish border hoping to be over that neutral country i f they had. to abandon

their aircraft.
attack

t

.Before they could get to Sweden they encountered another heavy

this time from anti-aircraft fire from the ground.

Realizing that his

aircraft was out of control, Lt. Keeny sounded the bailout al.arm ,
One crew member
parachute.

t

Lt. Marangus, the bombardier, could not get to his

He therefore jumped with staff Sergeant H. H. Brobec f clinging to

Bro bee •s parachute harness.

Brobee t s parachute opened and Marangus managed to

hang. on until they almost hit the ground.
to his death.

He

a~parently

lost his grip and fell

The other crew members all survived but some suf'fered injury

when they landed.
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Lt. Jack'

L~

Divine. the na:viga~or suffered a broken ankle ,

A.· L. ·Gr,een was also 'injured badly enough to be hospitalized.
placed in a German military hospital.

When the war ended on

two men were transferred to a hosIJital in Oslo.

notified the

Staff Sergeant
Both men were

7 May 1945 these

The Norwegian undergrotmd

ass headquarters in London of their location.

ass notified the

492nd.
We immediately dispatched a B-24 to Cslo to reclaim our own.

Major Paul

J. Gans, our flight surgeon, was sent to arrange for their release from the
hospital in Cslo and to attend to their requirements while enroute back to

Harrington.

We were all pleased when we had them installed in the u.s. Army

hospi tal in England.

Back in England, Major Ga.ns told me that the red tape procedures with
which he had to com-ply to get these two men released to his custody, made our

U.S. red ta~e look real efficient.
I cannot recall the crew that flew on this mission of mercy_
one of the crew members

f

I

ho~e

that

when he reads this stor.r, will" recall the incident and

contact me with further details.

EXTRACTS FROM A LETTER

DAVE SCHREL'mR TO BOB FISH

The

com~osition

of your combat crew when I joined it as Aircraft Commander

was:
2nd Lt. James A. Cassidy

C.P.

Nav.
Bomb.

2nd Lt. Robert C. Durham
2nd Lt. John Kolhouski
or/sgt. Wm. C. Jesperson
s/Sgt. Harold E. Falk

Eng.

Asst. Eng.

T/Sg;t. Albert Sage

Radio

s!Sgt. Minor Robin

Ass~.

S/Sgt. Joseph L. Bennet

Gunner

S/Sgt. Samuel L. Co·o:per

Gunner

Radio

I assumed command of this crew in Dunkeswell, England in 1943-

the crew I took to Leuchers with me.
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This is

THE BEAUTIES OF NORWAY AT NIGHT
by

BOB FISH
It must have been in early 1945 that I flew my first mission to Norway.
My memories of

the "flight are clear, many of the details have faded.

I can no

longer recall whose crew I flew with.
We left Harrington and flew to Leuchers where we were assigned our mission
and were briefed on the details.

We carried only cargo, no "Joes ,"

OUr drop

zone was in the far northern part of Nort'lay.
We entered Norway at a point west of Oslo at an altitude of 8000 feet.
The night was very clear and the moon was verel bright.

We would have been a

very easy target for a night fighter in .the moon light.

Fortunately we

encountered no fighters.
I vividly recall the beautiful grandeur of the snow covered mountains in
the moon light.

It was almost as bright as day.

About fifty miles short of our drop zone we began to encounter scattered
clouds.

A few more miles and we were in solid cloud.

clear area in an attem-pt to go in under the cloud.

We turned back to the

It was Lmpoas'i.bl.e because

the clouds covered the mountains and filled the valleys.
rolling in from the west.

to our target location.

More cloud cover was

There was no way we could get into the high valley

We had no choice but to return to

The weather was turning bad as

~e

flew southward toward the North Sea.

We were flying at 8000 as we crossed the coastline.
was a loud explosion in the numl:er

~land.

Just as we crossed there

J. engine in the right wing.

My first

reaction was that we had taken an anti-aircraft shell in that engine.
..

We
immediately pushed the propeller feathering button and the propeller came to

a full feathered position and

t~2

engine stopped.

Simultaneously with the feathering procedure I threw the aircraf"t into
some violent evasive maneuvers.

There being no further evidence of anti-

aircraft gunfire we decided that we had blown a cylinder on number J engine

and I therefore stopped evasive action.
condition of the entire aircraft.

We leveled off and checked the

The only damage we could ascertain was the

dead engine.

By that time we were in clouds over the North Sea and we began to pick
\

up ice, on our wings.

Because we were now reduced to the power of only three
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engines.! knew· we'

coul~

not.continue flying. at 8000 feet with a. heavy load. of
ice forming on the aircraft.· Fortunately our· radio navigation systems were
. working and our 'navigatorcould determine good positions.
I descended to an altitude of 1000 feet.

At- this altitude we were in and

We caught occasional glimses of the whitecaps on the water.
Our navigator reported that w~ were flying into a seventy mile per hour

out of clows.
head wind.

This wind would extend our flight time back to Leuchers by almost

an additional hour.

We just had to sit there and helle we didn't lose another

motor. If we did we faced the probability of a forced landing in a rough sea
driven by seventy mile :per hour winds.

Our chances of survi'ring such an event

were practically nil.
Fortunately our three remaJnJ.ng engines kept running.

a land-fallon the coast of SCotland.

We eventually made

This fact -relieved much of our stress.

If we had to bailout we would at least be over land.

Without any further adversity we landed at Leuchers just as the daybreak
was arriving. The landing was without incident and we
of relief as the B-24 coasted to a stop.

and a day.
base.

al~

breathed a big sigh

We. went to bed and slept for a night

An aircraft was sent from Harrington to take us back to our home

OUr :8-24 remained at Leuchers for an engine change.
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·A WARTIME NIGHT FLIGHT
by

JOHN GLEESON
John Gleeson was flying a night mission 12,000 feet over the sea off Iceland
when a funny thing happened .

All four engines of' his -B-24 bom1:er cut out at the same time.

Flight crews

were accustomed to occasionally flying with three engines or slowly home with
two.

But nothing stays up for long with none.
"Evezy needle on the instrument gauges swung to the left, tI said Gleeson, who

was a 19-year-old flight engineer.

"The pilot was in the back of the plane and

the co-pilot sitting next to me was frozen.

I didn't know what happened and. only

the good Lord knew what to do."

The plane quickly lost speed and dropped its nose seaward.

He jumped up to

a large panel of fuel line switches behind hL'Yl and changed the positions on every
switch.

He remembers that ttit didn't take long to do".

One; two p three, four, they all started right up again.

"To this day I don't

know why it happened or how I fixed it."

Another incident he recalled went unrecord.ed for many years.

crew of five were issued civilians clothes and
armament removed and markings painted black.

~assports

He and his

and took·off with all

"We were p.,lerted to go an hour or so before a scheduled take off, n said
Bleeson.

"Our course was an ll-hour flight over the North Sea to avoid the Gennan

night fighters.

Our bomb bays were jam-packed with Red Cross packages about the

size of microwave ovens."
The crew assumed the packages were supplies for the U.S. allies in Europe •.
Upon arrival in Stockholm's Broma International Airport the plane was isolated far

from buildings and unloaded.

Cl:"ew members were given passes that identified them

aurants.

dL~e

in the city's finest restAfter elegant meals, the men were driven back to the airport and flew

as Swedish Air Line officials, enabling them to
the empty :plane back to Harrington, England.

Gleeson made four of these trips, never encountering enemy aircraft.

It took

years for him to find out what they had actually "teen hauling in the airplane

trips to Norl1ay.
ItI read a book titled 'Hitch Your Wagon to A Star' by Col. Bernt BaJchen, in
.- *

which our missions were deseri bed.

I f ound out that our Red Cross packages were,
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, . in" reality, ~gh explo~,ivesfor the Norwegianundergrotmd.

We would have been

much more concerned about our ,landings if we had known that: It
Gleeson, who moved to Hawaii 17 years ago, never lost his love of flying and

still is in the" air as often as he can get there in a sleek glider.

*******
FOtJrNOTE:

.John and his wife, Barbara, visited Vasteras, Sweden, home

base for U.8. Air Force crews interned in Sweden during. the war years and the

residents hosted a reunion for tho'sa crews.
and then continued on to our reunion i.."l

They joined his old comrades there

Kette~ng.

A NEAR MISS

by

ANDY DAHLKE
The leaf in the pioture was picked up at Sens, France on July· 20, '44.

We

were on our third mission --- over the target --- made the drop and gave the big
biro the gas but nothing happened.
pull her up. II

The bombardier yelled, "pull her up , Hank,

The next thing I remember is a loud swish and tree branches and

leaves allover the cabin.

(The bomb bay doors were still open , )

the roar of the good old Pratts take hold and away we went.

Then I heard

I do not know just

what caused this, anyway there was silence for a.bout two minutes and then the

pilot to crew check.

We landed and checked the plane.

and small branches allover the front..

as all the rest.
Col. Fish once

s~ated t~At

There was tree sap, leaves

The Lord was with us on that one, as well

we would fly 400 feet, sorry, we got a little

I think how close to dea.th we came --- seconds and maybe

lower.

5 feet lower.

"Miss Fitts" flew again.

WOW::

The crew:

Dick Paik, waist gunner-s Clem HUh, engineer;

pilot; Hank Gilpin, pilot;
Andy Dahlke, radio operator; and

Eubank, bombardier;

LaPoine, navigator;

Wersell, tail gunner.

\
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Newton, co-

LONG AGO & FAR AWAY

Submitted by
.JOHN A. REITMEIER
I am writing as September's edition of the C~etbagger was most inter.
esting to me having 1:een in Col. Heflin's original squadron and also knowing
St. Clair, Boone and Rudolph when they were 1st Lts. and also Col. Fish when he
was a Capt.

I was the John he mentioned in his article who lost his B-4 bag--

will never forget because Col. Heflin asked me one day when I was going to get
into uniform as I was wearing khaki, pants on a cold English

day::

I never

heard anyone mention this secret operation and I will now tell you a little
about it because I was one of the original crew members who was chosen for this
hush-hush operation.

Time has erased some of my recollections and i f any part

of my story is not believed or too sensitive at this late date, please forget
about it.

This is my recollection of the operation.

A few crews were picked out for this operation
the ranking officer among the pilots.

~d

Capt. Dave Schreiner was

Benny Mead was the pilot of our crew and

bomba:rdiers were taken off of each crew for this assignment.

We were sent to

London where we were introduced to Col. Bernt Balchen, who was to 1:e in charge.
~nformed

We weren't ever

what this opera.tion was all about.

In the meantime, we

were taken to one of the leading department stores and fitted for civilian
clothes---s~t,

raincoat and the whole works.

We were also issued forty-five

IJistols and given the OK to go to this firing range and expend all of the

ammunition that' we wanted to in o:rder to become familiar with them.

Boy t did

we have" fun shooting cans in rapid fire, etc •
.After these things bappened , we had passports made out in the Ame:r:i..can
Einbassy to Sweden and Soviet Russia.

After this, the first inkling of any

mission came about when we were shown maps of the Artic Ccean, including Norway t
etc.---of course we navigators were a bit concerned as navigation in the Polar
Regions is a bit more complicated.

Anyway, from this :point on, everything

changed with no explanations and we were sent back to the 492nd to continue our
tour of duty.

I was later shot down on my 28th mission but after getting back

to England and before going home I thought about this passport.

Thinking it

would be a good souvenier, I went to the Embassy one noon hour---sweet-talked
the nice secretary on duty---and obtained the passport which was evidently on
file.

I managed to get ddWn the front steps when some -excited Colonel ran up
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to me and asked for it.,

I ,naturally surrendered it to him as he very seriously

explained that shoUld aspy obtain possesion that he could infiltrate our ally

nation, Soviet Russia.
The clincher to this whole stor"J came a few months after I was out of the
service. There. is a little club near Maguire Air Force Base which is frequented
by the locals in~ our area and I went over one night thinking I might meet some
of my high school friends and who did

~

was the only one kept by Col. Balchen.

meet but Capt.. Dave Schreiner.

His crew

This is his version of what happeried ,

start on ha~-ng a world a;~line route and
these routes and we were to take over for
on to Russia---I forgot to mention that we
and told only to have our dog tags and c~J
no personal items. This supposedly in case we were captured that we would not
be shot for being a spy. Dave told me that the reason that things were can-

The United States wanted to get the
the civilian personnel wouldn't fly
them and land in Stockholm and then
were issued airline flight overalls

celled was because the English did not want us to get ahead of them and there-

fore would not clear our planes from the U.K. to fly to Sweden.

The Swedes

l'rould not give the English clearance to land there, so Anthony Eden, who I

believe was the Prime Minister at the time, sto~ped the operation.
Dave's crew was later moved to leuchars Airfield, near Edinburgh, Scotland
where they later regrouped and continued the operation. Dave told me that he
was shot down in the wa.ter out from Murmansk, Russia, by the Russians who mistook his plane for one of Germany's.

He was ];licked up and interned in Sweden

where he was released after Germany's defeat.
Incidentally, Sgt. Lou Hart was our crew chief (see the September Carpetbagger, page 8) and i f I remem1:er correctly, he waited quite a while for our
return the night we didn' t get back.

The picture is of our flight engineer,

Leo Dumesnil, who was from Louisiana and could speak both French and German.
I heard he broke

~s

ankle when he hit the ground.

The French fixed him up but

I heard that he'was a little too bold and got picked up by the Gestapo while

hoisting a few in a local bar.

"'
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ST. ELMO'S FIRE

Earl Zimmerman, a radio operator from "Indianapolis, !ndiana,"flew
Carpetbagger missions.

ttDuring the spring of l~I was assigned to a 'make-

up crew' and sent to Leuchars on temporary duty."
"My unit was commanded by Col. BerntM. Balchen, of Byrd Expedition fame

and Medal of Honor.winner.

the BALL

We flew night missions over Norway into Sweden on

~roject

(the ball turret was removed as one of many modifications on
our B-24s, thus the name). We trained for two weeks in night flying-including
many hours on a Link trainer by the pilots.

The pilots and radio man also

trained to coordinate ground controlled approaches. using a liaison transmitter,
as all messages were sent byeW."
"Crews consisted of pilot, co-pilot, navigator, engineer, ra.c.io man and
tail gunner.

All excess weight, including the oxygen system, was removed for

extra speed.

Bomb bays were left intact to carry the huge containers-destined

for the underground. n
"The green light was always given by Col. Bale hen , and a typical mission

was about like the one that I recall.

About supper time, he wandered from the

hanger, hands in pockets, staring at the darkening sky and said in a thick

Norwegian accent, "Ve go tonight, boys."

OUr

ships were prepared, we were

briefed, chowed down, waited for total darkness and took off.

This trip we were

carrying containers for the underground plus extra cigarettes and chocolate for
the reception committee personnel."
"We crossed the coast of Norway at 8,000 feet and immediately searchlights
picked us up. However, prior to take off we had been given the enemy color of
the day by Norl'1ay's clandestine radio.

The very pistol had been loaded with

those colors and it was fired instantly.

The lights winked off and we continued

on our way."
J60-degree turn at th:r.-ee different locations
to confuse enemy radar men on the real drol' zone (DZ). Approaching the first
turn area, we saw a very bright flame pass across the plane' s nose. It was very
disconcerting as no one could figure out what it was. We went on to DZ, saw the
1t0tJ:t- flight plan was to make a.

correct 1.ight pattern on the ground, got the right radio code made a successful
drop .• 1

"The pilot wheeled the bird around and headed for the coast.
building and lightning flashed in the distance.

Soon after a.rri ving over North

Sea things got nasty, and we tried to go over the top.

were still locked in the storm.

Weather was

But-at 15,000 feet we

Our old war bird bounced like a jumping bean,
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RPM was . increased, and we began letting down

and she groaned from, every 'rivet.

hoping to get uhder the ~ystem.

Visibility'was nil and lightning flashed every

few seconds."
"Descending t we slowly picked up' St. -Elmo "s Fire.

ing experience, almost as though the ship was on fire.

At first it was a frighten-

A light blue glow filled

the cockpit, formed halos around the gun barrels and props a~d ran along the wings
'.eading edge.

This strange phenomenon seemed to mesmerize the crew, and we

silently absorbed the beauteous color for about ten minutes then it slowly spilled
away as we continued downward toward the sea. The altimeter read 100 feet and
sti 1.1 no waves were spotted below. We climbed back up to 5, 000 feet and bored
into the ·storm· s fury."

"Radio contact was finally made when we reached. the Scottisn, coast and the
storm began subsiding.

That previous intensive training would not be used.

Bearings were received from Leuchars, and a classic approach was set up.

As we

prepared to touch down our landing lights showed we were lined up perfectly - on
a village.

A few more minutes of muddling through unveiled the base.

We Ire

home at last."
AIR TRANSPORT COMMAND AND THE PROJECTS

The SONNIE project was the first of these Scandinavian operations to be

planned, and the one that continued Lcngeab ,

It was launched in early

1944

for the purpose of bringing from Sweden to the UK about, 2, 000 Nor..regian air

crew trainees and American internees that might be released by the Swedish
government.
In spite of a slow start and persistent difficulties, much more than this
original objective was accomplished.

aircraft brought a total of 4,)04

From April 1, l:;44-June 25,

~assengers

from Sweden to the

194.5 SONNIE

~~,

including

Nonregians, American internees and the nationals of at least six other countries.
The flights were about the only dependable means of any communication between
the American Legation in Stockholm and the outside world.

They were the only

way of getting supplies and equipment to the U.S. air crews there, thus enabling

them to repair nearly two-thirds of aJ.l American aircraft force landed in that
country.

Also I they carried vitally needed supplies that could be transshipped

to the Nonregian underground t and brought ball bearings and other critical items

back to B:citian.

Indirectly, they -helped prepare the way for entry of Americcm

civil aviation into Scandina~a, by
of our transport aviation.

~emonstrating the
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flexibility and reliability

During ,the long., period of SONNIE, 'assigned personnel acquired considerable

knoWledge of Scandinavian te,rrain .and weather.

And it was logical that other

projects in the north'sho'uld be assigned to them.

Of those additional operations

the most important two were known as the BALL and WHEN AL'ID WHERE projects.

BALL PROJECT
It operated only from JUly-September

1944.

But it included dropping

weapons. ammunitions. food, radios and sabotage equipment directly into the
hands of Nor~egian underground forces and the planting of agents behind enemy
lines in northern Norway.

operation.

Six es:pecially modified B-24s were used for this

A total of sixty-four missions were attempted. and

successfully completed.

thi-~y-seven

were

About 120 tons of highly specialized cargo was delivered

to 'Teception committees" at widely scattered pin-point locations. Most of the
target- areas were in southern and central Norl"lay, but a few drops were made in
the north..

Unlike SONNIE t all BALL missions were made in armed aircraft under

combat conditions.
WHEN AND WHERE PROJECT

This was accomplished during the first half of
of all ATe operations in Scandinavia.

and was the most varied

Like SONNIE, it dealt with transporting

passengers and freight from one airfield to another.
cargo at designated points in Norway.

1945

Like BALL, it also dropped

Unlike either, it incl uded the use of

im~rovised

landing stri~s-one was marked off on ice on a frozen river.
In one case, when not even an improvised strip was available, two doctors
and a nurse were dropped. by parachute at the scene of a mine explosion.
OLD SOLDIERS
John

R.

Hirsh of New York City, New York served a.t Leuchars.

when Lt. Col. Keith Allen flew a C--47 to stockholm.

''I remember

The mission was one in

which all Brl tons would have been keenly interested had they known.

It was to

pick up an intact V-2 rocket - the first to arrive in England in a condition
to reveal all its gory secrets. It had been launched for test purposes without
a warhead and landed in Sweden rather than in the Baltic Sea."
"Col. Balchen was a regular guy, and none of the GIs could badmouth him

with the usual guff for a

co lest he

had someone to reckon with.

Once, he

\

. mentioned
to me that he hadn't written to his wife in the states for over
'\
eighteen months.

He reasoned that if anything hap:pened to him the Red Cross
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would'let her know~"·
Immediate supervision of the Scandinavin

projec~s

Ba,lchenon recommendation of Gen. earl ·Spaatz.

was assigned to Col.

It was a fortunate and very

The colonel.was 'born 'in Norway in 1899, and had an intimate

natural choice.

and extensive knowledge of SCandia:vian terrain and flying conditions.

expezd.ence reached .back almost to World War I in

His

Swedish-Nor~egian aviation.

In 1926 he was a mail pilot on the New York-Cleveland route.

From 1928-30

he was chief :pilot for the Byrd FJq)edi tion, for which he won the Medal of Honor

in 1932 and later became a naturalized American citizen.
The coming of war to Eu:ro~ sent Balchen from Nor-flay back to the U.8. in

September 1941 to report to active duty in the milita-ry service.

His first

assignment was as CO of the Greenland Base Command where he served until November

19'43.

He then spent two months with the War Department in Washington before

being assigned to lead the first ATe operations in Scandinavia.
Subordinates and associates found Col.
he had no "side. ,.

Balchen an easy man to talk to, for

He treated everyone from private to general as an equal.

Yet

beneath the quiet, unruffled exterior, it was easy to sense the steel core of
this man.

And for an untried operation - flying unazmed transports over enemy

territory or dropping war materials to the underground this combination of

velvet and steel was especially desirable.
Leadership for those "ea..~etbagger Projects" required a unique order of

diplomatic ability.

To insure their success , it was necessary to achieve working

balance between the many conflicting, intere~ts of all countries concerned.
These were the U.S. t Great Britian, Nor..ray, Sweden, and to a less degree,
Russia and Iceland.

Col. Balchen knew every im-portantNonregian and Swedish

government ·official plus leaders of the underground, :gersonally.

To an unusual

extent, he had the confidence of Scandinavians of all classes and positions.
This was a priceless asset for an operat~on in which informal understanding
meant everything.
Col. Balchen died in a New York hos~ital in Q:tober 1973 at seventy-three

.and was buried at Arlington National Cemetery on what would have been his
seventy-fourth birthday.

RELIEF
Sometimes there was a comic relief, even for the Car:Petbaggers.

One crew

returned from a mission and told the story about a French lady-agent whom they
were carrying.

She was slow getting to the Joe-hole because of the heavy gear
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she was wearing and was not allowed to jump, as the reception light went out
before she was ready.
pressure".

She sulked on the way back until nature put her under

She was directed to the "relief tube I' in the airplane's rear section.

The dispatcher gallantly turned his .back "while the girl struggled with her

zipped up man's flying suit, in an effort to use the tube that was, unfortunately,
designed for the male's ,~tomy.Fi~lly, the girl burst into laughter, and

when the dispatcher turned around, she demonstrated to him in rapid-fire
French and gestures that her personal "operation" had not been completely
successful.
..........

She was considerably dampened below the wa.ist (but not in spirits).
.: OVERSHOT,

',

Anothe.r ,time" a radio,' o-perator r~:ported.t~tas the aircraft crossed over

a target without making the })lanned dzop , he heard a wonian's voice on the' ground

S-phone yelling in a cockney accent.

"For Christ's sake, come back 'ere:

Turn around and come back! It

-

!

HORSES DROPPED EOl4BS ??
by JOE SCMDER
In a recent, letter, JCftN Sowder, Eombardier with the 856th BS, nen-

tioned his crew dropped "horse turd 11 OOmbs to the Maquis.

Being un-

familiar with this term I asked him for clarification and received the
fOll~g

Horse
-

....;.

answer.
-~urd

bombs has the size and .Iook of a horse turd.

OUr

crew

..droppedrthemby-pazachirre _ .• ~ oz' ~~ ~s"~to -the:Maciuis. ~y Y10uld
. s~tter:them gn the highWays .and .roads when the·· Nazi' convoys.. ran over .them"
it would put them out of Comnission.

thermite coal brickettes.
~ fl~

We also dropped, to the Maquis,

When these were put in a coal bin they burst in-

in buildings.

On one of. the~e missions, along with our load, we had

one woman and Cwo rren,
~

3

We S};Otted a GeDtBll· CDnv,oy and by S-phone, I talked

the drop J?eOple-Maquis-and told them a1:out the convoy.

"We know about them.

'~Joes" to drop--

They told us,

We have covered the road with "horse turds".
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On another mission, we dropped a container of jelled nitro- one bullet

. into it and we wc>uld 'have no rrore YK)rries, no nore troubles.
tell us until we got back hone to Base.
and out of briefings, all of us -

Stunnedl!

Quiet, meditative.

WOnderful Base -

They didn't

and to bed.

In

all the crew -were in a kind of shock.

Then to bed, sleep.

Astounded into unbelief

that we were back safe -- Shocked into sleep.

TRANSPORT AND TROOP CABRIER
As in the case of the liaison plane, the AAF had to adapt already proven

comnercial traJ1SIX)rts to military use, and it became .neceasary to rroclify
combat aircraft, bombers specifieally, for transp:>rt puq:oses.

The planes

which formed the backl:one of the AAF's t.ransp:>rt fleets were the C-47, C-46

and C-S4.
A steady and proven aircraft, the C-47 earned for itself a reputation
hardly eclipsed even by the rrore glancrous of the combat planes.

The work

horse of the air, one found it everywhere, whether shuttling freight or airborne troops, it did the job dependably.

Before the war was over the AAF

had accepted ncre than 10,000 OC-3 type planes,

~ch

tran.sp=)rt planes it received between 1940· and 1943.

was nearly half the

In troop carrier Wlits

the C-47 usually carried a four or five-rnan crew.
Arrcng the bombers nodifieCl for traJ1SIX)rt service, first choice fell on

the B-24,. because of its range.

Designated the C-87,

the

nodifiedOOmber

performed i.Irq;:ortant t.ransp:>rt services for the AAF from the beginning to
the end of the war.

Many unm:x1ified B-24' 5 saw unanticipated service as

transpJrts and tankers in theaters throughout the world, a notable example
being the use of a wing of Eighth Air Force B-24 1 5 in september 1944 to haul

gaso line for Patton I s Third Anny in France.
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HOW WE WERE .SHDr DOWN BY RUSSIANS
by
DAVE SCHREINER

Our intelligence people had ascertained that the German battleship

"Tirpi tz" was hiding in one of the f jards in the uppermost tip of Nor.iay.

Our

intelligence headquarters wanted ~o keep it under surveillance. They proposed
we parachute a two man team in the mountains on the north tip of Norway. This
team would have a radio with which they could notify British intelligence
headquarters i f the Tirpitz tried to escape.
We installed two bomb bay gas tanks in a B-24 to enable us to make the
extremely long triJ;> to the top of Norway and return. We were to take off at
):00 p.m. on 20 September
September 1.944.

1944

and return to Leuchers by 9:00 a.m. on 21

All went well during the firSt half of the journey.

We made

our drop but when we started to bring our wheels U1' and our flaps up for our
retur~

trip to

Sc.ot Land we lost power on our #3 engine.

We had. to feather

the pr9p. Now what to do?
Should we try to go back to England over the North Sea on three engines
which would be an eight hour flight or should we go to Russia. which was our
ally and only two hours away.

We had the proper flares in our signal pistol

to identify ourselves as friendly to the Russians.
We went out ovez the water and turned east.

We decided to go to Russia.

When we arrived at the Kola inlet

we headed south for Murmansk flying at 1500 feet with our lights on.
about ten miles to go to reach Murmausk.

At Vaenga the sky lit up.

Russian ship in· the harbor was firing at us.
.

.

would not Leave the aircraft.

We caught fire.

We had
Every

Col. Keith Allen

The rest of us bailed out, some landing in the

water and some landing on land. I was in the water. I was in the water for
quite a while before the Russians picke~ me up. My watch stopped at 12:30 a.m.
It was 21 September when they picked me up and took me to a Russian battleship
that was in the bay.

I guess that their whole fleet was there at that time.
In mid-morning I was taken to the

The Russians took good care of me.

British headquarte:rs and the Royal Navy Hospital on shore.

there.

My crew was waiting

Our Navy liaison officer, Captain Frankel met us and took charge.

Russian Admira.l, Gulafgo, told

Capt~n

The

Frankel he was sorry for the unfortunate

hap:pening but was ,grateful for saving eight of our nine man crew.

captain

Frankel made arrangements for Colonel A'.len's funeral and our trip back to
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Leuohers.

We were trans];)orted on the British 'battl.eship,· HMS RC?dney,

Captain

R.O • Fitzroy, to the northern :Part of Scotland, eitherOr1aley lies or Shetland
.Islands (Bendck). We talked the British Navy into flying us back to Leuchers •
.They provided two seaplanes to comp'.ete our trip.

on 5 october

We aJL:ci.ved back at tauchers

1944.

The crew of

our

aircraft when we were shot down were as follows:

Maj. Dave Schreiner, pilot

Lt. Col. Keith Allen, co-pilot
2nd Lt. Robert C. Durham, navigator
T/Sgt. Wm C. Jesperson, engineer
T/Sgt. Albert Sage, radio operator
S/Sgt. Harold E. Falk, asst. engineer-gunner
S/Sgt. Minor Babin, asst. radio operator-gunner
S/Sgt. Joseph L. Bennet, gunner
S/Sgt. Samuel L. Coo!'er, gunner.

'COME FLY WITH ME - NORTH

as told by
DA\IE SCHREINER

There is one thing that we did a.t Leuchers that' has not come out.
transported the first V-II that arrived in England.
the Germans wanted to see what the V-II would do.

in Sweden.

The story is this, it seems
So a dud was sent up to land

'They did this thinking tha~ the Swedes would complain and the Germans

could pin point where it hit.
directions.

We

Then they could make their calculations for

But the Swedish government didn't do this.

They kept quiet and made

arrangements with our Air Force to pick it up at Broma Aixport, Stockholm, and
bring it to Leuchers, Scotland, then on to England.

to do this.

The British Air Force refused

Our CO at Leuchers, Col. Bernt Balehen , said we would do it.

We

took an old DC-J shuttle from Prestwick and removed all the seats." Then the crew
., . >

of Col. Keith Allen, pilot; Wi thr.ow, co-pilot; Bob Durham, navigator; Jes:person

and Sage flew to Stockholm. The" Swedes loaded the V-II in boxes and then into
the 00-3_ Col. Allen and crew "i".ew the :plane to Leuchers. Olen Cup and I flew
the plane to London where the British experiment headquarters were located.
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LT. HUDSON'S CREW

by

DOUGLAS D. WALKER
During B-24 Liberator aircrew training at Gowen Field, Boise, Idaho, I made

several friends on other bomber crews.
One crew in particular, besides my dwn, sticks in my mind --- even after
40 years.
The ~ilot was .William H. Hudson, a stocky. curly haired extrovert from
Virginia with a ready smile.

He was a lot of fun to be around and was respected

by all who knew him.

During training at Gowen Field in the fall of 1944, I became quite friendly

wi th the various enlisted members of his crew, continuing friendships which had

started while we attended air gunnery school at Harlingen, Texas.
After our training period at Gowen Field was finished, our group of aircrews
was shipped to the Boston ~ort of embarkation, where we s~~pped out to England
aboard an ocean l~rier in early December 1944.
Four of the aircrews in our training cla.ss were assigned to Ha-~ngton Air
Force Base including mine - - Lt. Roger McCormick's crew.

When my aircrew was

re-assigned to the eEl Theatre of War, Burma, in .January

1945, I was ordered to

report to Lt. Swarts' crew as a disl'atcher.

This crew was already a veteran one,
(The "dispatcher tt was responsible for seeing

with 24 missions under their belt.
that the agents in the 'twaist" of the Liberator bailed out over the jump area
when the bombardier gave the signal over the intercom.)
This outfit in the 8th Air Force was the 8;6th Squadron of the 492nd Bomb

Group. We flew out of Harrington Air Force Base, Lccated near Kettering, England.
We bore the nickname "C~etba.ggerstt. T.-le flew clandestine missions in black
liberators at

nigh~,

drop:p.ing agents into France, Germany and Norway, as well as

munitions and supplies to the French, Danish and

Nor~egian

underground resistance

forces.

The agents we parachuted into German-occupied Europe, were working with the
American ass --- the Office of Strategic Services --- the forerunner of the present

day CIA.
When I joined Lt. Swarts' crew, I moved into his enlisted aircrew's Nissen
hut which we shared with Lt. Hudson's crew.

I quickly resumed my friendship with

them and, in between missions, we shared many a laugh together.
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One evening in February 19'4.5', Lt. Hudson came into our quarters wearing a
big smile and handed out cigars to ,his crewmen and to us.
baby boy}," he said with obvious pride.

"My wife just had a

We all congratulated him and drank a

toast to the newest member of his family with a cup of GI'coffee.

A few nights· later, Lt. Hudson's crew and our crew -

Lt.

Swa.-~s'

- - took

off on a dual niission to drop American commandos of Norwegian descent, together
with munitions and supplies, into the Jaevsjo lake area northeast of Trondheim,
Norway.

This was a point near the Swedish/Norwegian border.

The commandos were under the leadership of Major William E. Colby and their
objective was to cut the north/south railroad line in that azea , thus hampering

Nazi troop movements.

They were to blow up the rail lines and rai!.rQad bridges

and then retreat into the mountains to evade the inevitable German pursuit.
Our aircraft was carrying the commandos and Lt. Hudson I s was carrying the

munitions and supplies the commandos needed to operate.
We first flew to Sootland where we picked up the commandos and refueled.
then headed for Jaevsjo lake

t

We

which was located in a verJ mountainous area of

Norway.
As

we neared the drop zone, we encountered severe snowstorms and turbulence.

After flying on for over an hour, the decision was made by Lt. Swarts to turn

back.

We couldntt possibly loca.te the

d.ro~

zone in that miserable weather, let

alan e fly low enough to parachute the commandos to an accurate landi.tlg.

We flew back to Scotland and dropped off the commandos, then flew on to
Harrington,

disa:p~ointed

at not being able to complete our mission.

After our

arrival at our base, we waited for Lt. Hudson' s aircraft to appear, but to no

avail.
We haunted the Operations Office for several days , with no answers about

Lt~

Hudson's crew forthcoming. We kept hoping for t~e best that they had put down
at an alternate base on their return to England and were just slow in reporting
back.

Finally, we Learned what had happened to them.

The Nort1egian underground

forces had radioed that their Liberator had crashed into a mountain in the blizzard.
The underground located the plane the next day and buried the eight crewmen to
prevent the Nazi's from finding their bodies. We all felt a tragic sense of loss
at this bad news.
In all, two Liberator aircrews from Harrington crashed in the attem-ot to land
)
-

those~ commandos

in

and February 1945.

NorAay, due to the severe winter weather condi tions in January

(These two liberators carried 16 aircrew members.)
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Final~y, in. February,

16 of the original 36 commandos were successfully

dropped 'near Jaevs jo Lake and , although outnumbered 10 to 1, they completed their

mission with honor.

They teamed up with a local group of NOr'flegian resistance

forces and blew up several rail bridges and four miles of heavily guarded rail
lines.
Easter Sunday.of
by Nazi ski troops.

1945 :found them in a demanding

50 mile. ski chase, pursued

They managed to 'skillfully evade the searching Nazis until

the end of hostilities in May.
Two of the men on Lt. Hudson' s aircrew were Ange10 Santini, the tail gunner,

and Jack S:pyker, their dispatcher.
About two weeks after this tragedy, we were awakened in our quarters about
midnight by an apologetic voice asking, "Angelo --- are you here?"

We switched on

the light to revel Angelo Santini's brother, in England on a. furlough from his
infantry outfit in France.

To our dismay, he hadn' t heard about his brother's

death and had traveled to our base for a haP:9Y reunion with his brother.

He hadn't

seen Angelo in over two years.
We broke the bad news to him and gave the grieving 'man a bed in which to
spend a fitful night. He was nattu:ally desolated by the grim news which had
awaited him in Harrington, but departed the next day expressing gratitude that
the NOJ:'Wegian underground forces had given his brother a decent burial.
Several months later tt about the middle of June, when we were getting things

ready to fly home -

the war finally over ~ we had another saddened visitor.

It was Jack Spyker's fa.ther.

He had pulled some strings and managed to ..

puzauade the Government to allow him to fly to England.

He wanted to know as
much about Jack's last days as ,possible and explained that he was on his way to
Norway to claim Jack's body to return him to America.for burial in .the family
His grief was great.

Jack was an only son •
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,MEMORIES OF A·

rcsr WARFLIGHI'

by
GE0I:tGE WINDBURN
How strange it was. . Just walking around.

.The war was over.

Why, it was

going to be a won~er i f we would get any flying time in to qualify for flight
Forget combat pay.

pay.

Just flight

p~y

was the worry.

Then this :period of nothingness was changed.
flight of three planes which would

CaIrJ

I was a.ppointed leader of a

grotmd pezsonnef to Nor..ray.

people were to oversee the surrender of the German Furces there.

participated in the general

s~ender

They had not

of days ago.

The flight was to 1:e to Trondheim.

In daylight.

This time I could :pick my

In the war I took whomever I was given.

own co-pilot.

These

Usual.iy it was a first

pilot who needed one or two missions to end his tour so he could rotate back to
the States.
This had a specia.i effect on people.

These men didn-t know how good a pilot

t knov how good a crew we· were. So they felt in jeopC3---rUY by
the unknown. I felt for them, but that was the breaks.

I was and they didn

going out with

9

For this triI'. which I figured as a fun trip, I asked my good friend Jerry

to fly wi th me.

Jerry agreed and this made my crew very happy as he and his

crew were our close friends.
How this whole thJ.ng got off the ground is rather fuzzy.

briefing.
thing.

What was there to it?

It was a very short

Just a milk run up Norway, . no fighters, no any-

Good weather.

Since.I was the lead ship, I got the Ame~can Colonel and those people he
chose to go. with him. They appeared to be Scandanavians who had somehow enlisted
i.n the American kJ:my.

about

twen~y

Each ship carried. about the same number of passengers,

in all as I recall.

Well, this turned out to be any-thing but a milk run.

many ways.

Can you believe we actually got lost?

It was a disaster in

The truth.

faving flown at

night with a pe:r:fect record, here we were in daylight screwing up ,
in and around the clouds.

done better.

We had been

Not on the wave tops where we would have pro'bably

We were playing at airliner and. not making a go of it.

We were just stooging around as time passed.

Because we had passengers

standing around us on the flight deck I couldn't speak up in plain
ask Charlie, down in the nose, what we were

"
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doing~ong

lan~~e

and

and what we were god.ng"

't,) do about it,.,

And the~ the' most incredible thing happened.

Out shot

a. civilian airplane

from a nearby _,clo,ud, pu~ling a red glider-on a pleasure flight.

What in the world was going on?

Did you see .that?

It was a glider, wasn't
Here is a break in the clouds and I immediately turned to capture it and to
,

it?

,

corkscrew down the- hole and see the earth once more.
Lo and behold there was a fairly large grass airfield in front
~hrottled

back a. bit and kept on descending.

being driven out onto the field making it

of us.

I

But, look down there. cars are

q~te

plain they did not want me to

land.
It was then, with the national flag plainly in sight, that one of the paaa-

engers spoke up and said that we were over Sweden.
Sweden? How in God's name CQuld we have been so left of course as to have
ended up here?

No matter.

The cat was out of the bag.

were lost and that we had screwed up.

Now everybody

knew we

What to do?

The same Scandanavian said he knew where. we were.

He said we were about due

Just make a left turn and keep going that way.

East of Trondheim.

The clouds opened up every once in a while and through those holes all I
saw were more hills.

Whether Swedish or Nor..regian, I couldn't tell.

But our new navigator knew.

He was given the best view obtainable.

After

all, he was going to save our bacon.
He proved to be so correct.

We flew over the tops of the snow capped moun-

tains East of Trondheim Airfield confidently as we listened to our source of
information eagerly.

It is now a little frightn.ing to think this was probably

his first-ever flight and certainly his first time giving aerial directions.
And very suddenly, there was the airfield right in fI:Ont of us.

right in front of us.
in apl>roach.

It caught me by surprise.

I mean,

I was practically on a straight

The only trouble was I was a little too high and going too fast.

get down to the ground we would have to zoom down.
Zoom we did.

Flying much too fast.

activity on the ground.

What the devil.

To

It was time to end the show.

Much too high.

I can get it on.

A lot of people and

Just keep nosing it

down.

Our touchdown point was maybe halfway down -the runway, doing a zillion miles
an hour.

I was riding the brakes immediately, trusting they would not be burnt

out, or that I wouldn't mess up the wheels or gear with such a strain.
A turn-off to the right at the end of the runway was a lurching maneuver
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.which was .ea.siest . for me because I was strapped to my seat.

EverJbodyelse had

to hang on and wonder.. It was a very swift and swaying turn, and it was the

(

great expanse of concrete which allowed. me to get things under control •
. While still zinging down the runway doing a ridiculously high ground speed ,

I glanced out to see a camera man taking movies of the whole fiasco.

What a

record! It was hUmiliating.
Needless to say, the whole airfield wi th its supporting complex was seen as
You will recall Trondheiln was a bomb-proof

a German military installation.

submarine base from which they

w~nt

out and attacked shipping.

They dug out the

mountains at water's edge and mad.e these forces urrreachabl.e ,
The people on the ground around our pla.'1e were a curious mix of armed
civilians and uniformed Germans.

engers.

The crew and I paz-ted company with the pass-

We each went our own ways.

Our way being dictated to us.

We were taken

.to another part of the complex to a barrack-type building where we met crew numcez
two of the three :plane flight. Here we learned that the th...""1.d p lane had trouble
and had landed.. 'at the Cannan airfield in Bergen, fa:rther down the coast towaxds
home ..

I was struck with the generic similarity of the Ger:na.n and American mill tarJ

housing.

However, the Americans made a complete fetish of black construction

paper•.
Once in the building I couldn't help but notice the Trlindow

shades.

But of

course they were essential for two reasons.
First, there were twenty-four hours of daylight now. And second, this was
the brothel for the non-commissioned officers. The ladies had already been
removed before our arrival.

few words.

The early arrival crew had seen them and had said a

The girls came from occupied terri. tor.! and they were to be unde'rs tocd

for the choices they had in life in those days.
raids, no shooting. no knocks on the doors.
knows what other kinds of l'erks.
did.

At '!rondheim there were no

air

There was food and clothing and who

Their f s was a. rotten life no ma.tter what they

.And the rot came from what others did to them.

All of us Americans were standing around in a huddle, not knowing what was
going to happen when a German officer came into the room and in his language

was going to make the sleeping arrangements.
It was here my two years of German first made its strategic appeazance , .I
said

t

quite boldly t ''Wir schlaffen alle zusammer."

(We all sleep together.)

did not want to be broken up and dispersed around the complex.
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We

It was going to

(

-_ -be in one group.

Period.

And tha twas the way we went to bed.

I t-ras still wearing my Colt 45J strap:g ed to my-right leg.

I can't think

of any other weapon·among the whole bunch of us. -r don't know who I was pro.tecting. after myself.," Did I sleep with it? I don It remember, but I could have.
There just·wasn't meant to be any sleep for me.
wide awake.

All ·6f those Germans, a handful of us.

to give you a better view of the odds.

No matter what, I was just

They were in the thousands

What was I doing in this brothel?

I

didn't like hearing German being spoken as German soldiers went about their
routines as though the war was still on and I was in some wei-~ way merely a
spectator.

I was being saluted by them as an officer and I was returning sal ut.es,

It was strange to say the least.

Some kind of internal gears needed to get into

synch,

When morning came, and I don't know how one could

tel~

except by the sun's

eastern swing, we were told to report to another building to meet

American Colonel.

t..n th

the

Once there, he immediately said he needed the people from

Bergen in the downed plane.

He asked for a volunteer.

I vol1.Ulteered.

Now the tables were turned and we were to be briefed for flight by the
Luftwaffe.

metorology.

They had telephone connection with their field in Bergen.

They had

And more importantly t they had gasoline.

There is a lot of fog in my memo~J about the take off and such details as
that •. I know we navigated very easily, simply a matter of .keeping the ocean on
our right.

Bergen would jump up at us when we got there.

And got there we did.

We found out that the

And not a· very big one at that.

~ield

We could see the B-24

on

was just an

the ground.

isl~d.

We made

our circle' to land.
Out of habit we had our radios on and at the usual frequencies.

When I was

lined up for final approach to one of the two rLmways an American voice comes on

Don't land." By the voice I knew it was
their navigator and for some reason I was upset that he would warn me off and
stop the flight.
the radio saying, "Don't land.

Repea.t.

Jerry and I just looked at each other and I kept right on landing.

It was

as we were leveled' out and just.prior to making contact with the ground that I
noticed this was a wooden runway. Not packed dirt or so-so concrete as it
appeared while in flight. Whole logs laid side by side across the runway.
\ Nothing to d.o but compl~te the landing.
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We were headed right into a Fioxd

witu it~ towering:.walls and the possible go-around would have called for some
faricy footwork.
So there we were.

parking sapce ,

On the ground, turned around and taxiing back to find a

Our a.rrival didn't go unnoticed.

Tile were met by Americans and

the Luftwaffe.

It would be too easy to relate all the perils of this -encounter, such as the
shooting of a dog by an angry Luftwaffe officer.

plane.

This while I was alone in the

Those shots almost made me jump out of my skin.

Better to cut this short

and tell you that the Americans t the Colonel wanted, refused to fly out with me.

They said I couldn't get out of there in a B-24.
Nothing.

So, what to do?

If they wouldn't go, I would and it was going to be right back to

We figured we had enough gas to make it.
Jerry and I walked off the runway. We had its distance figured out.

Ha....~ngton.

There

.was a marker along side the runway and I said to Jerry we would use that as our
go-no go marker. We would ei~her lift off at that :point or he would punch the
crash button and we would all duck for some sort of end-of-runway smash.
We briefed our crew.
start of the take off roll.

make it.

This time they were to be in their crash positions from
It wasn't only the Americans who thought we wouldn't

The Germans had the same idea.

They came out in great numbers, sitti!1..g

casually on the hillside of the runway to watch the fun.

I had Tom, our engineer, walking outside the :?lane as he guided us to the

outmost edge of the runway we could command.

Once there, he came inside, took up

his crash position with Vince on the flight deck.
We ran the

When some

i~er

~ngines

up.

All the way up.

We kept them winding and winding.

voice said to go, I released the brakes and started the roll.

This was going to be a ma:dmum take off effort.

Roll on down the runway :picking up speed.

No flaps to start with.

Looking at the speedometer (air speed

indicator) and trying to watch for that marker we had selected while on foot.
"Half flaps" to Jerry.

And we began to lift off.

down and pick up some more speed.

Now put the nose right

Milk the fla.ps up, keep the nose down, clear

those rocks at the end of the runway.

Hold it there t kick a little right rudder

to point you towards those high walls of the Fiord because you knew you were
going to chandell up and away from them or s];llatter yourself allover them.
It was a ni ce t flashy high kick turn away from the walls ani a more gentle

rollout to fly directly back over the r..mway He had just lifted off.
~ut

with one minor exception.

We really passed to the right of the runway
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as we were going to buzz those Germans who 'came out for the crash.

They had to

duck, I'm' sure of·that.
Suxe we made it back.

We told our story.

I still consider that a combat

trip and call it my twenty-first.

4/13/89
THE NIGHT I OBEYED THE LADY
by

ROBERT W. FISH

The time was late summer of

1944.

I was on a

mission to an area southeast of PaJ:is, France.

res~:ply

"carpetbagger"

I can no longer remember whose

B-Z4 and whose crew I was using for that flight.

When I flew combat I made it

a ~ractice to act as the aircraft commander and to fly from the left side
seat.

~ilot's

We were only a few miles from our initial point when our flight engineer
stepped onto the flight deck and informed me that we had a fire in the bomb bay.
I gave that bit of intelligence a split second "s worth of thought and then said
to him, ''Don't tell me your t:roubles; go back and put it out'."

He did~

An

electrical short
adjacent to a hydraulic fluid .leak had ignited the fire.
.
With the situation back under control we elected to continue our flight to

the target drop zone.
see for miles.

The moon was very bright, the night was clear, we could

It was an ideal condition in which to be

fighter.
upon arriving at the target area we were

"zap~ed" by

disap~ointed

a night

by no reception party.

That left us no choice but to return to England.

A few minutes into our return flight, the tail gunner came on the interphone
and said, "Hard right:~

Hard right:~"

That got my attention and I did a diving

hard right turn of about 90 degrees followed by a few violent cork screws

on the deck.

righ~

My immediate reaction was that we had a night fighter on our tail.

I next asked h:iJn why the alert •.

He told me that we had had another B-24, one of our own aircraft, overtaIdng

us and about to ram us from the rear.

He estimated that i t was less than one

hundred feet behind us and exactly on our altitude when he saw it in the moon-

light.
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About ha.1.fway between Paris and London we lost -power on our number :3 engine
and had to feather the :propeller.

We climbed to about 2,000 feet of altitude to

give -us some room for mcLneuver in case we had to bail-out.
As we approached the French coast I :radioed -the B:ri tish Air Defense Con-

troller to request: a change in my flight plan to allow us' to take the most

direct route home to Harrington.
Our approved flight plan called for us to skirt around London to the south-

west before we turned north to our base at Alconbury.

twenty minutes more flight time than a direct route.
I received an immediate response to my request.

That route would add about
A

female voice came on -the

radio and requested that we make a ninety turn to my left.

This was an identi-

fication maneuver to allow the radar operator to positively identify my aircraft.

we 'completed the turn that same voice came back on the radio, "r have you
identified. Follow my instructions and I will take you home. Fly a heading of
-353 degrees.
That heading would fly me right over the heart
London. The
As

of

It

heart of London was not normally a friendly area to any. aircraft, especially at
night.

The anti-a.ircra.ft gunners

in defense

of London became very nervous when-

ever an aircraft entered. their defense territory.

I did not relish the idea of

exposing my aircraft to them, so I began to bear a little more to the right so
as to :pass east of London.

In about three minutes she requested my heading and altitude.
2.000 feet and 10 degrees.

Her response was immediate.

came back a.t me with, "Listen to me, Yank:
P.lease acknowledge="

I did, "Yes Ma.m:"

In 'very firm tones she

~til

I tell you otherwise:

She guided us directly to our landing

field where we landed without further incident.
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I reported

I gave you a heading of 353 degrees.

Now get your ass back on that heading and hold it

/
\.

JOHN W.. GILLIKIN SURVIVES
On June 21, John W. Gillikin returned to Duerne, France accompanied by his

two sons and daughters-in-law". John had been invited to return by Mr.. Serge

Blandin, an honorary member of our Association.
About 2:00 a.m-. August 15, 1944, in a hilly area near Lyon, at the
designated drop site Sgt. Gilli1dn, the dd.spatchez-, said, "We had just made the

I heaxd the pilot yell, 'Pull up, :pull up ~'

drop.

sharply

then crashed.

Then we touched, pulled up

When I came to, I was out in the middle of the field

and I could see the :plane burning.

There wasn't anything I could do.

So I

managed to get over to a hedge row at the edge of the field and crawled in."
Members of the Resistance forces were waiting, taIdng turns dozing and
watching for the plane to make the drop.

When they heard the crash and saw the

entire hill in flames, they began to climb the hill to help the survivors •••• if
there were any.

flames.

When they arrived. they saw that the plane was engulfed in

The searchers could find no evidence that anyone survived the crash.

The next morning two members of the Resistance found Jo1m Gillikin near a haystack, severely injured

and burned.

John had been thrown a great distance from

the burning :plane.

When he awoke, the burns on his face had caused so much swelling he had to
pry one eye open with his fingers to see where he was.

"About daylight I heard voices.

I pried one eye open; I· decided they were

probably friendly. so I turned myself' in to them.

They interrogated me for a

long time then had a farmer and his wife take me to their house and hide me in

the cellar."
Despite the constant presence of the enemy, the bodies of the dead airmen

were wrapped in the :parachutes and buried nearby.
One night several weeks later, ?ne of the Carpetbagger planes was scheduled

to fly in, land and pick him up. The Maquis took him to a designated spot and
waited and watched but it never came. Years later, he was told that the Nazis
had a big convoy in the area and the plane couldn It land.

He stayed there

several more weeks until the Allied Forces worked their way up from the Mediterranean and got to Lyon.

They flew him to Italy to a hospital.

The Italian

hospital was not equipped for skin grafts and he was soon flown back to an Army"
Hospital in

AuguSt~.

GA.

There John spent eight months in recovery.

J6hn Gillikin's visit,

45 years after the crash, was celebrated by survivors
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of the Resistance movement and their families.-

The celebration included a memorative ceremony in Duerne, after which John
saw, for the first ,time, a huge monument erected on the site of tr:e crash.
The
ceremony included the posting of flags, a roll call of the missing, the laying
of wreaths and the playing of Taps.
anthems of France

and

Next came the playing of the national

the United states of America.

A banquet and reception

honoring the visitors followed the ceremony.
Some of the special guests participating in the ceremonies included the
following:

M. Ga.1erga of Lyon, the consul general of the US; Andre Beniere,

mayor of Duerne; Joseph Besson, Resistance leader who saw the crash and later
wrote a book about the supply drops to the Resistance; Mrs. Decultieux and her
family, who personally housed and assisted JOM during his recovery; Col. Paul

Riviere, who was in charge of all secret operations in eastern France during
the war; his wife, Jannick Riviere, who was John's nurse after the crash; Marius
G~rard t

member of the Resistance and the man who checked John's eyesight after

the crash; and many other former Resistance members and d.Lgnataxies.

**********
Footnote from "Carpetbaggers" by Ben Parnell.
"The 8,56th Squadron crew of 2nd Lt. Richard L. Norton, Jr., also left

Harrington on ~he night of Aug:ust 14 for a mission to France.

Nothing was

heard of the B-24 or its crew until a letter arrived from the 93rd Evacuation

Hospital dated Sept. 8 addressed to the CO, 36th ES, aGIst BG. The letter
stated that Sgt. Gillikin had come to the hospital as a patient the night before.
His bomber

had

crashed and he was the only survivor.

It was likely 'that Sgt.

Gillikin would lose severa: fingers but otherwise he would recover."
Members of that fa.teful crew were:
2nd Lt. Richard L. Norton, Jr., pilot;
2nd Lt. Connie L. Walker, co-pilot;
2nd Lt. Benjamin Rosen, bombardier;
2nd Lt. Lloyd L. Anderson, navigator;

S/Sgt. James H. Husbands, engineer;
S/Sgt. Wayman B. Skadden, tail gunner;
S/Sgt. William H. Money, radio operator, who died after the crash

Sgt. John W. Gillikin, dispatcher, lone survivor.
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August '4, 1944

MISSION #6

'490/492nd Gp.

(McKinley)

.There was not much of an excuse for me to go on this mission.

Three

squadron crews had Belgium targets and it had a reputation ,of being a "hot"

country.

Some fellows complain and say, ''Why don t t the wheels take these

missions, they have the rank,.-etc., etc."·

I hadn't flown on a mission for three weeks and was bored stiff with the
job of Squadron Bombardier in a squadron which did no bombing and every crew

was on their own each mission. In the office, I have a chart on which I color
in green for completed missions and red for uncompleted ones. Outside of flying
missions and training new crews, this is the sum of my work.
Besides all this I'd been paid on the 31st and promptly lost it (on the
dice). There was nothing to do and life was boring.
So I went for several reasons, the main one was to experience the th-~ll of
a mission. There was also the fact that the men would respect me more and realize I'm not sitting on my ass because of fear. Then too, I could see what
Be~gium looked like and advise better on good pilotage points for navigation.
Lt. Wright was the pilot and I sat u~ in front (bombardier's position) with
Lt. "Whiskey" Sauer his bombardier. We had two targets, one to drop three "Joes It
f

on via parachute and to drop a normal load on the other.

Take off time was 2300 hours and the three "bodies" or "Joes" showed up
only a few minutes before then. One, to our pleasant surprise was a very lovely
young girl.

When introduced to Lt. Brinkman, the navigator, he told her she was

the first lacly they'd had the pleasure of taking over -- "and she's very pretty,
too". She blushed and said demu:r:ely, "Thank 'you kind sir. tt One of the two
"Joes" was her husband. A Navy photographer took a flash photo as we were
standing outside the ship.
Lt. Wright has' a wonderful wit and personality. Yet he is a fine pilot and
has one of the best crews in the group. It is certainly one of the happiest ones
and I love to fly with them.
We took off for the eastern coast and the interphone buzzed every minute
with conversation concerning the pretty girl in the waist section of the ~lane.
Everyone wanted to swap jobs with the sergeant dispatcher who was to have the
pleasure of throwing her out the "Joe Hole".
it became trite even with such a good subject.
night.
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There was so much talk about her,

The channel was beautiful that

THE JOE WHOWOULDNIT GO
BY FLT. COMMANDER GEORGE JOHNSON

We had a full load to deliver plus one Joe.

And as was

our standard operating procedure, the Joe was not delivered
to our aircraft until the air crew was at their respective
stations in the aircraft.

This last minute delivery of the

Joe to the aircraft was a security procedure that was designed
to protect the Joe.

In case the aircraft and air crew were

shot down during the mission they would be unable to identify
the Joe under the pressure of interrogation by the Germans.
The dispatchers in the waist section of the aircraft were the
only crew members to see and talk to a Joe.
We had an uneventful flight to the drop zone.

Our recep-

tion party was ready and gave us the proper identification

signals.

We flew over them and dropped our containers and
We turned and came back over the drop zone to drop

packages.

our Joe.

He was, according to our dispatcher, sitting at the

edge of the hole positioned to drop out.
bombard~er the" dispatcher slapped

was his signal to jump.

On signal from the

the Joe on the back which

All he had to do was push himself

forward from his sitting position and out he would go.
this Joe didn't go.

Only

To land close to their reception party

on the ground the Joe must go immediately when he is slapped
on the back or he will miss the target area and land some-

where out in the "boonees".

The dispatcher called me on the

interphone and told me the Joe had failed to jump on signal.
I informed the dispatcher to get ready and I would fly one

more pattern to come back over the drop zone, but only more
because of security reasons for the reception committee on
the ground.
over them.

We could· not expose them by continuing to circle
The dispatcher passed that information to the Joe.
'\.

A few mom~nts' later the dispatcher called me and told me,
,"the Joe {snit gonna gol" I called back on the intercom and
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s t.at.ed , "The hell he isn't.
this and he's going to jump!"
and said, "No he isn't!

going to go.
along the

This guy has been trained for
The dispatcher called back

He says he has decided that he's not

He's out of the jump ho Ie and is new si tting

~ide

of the airplane".

So I continued to fly a

drop pattern that would put us back over the drop zone, and
said to the dispatcher, "You tell him

I"m coming back there

and I am going to personally throw him out.

That son-of-a

In a

bitch is going to go out of there one way or another.

few seconds the dispatcher called again and said, "He says
he

is not going to jump and he has taken off his parachute.

Now he is taking off his jump suit.
scared.

This guy is really

He is not going to jumpl"

I gave the situation a few seconds of thought and then
told my dispatcher, 1tThere isn't any more we can do about it.
If he won't wear his parachute and is taking off his jump
suit you might as well close the jump hole and we will go home
to

England~

Heaven only knows what is going to happen to this

guy when we get back.

We have given it our best shot".

So we brought him home.

When we got near Harrington

Air Base we called for landing instructions and also informed
the Control Tower that we had our passenger still on board.

When .we got to our parking hardstand there was a car
waiting our arrival.

The last I

saw of that Joe,

ac

oup I e

of beefy characters were escorting him from our aircraft to
an unmarked car.

I don't what happened to him but I sure as

hell wouldn't have wanted to be in his shoes.
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TOO MANY .AIR FIELDS

Forty-five_ years is a long ·time to remember things that happened in
complete detail.

However, the basio story is true and remains as one of my

favorite anecdotes of my Carpetbagger days.
Norman Russell ·

•

Ret~ng from one of our missions about the middle of July

encountered a light layer of clouds over Harrington airbase.

1944

we

As we circled

the field and asked for landing instructions we were told to land 36 and we
were the only plane in the pattern.

As we lined up with the landing runway we

lost it completely in the thin hazy 1ayer of clouds.

told them we couldn't see the runway.

They said to circle again and try once

We did and again lost the runway.

more.

We called the tower and

Passing over the field we could look

directly down and see everything but looking horizontally through the thin

cloud we could see nothing.

The tower operators said to

would have some flares shot off the end =f runway 36.

easily but could not see the runway.
look for an alternate field.

~ircle

agad,n and they

We could see the flares

Sc we called the tower and said we would

Jim McKerL'la, our navigator. suggested we take up

a heading of 60 degrees and he would give us a frequency to contact a nearby
British landing field.

I was the co-pilot and handling the radio.

I called' the

British airbase.and received instructions to land.
We landed and rolled to a stop at the end of the runway.
direction should we turn?

yet. "

I

rep~ied

My

I asked which

radio contact said, ''We do not have you in sight

''We Ire sitting on the end of your north-south runway. tt

At

that moment another voice came over the radio, "You're on our field, turn left." .
We had been in radio contact with one British airfield and landed on another.

After a two hour wait we flew back to

~_ington.

**********
This crew was made up of Maurice "Jake" Jacobson, pilot; Norman Russell,
co-pilot; Jim McKenna. navigator; Dave Cleveland, bombardier; Bob Marriett,
engineer; Mitch Hart, radio operator,; and Joel Carter, dispatcher-gunner.

\
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490/492nd Gp. (McKinley)

August 6, 1944

MISSION #7

Our original target was way down in France near Switzerland.

At the

weather briefing a sudden change in targets was announced and we were given
one in Brest only _a couple of miles from the harbor itself. The load was to
contain material which was to be used to prevent the Jerries from destroying

the haroor before the Yanks took it over.

Heavy flak was plotted on both sides of the target but I assumed it was
out of commission or else we would not be sent to such a ticklish spot.

There

was a strong rumor floating about that an armored spearhead of tanks was in
the target city already.

Haze and ground fog were already descending on central England when we took
off at twenty three zero five.

I crawled up to the nose at take off but could

do little pilotage because of the haze.

So I just sat there and dreamt of how

thrilling it all was.
Cap~. Willard Smith was the pilot, Lt. Leon Dibble, co-pilot, and Lt. Jack
Sayers, navigator. We were off on what appeared to be a "milk run" and everyone
was in high spirits.
they are to work with.

Lt. Melinat's enlisted crew was with us and a fine bunch
We left England on course and headed across the channel

wi th a huge glorious full moon off to our left.

The gunners test fired their

guns and all was well.
There were six ships going to this target and for safety we all agreed to

enter the continent at the same point, the mouth of a river.

Jack's special

navigation equipment burned out completely thrity miles :prior to the enemy coast.
This left us' with only Dead Reckoning and Pilotage for navigation.

However.

there was a solid undercast as we neared the coast, leaving only DR.
A minute before the coast I saw flak shooting up a few miles ahead of us
t

and told the pilot to turn fifteen degrees right so we could go around it.

The

turn screwed up our DR a bit.
The undercast covered the entire peninsula including the target and I saw
nothing until we overran our ETA and flew over the harbor itself.

Searchlights

began popping up all around us and then light flak followed by a few bursts of

heavy flak which was much too high.
frightening.

of it after

The light flak was accurate enough to be

We did evasive action down and out into the harbor and were clear
thr~e

minutes.

" Jack gave the pilot a heading over the interphone, "340 degrees and pray
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, God to' help -yOu." He said this in such a sad voice that Ca:ptain Smith remarked t
, -II Ah ,come on r:t0w .Jack • it's not that bad ,"
I a,gre~d with Jack, it was that bad..
Jack is a great navigator and an outstanding person.
When we were turning there was much, activi-tyto be seen.

searchlights had

someone coned and _flak was pouring bright.ly into the cen~er of it. In the
harbor & couple of barges or destroyers . w ere throwing a grea.t quantity of shells

into the searchlighted area.

~ there in the air we could not be sure whether

the fire was from friend or foe.

After the turn we deliberated whether to go down and try to get under the

clouds or not.

They were obviously within a few hundred feet of the ground and

i f we were off a. cou:ple of miles our plane would be duck

below.

SO~

for the guns

We decided to go back and that Jerry was still very much in control of

Later we learned that none of the planes had drop:ped on the target.
It was not an accessible target that night.
the harbor.

MEMORIES
As

told by

RAYMOND J. ELLIarT;
MEMBER OF CUNNINGHAM'S QREfIi

We flew

35

"Carpetbagger" missions.

We started flying in late May

1944

(had

4 missions in by D-ray) and comple"ted our 35th mission in la.te August or early
September 1944, just before the Carpetbagger Operations were concluded. We then
spent. a few days starting to convert the planes to carry gasoline and then start"ing
our trip back to the states.
On one of the missions we dropped 5 American Rangers and their equipmen-t
behi.nd. the enemy lines. . It was. successful~. as far as we know. They were going
in to train the Maq uie. • • •• help them with the demolition of bridges to slow down
the German Army in retreat.
One other thing I remember is that on the firs't day after Paris was liberated
by our force,S, out' radioman Arnold Brown flew with our Base Commander, Col. Heflin,
I think, to Paris to meet with the Frenc"h Underground. They flew in a 0-47 and
Arnold acted as interpxeter as he could SI'eak French. He brought each of us a
beret with the Maquis emblem on it. I still .have mine.
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·A FREE TRIP· HOME
by

DOUGLAS D.• WALKER
My outfit in ~he 8th Air Force during World War II was the

of the 49200 Bomb Group.

856th Squadron

We flew out of Harrington Air Force Base near Kettering

in Northamptonshire, England.

We bore the code name "Carpetbaggers" because we

flew clandestine missions at night, dropping agents in France and Germany and
munitions and supplies to the French, Danish and Norwegian underground resistance

forces.
The agents we parachuted into France and Germany were working

the Office of Strategic Services.

w~ th

the ass

(This agency was the forerunner of the CIA.)

One night, while preparing the waist of the B-24 Liberator for the arrival
of the "Joe" (the agent we were to drop into Germany that night), I was beckoned
out of the aircraft by an ass Captain.
He warned me to be careful that night, and to keep "my distance from the "Joe".
Seems that the agent we were to drop was a former POW German Army Sergeant who had
volunteered to join the American ass and return to Germany as a spy for the U.5.
"Of course,"

~he

Ca.ptain said, "we have no way of knowing if he is going to

spy for us or i f he is just looking for a. one way free ticket 'back to the "fathe:raland" •

Watch out that he doesn't try to :pull you out of the aircraft when he

jumps.

You'd .be a good prize for him to deliver to Hitler."

My concern at this bit of' news was ~urther heightened by the actions of the

"Joe" after we had leveled

o~f

and headed for Germany-.

my side of the plane in the darkness.
opposite him on take off.)

I felt him move over to

(I had deliberately sat on the floor

He put his lips close to my ear and shouted over the roar of the engines

in broken English, "Das is Liberator airplane?"
I yelled back, "Yes, Why do you ask?"

He responded, "My gunnery crew shoot down many Liberators in North Africa. It
I could hear the smile in his voice.

This was enough to fuel my a.lready

suspicious concerns •
•

I :pulled away from him , dug out my flashligh and jerked my 45 cal. pistol
from it's holster ~

I pointed the weat'on at him in the glare of my flashlight

and yelled, "Move to the other side of the plane -

Mach Sclmell. ,.

smiling and moved with alacrity to the other side of the waist.
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For the neXt few hours. I flashed my. light on him every

5 to ten minutes,

still clutching my pistol in 'my hand. He didn't move.
When he parachuted
of the planet I stood five feet away from him when I

out

yelled the signal for him to' jump.
I have often ~ondered. if he was jus-t looking for a. way back to GeDDan. He
certainly said the-- wrong thing to an American Air Force man~ I must Sdmit, I
had to fight down a passing thought to "mistakenly" not hook up the static ~ne

to his ripcord as

&

little revenge for the American flyers he and his gunnery

He probablY' wondered the same thing, until his

crew ldlled in North Africa..

chute opened.

AN ANGRY "JOE"

Submi tted by
ROBERT W. FISH
In

1944

(I cannot recall the specific date) I flew a mission to an area in

Central France.

The purpose of the mission was to drop a Jedbu:r:gh Team into

that area..

The leader of that team was Prince Serge Obolenski, a Russian prince
in exile in New York City. In New York City he was the chief "honcho" of the
Roof Garden Restaurant on top of the St. Regi~ Hotel. He was a real "gung he"
type.
When"w~

arrived at the target area there was no "reception party in sight.

I refused to let the team jump.

Oboleilski was furious.

area as well as he knew the palm of his hand..

He said he knew that

He claimed he required no

reception committee to make a safe entry. in.to that area.

I still refused to

let him and his team jump.
On the wa.y back to England, Obolenski came fona.nl to the flight deck

and cussed me out for at least fifteen .minutes in English, French, and Russian.
He was fluent in all three la.nguages.
again.

He never had a chance

t~

He swore he would never speak to me

do so.

He was inserted into France at a later da.te by another crew.
\
r'

\'
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MY FIRST

FLIGh~

TO PARIS

by

'ROBERT W. FISH

Two days

afte~

Paris fell to U. S. Army forces who

wer~

battling the

Germans t Major St. Clair and I flew a C-47 into Le Bourget Airfield in Pa...~s.

Our mission was to transport some Officers of Strategic Services (OSS)
personnel to Paris and to return other ass agents to England.

The flight to

Paris and the landing at Le Bourget were without incident. Our ai=craft
was met by some ass officers who informed us that our return passengers would
not be available until the next day.
the night in "gay Paree".

This meant that we would have to spend

It also meant that the air crew was s tzanded in

Paris with no transportation and no place to spend the night.
We parked our aircraft in what seemed to be a relatively safe place.
were the only airplane on the field.

We

Our engineer and radio ol'erator announced

that they were going to sleep in the airplane to assure its safety from whatever dangers might arise.

Saint and I decided to make a visi t to downtown

Paris if we could "hitch" a ride from the airfield into the inner city.
(,

We picked up our B-4 clothing bags and walked a quarter of a mile to what
The terminal had been badly

was left of the air]?ort :passenger terminal.

damaged.

Part· of the roof was gone and most of the windows seemed to be

broken. There-was nobody in charge of the terminal. With the exception of
a half dozen men in civilian attire who appeared to be sleeping, there was
nobody else in the main part of the building.

It was obvious that there was

no organized activity in charge of the place.
We walked through the building to the door on the street side of the

terminal.

The front of the building was a large portico sup:ported by stone

columns.
A long convoy of U. S. Army trucks was passing the portico traveling
towards downtown Paris.

These trucks were

~acked

solid, standing room only,

with German soldiers who had been captured the day before. From the roof
tops across the street from where we were standing many French· civilian
citizens were gaining some vengence by shooting at the German prisoners
!Jacked in the trucks.
As soon as we assessed the situation we stepped behind the large stone
columns because the French people were shooting in our direction when they
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shot..at the German prisoners.
This convoy of German prisoners was .quite long.

I.have no idea nov many

German soldiers 'were killed and wounded by the irate French people who were

satisfying their desire for vengence ,

The Germans were packed into the trucks

so tightly that those hit by gun£ire could not possibly fal.l down.

From our sheltered position behind the great stone columns we had a good
view of the action by peering around the sides of the columns.
Near the end of the convoy we saw two men in civilian clothes jump out of
one of the trucks and run for shelter behind the columns we were using for

protection.
When the last of the truck convoy had passed we

t1.l-~ed

to talk to the two

escapees from the convoy. Much to our amazement we recognized two 492nd
Bombardment Group crew members who had been shot down at a much earlier date
while on a mission over northern France.

They had been befriended. by some

French oitizens and. hidden until the area they were in was Iiberated by

advancing U. s. Army troops.

To ' facili -tate their travel to the rea= of the

front lines they had joined the convoy of Garman prisoners.
glad to see each other.

We were all verJ

We promised them a ride back to England the next day.

After the convoy had passed we soon ascertained that there was no

transportation from the airfield to downtown

Pari~.

After some delay we

"thumbed II a ride on top of an Army tank that for reasons unknown to us, was
going back into Paris.

This ride took us right to the heart of Paxis where

we grabbed our B-4 bags and jumped off the tank.
After a few inquiries we learned that the U. S.

Paris was

i~

~Y

Headquarters for

the Georg;e V Hotel very near to. where we had terminated our

"piggy back" tank.ride.

We reported to the "krmy housing officer in the hotel

and explained our situation.

We were informed that the George V was booked

full of U. S. Army people and that there was no ,space for itinerate Air
Corps people in that hotel. We were told that we could get rooms in a
fourth class hotel nearby. We agreed to take these rooms and proceeded to
our new lodgings. The accommodations were shoddy and well supplied wi th
bed bugs. But they were a place to sleep.
When we had checked in at ~he Army office at the George V we had· been
informed that the only electrlci ty in Paris at that time was from an Army
diesel generator plugged into the George V Hotel. We had also been informed
that we could obtain.dinner and breakfast at that hotel.
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· 'After depositing' our bags in our "flea bag" quarters, we returned to the
George V for dinner. ,The dining 2:oo'm was very forma;1.

with complete

silver~are

,wore tuxedo type grab.

including silver service

The tables were set

~lates.

The waiters all

A bottle of good French wine was served at our table.

Our dinner was brought to our table by waiters bearing large covered silver
platters.

When the covers were removed, the waiter, without smiling, laid a

box of U. S. krmy K rations on each IJerson's plate.

It was all

Ver'J

formal.

The next morning we were able to arrange through the krmy t.-a.nsportation

that there
would be a delay of a couple of hours before our transportation arrived and we
therefore had time to walk around the area within a few blocks of the hotel.
office in the hotel, for a truck ride to the airport.

We we~e told

In the course of our walk we came to a. sentry guarding the entrance to a
large building.

Thinking that such a large building might be a part of the

army headquarters we asked the sentry what offices were there.

that he

'4'a.~

guarding the largest bordello in

Pa...~s,

He informed us

"The House of All Nations",

which boasted at least one "lady" from every ethnic group known to Frenchmen.
Tne pllCe had been ~ut off limits to U. S. troops.

I sensed that

st.

Clair

was disap~ointed that the guard would not let him enter~
~rhen

we arrived at our a';rplane we discovered that our passengers for the

flight back to England, in addition to our comrads from the convoy, would be
some valuable German prisoners of

war

who were being taken to England for

interxq,g:t:rlon • .I learned through the officer in charge of these :prisoners that
they were most apprehensive about being on our flight back to England.

They

were so brain-washed that they were sure that the German fighter planes would

shoot us

do~

before we could arrive in England.

We arrived back at Harrington without incident and turned our cazgo of

prisoners over to waiting

ass troops from London.

ADDED NarE !

St. Clair says my merrory is I;X)Or.
Paris.

He was not with

Ire

on this trip to

Bob 1?£xJne thinks he was with roe but that he went as a passenger and I had
another pilot as my co-pilot.

,

Bob Fish
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. AN ADDITIONAL

~ ,ON"~

'FLIGiT 110 ,PARIS,

of

Extracted from page.·3
June 1990 issue of THE CARPErBAGGER
<:amimts 'by Rayncnd J. Elliott
"One thi.nq I ~ is tha~ on the first day after Paris was liberated

"radio man, Arnold. Brown, flEM with our base comnander, COl.
Heflin, I think, to Paris to ueet. with the Franch Undergmund. They flerN a

by our forces, our

C-47 and Arnold acted as ~reter as he could speak French.
back to each of us a beret with the Maquis emblem on it.

He brought

I still have mine. It

THE VOICE OF CHARLES DE GAULLE

ROBERT VIDALIN, 86 a French actor mown to millions as the voice of Charles
II

de Gaulle's resistance fighters during WW II, died Sunday, December 2, 1989 in

Paris.
Mr. Vidalin, an actor and member of the Comedie Francaise national theater,

gave up acting in 1939 to join the underground movement after the Nazis invaded
France.

He

la~er

joined de Gaulle in London and became one of the best tmown radio

announcers on the :popular British Broadcasting Corp. news program, "les Francais

Parlent aux Francais" ("The French Speak to the French").
Mr. Vidalin was among many who transmitted coded messages to the resistance
and announced the June 6, 1s:44-, invasion by Allied forces.

returned to acting in Paris and taught draJDa as well as
Francaise •

\
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After t~.e war, he

~erforming

a.t the Comedie

JUSTICE MISCARRIED
by

BOB FISH
On one occasion that I recall we had.one of our senior sergeants reduced one

stripe on a charge of failing· to salute Brig. Gen. Hill t Commanding General of

the Composite Command at Cheddington.
My first knowledge of this incident was when General lli.ll telephoned me and

told me that I needed to teach our 492nd airmen military courtesy.

He told me

that he had. been riding in -his staff car along the aircraft parking

area when he

drove past a master sergeant who failed to salute him.

He directed me

to

reduce

this master sergeant to the rank of -tech sergeant until he learned to act like a
soldier.

This incident occurred at Cheddington and involved one of our line chiefs.

I had no choice but comply.

But I immediately launched an investigation to

determine exactly what had happened.
I
The facts that I learned convinced me
and discipline.

t~At

this was a miscarriage of justice

When this incident occm:red Sergeant

was up on a

maintenance stand assisting in the changing of an aL~ra.ft engine on a B-24.

The

General drove by that B-24 riding in the rear seat of his big black Lincoin sedan.
was intent on his task and was not tr.inking about passing

Sergeant
generals.

He k13pt right on worIdng.

General Hill was obviously of the cparu.on that when he drove by everybody

should stop work, come to attention, and salute regardl"ess of what tasks might be
on going or .what might happen i f an airmen released his hold on a

c~tical

part

just to "l'op to".

There was no question but what General Hill had the authority to reduce this
man's rank •. In my o];)inion it was bad judgement to do so.
not wanant that severe action.
headquarters.

General Hill was in command of an atiministrative

He was not responsible for maintaining

into the air on combat missions.

The i.m1Jlied offense did

aL~ra.ft

and getting them

I did not appreciate his interferring ~ith my
.
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responsibility of maintaining and using our combat capability.
While General Hill had the authority t'o demote the sergeant,

.

Co~er. had

the authority to promote him.

r't

as Group

I waited for ten days and restored

this man's rank to full master sergeant.
About a month later I had a telephone call from General FJ..11 during which he

. stated that in his opinion the sergeant
'lesson

&rid th&t he General' Hill, would
t

~ by

have

this time probably learned his

no objec~tion i f I restored the

sergeant to his former rank if' I thought the man merited such action.
the general for his call.

I tha."1ked

I did not bother to tell him that the sergeant's full

rank had been restored a month before his call.

A BIZARRE MYSTERY
submitted by Doug Walker
Lt. Gilpin of the 788th Squadron was returning to
Harrington after a successful drop in France. His dispatcer
was Co~poral Eugene Michalak. About three minutes after
departing the Fr.9nch coast the aircraft made some rather
violent maneuvers. The Group history record which records
this event, gives no reason for this maneuver. It could have
been a rough air current. In any event shortly after that
maneuver the crew discovered that Michalak was missiong from
the rear of the aircraft. The cover for the "Joe hole" was
half open and the safety line and and the interphone cord to
his headset were dangling out through the hole. They notified Air Sea Rescue. Gilpin turned back and searched the
area over the English Channel for over two hours and found
no sign of him in the. water. They then returned to Harrington.
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·SOME NOTES ON A-26. OPERATIONS

by

ROBERT W. FISH

We used stripped-d.own B-26 aircraft to drop agents deep into _Germany.

airplane was extrememly fast for its times and highly maneuverable at all

The
altit~des.

To avoid the German radar we ·used it at extremely low altitudes for night flying.

our low altitudes also gave us some protection from German night fighters because
they were handicapped by having to pay much attention to terrain avoidance while
simultaneously trying to make visUal firing contact with the .extremely fast .A..-26

a.t low altitude.

The odds were on our side.

The only place we had to ca:rry parachuting agents in the A-26 was in the bomb
bay.

We modified the bomb bay with a platform on which the agents lay while fly-

ing enroute to their drop zone.

At the exact spot over the drop zone the pilot

pulled a lever in the cockpit.

The lever tripped the latches on the platform in

the bomb bay which then swung open and dropped the parachutist.

Because the

parachute static line was attached to the aircraft the parachute opened inunediately.

The parachute had time for one or two oscilations and the agent was on the ground ,
The parachutists hated this arrangement in the A-26.

It took much of the glorJ

out of parachuting when the parachutist could no long jump :voluntarily.

They also

knew the pilot could dump them out any place he might choose to do so if he got
into trouble. .

*******
ROSS D. WHITE REMEMBERS THE A-26

I had a mission to go and drop two agents in northern Germany near Kiel, but
had to pick them up at a U.8. night fighter base in Germany.

Some of the fighter

pilots there .saw this black B-26 parked on the ramp and became curious.

waited around operations until I came to take off.

They

They asked me where I was

going but I could not tell them where I was going or what I was doing.
they were going on a night mission and would escort me.

They said

I told them, "No."

They

said that since they were flying the ra.dar-equipped P-61 "Black Widow" night

fighter I 'didn't have a choice. 'That airplane was fast but the A-26 I was using,
all stril'ped down, was faster.

I said they would never be able to keep up.

They

all thought that was nonsense.
I took off, turned on course, finished my mission and returned
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to" land
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fighter base 'for fuel,' where I again met some of the pilots.

at

los't me after my first turn out of traffic and were amazed

They said they had

the speed of the

(

A-26 •. Because, they took off with· some of them ahead of me and some berd.nd me they \,.
were sure they could keep in touch, with their radar.

saw me

once.on·the~

A·couple of them said they

radar but could not keep up.

Incidently, the two agents were Germans who had surrendered in North Africa.
I saw one after the war in Paris, .and he said that when I pulled the trap door on
him he thought he had bought the farm.

They lost their baggage in the drop.

*******
BED STOCKING MISSIONS

by
ROBERT W. FISH

As the war progressed and. the Allies acquired many German prisoners they

acquired potential agents and spies from among the prisoners.
iers were happy with the Nazi regime because they or
by the Nazis.

the~

Not all German sold-

families had been abused

Given adequate assurailces and. rewards, a few prisoners could be

found who would agree to serve the allied

caus~.

Additionally there were a number

of Germans who had. been driven from Germany prior to the war.
sources several agents were available.

C

From all these

They were fluent in the language and customs'

in Germany and given half a chance they could melt into the German population.

Of

course they were always provided with the proper forged identification documents.
We dropped several of these agents into Germany. I recall one case (I do nof
recall the name
of Berlin.·

of our pilot) when we dropped an

agen~ in a large park in the city

This agent survived and I met him aft.er the war in Pilsen, Czechos-

lova.kia, where I had gone to attend a ceremony in which various U.5. and Russian .

generals were given decoration for their wartime services.
If my memory doesn' t fail me .r . recall two other agents dropped in Berlin while
the war was still going on. I do not recall the total number of A-26 missions that
'

we flew but I. am sure it was not very many.

When these agents were dropped into Germany they carried with them a very
small radio transmi tter •

The principle characterlst.ic of this transmitter was that

its radio emissions were in the ·form of a verticle cone.

The diameter of the cone

at the surface of the, earth was very small being only a few feet.

This mad.e it'

extremely difficutt to detect these emissions by direction finding equipment.

fortY' thousand feet the diameter of the emission cone was a:pproximately sixty
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At

miles.

The 'individual 'using one of these transmitters was relatively safe from

detection.
To pick up the emissions ,from our agents we used a British bcil t two engine
aircraft.

I believe we eventually received six of these Mosquito aircraft but

we wrecked two of th:em that I recall.

One caught fire in the air and the second

was wrecked when the pilot lost control duri'ng take off at HaXrington.
At scheduled times during the hours of darkness we would place one of the

Mosquito aircraft over Berlin, or
40,000 feet.

wherev~r

our agents were located, circling at

The aircraft used a recording device and while circling recorded

whatever intelligence messages our agent transmitted.

The code word for these

Mosquito missions was "Red Stocking".
Interestingly, the Germans could detect our aircraft wi th their .radar but

they didn't have any fighters that could operate at 40,000 feet.

A second inter-

esting factor about these missions was that at 40,000 feet it never got dark over
Berlin in the summez time.

Our Mosquito pilot could therefore see the German

fighters trying to reach him but he also watched them stall out before they got to
his altitude.
When the Mosquito completed its time over Berlin, the pilot simply pointed
the nose slightly downward and descended all the way back to England.

I recall
one mission when the pilot came from Berlin back to England in one hour and twenty
minutes.
I recall another mission when the U.S. Black Widows night fighters tried to
catch the Mosquito and were unable to do.

It was normal procedure for a mission

coni.ng home from Cermany to identif'y itself to the Allied air defense forces when

it entered t~eir defense territory. On this occasion our pilot tuned in their
frequency on his radio but he didn't transmit. He just listened. He heard their
radar control launch the night fighers and vector them towaxd. him for an intercept.
The fighters didn't have the speed to close the intercept and he heard their radar
control inform them, "The bogy is pUlling away from you---he is very fast---he is

getting away. ft

At this time our Mosquito pilot picked up his microphone and told

them, "Call your dogs off.

This is a 'friendly'· enroute to England."

When the Mosquito landed at Harrington, the recording wire was removed, given
to a motorcycle rider who rushed'it to London for analysis by the intelligence
agencies.
I do not recall the names of our Mosquito pilots or our A-26 pilots.
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IN' MY OPINION
By Robert W. Fish
On the night of 19/20 March 1945 we lost an ,aircraft and

crew on our first A-26 mission.
The A-26 had been added to our inventory to be used in
dropping agents into the heart of Germany including the city
of Berlin. The A-26 was selected as the aircraft for these
missions because when it was stripped down it was highly maneuverable and could out-run any of Germany's or our own night
fighters.
The A-26 being a new aircraft in our inventory it requir-

ed a new air-crew configuration.

Our crews had to be organiz-

ed and trained as a team bef.ore the aircraft could be most
effectively used.
For our missions the air-crew consisted of a pilot, a

navigator, a bombardier and a gunner.

The crew member serving

as the bombardier did not function as a conventional bombardier.

Instead he functioned as a pilotage navigator.

He

rode

in the glassed-in nose of the aircraft and he visually match-

ed the location of the aircraft over the earth"'s surface with
the symbols on his maps.

Our maps of Germany were extremely

accurate in all. details.

An air crewman properly trained in

night vision, could at low altitudes see these details on the

ground quite clearly on a moonlight night. He could thus provide the pilot with extremely accurate positions with respect
to the earth's surface.
The four air-crew members filled all of the cockpit aircrew space in the aircraft.

The agents to be parachuted into

Germany lay on a platform in the bomb bay.

There was room in

the bomb bay for a maximum of only two agents in a prone position.

Usually only one agent was carried on these missions.

For the agent it was a lonely flight lying on his stomach in
the cramped quarters of that bomb bay.
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When the"aircraft arrived over the predetermined position
where the agents were to be dropped the pilot simply pUlled a
lever in the cockpit and out they wen~. They were usually
dropped at 200 to 400 feet above the ground. A static line
attached to the aircraft automatically opened their parachutes.
By this method they could be placed with extreme accuracy.
As a matter of "c~urtesy" the pilot alerted the agents
for the forthcoming drop a minute or so before he pulled the
lever. The agents hated this procedure.
they could not demonstrate their "macho" by exiting the aircraft by their own
initiative.

Most of the agents we dropped into Germany were Germans
whose families had been tortured and killed by the Nazis.
They served us in order to have their revenge against their
persecuto~s.

On the night of 16/17 March 1945 I flew a B-24 Carpet-

bagger mission out of England into eastern France and after
completing that mission we landed at our temporary forward
base at Dijon, France.
I remained at Dijon for a few days
while I flew a llCarpetbagger 1t mission into the " r edoubt
area of southern Germany and evaluated our management of our
1t

operations out of Dijon.

It was while I was at Dijon that

cur first A-26 mission was attempted out of Harrington.
In my opinion we were not fUlly prepared to attempt

that 'mission.

While the individual air-crew members were

all fUlly trained and qualified in their respective special-

ties, they were not a fUlly trained and coordinated crew.
The crew was composed of three key officers and one Marine
sergeant. This crew was just patched together for this first
mission. It consisted of Lt. Oliver H. Emmel, (Pilot); Major John W. Walsh, '(Navigator); Major Edward C. Tresemer,
(Bombardier) and S/Sgt. Frederick J. Brunner (Flexible Gunner).
They were four volunteers, gung ho and eager to go. They had
not received ~ufficient training, as a team, in the A-26.
,The type of mission they attempted required a well trained
1

,

and coordinated crew.
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'Colonel ,Hudson H. Upham had been placed in Command of
the 492nd Group shortly before this mission was attempted.
He had no combat experience what-so-ever, much less any experience in the highly specialized "Carpetbagger" operation.
He was in a? unenvyable position.
There was some pressure from ass in London to expedite
the mission.
He succumbed to the urging of ass and accept~d
the mission before we were really prepared for it. His basic
attitude was, "if higher headquarters wants it flown now, we
must do i t l
He failed to re'cognize that the ass personnel
urging him on were non-rated army staff officers who had no
comprehension of coordinated air-crew training. I think Colonel Upham knew we were not fUlly trained for that mission.
He tried to compensate by using highly trained staff officers
as some of the crew members.
Had I been at Harrington I feel that I could have reasonlt

ed with Colonel Upham and have convinced him that we should
not attempt that mission until we were fully qualified with

a regular crew.

On other occasions he had respected my "Carpetbagger" experience and had listened to me on operatiortal
matters.

This time I was not there.

As"it happened we lost a highly trained agent and four

very valuable airman.

We accomplished nothing.

We will never know the details of what happened.

In my

opinion they probably flew too near the ground, something or
somebody malfunctioned and they had no chance to recover before they struck the ground.
ed the German report on

When the war was over we obtain-

~hat·they ~ound

and that is all we

know with any certainty.

Tresemer had been the navigator on my crew from the time
he graduated from navigation school.
I trained him to be a
crew member and he was one of the best. I knew him well. He
crosstrained as a bombardier after we arrived in England. At
the time of this A-26 mission he was dual qualified. On the'
night of this A-26 mission he did not function as a profession'al bombardier even though he was carried on the crew roster as
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c,

a bombardier.

On 'this .flight he functioned asa pilotage

. navigator.
On low level flights wh~n he functioned as a pilotage

navigator he

~iked

to have the aircraft right down in the

tree tops where he could clearly see positive details of the
earth's surface.

On such· missions he repeatedly called for

his pilot to fly lower so he could see better.
When I piloted for him at night I ignored his requests
to fly lower whenever we were within 300 feet of the ground.
Oliver H. Emmel who was the pilot on that fatal flight was
highly qualified as a pilot, but he had not previously flown
combat with Tresemer.

He had no way of knowing Tresemer'

idiocyncracy about altitude.

5

There is a distinct possibility

that he allowed Tresemer to induce him to fly too low.

MAJOR EDWARD C. TRESEMER
(The following information was extracted from the Carpet
Bagger

~ews

Letters and other sources)

Major Edward C. Tresemer was born 'in Verona, North Dakota on 9 Feb. 1920.

He was the only son of Edward C. and Ida

May Tresemer.

He joined the

A~y

Air Corps as an enlisted man.

enlisted serial number was ASN 17-025-584.

His

He attended nav-

igation school at the Pan American Airways School in Miami,

Florida. He was assigned to the 46th Bomb. Sqdn. of the 41st
Bomb. Gp. at Muroc Dry Lake, California, early in December
1941. At Muroc he was assigned to Lt. Robert W. Fish's B-18
crew as navigator.
In that capacity he navigated the B-18
aircraft which was used to calibrate the newly installed
RADAR system on the United States west coast.
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He moved from the west coast of the United States to
Cherry Point Marine Corps Air Station in North Carolina with
the 46th Squadron early in 1942. From Cherry Point he moved
with the Squadron to Bluementhal Field at Wilmington, North
Carolina and from there to England with the 22nd Anti-Submarine Squadron. When the BOlst Provisional Group was formed
he became that Group's staff navigator.
Major Edward C. Tresemer was confirmed as killed in action over Germany on 19 March 1945 while on a secret mission
to parachute a spy deep into Germany. After WWII was over,
Ge~an records revealed that he was killed in the crash of
aircraft A-26, serial number 43-22524 near Bramsche, Germany
which is al~o near Schwege, a little distance from Hunteberg,
His military record reveals that his serial number at the
time of his death was 0-434-010 and his home was listed as
Temple City, California which is near Los Angeles.

(

He was

survived by his mother and his sister.

56C4 Sedgwick lane
Springfield, VA

221.51

November 18, 1984
Mr. Ben Parnell;
Mr. Sebastian H. Corriere

Dear Folks:
I thought I would save some printer paper by including in this letter information which you both very graciously

--

su~:plles

me with to continue the search.

I

am referring to the inquiry I made to both of you about one Major Edward C.
Tresemer, navigator, 856th ES, 492nd BG who was lost on a mission over Germany in

194-5.. Ben, you asked about his hometown. Well, I received a

copy of Tresemer's

Service Records and the data is noted 1:elow as reconstructed from his records:
(
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Major Edward C. "'I'resemer, Jr.,

. Germany on 19 March

1945

siN C434010, was confi:rmed as lITA over

while on a secret mission (de li vering a spy).

His hometown was listed as Temple City, CA (Los Angeles County) and
a.pparently, from the records, an only son of Edward C. and Ida May
Tresemer.

From the records, it is again surmised that the parents

were either sepazated or .divorced.
North Dakota 9 February 1920.

Major Tresemer was .born in Verona.,

"The aircra£t of which he was a crew

member failed to return from a secret mission to the Dummer Lake,
Germany area."

He was an EM, ASN 17-025-584, and re-applied at

Fargo, ND for flying status as a Lt. AC.

He was assigned to the 22nd

Anti-Submarine Squadron, then to the 36th ES.
The aircraft used for the mission was an A-26 (Douglas) and carried a
crew of 4 - Pilot, Oliver H. Emmel, 1st Lt., 0-2045247; Maj. John W.

Walsh (Navigator), 0-790106; Maj. Edward

c.

Tresemer (BombaIdier),

0-434010; and S/Sgt. Frederick J. Brunner (Flexible Gunner), 371866'
(Marine Corps).

All were KIA.

The A-26 Medium Bomber,

siN 43-22524,

left Harrington and was later found in a. "moor" near Bramsche, Germany, which is also near Schwege, a little distance from Hurrteberg.

I ~11 be requesting the files on the remaining crew of the A-26 who were
members of the .492nd.
requests as they

w~re

Hopefully t the Army will be as cooperative in the additional
in the first.

I f you have others who may be missing, I'll

need their name and serial numbers, the unite number, and the da.te of death (?).
As a minimum. the naae and serial number may suffice.

Well, I hope this meets with your interests, Ben, and for Se'bastian, a l i tt'le
bi t of a thread which may lead to other clues ••••• and solutions.•

Sincerely,
/S/ Pete

"Pete" Petrenko
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LIFE INSTCCKHOlM

Dear Colonel Fish::
Mary and I returned yesterday from a visit in Washington State "and were
surprised to find your kind letter dated March 20, 1990.. The men and women
in World War II certainly seemed to have lived in a stress filled, inter~e
period of world affairs. Everyone elf our "old buddies" has a. story or two to
tell.

I know my mind is still filled with vivid.memories of those days of

flYing cadets, pilot training, and night combat missions with the. 801st/492.nd
Bomb Group at Harrington, England.
You are certainly welcome to use any of my statements or comments in your

compilation of "Carpetbagger Memories ,t •
~..ary, my

wife, and I first met John Hunt a.t the LaJIlport Swan duri-ng our

visit to Harrington in August 1988.. We saw the memorial stone and John told us

about the annual reunion scheduled for Las' Vegas t Nevada..

contact with the tmit since the war.

What a great time.

That was our first

We met with Col.

Boone. :Ben Parnell, .. and a bunch of the "old gang" -- but no one from my

~

flight crew, however.
We did meet Walter Turchen, "Turk", and his wii'e Cat:hie at las Vegas.

Turk

was a pilot from the 406th Squadron at Harrington who was serrt on TDY to

Metfield with us.

Turk was a San Francisco Police Officer and recently retired ..

I also met George M. Snyder, a bombardier from Harrington, while at Metfield.
Turk and George are listed in the Group Directory as is our waist Q.1lIlrler Howard
L. Wible of Brownsville, Pennsylvania.

We called Howard ''Whim"Oy'' because he

liked hambur2ers:
''Whimpy" was with us on our first· high al ti tude bomba:rdlnent mission on
February 21.

1945; our plane was set on fire over Duisburg.

I wrote a long

letter to Ben Parnell, at his request, telling of the mission and our bail

out near southeast Liege, Belgium.

Our crew was returned to Harrington. after

4 days, by a C-47,. and we flew night bombing missions to Dortmund on r-t..a.rch 8 t

1945

,

and to Munster o~ March 10,
On Al'ril 1st,

1945.

1945 we were assigned TDY to Metfield (Station 1409) for

ass flights to Stockholm, Sweden.

As I recall, there were about 6 crews sent

.
to Metfield.' (see copy of Turk's special orders No. 89 attached.)
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We were

sent" by train "and bus to the 'US Embassy in London.

We were issued US passports

and our pictures were taken wearing our new tweed sp.ort coats, pink (uniform)

shirt, and necktie.

We were allowed to select cur coat and tie from a large

warehouse type storage room at or near by the embassy.

coat and dark blue
stockholm.

~ie

I chose a grey tweed

which I wore at the airport and on the streets of

Our passports identified. us as airlines officials.

Next we were issued rati'on stamps for tobacco, meat, bread, butter, etc.
have several of these stamps and some photos that may be of interest.
bring them with me to our next reunion in Memphis this year.

I

I plan to

I'm sure you b..ave

a good number of these stamps in your time.
We all flew our Black B-24 H's and J's to Metfield. Our ship was 831-L
(Love). See photo enclosed. I remember flying three or four missions to

~

Stockholm. They were all night missions. Usually we scheduled take offs for
9:00 or 10:00 p.m. and we arrived over Stockholm about 6:00 or 7:00 a.m. These
missions lasted

6t to

10 hours, depending on the assigned routes.

Cargo usually conai.sted of large, white duck mail bags and all types of

field equipment, skis, boots, tents, weapons, explosives, rations, ammo, etc.
needed to support the Norwegian
Norway.

under~ound

forces and the planned invasion of

I remember the weather was usually a mixture varying between poor and

awful; fog, rain, and heavy icing conditions were common.

Turk remembers flying

from Metfield to Prestwick, Scotland and upon landing a guard was posted on the
plane while the crew went to the mess hall.
I well remember one "rotten" night.

Our crew consisted of Ralph Sampson -

pilot; Dexter Forbes - navigator; Ted Shimkus - bomba.:rdier; Harry Ford - engineer;

Steve Dunn .- assistant engineer; Lester Schiff - radio operator; and myself as
co-pilot.

We took off about 8:30 p.m. from Metfield into a cold fog that became

dense at about 2,000 feet.

We flew north over Scotland and up along the Norwegian

coast for several hours (3 to 4 hours }, We knew the German coastal air :patrol
liked to fly ·low patrols at about 4 t oOO feet; it was warmer there.
We were in freezing fog and had climbed to about 8,500 feet and we found
that we were losing power on the No. J engine.

We encountered freezing rain and

ice was becoming very heavy and was slamming against the fuselage from the

inboard props.

Oil pressure on No. 3 engine droPIled rapidly and we feathered the

:prop just as the oil pressure dzopped pas t 30 Lbs , p.s.i.

With the

re~ining

indic~'ted air speed.

3 engines, Ralph and I could barely maintain 130 mph

The plane was shuddering badly.
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So, we decided to drop
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'down' to' a lower altitude in hopes of losing some.of ·ourice. The whip antenna in

.front of the cockpit ~ooked like a baseball bat, at .times, as the ice broke off
and rea"Dpeared.
Flying at 4,000 feet for a.bout 30 minutes t we lost the ice, gained some air
speed and started our ~ climb as 'we turned east and approached the Norwegian

coastline. Ralph increased the manifold.pressure to about 50 inches; we didn't
want to use the maximum !ft iriches of boost for fear of blowing a ",iua-" on one of
the three remaining engines.
As we began to break out on top of the clouds and got rid of the ice, we
finally achieved an altitude of about 10, 000 or 11,000 feet.

Then we entertained
ourselves by watching out for enemy pa.trol aircraft and mourrtad,n peaks and passes.

We had been briefed that one of our B-24 aircraft was grounded in Stockholm
waiting for an engine. It was part of our mission to deliver an engine for that
plane. I thought, how ironic, it was that we had to fight for altitude on J
laboring engines to clear the mountains; and all the while, we had 8-"1 "extra II
engine sitting, boxed un, in the back of our air:Plane.
I

am.

certain that every flyer that has ever flown has felt the rush of

excitement and the -pans:s of a.nxious anticipation as he listens to every throb
of his engines and waits to react to the unexpec'ted , Flying at night over
enemy territory in bad weather seems, somehow, to mamifv ones awareness and
increase your attention.
Our navigator was 1st Lt. Dexter R. Fozbes ,

He had completed his high

altitude bombardment tour with the 392nd Bomb Grp. and wa.s assigned to our crew
at Metfield.

I telephoned Dexter at Portland, oregon (West LiM) and he tells

me that some of our trips were routed fi:r:st.to Prestwick, Scotland and then
north off the coast of Norway to a point north of a major city such as Bergen
or perhaps Tronhei~. Then we turned eastward and flew up a very lare:-e fjord.
(Tronheim Fjord) then over the mountains to a small village in Sweden. I
remember receiving a blinker light signal at the turning point on one of our
missions.
Broma International Airport at stockholm was "socked inn when we anived

at about 6:00 a.m. in the morning.

We were low on fuel due to increased use of
power and had to fly a holding pattern for about )0 minutes. We spotted a small
hole.in the ground fog over a. la.ke in the city and we dropped in under the overcast and were cleared to land.
An American agent met our aircraft and we parked in an isolated section of"
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the ramp.
I"

"

Guards were posted" on the plane." '!Wo Swedish officials (dark blue

uniforms)" came out to check our cargo and manifest

~ terns.

One of the officials,

standing under the tail turret motioned for me to come back to the tail t~~et.
He raised his finger and pointed to the base of the turret (guns had been re~s

head no-no with a scowl on his face. I looked up to see
what the problem was -- one inch high red letters were nicely painted across
the base of the gun turret. The sign read "Shoot Jerry. you're faded 1f • We
moved) and shook

t

had to have the sign painted black to match the rest of the plane.

that the Germans were involved in air operations to Stockholm.

It appeared

We usually saw

JD-52's landing or taxiing around Broma airport.
Our B-4 bags were loaded into a car and our agent took us directly

Continental Hotel in Stockholm.
we each had a cot.

::'0

the

Our entire crew was billeted in the same room;

We had a very large room located on the second floor directly

over the front door portico.

Usually we had to R.G.N. for one or several days

due to weather, repairs, leading, etc.

The engine that we delivered - of course

went on the other nlane.
We were asked to stick close to our room at the Continental Hotel; not to
talk to strangers; be back to our rooms at nightfall; and we wore our sport

coats and ties with our uniform (pink) pants during our shopping trips in town.

In the early evening we walked to the Bern Restaurant for some great meals with
strawberries and ice cream for dessert.
~hey

cost one kroner (25¢) for each berry - it" was worth it at the
Sampson, Shimkus, and I all bought our first Swiss chronograph wrist

ice cream and
time.

Each of us got two strawberries on his

watches f~r about $74.00.

We also demolished a 5 Tbs, box of chocolates the

first day i.n stockholm.

We departed stockholm on our last mission at about 10:00 p.m. in a driving
rain.

After flying through a very cold front, wei spent a very cold night getting

back to Metfield." The plane was frozen and as we let down to traffic alti tude

(1,500 feet) we developed severe cockPit icing.

Our inch thick. plastic and glass

windows around the cockpit iced over like the inside coils of a refrigerator.
There was no visibility and we couldn't find the runway until we pried the
sliding side windows back 4 or

5 inches.

Looking out open" side windows, Ralph

and I talked each down on the runway as "Pappy Ford" called out the air speed
and tried to clear the front window.

7th or 8th, 19+5. We flew
831 L (Love) back to Harrington on May 12th or 13th. Our last day at
We were at Metfield when Germany suzrende'red May

o~d
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'Ha.rring1;on 'was' July

9, -1945. We flew 551 Z (Zebra) to Scotland; Reykjavik,

Iceland; Goose'Bay, labr.; and landed at Bradley Field, Conn. on July 13, 194-.5.
I :phonedWalter 'Turchan ,in San Francisco, California.

Turk -was nade air-

craft commander and Warren Leopold became his co-pilot when they joined us at
Metfield. Turk serrt me a short letter and a copy of Special Ckder No. 89 giving
the names of the officers and men assigned to the stockholm operation_ A copy
of each is enclosed. Also enclo~ed is a copy of John Gleeson's comments reprinted
from our "Carpetbagger Newsletter".
I am certain that each one will have his special store of memories and

experiences to relate.

Bob Shager (llilot) and officers of his crew: . Wa...-d,

co-pilot; Bill Tilden, bombaxdier; and "Pappy" Trent shared our Nissen Hut, 3-39We called it "Ie Olde Cateroi11a:r Shack".
Shager' in

st.

Mary and I visited Bob and Irene

Paul, Minn. prior to the Milwaukee reunion last yea:r:.

Bob was in

the hospital at the time of our visit but he still had fire in his eyes.
d'oing fine now.

He is

Enclosed is a copy of page 2 of the Staff Reporter published

by Bob's st. Paul School District

625.

Bob tells me that Lt. Ward was last

heard from in Southern California. ·Lt. Bill Tilden and ".Pappy" Trent are de-

ceased.

Bob Shager and his crew flew with Bernt Balchen's group prior to assignment
at Parrington. I'm sure Bob can add some helpful info in reference to flying into
Nonray and Sweden.

I hope he can meet with us this yea:r in Memphis.

I will plan to bring some of my old photos and ration stamps, etc. to the
meeting.
~

~

- - I ,just bet that you have had enoWth!

Keel)

well~

I hone to

you in Memphis this yea:r.

Sincerely,

/s/

"Bart"

Wm. S. Bartholomew
P .5.

Sunday .-- Mary and I axe of~ to Travis ,AF Base to try for a Space A trip

to England and SCotl~d. We will stop by Harrington to see John Hunt, Ron and
Mary Clarke, and Fred and. Sylvia Jolli£'fe at the Lamnort Swan.

kilts, etc. in Aberdeen so I can

~lay ~he ~iFes

Best regards,
Bart and Mary

\
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in style.

I'll also buy my

THE PATH

OF MOST RESISTANCE

A WORLD WAR II PATRIar'S STORY FINALLY IS TOLD
Gaston Vandermeerssche, Belgian Allied intelligence agent and undergrolUld
resistance worker, will be the guest speaker at our Milwaukee Reunion.

The following excerpt appeared in the December lIt 1988 Milwaukee Journal
and was wrltten by Bea Mitz •
The young Belgian t s wrists are confined in self-locking handcuffs behind his
back.

Repeatedly, guards fling him against the wall. They punch, kick and maul

him without mercy.

Finally, the young man pretends to faint.

wi th a frenzied German shepherd that leaps toward his throat.

and flinches, showing his captors that he is still conscious.

A guard re-enters
He senses the attack

Confident they can

break him to reveal secrets, the torture continues •••••
A scene from a World War II movie? No, it actually happened 45 years ago to
Belgian-born Gaston Vandermeerssche, then 22 and head of a Dutch network of almost
2,000 underground agents.
Today, Vandermeerssche is 66 and an inventor, businessman and

reci~ient

of

four "Croix de Guerres" for bravery---two from France and the others from Luxembourg and Belgium.

Among his other medals is the "Rronzen Ieeuw" (the bronze lion,

the highest military honor a foreigner can receive while still alive) pinned on him
by Holland's Queen Wilhelmina.

War broke out in 1940, while Gaston was studying mathematics and physics in
his first yeax at Belgium's Ghent University.

Upon Germanyi s attack on

~lgium,

Gaston immediately 'left school to join the offical Belgian Army headquarters in

southern France.
Two months later, the Germans occupied Belgium and Gaston joined the Belgian
underground.
Belgique.

At great risk, he dis-tributed the underground newspaper , I..a Libre

Seven months later, a fellow resistance worker was arrested with a list

of the members---and Gaston's name on it.
Moving under cover of night he arrived at as yet unoccupied Toulouse, France.
He remained in France as an undercover agent. His mission was to establish a
courier line over the Pyrenees Mountains, delivering miqrofilmed intelligence

information to the Belgian consulate in Barcelona, Spain which was then forwarded
to london.

Gaston, whose code name was "Raymond", had three weeks to learn the

Spanish language and customs to prepare for his mission.
for seven months.
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These missions went on

•. r

•

. ...

. Gaston, now 21, wa.s chosen to head up WIM, named in honor of the queen.
Taking another code name, 1'Baymond It became "Rint:s".
Recalling those days. Gaston adds:

trust..

"My whole Rinus opera.tion was built on

Without it, there would have "been no underground.

recruited more

unti~,

six knew who I was.

I recruited six and they

eventually, there was a network of close to 2,OOO--but only
We also had safe houses where we kept all the microfilm. ft

The

Perpignan safe house was a haven for agents carrying microfiLll, packaged exactly
like sucres of butter, a stringently rationed war item.

It aroused the suspicion

of neighbors who thought these "butter car:riers" were black marketeers.

Evenbua'l.Ly

they notified police Who, seeking butter, found a cache of microfilm instead.
Gaston innocently wandered on the scene. Immediately, he and others were
arrested, shoved into a van and rushed to the Gestapo hea.d.qua.:rters. "Raymond/Rinus"
was captured, but the Germans didn' t know it.
Zealously, they set on a relentless course to identify him.
Gaston's torture continued.

For months

RetlJJ::'ning from another session with the Gestapo,.

Gaston met Adolph Manet, a double agent, who shouted, "That's Raymond:"

The ·Nazis transferred him to a prison in Ha.aren, the Netherlands and he was
condemned to death. However, he was kept alive as a barganing tool for eventual
prisoner exchange.
Two years later, on a May day in

doors.

Gaston was a free man.

194-5, the Americans swung open

Free, yes, but a well man, no.

the prison

Emotionally, too,

he bore the scars of torture and 17,520 hours of solitary confinement.
If he could turn back the clock to those war yeaxs, would he make the same

choices?
ItOh, ye~," he answers quickly,
consider myself a hero."

rtAbsolut~ly.

And I didn't, and I still don't,

(
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A TRUE 'PATRIGr

WAS
JEAN REMY

Word just received from Jean Remy, one of the two distinguished Frenchmen
who attended our Reunion in Harrington. Jean was one of the "Joes" dro:pped in
France by our Group out of Harrington. His code name was "Corse" and his
mission was to organize for the "Transmission-Action" cucui t. His first
mission was in the Paris area. and. the second was in eastern France where he
was caught by the Gestapo and :placed in the Charles III Nancy Priron.

He

managed to escape but not before he was tortured and severely injured by the

Nazis.
He retired as an Air France Navigator in 1969, due to ill health. As an
Air France Navigator, he flew as many as 40 flights a year to the United states.
At the I>resent ti¥1~ he is helping the French Union of Pilots in publishing
"IC.ARE", a. very 1uxurlous magazine, which will be devoted to ~he air liaison
between Great Britain-France. It may be :published in English as well as
French and is expected to be edited in the second half of 1989. One chapter is
to be devoted exclusively to the 801st/492nd Bombaxdlnent Group.
donated the video tape "Operation Carpet.bagger

ll

Jean has also

to the MUSEE de l' LIBERATION

at the French INVALIDES monument of Paris (French krmy Museum) and also to the

Institut Jean Moulin of Bordeaux (a ve~J complete museum and' documentation of
WWII).

President Chaban-Delmar, of the French National Assembly (House of

Representatives), wrote to Jean s~ng, "This is a

document of the utmost

im:portance and I am glad that our Institut Jean Noulin will get it.

Many thanks

to you".
Jean Remy answered our invitation to attend our las Vegas Reunion with the

following: "Unfortunately, I will ·not be able' to join Carpetbaggers' Reunion,
September and OCtober being alreading busy with our meetings and general
assemblies.

What a shame:

I will not be able to gain a fortune in las Vegas'

casinos:"
In closing, Jean said he appreciated our friendship and sends his warmest

thoughts and full success for our Association.
Fdi tor's note: Anyone wishing to corres:pond with this fine French gentle\
man, a good friend of the 80lst/492nd BG Association, may do so by writting to~
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-.Medaillas de 1a Resistance Francaise
Section de la Dordogne

Le President:

/

\

Jean Remy

'Alle~ ./24600 .IBiberac
France

********
SONa OF THE PARTISANS

by
MAURICE nRUON
Friend., can you hear
The flight of the ravens

Over our plains?
Friend, can you hear
The muffled cry of our country

In chains?

Ah:

Partisans,

Workers and peasants,
The alert has sounded.

This evening the enemy
Will 'learn the price of blood.
. And

of tears.
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TARGET PRACTICE FOR A

BORED

-(&l:(MAN

GUNNER

by'

DOUGLAS D. WALKER
We were flying into Denmark one night in February 194-.5 to drop a load of
munitions and

su~plies

to the Danish underground forces.

As usual, our·pilot and navigator had selected the best

route possible to

avoid all known anti-aircraft flak batteries enroute to the target area.

However,

we inadvertantly found an enemy flak battery not shown on the Intelligence
Section's maps.
Our black Liberators were normally difficult to spof at night.

However,

this was a clear, moonlight night and we had the misfortune to fly directly over

an enemy anti-aircraft gun emplacement located on one of the small islands off
the west coast of Denaazk,
As was routine on these missions to Denmark and

Nor~ay,

we

ap~roachedfrom

the North Sea at a ve.ry low altitude to come in under the enemy radar.

Therefore,
when we crossed that particular island, we presented an easy target to a gun
battery on the ground at 500 feet altitude.

We later joked that the Nazi gunner had been cleaning his gun for Saturday
ins~ection

for five long years -- and when he saw us silhouetted against the
moon at 500 feet, he got off his first shot of W.ITI in anger and couldn't be l.i.eve :
the easy, low flying target we offered him.
In any event, I was looking out of the right waist window at the ground
flashing by in the moonlight. when I saw the gun's muzzle flashes lighting up
At the same time. I heard metallic, banging sounds in the waist

the darkness.

where I was standing.

It dawned on me that we were being shot at.

Before ·I could alert the pilot, I felt the plane shudder slightly -- and
fell to the floor as Lt. Swarts threw the Liberator into evasive action.
We flew on to our drop zone and parachuted our cargo on the lighted signal

of the underground forces and flew back to England without further incident.
As soon

as

the Liberator came to a stop, we jumped out with our flashlights

and found, to our amazement, a iarge hole -- about the size of a basketball
just behind the number three engine.

We couldn't understand how the shell

missed our wing tanks and our hydraulic system.

I jumped back into the

~lane

We felt very lucky that night.

to see what had caused the metallic banging
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noise in the waist" and found several

SO

cali~r

sized holes in the floor near

where I was standing at the time and. also found their companion .holes in the roof

(

where the bullets had. extted. .

I felt doubly lucky at our near miss.
We couldn't help feeling that it was a good thing for some of our 8th Air
Force daylight bombing crews ,that the N~is were wasting a crack gr..mner on some
Danish backwater island. -

instead' of stationing him around Berlin.

On the other

hand, who in his right mind would .fly over Berlin a.t 500 feet~

can imagine my surprise when I received a telephone call one eveni~.
He said, "Do you know who this is, Sebastian?" I said, "No." ttTnis is your old
YOti

CO. St. Clair." Believe me. i f the teeth.I have were not my own I would have

dropped them.

The last time I talked to him was in December of

called me into his office to tell me he had all the

pa.:pe~

1944

filled cut for me to

marry an Engl~sh WA»' I had been going out with for almost a. yea:r.

remember his words, "Corriere. I have the :papers here.
with them?"

when he

I can still

What do you want me to do

I said, "Can you sign them and I-11 use them when rem ready."

reply was, "If I sign them you will use them."

Fis

As we had been sending stuff for

Okinawa, and I figured I had a couple of years ahead of me in the Pacific, I

chickened out.

I oftened wondered how my life would have been i f I had mar=ied
my little WAAF. AnT'lay, to get back to St. Clair. He has sent me nega. ti ves of a.
poster he received, of a DC-J in Fra.nce-l94!t, surrotmded by Maquis, the engines

running and several people running to get in the open door. This is almost
reminiscent of Col. Heflin's landing L~ German-occu~ied France on July 6, 1944 and
returning on the 9th.

Ll this first "Dc=.kotaft landing as it was called, his crew

was capt. Wilmer L. Sta.pel as bis co-pilot, Major Eliward Tresemer as his navigator,
Major Charles Teer as bombarider and T/Sgt. Albert L. Krasevac as radio operator.
On this tnt> they had picked up Lt. French M. Russell of Lt. Murray L. Simon"s

crew missing on a Carpetbagger mission since
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6th.

A MISSION TO DENMARK

by
GEORGE WINDBURN

Charley came back from the officers' _club, stuck his ·head in the tent and
said we were posted for a mission tonight-Denmark, another drop.
another tent as he told them they were also
they had their own individual target.

~osted.

He went on to

Also a drop, but as always

Just as ours was our own.

You reported to another building for your briefing.

You got your own pn.-

vate briefing because your target was different than anybody elses.
We never required the enlisted men to go to these. I can't remember now
just why that was. There wasn't any drama attached to this as with a bombing

run.
Then you

al~

sat together, a hundred or so men.

The big map was up there on

the stage and you were fascinated by all the, ~ed wbich signified f~ak areas.
Then you looked at the target itself, how deep it was and last the courses drawn
out with red ribbon t stretching fromHa....-rington to the coast departure point,

across the channel, onto the continent, to the IF, the run into the target, the
course out, and then the course home.

The last always shown as a straight line,

after clearing the target area., but- a course you knew was more a matter of luck
than actuality.

I:r you were hopped by fighters you knew that you could fly any

da:rn. course yciu could and had to.

It was run and duck as best as you could.

as long and as far as you had to.

Some had to do it from the target all the way

back to the channel.

I don't know how they did it.

But this is different.

milk run.

For

This is a drop.

How foolish that was.

Actually I felt this was almost a

But all these runs had been made with no trou-

ble, no sightings, and every drop com:pleted.

Batting 1000 percent.

Yet sta.tis-

cally we had our worst losses on drops. When the targets were known the enemy
set the target up so that when the plane came over at 500 feet, gear down, half
flaps, 110 miles per hour, they were sitting ducks for any kind of ground fire.
r think all the crew felt the same sense of relief about drops. .Maybe that is
why the enlisted men never were part of the briefings.
All they really needed to know was the weather in general, the country we
were flying to, the length of the whole show, the morse code letter we were to
find at our target, and maybe some details about the target area itself.

Such as

to the east of a well defined woods, or in t~·boonies of some Norwegiam hillside,
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the hoUrs

the target.was open.

Some ta.rget~ would be ~pen for four hours.

That meant the receiving parly

of resistance people'would be·at. the site for that enti=e length of time and they
would show the light code only when they heard or saw us.
to be there for

great.

t~t

long.

How I would not want

The chances for discovery by the Germa"ls must have been

For us the- open period allowed us to make our own flight pl.ans ,

How very different that was . from all the other groul?s,

There they got all

that data from headqua...~ers and they were to follow out the battle plan.

856th, as pilot in command I was giv9n the option and duty of
battle plan for a drop.

The

sta....~ing

We decided on all aspects of the

We spelled out the altitudes (right on the deck for

We

as long as we could to avoid enemy radar).
not.

ma.kL~ the entire

:point was the ta.::get and -the hours open.

This crew decided when we took off.

course or courses we flew.

In the

made the determination to drop or

And we determined how to get home (fast, very fast and as low as water or

ground would allow).

Bombing mission all had secondary targets.

Drop missions

It was either a home run or zip.
At briefings there were still the maps. and all the red areas to stare you in

had. none.

the face.

Funny, I never felt their threat in this almost-alone situation.

it was the absense of a large anxious, sweating g:'oup of f:dends and strangers which changed the situation. As I looked these areas over I knew I was not
going to fly some idiotic straight line, but. I would be dancing around every
known flak envelope shown. I was going to dance witho·ut paying the piper. It
had always 'Worked before. Why should.,{'t it work once more?
Tonight's target is near a woods. Those maps w~re very accurate as the
woods were ao well drawn you would have thought im:possible. As reference points
Maybe

for pilotage -(na:vigation by grotuld reference) they were wi. thout e~or.
For me this was a very big plus.
was no

long~r

It put me in the navigation :picture.

following compass hea:dings.

every moment ·I

kne~

exactly where I was.

I

I was looking at the ground and at

It was with a real sense of peace to

have that amount of control while in combat.
We did the usual routine.

crew.

We first st.opped off to talk with the enlisted

They really seemed to like these drops.

They were more a part of all the

proceedings, also. After all they were important eyes for us as we clipped
over tree~tops and roofs. They made the actual drop of all those packages which
were carried in the waist.
I

They uncovered the Joe Hole t
~

that piece of wood that

covered the hole where the belly turret guns should have been (two of the four
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.5° cal. machine" guns -we gave up), and

they were the eyes which reported the JX3-"'C.-

chute openings and the effect of the entire drop itse~.
Also in another very important way they made a ma.jor contribution.

While

Beb toggled out the large cannisters with chutes from the bomb bay, and all at

one go, I might add, it was a far different situation with the packages.

The

last thing we wanted to do was to make a second pass over the target to get rid

of the last of those packages.· If,a cannister got hung up, and one never did, we
were prepared to fly off with it hung up and to do what we had to, far away from
the target.
Lingering over the target was lethal for the partisans, also.

Our plane

with its four engines roaring out to the country side, our blue exaaus t flames
making us visible i f the nightlight wasn't, could be the rallying point for enemy

soldiers and their su~erior forces.
No oxygen masks, no flak suits.

What a relief.

It was nice to fly low.

And from my point of view the eyeball route was a pleasure.

In a perverse kind

of way I a.lso felt I was commurri.catd.ng with those civilians on the ground in
Denmark or Norway.

By then they knew about the air drops and I just hoped they

did hear us and were encouraged by our Iittle visit.
At this season of the yea:r we were not briefed on how long there might be

moonlight or how long there would be darkness. On my last drop flight to Norway,
and I think it might have been the last such flight made during" the war into tha.t
courrtzy, the period of darkness was 20 mi.."lutes.

Needless to say that tightened

up our schedule considerably.
We had made our way down to the flight line to inspect the plane we were to
fly.

We were that lone crew who had. no plane -of our own.

early with its cannisters and packages.

meant how difficult the drop might be.

The plane was serviced

This was important information as it
No packages were a disappointment.

With wartime double daylight savi.nge time we had to make our take off late

so we had the cover of dartmess working for us.
were over the North Sea.
later hour.

Never mind losing some sleep when we got back at that

Better safe than sorry.

form 21 checked out.

I wanted darkness soon after we

Our maps were marked.

'the crew chief said the ship was okay.

The log books, the
Back to the area

and take i t easy until we all met again for the flight.
As I said the dr-ops were thought of much more lightly.

remained before taking off never were tense.
cents. "
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So the hours that

Just the peace of fools or inno-

- -The- take off begins.
radio wi th the tower.
never heard of us.

We roll down that runway all by ourselves.

We use the

No radi'o silence to get us going t but once in the air they
And wasn ' t i t nice?

We were on our own.

were a 'lot freer with the intercom.

You bet it was.

We could joke back and forth.

We

It was a milk

run to the coast at a reasonable al titude.
:But once the coast was in view, the North Sea in front, we ditched tha.t altitude a.nd. went down to the fishing territory.

That might sound like bravado but

you had to cut it at low altitudes or-hang yourself' out to dry.

The only time I·heard a crew member make a remark to me, personally or over

the intercom, was by Vince Sabia, our radio operator, on the intercom, as we were
legging it out. of Norilay one night.
"Skipper, do you want me to open the Bomb Bays to let the fish out?"

He

made his point, and while I can smile at the remark I doubt I gave him as much as

one foot of relief.
When we are flying along wave tops we are at the eame time looking for trouble.

After all, the Germans have recovery craft for downed flyers and who knows

just where they might be or what they were doing?

Besides, we were to note any

ships, find their positions and give them at debriefing.

As it tUrned out the

only time there were any shiJ)s, was off the coast of Denma.rk, when a. whole

c~ew

of them were bringing ba.ck German troops out of Nor..ray.

On that particular occasion we had the pleasure of being so low I was twisting and turning ·to avoid the masts and stacks of those troop caJ:riers.

It turned

out that was no news as intelligance already knew a.bout the troop withdrawal.
crew and I were the only ones in the dark.
choice if I had had more information.

My

I would not have made that route

:But such is war.

The hours at low altitude over the water come to an end as Charley's calcu-

lations put us minutes away from the coast.

It is now quite serious.

We had

chosen as our entry point a lonely bit of beach which had always been empty at
our passing.

At the beach we did go a bit higher to clear any obstacles.

would follow the different wood outlines to our target.

We

It wouldn't be a long

trip over Denmark, but this time it was so very close to some sort of town.
At the beach we saw a lone German soldier patrolling, but we must have
caught him by surprise as even I 'could see as I pivoted my head that he never
broke ~tridet just looked up at us as he kept on walking •
.We picked. up our woods and started to f1r ,with them a.s our guide. At some
point we we~e flying close to a road and for the first'time" I saw a car with
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slits for headlights making its way.

I "m sure I hoped they w'ould just wri. te us

off as uncatchable.
W~ made it to. our target area.
But where wa.s the target? They were meant
to have the lights set up. Three lights in a row, quite far apart and one light
at the end blinking .the one letter code.

No .need to get dirty until we had our

all cleaned up and at cruising· speed.
lights.
But there were no lights.

We were down at five hundred feet, but

Wait a minute.

One of the houses was raising one

of its window shades up and down, trying to give us the code letter.
So that was our target. Must have been some ~es made. Now as I widened
the turn, I dropped the gear and put down half the f'Laps , We were now commit ted
to drop.

Tonight was cannisters and packages.

my words of encouragement to Brick and Caudel.

tail covering our rear.

"Dump them out, back there" were
Poor lackey was always in the

The only thing he could do was sweat and hope that the

rest of us were taTting care of him.

But he did get the best view of our drop and

it was his sighting that we counted on.

It was a charge for the house and everything went out.
the intercom.
tires.

"S1dpper, one of the packages opened up.

Soon lackey was on

It was tires-motorcycle

They bounced off the roof of the house."

And I should not fail at this point to say Bob was responsible for all the

timing for letting the loads go.

Timing was crucial for hitting a small target

and to give the- ground :people a nice, neat, and near grouping of groceries to
pick up before the enemy might get there.

laundry out.

It was a dirty trick to string your

It could cost lives.

You can imagine that once we were empty we picked up our speed as we lowered
our al ti tude and made our way out and around all those nasty red flak
It was pilotage time.

us against them.

It was heads up against time.

It was a very good case of

No longer at 2.5,000 feet sucking oxygen.

chance to surprise the enemy and by surprise out fox him.

bl uff •

envelo~es.

This time it was our
It was a great game of

For this crew i t worked every time.

Here it is so many yea.:rs later.

We hardly won the war.

participants who knew very little about the war.

We 'were just-·daily

Who would have thought we were

fighting to divide Germany, to hand Poland over to Russia., etc., etc.

We thought

we were fighting Hitler, Benito t and the Rising Sun.

It is all themor? amazing how someone who was and is quite ordinary and who
was by the rules of chance and the need for replacements could have been exposed
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.to and called upon to serve in such circumstances.

What gen~ officer looking

. ahead could have seen the likes of us in the 856thas the means for supplying the
underground and. to kee"p t;b.e ~ busy in their occupied territories? . Or
better yet, who would have picked us, the few and the under-gunned, as the RAF
decoy force t to draw out the

entire

German might fighters, to allow the RAF more

time to get to and drop their. bombs on the big target?
It took guts on somebody's part.

It just took staying alive on ours.

4/13/69
"V·· FOR VICTORY
by

DOUGLAS D. WALICE:R
As our black Liberator sped. across the unhospi table North Sea, I was

understanda.bly nervous.

We were on our way to parachute drop munitions and

supplies to the underground resista:nce forces in DenlJl2..rk.

Although it was the

24th' mission for the rest of the air crew,' it was my fi.rs~.
originally was transferred to Burma. upon

o~

(The crew I was on

arrival in England and we drew

straws to see who would remain behind in Harrington.

I drew the short straw

and was reassigned to Lt. Swa.J:'ts' crew as his diSi'atcher. )

I was a stranger to the rest of the air crew.
~hat

This, coupled with the fact

it was my first mission, wasn't very reassuring to me.

I didn't know wnat

to expect and, because it wasn't "macho"; I hesitated to ask tne other crew
members what we might face.
Looking out of the waist window. I peered into the murky darkness - occasionally get.ting a, dim glimpse of whitecaps on tne North Sea below.

shivered, it was December

1944

I

and very cold in the unheated B-24 bomber.

I

didn't relish the thought that if·we had to ditch in that tossing sea as a
result of enemy action, we'd proba.bly freeze to dea.th in a matter of minutes.

The co-pi'.ot told me :prior to the flight that we would be approaching Denmark at an al ti tude ,of 500 feet in order to come in under the NCLZi radar and we
would then fly at only 1.500 feet all t'he way across Denmark to ou:r drop zone.
As we crossed the coast line. my nervousness increased.

I was stationed in

the waist of the aU:craft all alone and felt cut off from the rest of the crew.
I wondered i f the Ni:Lzi anti-aircraft gunners would open up on us - - or i f a.

"

t,
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night fighter would jump us.
As I looked out of the window at the ground . below , the moon suddenly appeared.

I could see that we were ovez a small village.

I had. a grandstand seat as we flew

over streets and houses at .500 feet a1 ti tude - - so close, I felt as i f we were
at treetop level. .
The town was in a total war time blackout, but I could make out individual

houses.

It was after midnight and the village looked like a ghost town as it

slid by under us.
Suddenly, the blackout was shattered by a bright light coming from a house

up ahead ,

As

we drew abreast t I saw that it was coming from an upstairs WL"1dow.

·rhe light was flashing on and off rapidly - - as i f someone were pulling a

shade up and down.
I suddenly realized what it was.

As I looked back, I counted the flashes

and their duration --- th:r:ee short and one long -

three short and one long.

It was the international morse code for the letter "V".

Of course:

The Dane

was flashing· the "V for Victory" signal to us.
I looked back tmbelievingly.

That someone, in a hamlet occupied by NCLZis

would brave imprisonment or death to cheer us on our way by flashing us the "V
for Vic tory I' sign as we flew over, was remarkable.

I admired that person' s

courage •.
We flew on to our drop zone.

Spotting the firey cross lit by the Danish

resistance forces to guide us in, we worked sl1eedily to drop the loaded containers

from the bomb bay, as well as large boxes and bales we pad to push out of the
"Joe Hole" in the waist of the Liberator.
We flew back to England uneventfully and landed just before sunrise.

debriefing by 8-2, we headed for our bunks and blessed
Just before I dozed off.

After

slee~.

I though. about that welcome from a brave Dane on

my first "Carpetbagger" mission.

I felt embarrassed at my nervousness, when I

thought of his courage and realized that he, or she. faced danger every day from

the Nazi invaders, while I faced it only a few nights each week.
I also felt a warm feeling that our efforts. to help the Danes over throw

their Na.zi oppressors were obviously a.pprecia.ted.
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SCARY RETUR.T\f FROM DENMARK
Our crew was assigned a

earli~r Denma:r:k run which

target in

had

De~k on. 10 -Se:ptember

1944.

We had one

been in mid-August and, as I recall, we were not

able to drop because we could not contact our ground reception group.

The flight

to Denmark was not particularly long but all of it was over the North Sea.

Act-

ually the only land we flew over was EngJ:and..

by NORMAN RUSSELL

Again, as

on

our first trip, we were unable to locate the grourA

rece~tion

party so knowing better than to look for them we did a 180 degree turn and headed.

- back to Harrington.

We had only been flying ea.st a few minutes when we felt. the

plane pulling to the left.

Both Jake and I looked at the instr..unents and saw

that number one engi·ne tachometer was indicating an RPM of about 3000.
it should have been showing 2230.

~old

a

Nor:n.a.lly

pressure was a little higher then

normal but that shouldn't have been
problem. As we looked at the instruments
and each other the plane began to noticeably pull to the left and without saJ~ng
anything to each other we both :put our feet on the right r.lc.der pedals and were
both turning the wheel to the right. I rolled in full right aileron trim and. full
right rudder t..""'im to try to lift the left wing, hoping that we could keep the plane (
level.

It didn't work and we were slowly losing 'altitude.

ing to keep the left wing up and. the plane headed

feather number .one

By now we were s~-in

st~-ight.

I rea.ched overhead to

engine by hitting the red feather button.

We expected the

engine RPM to slow. down to a stop but much to our consternation nothing happened.

I pulled the feather button out again and :pushed it in ••••• nothing~ I looked over
at Jake and .noticed that he was sweating profusely.

both drenched.

So was I.

In fact, we

we~

We alerted the crew that we were baving a problem with the plane.
They could sense that something was wrong.

We didn't have to tell them.

Finally,

we called the crew and told them our problem and since we were still losing alti tude we were going to drop our bomb bay containers and we wanted the waist
cleared also.

This was accomplished quickly.

We leveled off but had. no al titude

to spare.
Holding full right rudder and keeping the wheel full right was beginning to
s~ra.in

both of us.

We had advanced the power on the tlu-ee good engines, number

one being our problem, so that we were using our fuel at a far greater rate than
usual, which wasn t t all
•.. bad beca.use wi th each gallon of fue 1 burned the plane

became lighter.

We were in

no

danger .at that time of running :>ut of fuel.
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Eventually, we were flying over England- and called F.a.rrington explaining our

engine problem.

I didn It mention e'arlier that Jake and I tooK: turns holding mzmbe r

one throttle full closed because we wanted as little fuel into that engine as
possible. The blades were stuck in low pitch so that run-away propeller was
acting as a big are:a of resistance rather than doing any pulling.

Jake and I sat in the- cockpit for a few minutes after we cut the

out incident.
engines.

We landed with-

I guess we were just too tired to get out.

to get scared until later when I was in bed.

It didn't really occur to me

.And then I began to sweat again.

Nexe day our crew chief found a restriction in the oil line leading into the

propeller control housing.
pro~eller

No oil was availa.ble to control the pitch of the

and obviously none to feather it.

A pro~eller rotating at the speed

ours was is a constant threat of letting go of its blades.
would have had a cold swim in the North Sea.

Had that happened we

OUr crew was composed of Maurice "Jake" Jacobson, pilot; Norman Russe Ll , co-

pilot; Jim McKenna, navigator; Dave' Cleveland, bombaxdier; Bob

Ma...~ett,

engineer;

Mitch Hart, radio operator; Seymour Chinich, tail gunner; and Joel Carter, dis-

•

:patcher~gunner

•

\
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A FLIGHT TO· DENMARK
by

GEORGE WINDBURN
May 7th has come and gone.

, story that I could find.

Its passing wasn't even noted. by any, news:paper

Not that I. looked very ha.rd, but I was aware there

wasn't a ripple of remembera.rice•. In its day it created the epitomy of

answe~ed

prayer as indeed it did. It was, and is, the date of VE Day.
For me, May 6th, with omers to fly in Class A Uniform that day with the
commanding officer of the 492nd Bomb Group in a C-47, set the stage to have me
miss VE Day with my crew and friends at Har.rington Air Field.

For on

]¥fAy

6th

I woUld fly the Danish ambassador and J?&ssengers, inc1 uding one jeep, back to

his country, landing a.t the civilian airfield in the ca.pital city, Copenhagen.
There were a cou:ple of things about the flight itself which were different
In the first place I had never' flown a C47 before.

And I had never

crossed the C?hannel into enemy terri tory in daylight before.

And I could, say

for me.

in passing that a captain was our flight engineer, a. major was our navigator,
not one enlisted man on board.

The colonel was airplane commander.

One of the passengers, a wax corres];)ondent for Readers Digest, gathered

the material for his rather long story of the 492nd..

This was published at a

date after our secrecy classification was dropped.
The in flight memories I have are of passing Holland and seeing the fields
of broken gliders left behind after an ·a.irborne Allied attack of many months

passed.

Next woUld be the little, and I mean little, stubby German attack

planes left behind on a German airfield.
took off from a dro:pable wheeled skid.

exotic fuel jet-type engine.

These little planes had ~o wheels,
They were powered by an experimental

They probably were intended to make just one

flight.
The airfield at Copenhagen was covered with British planes and soldiers.
We were met by people of the Danish undergroUnd for whom we had flown many
supply and. agent-drop missions.

These missions are called Carpetbagger missions

in the Readers Digest .story .
The brief ride into town was memorable in that we could see just a.bout

every civilian was carrying a wire-stock machine gun whic h looked very much

like a water pistol in construction.
}.

I have no idea how many of these
. things

we h8.d pro bablydropped. •
(
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When we were on foot we could hear gunfire every once in a while as there
were little pockets of resistance still being overcome. These were the only
gunshots I heard for my entire combat exposure in WW2. And by the way, it
is pure bunkum that from the flight deck you could hear the waist guns firing .
.And you do not hear- any sounds when bombs are on their way down, nor do you

hear their ground impacting e.xplosiC?n. PUre Hollywood.
We were registered into a hotel and then proceeded to have our evening

It was like culture shock to sit down
in a totally civilian setting, with an unheard of menu offering, music, from a

meal.

That was another special memorJ.

small ensemble, flowers around the room.

From the lifestyle at Ha:r:::ington to

this fine Copenhagen hotel in one short day was too much to forget.
What a difference. I certainly never ate with the colonel before.

Each

of us were· at the same time called upon to elevate ourselves to be and to be

seen as cultured geIttlemen t who were incidently combat airmen of the United

states Army Air Force •. We were the only uniforms in

room as I recall.
We were far from being taken lightly. . The small ozches tra stopped at an
appropriate time so that their leader could address the dining room in English
(for our benefit) telling all present that we were America.."ls who had participated
wi th their resistance fighters in 1 i berating

th~

Denmark.

There was pollte ,applaus e •

Next the music was AMerican for some minutes.
The main

~hing

I remember of the meal itself was the Schnapps and the

strawberries for dessert.

But besides the food the other event was the young

She was
twenties, wore a
.
. in her
striking (or should I say, noticeable) red, white, and blue dress.
lady who came up to us during the meal.

Most likely she was there to say something nice about us, but what I do
definitely remember was the

the group.

C~lonel

telling her I was the ranking officer of

.Tongue. in cheek, of course.

This same lady in the same dress was to later appear as a front page
photo and side-bar story in a British daily a day or two after VE Day.
One of tne under~ound people invited me to have lunch in the famous
Touilery Gardens the next day, Ma.y 7th. Because of the war the gardens as I

saw them had none of the features which are world renowned.

Merely· a pleasant

grass and trees park.
Looking back today I aJ1l struck by several things. 'First, I really would
have preferred to have stayed at Harrington and celebrated with my friends and
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The "people on ""theCopen.haien t.-~:P were really strangers to me and we had

crew.

had no previous social contacts.
Another thing I see as strange is the total lack of sophis"tication of those
times and of myself.

I actually had no idea on May" 6th th.at the next day was

going to be the end__ "of the war.

While that may make me sound dense, I can

only attribute that to the level of acce~s to real news.
'Ira.nsistor radios will probably go down in the history books as one of the
prime change agents of our days.

The depth of news, opinions, and pure trash

compete vigorously for the minds of all people.

It wasn't like t!'..at, on tha:t

scale or with rea.d.ily available equi:pment in ·those days.

For me the real end of the European War was goL-"g to come just after my
25th combat mission.
states.

This was the magic number which rotated you back to the

May 6th was my twentieth mission.

Only five to go.

May 8th and the days fallowing should.n' t be left out of the telling.

After

all, 1£ there hadn It been VE Day on the 7th, what was to follow would..l'l't be wha.t

it was.
You knew, but it just did.'1' t seem right, you

It was just plain strange.

weren't going to be posted for another mission.

You wouldn't be doing evasive manuevers to look for fighter

load at nigh"t.
planes.

You wouldn't fly another bomb

There would be no more car:Petbagger flights, just skimming over" the

tops of the waters of the North Sea on your way to Norway or Denmark.

friendly moon

or

No more

stars to keep you company and to give you aid and comfort

for hour after hour as the engi.'1es droned on.

How many times on those long flights did I find myself the only person

awake or alert in my crew at some point on our return leg?

We considered the

North Sea as friendly territory only on our return flight.

Tensions would be

reduced, safety seemed assured, and shut eye was too much to resist.
all, they knew we -might be

~osted

After

to go again in less than eight hours.

Then

the whole scenario of tension would set in again.
Where would my crew go?

Where would other frineds go?

since phase training in Walla Walla.
right for this abrupt cut off.

We had been together

I wasn't ready to say good-bye.

It wasn't

I didn't want any more of war, but I did want

something.
"I was unplugged.

It was unsettling.
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But most of all we got our VE Day.

THE DANES RETURN HOME '

by
. BOB FISH

On 5

May 1945 tne

492nd Group received a request from

ass

Headquarters in

London to fly some members of the Danish government in exile back to Cophenhagen
in Denmark on

7

May

194.5. This Danish

party consisted of among other officials,

a couple of members of the Danish royal family.

7

May

1945

The flight was scheduled for

because that was the date on which the German military forces had

agreed to surrender.
I was requested to

~ersonally

pilot the C-47 used on

chose George Windburn to accompany me as my co-pilot.
George because he had never flown in a c-47 before.

t~is

mission.

I

I don't know why I picked
I probably thought that I

was such a hot pilot that I didn't need a fully qualified co-pilot. I chose
M/Sgt. Templeton as my engineer. Templeton was a highly qualified engineer.
He had. been with us since before we became Carpetbaggers.

For our radio

operator I selected Major Silkebaken, our group communications officer.
Because some members of the Danish party had never traveled on aircraft

before this flight we took Captain Loren H. Martin, a medical doctor, with us
in case the first time air :passengers became airsick enroute.

If my memory

doesn't trick me I think we also took Major Bruce Akers, our group engineering
officer with us ...

6 May 1945 I

that there was some kind of
an obstacle to having the armistice signed on 7 May. I don't remember for sure
what the imp~dim.ent' was .btrt I do' seem to recall it was based on who had the
proper authority to sign for the Russians and for the Germans. This meant that
there was a posibility that we would be enroute before the armistice actually
became effective. In view of the status of my passengers I was concerned that
perhaps some pa.:r:t of the German military might not get the word. I could
imagine some brainwashed Natzi fanatic fighter pilot deciding to make a name
for himself by shooting down this lone C-47 when it entered German controlled
territory in Denmark. There were several German fighter units stationed in
Denmark. I knew that their communications system had been badly damaged. Some
outfit might not get the word that the war was over.
I therefore called a friend who commanded a P-51 fighter group at a recently
captured airfield in Belgium and asked him for a fighter escort unti~ I got on
On the afternoon of

w:as informed
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,the ,ground in Cope,tma,gen. ,He asked me how,many planes I wanted.

I stalled by

telling him that he was the fighter authority and that he ,had a better idea t~~
I of how many P-.51 '5 it would take. to do the job. He' courrber'ed me by replying,
'tTell me how many you need}" ·r figured that if he wanted to play games I,.would
call his hand.

I said, "Give me a squadron of eighteen planes."

There was a

long pause at his ena of the telphone line before he came ba.ck at me with. "My
I'll l)rovi~e you with two P-.51's.

pilots are damn good.

to

wherever

you want to land."

They will escort you

I thanked him and. hung up.

The next moming my passengers arrived at Harrington and we got airborne.
by 10:00 avm,

We flew first to a field in Belgium and refueled.

off for Copenhagen.

Then we took

By the time we reached 8000 feet altitude we had our two

p- 51 's join us, one flying on each side and. above my airplane.

When we a:rrived at Copenhagen the Germans were still in control of the airfield.
to . land.

When I radioed the control tower 1 they answered in English and cleared me
After landing we taxied to the airport terminal and stopped.

automobiles drove up along side our 0-47.
their tops folded down.

Several

There were thr~e old touring cars with

There were also a ccup.l,e ofwintage sedans.

I assumed

that the big touring cars were for the VIP's we had on board. I was wrong.
When we descended from the airplane to the pavement there were several
people in oivilian garb waiting to greet us.,

The Germans were there also but

they remained a couple hundred feet away.
Our VIP's got into the little sedans and drove away.

~{e

were told that the

big touring cars were for the air crew.

I explained that I wanted to move our airplane to an area where it wouldn I t
block the entrance to the terminal.

They guided me to a spot about 250 ya:rds

from the terminal and asked me to park there.

While we were putting "the extezna'l

control locks on our aircraft and tying it down a German FocKe-Wulf, 190 landed
and taxied along side of our C-47.

Whil~

we watched

~,

the pilot opened his

canopy and held his hands above his head in a gesture of surrender.

He obviously

was trying to defect. I told the Danish people who were assisting me that he
was their prisoner; I did not want him.
We were sea.ted in the touring cars sitting on the backs of the seats and
driven along the streets of Copenhagen.

large crowds along the streets cheered

and waved at us as though we were conquering heros.

There was much waving of

r

hats and arms as w passed by on our way to a mid-town hotel where we were
assigned rooms.

Fortunately for us the desk clerk at the hotel was a Canadian

'.
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so we' had 'an' easy solution to our 'language problem.

'After refreshing ourselves,

from our journey, we assembled -in the bar of the hotel.•
On my way downstairs to the bar I was accosted by a man well adorned with

.two pistols and sevezal. hand grenades hanging on his belt.

He had an abundant

growth of bea:rd and appeared to me to be a pretty rough looking character.

When we stopped on the steps he told me that they were planning a dinner party
for our crew at a place about ten -blocks away from the hotel.

He said the cars

would pick us up at six in the evening at the hotel and take us to the party.
I thanked him and walked over to the desk clerk to have him identify this rough
looking character for me. "He is the president of the Copenhagen Chamber of
Conunerce. He is also a leader in the Danish underground forces." I remarked

that I thought he had a remarkably heavy bea:rd. The clerk then informed me
that he ware the beard as a disguise. If the Germans ever connected him with
the resistance movement he would shave off his facial hair and continue to
exist as a different person than the one the

~rmans

would be looking for.

We attended their dinner which was for the purPose of honoring our air
They brought out their cute movie actresses to have dinner with us and

crew.

dance with us.
apeechee ,

They made it a real gala occasion with lots of flowers and

The food was a real treat after months of army chow.

The party ended about 11 :30 p.m. and we returned to our hotel.
back to the hotel was interesting.

The journey

The limited transportation they had was not

readily available for our use at that hour.

Rather than wait for transportation
we elected to walk the several blocks back to the hotel. The street was wide
with sidewalks on each side.

The Danes. some of the men, were heavily armed,

were gathered on one side of the street. The German soldiers who were still
armed were gathered on the opposite side. There being no traffic we elected to .
walk down the center of the street. It gave me a somewhat eerie feeling.
We departed for England the next morning, the 8th of May 1945.

When we

arrived in Copenhagen we had found the Germans in control of the airport.

The

next morning we found a British airbourne battalion had moved in during the
,night and they had taken over the control from the Germans.

Whereas the Germans

had ignored us when we came Ln, the British interrogated me for about an hour

before they cleared me for take off.

They had difficulty understanding tbAt we

had landed while the Germans were still in control.
let me take off for Harrington.

x

They finally decided to

We had. an uneventful flight back to England.

We a;rrived at Harrington just at dusk.
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As we aJlproached the airfield it

t·ook.on all the ap:p~arance of. a .majorFourth ~f July fireworks dis~lay. Flares
were being fired into the air from allover .the base.

I. was astonished and

'puzzled as to where the airmen had obtained the great" number

0: fl~es

we saw

bei.ng fired skywa.:rd.
Before I had left the base on the .day before I had arranged for our milita..ry

police to pick up ail of the arms on the base and lock them in the arms storage
vault. All our air crew members had been- issued 45 caliber pistols. That meant

that there were dozens of them scattered throughout the base. I could foresee
the possible carnage that could ensue if our people sta...~ed firing "these azms in
celebration of the end of the war. I expected them to celebrate. They bad the
occasion and they had earned the right.
wounding each other.

But I surely dian't want them accidently

I wanted to do everything I could to assure they got home

to the USA in good health.

I certainly wanted to avoid having to write somebody's

mother and tell her that her son had died of gun shot wounds while celebrating
the end of the war.

I thought I had every ty:pe of firearm under control.
had misjudged the ingenuity of the American airman.

of firearms.
aircraft.

But it wasn't so.

We had

ovez'Looked one source

That source was the flare pistols in the life ra:ts of the B-24

Each B-24 ca-"'Tied two life rafts.

pistol and many rounds of flare ammunition.

Each life raft contained a va:r.J

It was this source that was

providing the fireworks we saw as we approached the air base.
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"Se ".e guerre:"

MEMORIES AND 'A RESUME
by

W. BATSON
(From a letter Batson wrote to Col. Fish)
GERALD

It was a very nice sUl'rise to receive your letter after so long a time -

44 years or there abouts'~ I 'left the UK in June 1945 and brought my crew and
one each B~24 back to CONUS via Iceland, Presque Isle and into Bradley Field,
Connecticut.

I have had little or' no contact with anyone from the 492nd

since then with the exc.eption of George Winburn. I am. very much interested in
your efforts to write about the Carpetbaggers but I'm afraid I have very little
to contribute to its history. As you know, George Winburn and I were late
arrivals in England. Our crews were assigned to the 492nd late in December of

1944, and I didn It fly

my first mission until February of

1945.

I flew

seventeen combat missions, a mix of low altitude Carpetbagger and high altitude
night bombing sorties. Although I s~w lots of searchlights t flak bursts, and
an occasional fighter, my ship the "Ares," 'was never hi t nor did any of us
J

So you see I can't contribute much of great interest or

sustain any injuries.

excitement to your journal.
Probably the most interesting trip"for me was a sortie to Copenhagen on
the 8th or 9th of !\fay 1945.

There were three B-24's assigned the task of

transporting people and sup:plies to occupy the airport.

Copenhagen citizens

had been celebrating V-E Day for a few days before the actual day and were in

a very festive mood.

We were met

at the airport with" a convoy of old open

touring cara and escorted to the Cosmopolitan Hotel and housed there and fed
there all on the house.

We were bombarded with flowers and were asked for

autographs and our insignia.
We soon -teamed up for a tour of the city with a group of young boys who

steered us around pockets of Germans who were still armed and fairly dangerous.
It turned out that they and their families were members of reception ~arties
and when they found out we were :part of the carpetbagger operation and may
have dropped sllppliesto them, the city of Copenhagen was ours.

We were taken

to the home of one of their underg:r:ound leaders and had a wonderful visit with
many stories told.

This man was a Mr. H. F. Flesner and he and I corresponded

for several years after that.

He also introduoed me to the joys and perils .of'

aquavit. a sort of-Danish echaaps ,

That was an evening I will always remember.
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I got out' of the old AAF in December of

1945 and went back to college.

, I was recalled to active duty in December 1<;48 during the Berlin air lift
, crisis and was assigned ~o SAC' at castle AFB, Cali£ornia., in a B-29 squadzcn ;
I stayed there and up graded through the :8-50, B-47 and finally the B-52's.

I stayed in air ope;ations as a combat aircrew commander for. sixteen
then drifted on to staff positions in command. and control a.t SAC FJi.
Hq., Hq. USAF'.and the' :feint Chiefs of staff. I went to the National
Class of 1969 and s:p£!nt three more years in the NMCC as Chief of the
Warfare Status Division of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

years and
J

PACM'
War Coll~,

Nuclear

My final assignment was

as Chief of the Silk Purse Control Group, USCINCUR Airborne Command Post at
RA.F Mi.l.denhall, UK in February 1974. I have worked for Boeing (everyone in
Sea.ttle does, it seems); in real esta.te; in insurance; and finally for Union
Carbide. retiring in 1985-

I still find plenty of things to do with my time

and I enjoy reasonably good health.
Sincerely,
/ sl G. W. Batson

(

RANK HAS ITS PEIVILEGE

\

by

:BOB FISH
I recall one .occasd.on 1.'1

the

detail~

194.5.

For some urgent reason, I do not recall

of why, I had to talk to one of our senior non-eommissioned officers.

It was late "in the evening, after 9:00 p.m.
to no avail.

I tried to locate him by telephone

Finally somebody informed me that he was a.t the

Either there was no phone' there on i t wasn t t working.

,Airmen~s

Club.

I decided to go to the

club and get'him.

It seems we had a standing rule that commissioned officers were to stay.
As soon as I ste:pped through the door some intrep~d

out of the Airmen's Club.

slick sleeved airmen challenged my right to come through the door.a mind. to throw me out.

He was of

Fortunately one of our senior NCO's came to my rescue.

He cloa.ked me in his authority

and

enabled me to explain my mission.

Someone .

found the man I needed to talk to, I obtained the information I needed and then
left. \ My. thought

as

I.drove back to my hut was that a few beers surely can

change a man's perspective.
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COME FLY WITH ME---SOUTH

as told by
AL SHARPS

The 859th BS was ordered to Italy.

1945.

We were in action before January 1,

14, 1945, we were aaai.gned to the 15th Air Force. We didn't
wear their insignia excpet when on leave. We flew by Heflin-Balchen tactics--not by MacCloskey's nonsense. We did the job the 885th BS couldn't or wouldn't
On January

The 885th BS flew, to the best of my knowledge, into soft Greek or Italian

do.

targets or milk runs over southern France or the western slope of Austria.

Which gave the 859th BS plenty of room---the eastern slopes of Austria,
Yugoslavia, Albania, the rough box canyons of the Alps, Moravia, Montenego, etc.
I don't think we should be overly concerned about MacCloskey1 s dislike of
the 859th BS.

bagging.

We did sort of ruin his claim to being the inventor of Carpet-

We also terrified him.

For on his one visit to the 859th BS axea he

reamed out the guard at the entrance and told him to shoot at the next personwho entered -the area who failed to stop upon challenge.

He then entered the

officer's section of our just-finished hardpine privy.
The next person who entered the area was an old Italian grandmother, who
knew not a single word of English, bringing back a basket of clean laundry.

The

challenge was made, she ran, he fired.

The bullet passed diagonally between
~~cCloskey's o~en knees, shattering a pine knot so that a goodly number of
splinters were imbedded in the colonel's right inner thigh. The medic hap~ily
reported that blood had been drawn although there was some regret that the
bar:rel of the .45 had not been a trifling to the right in its aim.
McManus?

Naturally he removed the guard from the gate.

Had he been station-

ed on the other side of the entrance, the bullet would have entered the orderly

room.
It bothers me that I have forgotten so much.
anything unusual, heroic, or brave.

I am aware that I never did

In retros})ect I rank myse If as a spear

carrier, who at times, was priviledged to serve on the same projects with greater

men like Balehen , Keith Allen, Schreiner, St. Clair, Cummings. Nor do I feel,
that in Italy, the 859th did anything that could not have been done by the 856th.
857t~ or 858th BS's.

let me give an example of forgetting.
who flew materials/personnel into Poland.
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MacCloskey speaks of Polish pilots
The only non-US bombers or transports
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at"Bri'ndisi were a squadron of Wellingtons.
aquadzon with Polish pilots.

They could have been. a British RAF

I suppose 'they might have had the range to reach

Poland and return but I never saw any activity around them and. the plane parked
closest to us had one three-bladed prop and the other a four-bladed prop.

I cannot remember

~hich

Today

prop was on which wing: ~ ~

I suspect that there may be other activities of the 492nd which have nevez
been publicized.

In 1950, I"went back to school to pick up a Masters.

There in

a large lecture hall a foreign student from Norwa.y made a statement, in class,

that in 1545 he and others were carried from an unspecified airfield in tte
British Isles in two black B-24's of the 858th BS and destroyed 4t kilomete~
of track leading from a mine to what sounded like the dock at Narvik.

Un=~r

tunately the professor was a displaced German who insisted that the Allies would
never haveca.rried out such activities.
disagreed with him.

He was noted for failing any student who

But there is a fragment , possibly false, that may be only

something I dreamed or imagined.

t.

\'.
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The following was contributed by
~alt~r T. Jones.
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~he photo of my aircraft taken
~

in late February 1945 during
a daylight drop over the Po
Valley, Italy, thus showing that the
"Carpecbaggers" were assigned to th.a
8th and 15th Air Forces.
My crev arrived at Harrington Air
Station, England, 492nd Bomb Group,
in August·1944. We were assigned to
the 859th Bomb Squadron where we went
through training. My records shov
thac we flew three missions while in
England. Between August and December
1944. "
On December lath~ 1944, ~he 859th
was transferTed to the 2641 Special
Group, Mediterranean Theatre, 15th
Air Force, Brendisi Air Station,
Italy. The 859th vas under the com~
mand of Lt. Col. Leonard McMannis,
with Cape. James A. Seccafico as operations officer. The 2641 Sp. Grp.
and the 885th Bomb Sq. were escablished in March 1944 under the command of Col. Monroe MacCloskey (Author of Secret Air Missions, Counterinsurgency Operations in Southern
Europe).
In January 1945, the 8S9th went operational with the 88Sth Bomb Sq.
flying night missions in support uf

_ ~~~!"E;~1~~ance I ~?r~es opera~~g
nor~hern

,

.
~"."
..

Italy and

the"B~~kans.

i.1!
These

.r

>

forces tncluded the Garibaidi" Brigades
~~ northern Italy; the Partisans (Tito_.
fo-r-'c"esf, the Chetniks (Mittjalovic)
forces in Yugoslavia and other resistance forces in Austria, Czechoslovakia and Ge~any.
In March 1945, the 2641 Special
Group moved north to Ros Lgnano Air

Station in Italy until the end of the
war. Our crew flew 38 missions while
in italy.

The following men comprized our crew.
Lst Lt Kenneth W. Sacke, pilot & Al'e
1st Lt Kenneth F. Whorlow, co-pilot
1st Lt William F. Croy, navigator
1st Lt Walter T. Jones, bombardierT!Sgt Asby Boyd, Jr., engineer
T/Sgt Harry J. Beetle, radioman
S!Sgt James Fitzpatrick, gunner
5!5gt Charles Fluharty, gunner

The picture shows that the 859th
Carpetbaggers did their bit in both
the 8th and 15th Air Forces in Europe
in 1944 and 1945. The aircraft in
. the picture was flown from Harrington
to Brend1si in December 1944.

~~~~~~ForceComrade,

·ff~
7
'-~
ialter T. Jon~sr~~j. U.S.A.F.
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859th.SQUADRON IN ITALY
by
!U.J L. SHARPS

The only offic~r I

am

certain who stuck with the squadron, a.=ter V-'£ Day,

was the Engineering Officer.

He was a special type Joe.

We were in a British

Zone at Brindisi and the only place they could find to billet the enlisted a 4 .,..
crew and ground crew was in an abandoned Italian concentration camp for Jews and
Gypsies.

It measured about two hund.:red by three htmdred feet, was latrineless,

and for water was served by a single half-inch pipe.
So the Engineering Officer and enlisted men built a latrine (eepazat.e but
equal) facilities for officers and enlisted men,.with a.-25-head, su:perheated

shower.

The framework was of British bridge timbers, the boiler and pipes

liberated from a bea.ched Italian destroyer.

The flame bowls were haJ.ved high-

pressure nitogen bottles used to pressurize the de-icers of the
Wellingtons or "Wimpies" used on the same field by the Brits.

squad~on

of

The roof and sides

were covered with flattened engine c~wlings from scrap~ed Eytie/Kraut/Limey
fighters.

We flattened the COWlings by an endless chain of eager Italians who

jumped up and down on them.

Pay was

ttl

of Spam per COWling.

He ta.pped into a

high-pressure three inch (approximately) water main and a two inch 100 Octane
gasoline line.

Fuel wa.s carried to the burners by salvaged hydraulic lines

with the original bronze stopcocks.
But we needed shower heads.
fatigues
officers.

He put

15 of us, officers and men into unmarked

marched·us into the luxury hotel reserved for British field-grade
We detached and carried off the shower heads and piping. . Pursued by

a Brit MP, we merely pointed to the "made in the USA" on the heads.

The shower

worked fine.
priv~te

yacht. Into it went the float from a large
Ita1..ian plane, the contra-rotating props from an axis torpedo, and the engine
The next project was his

fr·:>m the British Wing Commander's jeep:

It worked fine as long as eight to ten

enlisted men perched on the prow to keep her from leaping out of the water.

We

trucked the craft from Brindisi to Rosignagno when we moved.
The day before we left our third field, Gioa

I.

he had me and some others

building a mess hall.of bullet-holed corrugated metal.

from small-arms

~unition,

He had us getting lead

melting and casting it into foot-long rods, sawing

the 'rods into half inch long slugs, and then hammering the slug to a rivet,
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inserting the rivet into each bullet hole, and swatting it tight ·wi th a hammer

against

a hammer.

I'm not sure how' the 859th ended.

I.did note that about

t~ee

we flew out,· an 859th m.a.intenance squadron appeared on .the 15th
Editor •s Note:

weeks after'

rio.

If anyone remembers the Engineering Officer's name, please send

to Si, the Editor.

He deserves special recognition for his ingenuity.

CARPErnAGGERS IN ITALY
by
-

~

SHARPS

It may be of interest that of the Watton B-24s that returned to F.arrington
from the Ball Project th:ree---Able. Charley and Fox--went to Italy with the

859th ES.

or these,

only Charley .came home.

Able was thrown away one night.

by a "green" crew ba.11ing out over our own lines.

closing days

o~

Fox was jumped in the

the war by five Italian fighters of the "Ligurian Air· Force"

over the battle line.

The fighter :planes were modern but they were flown· by

four ten-hour cadets and their civilian instructor (i.e. a non-military trained

pilot who may have been in uniform).
Fox went down, but the tail gunner was cred.ited with three kills and one
probable.

The gmmer was released. by the

wi. thin the week, and was bitter.

~a.rtisans

and returned to the base

The Krauts had required him to a.ttend the

funeral of the four cadets and he had talked to the fifth pilot whose :plane
was so badly shot up that i t had to belly land beside the paved runway.
sad thing is, that I.! m not posi ti ve of the gunner' s name.

The

I think it may have

been "Joko" Jackson, who died in a crash after our return to the states, on
his way back to the Ease, but by then we were no -longer part of the 8th or

the 49200.
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"A ·TALE· OF A RED TAIL

·BY Al Sharps

My wife and I were shopping in Rico Calarese's Super
Market. As we went through the chect out line, a voice
said. "You look mighty like a tail gunner to me". Startled, I looked up and saw a black gentleman, about my age, in
the adjoining line.
"You can be only one of two men, Sir", I answered.
Kindly turn around so I can see if your tail is red." "You
got me", he said, "I was a pilot in the 332nd, and I believe
you were glad to see me that day over Yugoslavia.~
This was a strange coincidence after all these many
years. We were pleased to see each other again. There was
only one squadron of Negro pilots in the Air Force during
WW II.

They were the ftRed Tails" of the 332nd based in Italy.

They were the only squadron of P 51 1 s we ever got any help

from when we were on day light resupply drop missions in the
area around Zagreb. They were always a welcome sight.
On this. one particular mission ·he had helped remove the
pollution (read enemy fighters) coming in on us. After rescuing us he pUlled in directly behind us and took a good
look at me in the tail gun turrent. He claimed that at six
feet one inches tall I was the most pack-in gunner he had
ever .seen and that he could never forget the look on my face
when I realized we were still alive!
He told me that he had crashed his aircraft while landing at his home base after that mission and had to spend some
time in the hospital. He had returned to active duty in 1952_
We discovered that we new live only eight miles from each
other.
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'RETURN TO THE PAST

submitted by
COLONEL LEONARD McMAJ.'fUS

Thirty one year's after the end. of World War II Colonel Leonard McManus,
. retired, returned to the scene of one o:f his wartime missions.
was a C-47 landing at night behind the German lines in France.
newspaper, La. Nouvelle Republique

That mission
The French

du Centre-Ouest/Berry--Poitou--Val de

Loire Samedi, 21 Juin; dimache 22 Juin 1975, contained the following article

A translation to English follows.
MISSION ACCOMPLISHED - - 31 years later--an American :pilot and a French
Secret Agent from I.e Blanc who had been aboard the American' s D. c. Dakota
are reunited.
IE BLANC --- Again, a seemingly unimportant fact associated with so many
others has created history, notably that of the French "resistance" and its
allies. In this particular event, the performers were completely unknown to
each other. There was no contact between the crew of the American Dakota
plane and those Frenchmen on the ground responsible for a safe landing and the
secret agent that was to be flown out within a short period except for a few
hours spent together in an atmosphere of friendship which seemed even more
precious because of the perils involved in performing their re~pective duties.
No names were· ever exchanged. And so, during the 31 years that followed since
that night in the early months of 1944, those men often recalled the times
covering that visit.

when they shared with their brothers in arms, although anonymously,

vicissitudes of the resistance movement.

t~e

But, far away, in the United States

of America, one of the leading figures, Colone1 Leonard McManus, an American

Air Force officer, the pilot of the Dakota plane, living in the New York
suburbs had always hoped to return to I.e Blanc and meet his companions.
That hope was nurtured until the Spring of
1975 when, as a retired officer, he decided to renew past acquaintances while
AN ONLY CLUE--A PHarCGRAPH ---

he would 'be traveling to Paris with his spouse.

However, to locate companions

about whom he knew nothing, not even their names, was not an easy task.
Fortunately, Colonel McManus had faithfully kept a "document," that was to
facili tate his research somewhat:

a photograph of a few people involved which

was taken during that memorable night at the Studio Eugene Perraguin in I.e Blanc.

And so, on May 8, 1975, Colonel McManus sent a letter to the Mayor of Ie
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·:

., -T" ... ~

.. Blanc enclosing: a .c·opy of the photograph,· outlining the odyssey in which he
had participated, and requested whether it would be possible to identify any-

one of

the group still Iiving.

i~ I.e

Blanc.

The Deputy Mayor, Mr. Mourot, began

his· investigation with the author of the photograph, Mr. Eugene Perraguin who

immediately recalled that the secret agent involved during that particular
mission was Mr. Andre Boyer, President of .the Free French Movement (Combatt-

Mr:

ants Volontaires de la Resistance).

Four of the Frenc~en in the photograph

figure and requires no introduction.
were easily identified:

Boyer is indeed a very well known

Mr. Nuttin, a businessman in Roubaix, and Mr. Pataud,

also a businessman in Vendome, are bother brothers-in-law of Mr. Andre Boyer;
l'1r. Robert Morisset, a French Embassy Inspector, and Mr. Marcel lambert, now

residing in Tours, .who formerly managed the Chateaurowx Brewery in. I.e Blanc.
A FEAT THAT MPDE COLONEL McMANUS SHUDDER - - Mr. Andre Boyer met Colonel

McManus and his wife, a Canadian national employed by the International

Monetary Fund, in Paris and drove them to I.e Blanc, where they were reunited
with a small group of friends associated with the Free
ing t among others Flight Commander Le

Bor~e

~ench

Movement, includ-

of the Free French Air Force, Mr.

Yves Choplin of the Sabotage Group from Eguzon, both being former deportees of
concentration camps.
We were grateful to Mrs. McManus, who had not forgotten her mother tongue,
for being able to convey her husband. 's impressions of this friendly reunion.
The Colonel was extremely happy to have at long last made this dream a reality.

However, upon viewing the actual landing field, he was aghast and wondered by
what miracle he "had succeeded to land and take off in the dark of night in a

DC :3 Dakota plane without mishap.

"It is absolutely unbelievable," said he,

"one must necessarily be filled with youth' s vigor and desire to achi.eve such

a feat."
Needle~s

to fJay that if the Amen9an Colonel was delighted to have located

his friends, his French counterparts were also happy and eager to continue their
relationship but on this occasion it would indeed not be as anonymous friends.

(
\
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SOME

859th SQUADRON KEY PERSONNEL
submitted by
COL. McMANUS

STAFF

Commander

- leonard M. McManus

Exec.

- William J. carey

Operations Medical
Engineering Supply
Adj.

Asst.

Russell N. Knott
James Seccafico
James Dresser
Kenneth Bechtold
George McKeever

- Russell P. Ford

Armament
- George Johnston
Intelligence- James P. Steward
1st Sgt.
- James McConnell
Bombardier Off.-Frederic Burk

FILars
Powell
Reilly
Robins
Sacke

A:rnold
Boller

Goodreau
Greenway
Gwiazdon

Brandenburg

Hayward

Chancey
Chandler

Hunter
Johnson

Cummings

Iadd

Davis
Donnelly
Driscoll

lauzon

Ewart

Martin

Fox

Me Kermey

Scott
Stamler
stoehrer
Sutton
Taylor
Wills
Wilson

Gilpin

Mclaughlin

Wood,

Goldsmith

Pluff

Zincand

Alford

leichman
Long

\
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SOME' 859th BOMB SQDN PROMarIONS
FEBRUARY

I2. ~
T/Sgt.
T/Sgt.
T/Sgt.

1945

Master Sergeant (Tem-o.)

Wayne Bishop

J449617~

John W. Boomer

]4424291

Currie B. Thompson

381417rj.t

To ~ Technical Sergeant (Tem'D.)

S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.

leslie B. Tunler

31318529

B. E. (io) Williams

38511993

James T. Webb

)6661785

.I.2 ~

sgt.
sgt.
sgt.
Sgt.

staff Sergeant (Tem". )

Harvey J. Beetle

Clarence C. Chriske
Roman Rozmierski

39038699
39618536
12135125

35768818

Ashby H. Boyd

sgt.

Kennet.h

sgt.

Fred H. Eisenhour

34733727

Sgt.

William V. Marek, Jr.

33563560

S~.

Faulkner Walling

18227482

c.

Iadd

34436199

To be Sergeant (Temn.)
Cpl.

Loui.a Barroll

31205378

Cpl.

Henry D. Corbin

33642128

Cpl.
Cpl.

Charles D. Flaharty
Walter A. Merritt

l.5141J40
14122974

Cpl.

louis J. Chorak

Cpl.

James N. Fitzpatrick

Cpl.

James S. Masterson

Cpl.

Edward J. Veazey

39406542
14167.517
37616047
18248368

To be Conoral (Tem'D.)

Pvt.

George L. Engle

15333408

Pre.

Constantine A. Krajewski.

12158467
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Pfe.

John R. Follini

Pic.

Stephen J. Renesak
To

~

32716252
·36596038

Private First Class (Tem-o. )

Pvt.

Edward N. Howard

Pvt.

Edward C. Betner

Pvt.

Baymond J. .Oremus

1533)408
33461980
16008465

Pvt.

Edward G. lee

38021233

Pvt.

Eugene Milowski

16155821

Pvt.

George J. Zecca

32511.543

SOME 859th SQUADRON
PERSONNEL MISSmG IN ACTION

17 April 1945

o.

1st Lt.

Thomas

1st Lt.

Rosslyn C. Anderson

2nd Lt.

Robert C. Beach

2nd Lt.
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.

Armando Carlino

0-770922
0-723270
0-716712

James B. Tate

38437770

Mack H. Dias

33761086

sgt.
sgt.

Robert J. Webber

37486739
37533432

McCarthy

Charles S. Jones
20 April

(

.'

1092
1092

0-705732

..

1034
1035
748
757
612
611

1945
1092
1092

Captain

Waltar L. Sutton

0-405214

1st Lt.
1st Lt.

Frank A. Stoehrer
Ralph F. Anderson

0-824707
0-206,5208

1st Lt.

Ro bert W. Brimmer

0-2063224

1034
1035

1st Lt.

Earl D. Cartmill

0-773296

1035

s/sgt.

William V. Marek, Jr.

33562560

748

S/Sgt •

Kenneth

34436199

757

sgt.

Edward J. Veazey

18248368

612

sgt.

William J. Burke

37097711

T/Sgt.

Charles W. Schaeffer

11089131

612
748

c.

lail
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22 .April 1945

From Missing

~

ACtion to Killed in Action, 9 February 1945, confirmed

. 22 April 1945.

1st Lt.

Robert W. Maxwell

0-823426

1092

2nd Lt.

0-823411

2nd Lt.

Frank E. Marcus, Jr.
Francis I. Cervantes

1092
10)4

2nd Lt.

Robert C. Jackson

1035

S/Sgt.

14201481

34728758

757
612

Pvt.

Lionel A.Tetzloff
William P. Kavanaugh
Kyle B. Jones
William W. Elliott

0-718102
17109621

33686693

611

1st Lt.

26 April 1945
Eiiwixd F. Reilly, Jr.

1st Lt.

S/sgt.
S/Sgt.

0-703606

748

1092

Thomas Zincand

0-675290
0-832313

2nd Lt.

Clay-:on W. Pluff

0-2002044

1034

1st Lt.

Jack H. Scott

1035

T/Sgt.
S/Sgt.

Leslie L. Turner
John C. Proaps

0-750097
31318429
19089738

sgt.

Noland J. Griffin

:33900150

611

Sgt.

James C. Johnson

37480956

612

AWARDS OF THE AIR MEnDIE

TO
8.59th BOMB. SQDN. PERSONNEL
FEBRUARY 1945

Flo

Clayton W. Pluff

T-:1270 85

captain

Walter L. Sutton

0-40,5214

1st Lt.

Eiiwaxd F. Reilly, Jr.

0-675290

2nd Lt.

Ralph F. Anderson

0-206528
0-2063224
0-703088
0-2058423

2nd

Lt.

2nd Lt.
. 2nd Lt.

, Robert

w.

Brimmer

Hobert Ca.lla.han

William E. Croy
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1092

748

751

2nd Lt.

Walter T. Jones

2nd Lt.

Kenneth W. Sacke

2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.

Jack H. Scott
Frank A. Stoehrer
Mil ton J. Trafny

0-773012

2nd Lt.

Kenneth E. Wharlow

0-721J16

2nd Lt.

Thomas Zincand

Flo

Frederick H. Long

T/Sgt.

Leslie L. Turner

S/sgt.

John

0-832313
T-12801J
31318529
19089738

Sgt.

Noland J. Griffin
James C. Johnson

2nd Lt •.-

sgt.

c.

Proaps

. 0-772977
0-705811

0-750097
0-82.5707

33900150

37580956

S/Sgt.
sgt.
sgt.

Kyle B. Jones

sgt.

William J. Burke

Sgt.

Kenneth C. lail

35768818
37697711
34436199

Sgt.
sgt.

William V. Marek, Jr.

33562560

Faulkner B. Walling

Cpl.

Louis J. Chorak

18227482
39406.544-

Cpl.

Cpl.

Henry D. Corbin
James N. Fitzpatrick
Charles C. Fluharty
James S. Masterson

Cpl.

Walter A. Merritt

Cpl.

Eiward J. Veazey

37616047
14122974
18248308

Pvt.

William W. Elli,ott

33686693

Pvt.

George L. Engel

36678682

Cpl.

CI>1 •.

J. Beetle
Ashby H. Boyd, Jr.

Harvey
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34728758
39039699

336'+2128

14167517
13141)40
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FIFTEENTH SPECIAL GROUP (PROV)
OFFICE OF THE OPERA.TIONS OFFICER
APO 520

U.8. ARMY

11 February 1945

--------STATEMENT

1.

B-24 42-7563 departed its base at 1019 hours on 9 Februa-ry 1~5 on a

day operational mission.

No wiT or radio telephone contact was ever establish-

ed with the Ale.
Z: Interrogation of other crews of the group who had returned from the same
mission revealed that two crews had seen what they thought to be an explosion in
mid-air at approximately 44°46'N and 14°56'E.

The crews also reported seeing a

large fire on the ground a moment or two later at the same coordinates.

Cloud

. conditions a.t the time prevented the crew members of either ale to determine
whether or not the explosion was actually an
on fire. The observations

ale

mentioned were made enroute to the- target.and accordingly to the time and place
of the observations the missing

ale

could have very well been in the same

vicinity at the time the explosions were seen.

No parachutes were observed.

The pilots on the two crews sighting the explos,ion were Lt. James E. Mulligan.

ASN 0-695763 and Lt. Alfred H. Hunter, Jr., ASN 0-700614 from 859th Bomb.
Sqdn~ (H).

3-

On return from a mission to approximately the same. target

next day, 10 February 19+.5, it was reported by one

~rew

ar~a on the

that they had sighted

what appeared to be a black B-24 in a valley approximately 44cJ5 t N and 16~05'E.
The pilot was unable to descend tm-ough the clouds to an altitude 'suitable for'

a close observation but from what he could determine the plane had crash landed
since the last snow and was intact.
leading fr~m the" a/c.

There were what appeared to be tracks

The pilot of the

ale

reporting these observations was

Lt. Edward F. Reilly, ASN 0-675290 from the 859th Bomb. Sqdn. (H).
4. In 'View of the reports received relative to the missing ale, it is
the opinion of this headquarters that the

ale

either crashed in mountainous

country or was forced down.

5- The members of the crew of the missing ale are as follows:
Pilot
Co-Pilot

Maxwell, Robert W.

1st Lt.

ASN 0-823426

Marc.us,. Frank E., Jr.

2nd. Lt.

ASN 0-823411
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'.'

.

S/Sg-t.

0-718102
17109621
14201481

Pvt.

ASN

33686693

S/Sgt.

ASN 34728758

Cervantes t Francis I.

2nd Lt.

BombaI:di.er

Jackson, Robert G.

2nd Lt.

Engineer
Ba.di. 0 Operator

Tetzloff, Lionel A.

S/Sgt.

Kavanaugh, William P.
_- Elliot, William W.

- Tail Gunner

Waist Gunner

0-703606

ASN
ASN
ASN
ASH

Navigator

Jones, Kyle B.

8.59th BOMBARDMENT SQUADRON (H)
OFFICE OF THE OPERATIONS OFFICER

26 April 194.5
2I~!~£:1.m.N!.

1'.

B-24H No .. 42-9.51.31J departed its 'base at 2131 hours 25 April

on an oIJerational mission.
the

Ale
2.

1945

No B/T or WiT contact was ever established with

after its departure from the airfield.
Crew members of this squadron's

Ale

and the other squadron t sAle

route as the missing .AIC reported no unusual incidents enroute
or on return,from their targets that would give any indication as to what

flying the

SaJ11e

might have happened to .the missing plane.

3.

Extensive efforts on VHF,

R/T

and

establish contact with the overdue plane.

WiT

frequencies were made to

No word was ever received from the

crew nor at the time of this report has any information concerning the crew
or the

4.

Ale

been received at this headquarters.

Crew members were as follows:

~

RANK OR GRADE

Edward F. Reilly, Jr.

1st Lt.

0-675290

Thomas Zinkand
Clayton W. Pluff
Jack H. Scott
leslie L. Turner
John C. Proapa
James C. Johnson

1st Lt.
2nd Lt.
1st Lt.
T/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
Sgt.

0-832313

Noland J. Griffin

Sgt.

~

0-2002044
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Pilot
Co-Pilot
Navigator

0-750097
31318529
19089738

Engineer

37580956

Waist Gunner

339001.50

Tail Gunner

Bomba.:rdier

Radio Operator

ass MISSION TO. THE CBI
(EXTRACT FROM THE OFFICIAL RECORDS)
29 November l~
Members of the 492nd. Bomb Group, accompanied by representatives of ass, made
a flight to New Deli, India, to investigate the possibilities and discuss with

the ass officials in the China-BurMa-India theater the feasibility of conducting
operations. A crew captained by Major Bestow Rudolph, pilot, 858th Squadron and
with Captain Emanuel Choper, co-pilot; 1st Lt. Charles W. McGuire, navigator;
1st Lt. Robert A. France, bombardier; Captain Clif'ford M. Fulton, engineer; Master
Sergeant Willis L. Del~o t Jr., crew chief; and Sergeant William E. Lewis. radio

operator, all of the 856th Squadron, were chosen to perform the flight and Lt.
Colonels Gabel and Chandler of the London oSS Office accompanied the crew to
conduct negotiations.
Aircraft #42-63980, one of the oldest B-24 Liberators in Carpetbagger work,
was selected to be taken along to demonstrate the modifications and general
appearance of a Carpetbagger aircraft.

''Playmate'',in reality "Playmate II",

w.as Major Rudolph's plane named after a college girlfriend.

The first "Playmate"

had been shot up and had crash landed at Lands-End .Air Base f England while on a

anti-submarine patrol piloted with another crew.
On November 29th the ''Pla.ymate'' took off from the Harrington dxome, stopped
at Bovingdon and picked up the ass officials, then proceeded to New Deli, India
via Naples and Cairo.

At an ass headquarters in New Deli, sessions were held

with other ass people to determine
the CBI.

~he

need and practicability of operations in

Previous to the arrival of' General Donavan and the discussions, the

party from England inspected bases and available facilities in order to obtain a
clear a'_l around picture of the conditions in that theater and to determine
whether or not the operations could be effectively conducted. 5ites were inspected in North Burma, Calcutta aDd Dinjan, India. Colonels Gable and Chandler
then proceeded by ATe over the hump into China to complete the investigation by
.inspecting the conditions in the field.

After five days in

China~

Gable and

Chandler returned and the party returned to New Deli.
General Donavan, Commanding General of ass , arrived with his staff and the
sess~ons

began.

necessary for

t~

The, result of the meeting was that a Carpetbagger project was'

CBl and conditions were such that the project could be

accomplished without undue hardships or difficulties.
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It was further decided

· that it would not. be feasible for any part of the European Group to be sent to
the CBl unless the entire Group could be made available. As long as a part of
the ETO GrOup was, still needed in that theater, a new Group could be organized
from the available \.U1its in China-Burma.-India.
The meeting ended 17 January 1945 and "Playmate" returned home, following
the same route back.
route.

Excellent flying weather was met all along the return

The trip was of sixty days duration, covering 25,000 miles.

Although

members of the 492nd Bomb Group may never operate in the carpetbagger project
in the CBI, the report of the investigation of facilities and the basic information
and organizational procedures

passed on from the European theater will go a long

way in starting this project in the new
members of the 492nd

GrOll};)

th~ater

of opezations.

Once again,

have shown the way for others to follow.

CARPETBAGGER FAIRBANKS ATI'AINS RACING FAME
(From the EEA SplJrt Aviation Magazine)
by

NORMA PETERSEN

Don Fairbanks, of Cincinnati, OH, saw a picture of a Knight TWister airplane
in an avia.tion. magazine

f

wa y back in the late

1930fs~

"One day," he said to him-

self, "I'll have a Knight Twister of my own. II

This burning desire reappeared in 1968 when Don spied an ad --- Knight Twister
Project For Sale.

He drove from Cincinnati to Michigan, bought the partially built

Twister and hauled the new found treasure home in his station wagon'. (Now you know
it's a small airplane~)
Don finished the airplane in 1970 at Lunken Airport and after the necessary
inspections, made the solo flight without incident.

With the Reno Air Races coming

close, a furious time was spent putting on the necessary 50 hours to meet restrict-

ions.

satisfied that he had a real bi-plane racer on his hands, Don headed west
intent on racing at Reno.
About thirty miles east of Salt lake City, Don could see oil beginning to
al1:pear on the windshield.
the

iorst.

Dont s many years of experience told him to pzepare for

He headed the Twister for the four-lane interstate highway.

By now oil

was allover his windshield, goggles, helmet and the fuselage of the airplane.

')Q1

. carefully picking a S1>ot

~tween

some cars '. Don landed on the highway and managed

to get. stopped without damage.
The culprit was a piece of baffling that had wont a small hole in the oil

cooler. It was ·sent into a nearby town to be welded and. when reinstalled, worked
to perfection. The utah Highway Patrol blocked off a section. of the highway and
Don proceeded to take off with the tiny bi-plane.
plane to the left as he broke ground.

A slight crosswind moved the

Suddenly the lower left wing collided with.

the top of a highway sign post - - knocking a hole in the wing t taking out most of
the rear s:par and putting the left aileron in the "trail" position.

The plane

seemed to fly reasonable well, so he headed for the Salt lake City airport.

When

Don a.rri ved in the Twister. all the fire t.rucks and crash equipment were wa.i ting

along the runway.

Don calmly landed without incident, the trailing aileron .bounc-

ing along the runway.

Don watched the Reno races from the grandstand.

Taldng the "Y/hi te Knight", as. i t was called f to Wilson, NC in June of '71
Don enter.ed his first race and came in first.
Don Fairbanks has raced his Knight Twister every yeax since, setting records
along the way. In Reno at the 1984 races, Don set a world record at 192.371 m:ph.
t

He also holds the record for flying the most races with the same a.ir,plane (87) as
well as flying the oldest designed airplane (1928) on the circuit.

*******
MEET THE PILar
Born Charles Donald Fairbanks on December 17, 1923 - - exactly twenty years

after the Wright brothers flew at IG.tty Hawk - - Don has flown since 19'-J-J and has
logged some 30,000 hours over the past 40 years.

He has every FAA rating possi~le

plus being a FAA Flight Examiner (both fixed and rotary wing).

He has taught

thousands to fly over the many years of running Cardinal Air Training flight school
at Luken Airport •.

LooIdng back, Don says he has enjoyed the thrills over the years, but prudence
dictates it is time to retire from racing.

Even Pat, who has been in twelve

''Powder Puff" races herself, says she feels the time has come to :place the ''White
Knight" on dis];)lay where thousands can view the famous racer.

,

,
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BEER RABBITT

by
DOUGLAS D. WALRER

car-

During the 801st/492nd Bomb Group Reunion at Harrington, England, each

petbagger planted a Memorial tree in a. hollow on John Hunt' s farm (part of our
old 8th Air Force Base) which he is going to designate "Carpetbagger Covert" on
all' 'ordnance survey maps on file with the township.

,

This Memorial planting effort

took place on Friday, September 18, 1987, after we had finished our tour of the
elements of the old base.

Afterward, John's good wife, Angela, served us a delic-

ious lunch of sandwiches, cake and beverages undez a ba1.m.y, sunny ''Indian Summer"

sky.
While enjoying this res];)ite 'from my :planting labors, I began chatting with
one of Angela.' s friends who was helping to serve us, Pauline Burley.
S~.gestured

towards her parked car and asked if I would like to meet her dad.

Mr. Duncan Burley turned out to be a very pleasant gentleman in his SO's.

He told

me that he had a very personal interest in meeting we Ca.r:Petbaggers, which is why

he had asked his daughter to drl ve him over to the HWlt' s place that day.
It seems that in

1944

and

1945,

Mr. Burley lived in the Foxhall Cottages

(five connected row houses) still in existence across the street from our original,
East;!West runway when our old airbase at Harrington was in operation during WWII.
He lived there with his wife and I ittle daughter Pauline.
He and Pauline reminisced a.bout those wartime days and related how they had
"adopted" three of our black Liberator bombers which were parked on hardstands
located across the road from their roW' house.
Libs taxi. out to take off at dusk -

They told me how they watched the

and anxiously awaited their return the next'

morning, as they rose to get dressed.
Sometimes, when one or two of the Liberators did not return from their night
missions, they felt quite sad eventually axri.ved back -

mechanical :Problems.

only to breathe a sigh of relief when they

:probably after being diverted due to bad weather or

They said

that they felt a real sympathy for those American

aircrew m.en who were risking ·their lives so far from home, helping England ,to

free Europe from the Nazi yoke=
I listened to their story with much interest and then with amazement as they
told me the names of those three Liberators, ''Witch''s Broom". "Fainted Iady" and
"Brer Rabbitt".

(The latter, according to Colonel Rudy Rudolph, was piloted by a
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,Lt. Rabbitt -- s:pelled~ith two T's

an apt nickname for his Liberator bomber.)

The' fact· that the Burley's remembered the exact names of the three ribs, afts!.

4;

years "had gone by,· is an indication of their intense feelings about those three (

" Carpetbagger aircrew5 as ·they watched their planes taxi out at dusk, to fly off

into harm's way.

*******
BREIt RABBITT

by
DICK BELLGARDT
There must have been two, or a second "Erer Rabbitt", because if you will
note that the letter on the tail fin in the photo is "G".
of our aircraft, i. e. Garba.E!e G. George.

France on a few missions.
~acks

That was the call sign

We also flew this plane out of Di jon,

In fact, when we were in England, one of our former

sharing crews, who had. been transie:o:ed to Dijon, told me the story

about a mission that our crew had flown into the French Alps, which I had vaguely

remembered •.

We had gone down into a valley between peaks rising to 2,500 meters to make
a drop, when the only wa.y out was to climb almost straight up.

Well, apparently

we hit some trees on the way out, because they said we had branches caught in our
wing tips.

So, a:p:parently "Brer Rabbitt." had several close encounters with trees.

Etlitor's Note:

Brer Rabbitt and my golf game have a lot in common.

They

both have an affinity for trees.
Can anyone identify the unknown crew members in the two photos?

*******
ONLY ONE BRER RABBITT BUT TWO

C~wS

by
ART BOGUSZ

35 missions with my flying crew, and all our
night flying, I came to the conclusion that ·'Brer Rabbitt" had another flying
As I ponder

44 years ago,

my

crew after us.
We (all eight of us) flew together from February

1944

to August 8,

1944.

When we started to fly the big black B-24 Liberator t i t had no "decorations tI •
In due time, our crew chief, whose name I think was Jack, painted a big expressive
head of a rabbi t with big ears on the :pilot' s siiie of the plane near the nose.
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,-

.

On the co-pilat"s, side of the :plane near the nose was :painted a full

body rabbit.

The pilot's name, Lt. Clinton Rabbitt, was printed-below the pilot's cockpit
window with bombs for each completed mission at that time. Also, our call sign
was:

Garbage G.·' George.
When Dick Bellgardt mentions Dijon, France, I know it was another crew and
When our 35 missions were completed, we left

somewhat different assignments.

our plane at Harrington and the ·crew was separated and waited for orders for
home - U.S.A.
I hope this sheds some light

07\

the "Brer Rabbitt".

*******
BBER RABBITI' TREED
by

RUDY RUDOLPH
"Oh yes, I remember 'Brer Rabbitt' well •••••• "

This was the plane that hit

-

a tree while making a drop and flew back to Harrington with part of the tree in

the wing.

Carpetbaggers were trained in low-level flights for their missions but

flying through trees was not a part of their training.

Lt. Rabbitt and. some of

his crew went to Col. Rudolph's quarters about 4:30 a.m., got him out of bed to

tell him of the trip.

It was worth being awakened at that hour to know that the

crew had returned safely.

Lt • Rabbitt gave Col. Rudolph a acuveni.ez -

the limb he had brought back to England, which he still has.
Such was the carefree life of a Ca.rJ;letbagger.

\
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a part of

SOME 492nd BOMBARDMENT GROUP HISTORY

.(Extracted from the 801/492.~ Newsletter for
.
.
.
~ovember 1983)
, '

C" '

Constituted as 492nd Bombardment Group (Hea.vy) on 14 September 1943.
Activated on 1 Oct-~ber 1943.
in April

1944

Trained for combat with B-24's".

and assigned to Eighth AF.

Moved to England

Entered combat on 11 May

1944,

and

throughout the month operated primarily against industrial targets in central
Germany.

Attacked airfields and V-weapon lauching sites in France dtL~ng the

first week in June.

Bombed coastal defenses in Normandy on 6 June 1944 and

attacked bridges, railroads, and other interdiction targets in France until the
midd'.e of the month.

Resumed bombardment of strategic targets in Germany and,

except for support of the infantry during the St Lo break-through on 25 July

1944.

continued such operations until August

1..944.

Transferred, less personnel

and equipment, to another station in England on 5 August 1944 and assumed
personnel, equipment, and the CARPETBAGGER mission of a proV'isional g::oup that
was discontinued _ Operated chiefly over southern France with B-24' s and C-47' s ,
engaging in CARPETBAGGER operations, tha~ is", trans:porting agents. supplies, and

propaganda leafle1:s to patriots.

Ceased these missions on 16 September

haul. gasoline to advancing mechanized forces in France and Belgium.

1.944

to

Inter-

mittentlyattacked airfields, oil refineries, seaports, and other targets in
France r the Low Countries, and Germany until Februa-ry

1..945. Meanwhile, in

october 1944. began training for night bombaxdment operations; concentrated on
night bombing of "marshalling yards and. goods depots in Germany, February-March
1945. Ceased these missions on ~8 March 1945 to engage in CARPETBAGGER operations
over Germany and German-occupied terri tory ~ using B-24 , A-~, and British
Mosquito aircraft to drol? leaflets, demolition equipment, and agents.
a DUe for these operations, performed

a~

Received

night despite adverse weather and

1945. Also
France in 1944.

vigorous opposition from enemy ground forces, 20 March-25 April
cited by the French government for similar operations over

Flew its last CARPETBAGGER mission in April 1945 and then ferried personnel and
equipment to and from the CO:ltinent until July.
August 1945.

Returned to the US, July-

Redesignated 492pd Bomba..~ment Group (Ver-J Heavy) in August 1945-

Ina.ctivated on 17 o:tober 1945.
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406th: 1945. 8S6th-: 1943-1945. 8.57th): 1943-1945. 858th:
. 1943-1944, 19'-J4-l94S. 859th: 1$#3-1945·
Stations. Alamogordo AAFld, NM,' 1 ectober 1)43-1 April 19'-J4j North
Squadrons.

Pickenham, Eng'. and , 18 April 1.944; Harrington, England,

5

August 1944-8 July

1945; Sioux Falls AAFld, 3D, 14 August 1945; IUrtland Field, NM, 17 August-I?
october 1945.
Commanders. Col. Arthur J. Pierce, 19 CCtober 194J; Maj. Louis C. Adams,
17 December 1943; Col. Eugene H. Snavely, 26 January 19'-J4; Col. Clifford J.
Heflin, 13 August 19'-J4; Lt. Col. Robert W. Fish, 26 August 1944; Col. Hudson

H. UPham. 17 December 19'-J4; Lt. Col. Jack M. Dicke~so~ c. 7 June 1945; Lt. Col.
Dalson E. Crawford, 30 August-Cctober 19'45.
campaigns. Air Offensive, Europe i Normandy, Northern France; Southern
France; Rhineland; Central Europe.
Decorations. Distinguished Unit Citation: Germany and German-occupied
territory, 20 Ma.rch-25 April 1545. French Croix de Guerre with Palm.
Insigne.

None.

I COUIDN I T BELIEVE HE

~

BY WILLIAM
Now I remember

ME TO FLY IN THE COPIIDr' S SE:A.T

c.

BASTIAN, JR. .

it was Co 1. E?Done who grabbed

Ire

in the operations

office one afternoon to accanpany him on a flight to another base,
When we got out to the C-47, I explained to him that I was a radio
He said that didn't matter and told

operator and. not a flight engineer.
Ire to

stow the wheel chocks and. pull the aileron and rudder guards, ets.;

and. join him in the cockpit.

I couldn't believe he wanted me to fly in the

copilot 1 s seat but that was the idea.

I I m sure he knew I was scared but he

explained he couldn I t find a copilot on such short notice and I t d do just
fine if I relaxed and did as he told m: on raising and. lowering the wheels,

ect. .

I don I t know' where we landed and. I stayed with the plane till we re-

turned several hours later.

He thanked

Ire

for my willingness and you can

believe I was really relieved to get back to my radio op and top turrent job
in our B-24.
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406TH 'BOMBA1lDMENT SQUADRON
History-SUlIIIDaJ:y

Jan. 1.5, 1941 -

oc-t.

17, 1945

The 406thBS was activated on 1.5 January 1941. a.t Fort Douglas. utah as the
16th Reconnaissance Squadron.

TIle
squadron changed stations many
.

times.
It
.

departed Fort Douglas on :3 June 1941 for Gowen Field, :Boise, Idaho.

The squadron

took over the personnel, equipment and aircraX't, B-1~'= and 13-26's, of a previous
squadron.

The unit was reassigned to Paine Field, Washington arriving on 21

January 1942.
December 1941.

The air echelon had operated from Paine Field, Washington from 8
The squadron had been engaged in an~i-submarine patrol along "the

west coast of the United states under direction of the US Navy.

The squadron was

changed from the 16th Reconnaissance Squadron, equipped with A-29 aircraft, to

the 406th :as on 16 April 1942.

Anti-sub patrol was discontinued on 4 May 1942.

The 406th :BS was deployed to Alaska, with four ho~ notice, on 2 June 1942.
The firSt flight of four aircraft departed for Elmendorf Field, Alaska tne same

day.

The balance of the air echelon,

consis~ing

of eight A-29 aircraft, flight

crews and sU];)port personnel, depart.ed on J June 1942.

The ground echelon arrived

at Elmendorf by troop tra.ns:port and train on 15 November 1942.

The Commander, 406th

:as,

reported to the Commanding General, 11th Air Force

at Kodiak NAS i:t.t 0900, 6 June 19'42.

The squadron was assigned the primary mission

of anti-submarine patrol in the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea.

Flight

operations were started. imm~iately a.t Yakutat and NaImek Air Bct.ses and at Nome,

In early 1943, the. unit started flight crew and main-

Alaska on' 20 June 1942.

tenance training on B-25 aircra.ft.

The uni~ was redesignated the 406th BS (M) ..

The first f'.ight crews from the squadron departed in February

1943 for further

TDYat lTmnak and Adak Air Base for comba~ operations against enemy targets in

the Western Aleutians.

The squa..dJ:-on air echelon was moved TDY to Adak Air :Base

on 15 July 1943 and was further relocated to Amohitka Air Base prior"to the
invasion of Kiska Island.

The squadron was relieved from the anti-sub patrol

missions at Yakutat Air Base and Kodiak NAS in July

1943.

The squadron completed seventeen months of TDY in Alaska during the Aleutian
campaign and accumulated a total. of 6020 flying hours within the first thirteen
months.

The 406~h 138 was equipped with A-29, RA-29, :B-18A e:md B-25 a.ircra.ft

durihg the period.

Unit missions included:

et.n:ti-submarine patrol, reconnaisi,\
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sance t convoy escort, shipping alert, st.rikes against enemy shipping and bombing

targets on. Attu and Kiska islands.
following o:perating locations:

The squadron conducted operations from the

'Yakui4t, Kodiak NAS, Naknek, Nome, Cold Bay,

Umnak, Mak and Amcm tka Air Bases.
After the invasion of IG.ab, the squadron departed

Amc~tka

Air Base and

arrived at Elmendorf' Field on 26 August 1943 with" twelve B-25C, D and Gaircra.ft,
Aircraft, artie and uni t equipment were

crews , equipment and support personnel.

turned in to the Air Depot, Elmendorf' Field •

Unit pezsonne'l de:parted Fort

Richardson, Alaska by rail and troop tr~port for Seattle and Portland Air Base,
Oregon arriving on 24 october 19'43. The 406th BS (M) was deactivated 1 Novembez

19'+3Qn 2 November 1943, the 406th ES, unmanned and unequipped, was transferred

to the 8th Air Force, United Kingdom (UK).

The 406th Bombardment Squadron (H)

absorbed the personnel and equipment of the 22nd Anti-submarine Squadron, 482nd
Bom~ent Group (Pathfinder).

The new squadron was equi:Pl'ed with B-24 aircraft

and opera.ted from Alconbu:ry, Englan4.

After one month's training, on the night of 4 January 1944, the 406th BS
flew its first "Carpetbagger" mission; dropping supplies and peX'Sormel to
resistance groups in enemy tenitory.

Although the squadron moved to Watton,

England in February, the aircraft continued to operate from Alconbu:ry.

In March

1944, the squadron moved to Harrington, where- the runways were more suitable for
B-24 operations.
On 10 Augus~ 1944 the 406th BS, Without equipment and personnel, "was moved
toCheddington, England, where it inherited the B-Zl.t"'s, B-17's and persormel of
another squadron.

The squadron was attached to tue aOlst Bombardment Group

Its new mission was droPlling 1Jro~da lea£lets over occupied·

(Provisional).
areas of Europe.

The squadron was reassigned to the 1st Air Division and flew

leaflet missions until &y 1945.
406th BS missions, under the 8th Air Force, included anti-submarine inter-

diction,'Carpetbagger and propaganda leaflets. The unit operated primarily from
RAF bases and established an enviable combat record while in the UK. The 406th
BS earned battle campaign credits in all tnree WWII tneaters of operation, a

rather unusual accomplishment.

In July 194.5, the 406th BS made preparatJ.ons to move back to the United
States.

The squadron was assigned to the 492nd Bombardment

August 1945.

GrOll]?

(VH) on

5

The unit was moved to Sioux Falls krmy Air Field, South Dakota
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and arrived en 14 August 1~.5.

Personnel and equipment were lost to other units.'

The 406th Bomb8.rdment Squadron (VH) was transferred to Kirtland Field, New Mexico t /
and was ina.c"tivated en 17 october

.

.

194.5.

(:

The Linage and Honors (L & H) of the 406th BS were consolidated with the
still active 906th. Air Refueling Squadron (!REFS) (H) on 19 September 1985.

The

9)6th ABEFS (H), c~nstituted on 4 March 19.59, was~ivated on.1 :r~e 1959.

The

consolidated squadron retainS the cU1:t'ent designation:

906th

AREF's

(H), 5th

l3omba.rdmen~

Wing (H), Minot Air Fozce Base I North Dakota.
The 406th Bomba:rdment SqtJ.aliron Association is a non-profit corporation.

Its

primary purpose was to complete the Units History during the Aleutian Campaign.

The 406th Bombardment Squadron (M) history, along with a supplement to tne history t
were completed in June 1987 and November 1988.

SOURCE:

406th Bombardment Squadron Microfilm, Roll Ao606.
Auth: DOD Directive 5200.9 September 27, 1958.

Declassified,

*******
406TH BOMBARDMENT SQUADRON (M)

The following is a list of former unit commanders of the 406th Bomb Sq./906th
A Ref S with the date each individual assumed command.
1. Cc£pt. David H. Motherwell

IS May 41

2. Capt. Roy R. Buschetto

8 June 41

:3. ·Major

12 Aug 41

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9-.

Harry E. Wilson

cal't. Roy R.

Buschet~o

14 Mar 42

Major Harold D. Courtney
Lt •. Col. Clifford. J. Heflin

Major Robert L. Boone

Lt. Col. Earle J. Aber Jr.
Major Robert H. Gaddy

17 May 42
11 Nov 4)
11 Dec 43
10 Aug 44
7 Mar 45
1 June 59

Capt. Rex C. Crenshaw
Lt. Col. Ro bert C. Cumm; ngs

30 June 60

Lt. Col. Richa.rd Hargarten

22" June 61

Lt. Col. Cu:r:tis E. Hopkins
Lt. Col. Norman ·C~ Boomgaard

31 Jan 62
1 Aug 63

Lt. Col. William D. Hatcher

18 Feb 66

Lt. Col. Bruce G. Keltz

June 68

Lt. Col. Vernon R. Huber

Jan 70
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406 Bomb Sq.

906th A Ref S

· Lt. Col. John R. Ha.mm

71
Sept 72
June 74
25 May 77
5 July 78
Jan

Lt. Col. James W. Lee
Lt. Col. Donald G. Krause
Lt. Col. Richard M. Tooke

Lt. Col. Thomas S. Bennett
Lt. Col. Theodore G. Alexander

Lt. Col. James E. Chapman
Lt. Col. Francis X. Deignan

Lt. Col. Arthur E. Cole
Lt. Col. Randolph P. Vranish
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Apr 80

28 July 81

Apr 85
July 86
Dec 87

......

"-.

10:;0 N. 2j%d

Beaumont,

st.

rx

.77706

/

(

Jan. 24, 1988
. Col. Robert

w.

Fish~

.5100 John D. Ryan Blvd.
Apt.

53J

San Antonio f TX

7824.5

Dear Col. Fish,
I noticed in the 492nd Newsletter that you are recovering from surgery. I
hope this finds you well and enjoying your retirement.
With reference to your request to recotmt memorable incidents from our days
at Ha.rri11gton, my first mission sticks in my mind.. The fu1.l complement of gunners
not being required on the Bl7 crew ~o which I was assigned. at the 25th BG, a
weather reconnaissance outfit based at Wat~ont I was transferred to the 492nd and
placed. on Capt. Melina.nt's crew, an ex.Perienced Carpetbagger crew. Cur group
became operational as a night bombing outfit on the night of Dec. 24-25, 1944,
.
flying to I.a Rochelle. France, to bomb coastal gun batteries. This was really
more in the nature of a "training mission, since no opposition was expected. We
•
did, however, e'ncounter light flak but accomplished the mission without difficulty until we a.ttemt:Jted to land at our base.

solid.

Capt. Melinant,

and go around.
had ~ra.wled

~e

The field at Ha.r:ington was socked tn

one unsuccessful pass at the field and had to pull up

During the second

a~empt

to land our navigator, Lt. l'f.a.jefski,
back into the nose to retrl.eve some of his gear, and for some reason

which even he can't explain he plugged in his intercom.
the crew would have bought it that

stJ:aight for the control tower.
Cal)t..

HeJinan~

~ght',· for

If' he had not done this

Majefstd saw that we were headed

He yelled "Pull up, Rudy:" just in time, and

reached-barely missing the control tower.

I assume that people

in the control tower (perhaps you were "there) were as startled as we were.

We

flew allover England that night looking for an open field and finally landed at

an RAP' training base.

We went

to

their Christmas Eve dance in our fiying clothes

and spent the night. '. The next day we enjoyed Christmas dinner at their mess-I

still have the souvenir menu.
'\
I flew two more missions with the Melinant crew and seven wi.th
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Akerheilm

operating ."Carpet" spot jamming equipment.

We experienced fighter attack on one

of our bombing missions, but I suppose my closest call was on that first mission
with Rudy Melinant •.

Best regards,

August

MISSION #8

:..Lawrence H. Blum

490/492nd Gp. (McKinley)

8, 1944

Major Jack Dickerson. our Squadron Commander, was the pilot and Jack Sayers
navigated.

Our target was southeast of Touxs.

After taking off the radio

operator received a message which he interpreted to be one calling us back.
However, after reaching the airfield our tower informed us to continue the

operation.

We were therefore a half-hour late starting.

There was quite a bit of

~~

over England and also over the continent which

prevented me from doing much pilotag.e.

We went in through the Brest Peninsula

and down to the Loire River which I could see.

passed through a rain storm.

Between there and the target we

Jack's s:pecial equipment (Gee Box) was working

well and we had ~ittle to worry about.
I did not see the Initial Point so we turned on ETA and reached the target
satisfactorily although we were about three miles off course on the last leg.

The target was' a good one and we dropped everything on the first run.
Coming back we hit a severe storm but passed through it without mishap. A
rather uneverrtf'ul, mission which is the tY];le everyone ·prefers. I was glad,
particularly for Major Dickerson's sake, because the last time we flew together
we were shot at. quite a bit and no doubt he was not too confident of our
navigating (staying away from plotted flak areas).

After landing we learned that Capt. Bales· and his crew had some bad 1 lick.

Their target was in Belgium and night fighters had picked them up shortly after
they had entered the continent.
~e

fighters first bursts knocked out the interphone system" hit the tail

gunner in the foot, and

g~nerally

shot up the entire ship.

The tail gunner had a shell clear through his foot but he got out of the
turret and was pul,ting out the fire there when Lt. Doyle (the co-pilot) reached

him.
._- . '\ ..

'(Thi~ ac~o~t- was l~ft incomplet~.) .
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ONCE UPON A TIME
by

GEORGE WL'IDBURN
Sq uadron Leader Slade was an Australian pilot in the RAAF, Royal

Australian .Air Force, and along with his Flight Officer Bomb Aimer, bomba.rdier,

in our terminology, they were the liaso~ and training officers who would be on
our base in Harrington as we prepared ourselves for the role of diversionary
bombers who were to suck out the German night fighters while the RAF forces
would be in force elsewhere.
My recollection now, as I recall my percel)tion of Squadron Leader t is that
I was in awe of the report that he was the surviivor of 200 raids, an unheard of
accomplishment, and that he was an older man.

By older I mean that the fact he

had a sheep ranch back home put him out of my genera-tion, the recent high school

grads and college under graduates.
have called a Class A uniform..

He was quiet, always dressed in what I would

I did have a picture of the two men from down

under which I took on a winter's. day outside of the officers' club.
think I have it anymore.

I don't

..I wonder now: how Squadron Leader Sla.d.e made out with

his sheep ranch when he returned home after the war.
Well, the reason that he is brought up at all lies in the fact that he once
flew with me.

It was a night training mission.

As I recall, we were briefed

that we were ~o go out in bomber stream, a la the RAF, and make a simulated bomb
run on the rear gardens of Buckingham. Pala.ce, London. I don't have any idea Why
this was said because today I feel such a flight would have been a not-too-bright

idea..
What did I learn from this man?
my mind. immediately.

That is ha.:rd to say.

Two things pop out of

One is that he required my crew to call me Sapper whenever

they spoke to me on the plane's intercom.

It was RAF. Enough said.

The other

item is the "cork screw" maneuver:
He made it quite clear to me that this twisting, undulating maneuver was a
survival technique.

Not only when in the flak envelope, but also on the inbound

and exit flight while within the range of night fighters.

Oh, there is a thiI."d thing he insisted on.
examined the very thick

spotless.
on

~he

Before he would even fly, he

bullet-proof glass in the tail tu:rre-c.

It had to be

He didn't want the gunner to mistake an enemy fighter for a dirt sJ)ot

,

"Plexy", as he called it.

In fact, the RAF removed this glass so that
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the tall gwmer saw· the night sky with his naked eye.
Ha.rrington r~mains a small village, I am sure,

In those days the airfield

undoubtedly dispossessed cattle of some form and when they laid the concrete for
the t~o intersecting runways and the :perimeter taxiway with revetments (circular
paved parking s:pot.s) they left the small undulations of land just as nature had
left them.

You could stand at the end of any runway and not see the other end for

the rise and fall of the terrain foiled your eyes.

The grass surrounding everything was always cut, but I don t t recall any grass
cutting.

Did the grass grow so slowly or did my experiences pass faster than the

growth rate of the grass?

Who's to know?

The airplanes sat out in the open, rain, snow, and sunshine.

at

ni~ht

the maintenance could at leas-c be done in daylight.

Because we flew

There were four

squadrons in the group, while most of the time we were composed of only three
squadrons f the fourth being lion paper" only.

Each squadron grouped its own

planes in an orderly manner along its' stretch of taxiway.

.And even when parked,

the planes were slightly askew of each other depending on nature '5 handiwork.
dressed in black paint.

All

Each one the same family,. but differing as to model in

some cases, and certainly their nose art and bomb raid tallies gave them their

character.
The D Models were quite distinctive.
designed for lower altitude flying.

was a "greenhouse" -

They

had

the broad paddle blade :props,

And they -had no nose turret.

no fifty caliber machine guns.

In its place

The new nose was for a

clearer view of the ground. for those low and slow flying night drops of parachuted

cannisters and people into enemy or occupied territory.
And all of the planes had been denuded of their ball turrets.

These were

the belly guns into which a small man descended and electrically routed himselfand his guns with joy sticks and trigger, a 30 to 40 yeax forerunner of today's

video arcade joy stick imaginations.
was named the "Joe Hole".

Again, this was for the drop missions.

This

A round piece of plywood covered the hole and through

that opening on the drop run out would go people or packages.
So, with the loss of four machine guns, we were the formidable bomb group
who was to go out and challenge the Luftwaffe •. · As I recall we were never more
than nine or twelve airplanes who took on the whole German night fighters.

Until

they discovered the RAF making a sligh~ly later and gigantic raid elsewhere.
What we gave the RAF was an easier entry to their target.
But I have to back up to Squadron leader Slade and the "night he flew with
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me.

When

you ,were "posted. for

a mission you 'learned of it by either word of

mouth f~om someone else who had just left the officers' club and had thus saved
you amp "(daily) o%' you re'ad the listing for youself.
you were posted, the hout' fo.'r briefing.

Nothing else.

AlI'it ever said was
I can assure you that

they didn"t type out next to my name the fact that I was to have the RAAF for
co-pilot.
My squadron was' the 8.s6th.

We lived in tents.

And in mud.

three of us in the tent.

Three, because I didn't have a 'co-:pilot.

before we went overseas.

He needed a hernia operation.

There were

I lost Virgil

I got a. replacement who

lasted a couple of tra.ining flights with me, but was reassigned elsewhere in the
UK when he went ba.na.na.s as we flew through an RAF night training exercise - all of
us at the same altitude, intertwining ourselves, m:i:raele after

mL~le

as no one

collided.
There was a wooden sidewalk along the row of tents that stopped when the

From then on 1t was mud, mud, mud. until one :reached the n.a.r:r:ow

tents stopped.

blackto:p leading arotmd. the base.
club, and to the flight line.

OUr

goal was always the mess hall

f

the of:ficers'

It was downhill to the flight line, on foot, but

we always got a ride in a truck coming back.

One o£ the

:perks for combat flying.

Oh yes, there was the other stopping point - - the paymasters 'hut.
I~remember

that place in the road because one day a Polish pilot flying a
Spitfire in a series of on-the-deck passes, crashed leaving a significant .hole
in the ground.
The briefing hut was a corrugated arch-shaped. building whose name you would

mistake for a Japanese car.

It was called a Nissen Hut.

Not a Nissan car.

It

had. row upon row of backless benches, a center aisle,' one door in, a stage at the

far end

t

a raised stand holding an opaque projector placed strategi'cally for good.

screening during the briefing.

The stage had a curtain, about a half dozen

folding wooden chairs. These would be ,occu:pied by the bri.ef~g officers who
would later "get up and give their contribution.
This would be for a bombing mission.

A drop mission was very di:fferent.

We met in another building, which had tables and few chairs.
here.

We didn't linger

We got our taJ:get information, drew our own courses, made our own ta.ke .off

times, got our: individual weath~r briefings.
very own.

The targets we re-cei ved were our

No other plane was going where I might be going.

same COtmtZ'y.
to Norway, etc.

Maybe not even

tpe

Somebody could be going to the continent while I would be going
These flights were servicing the OSS (Office of strategic
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Services).
But back to the main stozy. . Back to the Nissen hut and the briefing.
was here that I learned Squadron Leader Slade was flying with me.
would get somebody for co-pilot as I always did.

It

I knew I

Usually I got a ranking person

with a broken crew' or somebody who was near to the end of his tour and my flight
would give him one mission less to fly.
You sit in briefings with your whole crew right around you.
makes sure that everybody is getting all the facts.

Everybody

Plus all the imaginings

that never failed to surface - -

th~

appropriate faces and gestures.

Sometimes one crew would get a good one off;

good and the bad would be verbalized with

it would be repeated and everbody would laugh.
From the briefing it was down to the flight line squadron building where

we

stripped ouselves of contraband 1terns, put on our sheepskin lined flying clothes,
Then it was out to

boots, electric heated items of choice, and our parachutes.

the cement and wait for a truck to run you to your airplane •..

This night I was assigned to a D Model B-24 , with the large letter P on its
tail. That made its name as P, Peter. I'll never forget it. And as you'll
learn, Squadron Leader wouldn't forget it either. It got a lot of attention a
few days after our flight.
The plane was in a revetment near the end of a runway.

was the caravan used as the control tower to signal with a
each plane

waS

to start its take off roll.

and white diagonal strips.

Within plain sight
b~squit

gun light when

The van was painted with zebra black

It was moved by a tug or truck to the active rUnway

as the prevailing winds dictated •
.And of course t as this was a combat training mission, everything was to be

done in radio silence.
We are in the airplane.

I explain

~he

rough layout of instruments to

ron Leader Slade as he was never in a B-24 before.
anything.

Squad~

He wasn't very happy with

Nothing could replace his Lancaster bomber.

And he was probably

right.

#3 to be exact,

Naturally, the first thing to do was to start an engine.

as it provided the other three engines with its generated juice to turn over
But #3 wouldn't start.

their starters.

And wouldn't start.

What seemed like a lot of time had passed.

And wouldn't start.

other planes had taxied past

\

us. '\ We were soon all alone.
So now it was desperation time.

start the engine by hand.
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Yes, by hand.

.. I know that the engine is way up in the air,. way over our heads. but" all ships

.ca-rried a." very long steel .crank which when" placed in a tiny hole Ln the cowling

under 'the engizle wouid ezigage the teeth of an "inertia. starte:::_
Believe it or not. two of the crew actually did crank the engine so that it
did start. Quick, . get the rest of them going. We did. ~ the time I was
looking uound for· other planes, some kind of activity. I needed a hint about
something.

The caravan was there, but there was no head to be seen in the bubble

on top, no bisquit gun, nothing.
I turned on the radio to listen to see what I could learn.

Tr..ere were many
misgivings, much emotions at this i'oint for me. There we sat with all our engines
turning over and. I was at a loss as to what everybody else was doing or had already

done.
The radio began to talk to me.

All I could hear was another plane talldng

to the tower requesting transportation from the 'ha.1=d stand t (parking spot) to
squadron (unidentified).
I immediately reported this to Squa.dron leader asking at the same time i f he

He said it wasn"'t.

thought ·the mission had been scrubbed.

So I began to taxi. out of my ha.rd. stand and approached the end' of the runway
near me with the caravan at its side.

I stopped there and awaited a sianaJ. light.

Ei ther a. red to keep holding or a green to go.
agitated.

Nothing happened.

Slade was

I was agitated.

I decided to break radio silence.

I did.

I called the tower and said I was

number one on the active -runway and wanted take off clearance.
The tower came right back to me and gave me clearance.

I put the throttles

and. super charger levers forward, had Slade. hold all eight of them against the

forward stop and concentrated on take off.
110 mph was the number we looked for. You then lifted the nose up and flew
the plane off the ground. But at 110 I couldn't l i f t the nose. We just kept on
eating up runway yardage like it was going out of style.
Our air speed

or should I say, our ground speed , kept building up.

:plane just wouldn't come unglued.

But the

We used every foot of the runway and some of

the dirt before I managed to get airborne.
The first obstacles I had ·to overcome were clearing the wooden :posts holding

the ~ead-in lights which were a.t the end of each runway.

They were at their

lowest point nearest the runway's end and highest a.t their starting :point.
For me, ..I had to keep· olimbing as the posts were also climbing.
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We made i -C. .
('

Then the tower came back on the" air 'asking ,for the name of the pilot who had just
take"n off.

I gave them rIrJ' name. "

Next, it was check list time.
out

I ·reached down.

''Flaps up".

done a pre-take

of~

Squadron leader read it off to me.

There were no flaps down.

He called

We had never even

check list while stewing with engine trouble, caravans that

wouldn't give us a light., no other planes to be seen anywhere.
No wonder we couldn't take off.
Probably a Dodo bird.

It had been a mess.

With no fIal's we were a new type of bird.

This was not going to be a fun flight.

We continued to climb, I wasrena.med Skipper, and Slade checked on everything
with his eyes, but never once touched the controls.

His distaste was far greater

than any curiosity.
At some point we started doing cork screws.

This was very simple.

You put

your nose down, start a turn in either c.irection, pick up enough speed so that
you could regain your altitude while turning back in the opposd.te direction.

This

gave every pair of eyes a chance to scan the whole night skies for other planes and

trouble.
It was cold.

Nothing unusual in that.

I had to relieve myself while on our

way back from London. I don't even remember the bomb run.
There is a relief tube on the flight deck, which as pilot I could reach
while being off oxygen for just a short time.

The trouble that night was that it

had already been used and was .filled solid with ice.

I had to settle for standing

in the bomb bay with the bomb bay doors cracked open,

let~ing

natural currents of

air ca:rry away my you-Imow-what.

That was a much longer time off oxygen and it didn't go over with Squadron
Leader.

He told me about the finer features· on the lancaster.

Another knock with

another boost.
But the best was yet to come.

After all t we ha.dn' t landed yet.

nearer to home base we did a gradual let-down.
vision windscreen began to ice up.

Bit by bit.

At the same time the forward
Squadron Leader let tms go on

for just a short time ani then ordered, "Use yom:: Glycol tt •
God t s sake. don't you have any glycerine?"
like today's windshield wash.

As we got

What was that?

He had it on the lancaster.

It always cleared up the ice for him.

''For

It was

Him, of over

200 combat missions, a ranch owner with complete family, future ranching :plans.
His whole world was rapidly turning to you-know-what.
But in my bliss and ready for anything-new attitude (and some aptitude) I
didn • t even raise a sweat.

I opened the little vent window by my head, reached
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"out ·with my left 'bare hand and with my thumbnail started to scratch away the ice.

I' finally got a hole the size of a fifty cent piece just where I could poke my
head ~ see pretty good.
The tower was spealdng again.
run~a,y

lights.

.

This time telling re,turning planes that the

ice-cove~

and to watch ourselves. There were also to be no runwa.y
Again RAF style. When Slade heard a.bout the ice on the ground, he

was

completely lost his cool. He' ~ mad, mad, mad.
The whole flight in the pattern and the landing went like hot knife through
butter.' Just a slight sashaying on the ice.

We taxied and parked ourselves.

Sq uadron Leade~ Slade started off on a mad and swearing spree tha. t knew no

bounds.

Myself' and 'the whole crew were cowed, I can tell you.

It lasted on the

truck ride back to squadron and only ended there, for us. as he dressed elsewhere t

so he was removed from us.

I am sure he would rather have it said that he

ramo ved himself from us.
We~l,

that is not the end of this flight.

There were a:f'ter shocks.

For

all of us.

The: strangest thing was that nobody I caae in contact with or the crew had
any big comments to make about that night.

Na.turally we spoke of the take off

problems, goofing on the flaps, the ice on return, but

~hat

was all.

Not the end at all. There was to be ,a critique a few days la.ter. It was in
the Nissen hut. It was packed out. The Colonel gets to his feet. It has began.
The only woms out of his mouth were, "Is Lt. Winburn here?"

I stood up t

and need I say that I also stood out?
"Tell us about your flight. n

Was he being cute or did he mean it?

Slade had . such a large head of steam. he would have made it right

to

Surely

the to:p,

with nothing left out.
So. I told everything in sequence, being particularly clear and specific

aoout the ~9 talk prior to take off and. the complete absense of any other
plane in sight.
It was about here that I learned of the much-observed-miracle. 'But one I
had not seen as I was at that time with my eyes glued straight down the runway

straining to get up off the ground.
Here is what really happened.

At another runway were all the planes on

the mission. For the firs't time ever, the caravan which I was using as my
reference as to an active runway, was a spare that should have been removed
~

from\the field.

On either .side of the real runway were other B-24's, with their
(

x .
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engines' running, all

kee~ing

radio silence.

The two planes at either edge of the

runway waited for a 1.ight to give them take off c leazance ,

Just as they were

g~tting edgy about a light ~ came . on the radio saying I was number 1 and wanted

c Iearance ,

Each of these pilots thought it was the other talking.

At about that

time the real caravan gave a green light to one of the :planes.
~t plane pulled out on the runway and immediately pirt on the power and

charged down the zunxay,

At the same time I was charging on the other runway.

Everybody in the tower, the other plane could see a giant collision about to
happen at the intersection.

There was no :putting on the brakes for them and I

was ignorant of that possible impact of doom.
We just missed each other.

Now you know why they wanted to know who I was.

In the end of this session , with my ace ount u:p through the take off, there

were no repercussions.
still, this was not the end of the matter.

Squadron Leader Slade vowed he

would never get in a B-24 again, and so far as I know he never did.

What had

also happened was that P, Peter, was· brought to the. attention of squadron maintenance.

take off.

The pilot who flew it regularly had complained about its performance on

Now that there was some notoriety, they talked with me.

In short time they found that the horizontal stabilizer had been reset with
10 degrees of error when it was last rigged.

That is one big mistake.

Well, the Colonel must not have minded the whole thing .too much, this West
Point man, nor was he brain-washed by Squadron Leader Slade, for the very first
di versionary bombing raid the 492nd flew, which was my first bomb mission, he

flew as my· co-pilot.

~t

waS his first combat mission also.

AN HONEST CRITIQUE

by

BOB FISH
I was standing on the balcony which surrounded the control tower watching

the airfield operations the night that the above recorded incident occurred.
'Never in my life, before or after that incident, have I felt as powerless and
insignificant as I did that night -as I watched those two B-24's aircraft rush
toward each other at the intersection of the two runways. They avoided a
collision by about one second. After all of our aircraft were airborne that
night I returned to my room and discarded my underpants.
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,LIVING:DANGEROUSLY
by ,

DELBERT E. PALMER
I can never forget the following incident, which took place on a bombing
mission early in 1945.

We were operating with radio silence.

We were awaiting the green light to lineup for take off on the north

runway when the follow-me jeep came along and signaled us to follow.

We were

led on around the'perimeter counter clockwise to the northwest runwa.y

and

clearance to line up for take off.

given

We were then given the green light for take

We began the take off roll and everything on the gauges was in the green.

off.

Near the intersection of the two runways was a. big building or two.

One was a

Just as we were passing these buildings on my left I saw

hangar, I think.

another aircraft emerge from the other side of the hangar obviously taking off

on the north runway w:hich we had just vacated.

It was immediately apparen-t that

he would cross that intersection a split second ahead of us so I just
going.

ke~t

on

He obviously had seen us also and as he crossed the intersection he was

hauling that nose up to get airborne.

really flying.

The tailstdd was dxagging and the spanks

We both made it and flew our missions although I don't :remember

who he was.

This was a bombing mission and we were loaded with GP bombs.

I don't recall

what the explanation was for the near miss but it's funny now but certainly could
have been a disaster" both aircrafts being loaded with bombs.
By the way f the co-pilot on

that other aircraft, that night was Squadron

Leader Slade, who was either Aussie or New Zealander.

I'm sure Y0':l know who

I mean.

At debriefing he stood in the "refreshment" line and accepted rations from
all who didn't want their's.

He expounded loudly and clearly that anyone who

would fly at night in a "Bloody Libera:tor" should receive the DFC without ever

flying a mission.
You saw many crews come and go so you probably don It remember me.

in December

1944

and there were thirteen crews of us.

We came

The aircraft assigned to

us was a fairly new .B-24 L and, we named her "Forever Amber".

We flew most of

our missions in her and brought her back to Windsor Locks, Conn. at war's end..
Her crew chief was M/Sgt,. Elmer Anderson and he was one' of the best.

My

bomba7:dier, Melvin P. Roberts, was a rel~tively old timer, having been an
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instructor prior to joining my crew.

Therefore I was appointed flight leader

early en, partly because of his expertise and possibly for my 'age because at that

time I was already 1st Lt. and several years older .than the average aircraft

commander.
It t s fun tryirig to recall events such as the above and i f you want anymore
I have a few which I would be

ha~py

to relate.

ANOmER SURVIVOR

The second

amaz~ng

survivor story belongs to John Reitmeier, of Delran, New

Jersey. On May 5/6. 1944, the then young Lt. Reitmeier, navigator on Lt. Murray
Simon t screw, was on a night mission to France. According to our group' s
official records, "The aircraft had been hi t by 20nun and 40mm flak.
gas tank was. hit. the communication system knocked out throughout the aircraft."

The main

fire began to rage

All crew members succeeded in bailing out sa£ely at

5.500 feet, as later related by the pilot.

Reitmeier cleared the bursting,

crippled airplane, thanking his lucky stars that he hadn It been trapped in the

burning Lib.

He pul.Led his ripcord and -

nothing happsned ,

discover that his :parachute was made on Monday:)
all the time

plumm~ting

(What a time to

He struggled with the parachute,

tlu-ough the dark skies like a rock.

-Finally, by

frantically pulling on the shroud lines in the chute pack, he managed to pull
the nylon into the air and, to his relief, the

~arachute'opened with

He was then only 150 feet from the ground and falling fast.

a snap_

Tue force of his

landing from that short distance knocked him out when he hit the ground.

came to, he found that he was uninjured, except for some bruises.

When he

(His escape

from capture by the Germans, with the aid of the French Maquis UndergroWld Forces

is another story.)
Casablanca.

He finally returned to HaJ::rington via Italy, Algiers and

(No, he didn It run into Humphrey Bogart or Ingrid Bergman there.)

I'd say that both Jim Heddleson and John Reitmeier have been living on "borrowed
time" for the last 43 years, wouldn It you?

These are just two of the hundreds

of exei ting tales buried in the· historJ of our group 's activitie~.
are ~etailed in Ben Parnell's book, "Ca.r:Petbaggers:

Euro~e". (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 23069, Austin, Texas
Garrett died in an 856th BS Lib crash at Culton.
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MY FIRST NIG}i1 BOMBING MISSION'
by

GEORGE WINDBURN

/

\

In an earlier story I said I would w:ri te a.bout my first bombing raid.

It

was sometime after :the infamous flight with Squadron Leader" Slade. Col. UPham,
commanding officer of the 492nd Bomb Group, like myself had also never been on

a mission before.

So. on th.&t level we were on a par.

But in as much as Col.

Upham was a West Point graduate. a regular officer as o:p:posed to my wartime

commission, we were quite worlds a.part.
something.

He was regular army and I was the other

This was all in my mind and I doubt it was in his.

It wouldiltt be accurate to lead you to believe I was enoaen out of all the

possible crews for him to make his combat debut.

copilot. i f you
remember, as Erik had freeked out on & night training flight showing he was
emotionally inc&:Pable of doing his job. So with that in mind, I needed a coI had no

pilot no matter what, the Colonel stepped in and filled the gap.
Today, in 1988, after reading some books I have been led to buy in prepara-

tion of these essays for family history, I realize the transitory nature of the
492nd.

Combat roles were shuffled in and out of our routine, as history now

proves. But a.t the time of the actual event I was ignorant of what had. been, not (
so swift with what was going" on, and bllz;d as a. bat~·as to. the future •. :I·was
there to do a job on that day for that reason.

This time it was to drop bombs.

Just ahead of the RAF so we would draw the Luftwa:rf"e

out, arid allow the huge

number of RAF bombers a clearer :pa.th to their target elsewhere.

We l ived in tents f the three of us officers, myself" as pilot, Charley Girard
as navigator, and Bob Billmire as bombardier. In another section of the same mud
pond were our enlisted. men in their tents.

The enlisted men were far more clev-

er than we and had a fi~glass insolation so well in place their tent was appreciably warmer than ours was at anytime. It. was positi vely cozy.
The tents are mentioned so that you have an idea that we were living close

to nature, in a. lifestyle not entirely hostile, but quite a step in a new direction for us. Our buns were freezing, we were new to the UK, we had never flown
conbat as a crew. etc. t etc. And now i t was going to be the real thing.
We were posted.

No ot.her information.

We were

to

report to the briefing hut a"t the time given.

Just hike on out thru the mud, down the hill to t.he

curved, corrogated Nissen hut, get your crew together on a bench, and wait for
'\
, ,

(
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the show to begin.

I don' t think it ever occured to me that we didn't have a co pilot and thus
how could we fly?

Heck t· this was our first time.

OUr target was DUsseldorf.
than nine or twelva' bombers.

car];)etbagger operations.

We never were in large numbers, probably no more

We had a number of our gun teeth pup.ed for the

Gone were the nose SOs, gone was the ball turret from

the belly with its twin 50s.

That was a bunch of firepower to give away to the

Luftwaffe, but we also knew we were giving away experience and we didn't care to
think about

that.

Briefings, besides setting your nerves or teeth on edge wi th the target
being specified and shown so clearly on a large map to be almost totally surrounded by large red areas depicting heavy, accurate flak envelopes, were the

ni tty-gritty rundown of the mechanics.
r~utes,

So there would be orderly flight, times,

altitude spread, target time,"_:Pathfinder res:ponsibilities, radio call

signs, color of fla.re~, expected groutld fire, expected fighters from what known
locations, degree of moon, .cloud coverage at target time, bomb 1oails , aiming
point alternatives, IP (Initial Point) position, minimum altitude at the IF,
turns away after bombs away and altitudes, course away from the target, intelligence rel'orts (selling the target's importance), the dro];):ping of chaff (X-mas
tree aluminum .strips started out as radar jamming chaff), approved areas for
ditching bombs in case of an abort.

The final act was to synchronize our hack

watches, both the navigators boxed time piece and our GI issue wrist watches.
It was after all of this d.ra.ma that Colonel Upham stood up and armounced he
was flying with Lt. Windburnts crew.

How about that?

I t did turn quite a few

heads.

The next

~iece

the officers' club.

of business was to return to the most
It was time to get together and

rtU1

nat~

place of all-

this thing by.

We would

all share the same degree of genius, but we did get a little closer to "the old
crews" as we now had some specific questions to ask.
sir, we had some specific wonderments.
gree of anxiety.

different.
other.

The list's

Friends grouped together.

No more, "How is it?"

No

length de:pended on your de-

This was to be something altogether

We would not be "in daylight formation where we could eyeba.11 each

We were going to lose ourselves in the darkness and sometime after cross-

-Lng the channel we would bore a hole in the darkness of the sky and be by ourselve~

\

for the entire, rest of the flight.

Radios were dead and each crew had only itself to see, protect, to evade, to
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There would be absolutely no supporting gunfire

attack, to retreat back home.

from another plane, no fighter protection.

We already had forefi tted four 50s,

and we had no idea how good our marksmenship was.

Don't mention a jammed waist

or tail gun.
The Colonel met us on the flight line dressed just as 'we were e.

He was a

lean figure, taller than myself, soft spoken, a.nd made no attempt to be an au-

thori ty figure.

I never got

to know

him -as I never flew wi th him again and he

never called on my services for running the 492nd.
Our bombs were being loaded when we were all assembled around the plane.

were flying our own plane, ''Next Morn, S, Sugar. n

We

It made me feel particularly
~

good that I had finagled thisshi:p 'so that we had something we could call our
own, something to hava and develop confidence in.

I decided we ought to review the core data of the mission which we did with
Colonel Upham. chiming in his assents.

As to flak suits, those heavy but vi tal

body armor, I decided the crew could make the flight all the way to the lloint
where we would be going on oxygen with the suits off.

all suits WQ.uld have to go on.

But just prior to oxygen,

UPham agreed.

We now get into the airplane, start engines, a.nd as this takes place I make

a rundown of the instrument· panel, my flight intentions as pilot in command, nobwithstanding my: rank as 2nd Lt., (politely telling him I was· going to do all the
flying and that I was boss, with a small b).

He agreed.

He then told me he had

only about 50 hours in a B24, as his training had been on B17s.
My guess in 1988 is'that Col. Upham. graduated as a ground officer, trans-

fared to the air sometime in 1942-43, and as a field grade officer went thru

flight training from Primary thru twin engine advance just as an Aviation Cadet

I had no illusions he had been born with wings.

would.

Of course we were the number one plane to take off.

The :Pathfinder planes

were off about twenty minutes before. us as their job was to drop red flaxes on
the railroad yard in DiiSseldorf.

The flares were to be our bomb aiming points

if the yards themselves were not visible.
The routine of the mission went well with no hitches.

We used the intercom

for oxygen checks, and this also served for calling out enemy aircrafts if spot-

ted.

I

e~lained

to the Colonel the corkscrew manuevor which I had learned from

night Officer Slade.
We are well into the mission.

I have met my first searchlights which I

thoug~t looked like the fingers of something nasty pointing right up at me.
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I

. certainly knew better "than to be coned in searchlights.

The Germans would punch

your card for sure as coning meant they had all the, data they needed for a sure

Imock out flak attack •
. Cha.'rley Girard was doing a great job as navigator.
IP I made a very bi.g mistake.

But somewhere after the

I kept seeing red flares allover the sky.

dered how the pa.thfinders ccutd have dropped them. so far a.part.

wi th the Colonel.

I talked of this

Then I got Charley on the horn and. said we must be just min-

utes from drop:ping.

go.

I won-

He was quite sure I was wrong.

He said we had a long way to

But I figured my eres were giving me the clue and I overturned his o:pinion

and altered course slightly towards a drifting re<i flare.

The long and. the short of it was that flare jus;; led us no :place.

see the ground.
time.

There was no city, no railya.rds.

We could

We had used up our flying

Target time had just passed and we calcula.ted rather quickly to alter

course.

Following Charley's info would be making a fatal error of too late over

the target which was now flack accurate and could have German night fighters ell'cling above our a.lti tude just waiting

to

jump us.

It was the Colonel who said neo home."
I had jumped the gun, went off hal.f-cocked.
messed up,

We did so rather silently.

I knew

It was my res:ponsibility that we had

I was not pleas,ed with myself.

I will give the Colonel credit for keeping his cool.

He never even made a

negative comment to me when we were close to home, down to where we were no
longer on oxygen and we could have a. :Private talk~ He just chalked it up to
learning as he said later in the ground debriefing.

A real gentleman and he

saved my face in front of my crew.

What made the last part of this mission so interesting was entirely due to
the Colonel's decision we would not

of the channel.

je~tison

our bomb load in a designated area

He wanted the bombs flown home.

That meant Bob Billmire had to go down into the bomb bay and while still in
f1.. ight reinsert the pins into the airscrew5 in each bomb's nose, rendering them,

we fervently hoped, explosion :proof.

How good Bob was, was a question I had well

into our tour.
I do remember casually. well, as casual as I could, saying on the radio to
our tower t known as Pipe Craft; that I had a full bomb load and was landing with

it. ,A subt1.e way of saying to anybody and everybcdy that it might be wise to
give me some room.
Yes. We made it. No sweat. We weren't smart enough for that .. (k could it
be I'really was a red hot pilot? Who wiil ever know?
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. MEMORIES" OF NIGHT BOMBING MISSIONS
by

GEORGE WINDBURN
While at the REPO· Depot in Stone, those of us. as new crews who had been
ordered to the 492nd Heavy Bomb Group were. emered" to have ID photos taken.

We

were dressed in non-descript .civilian c16thing and were told they might be used
at sometime for escape in the event we were shot down.
Once operational we flew with an escape kit - one for each man.

I carried

my little packet in a ~ocket in the leg·of my flying gear. I also carried a
Colt 45 automatic in holster outside of -the suit and had it tied down with a
leather thong to my leg.
~e escape kit contained a cloth map of Europe and a variety of European

currency. I had more confidence in my 45 than the map.
Unfortunately or otherwise I did not fly in all the various positions in
the B-24. For instance, I never flew as though I were a waist gunner, tail
gunner, radio operator, etc. All.I.know is what it was like as first pilot.
My right seat time, very brief as it was, came after VE Day and I was assigned

to check out co-pilots to see i f they could qualify for first :pilot.

So my

impressions come from being glued in my seat, flying th:e' .p'Lane ,

I mention this as I had a limited idea of how communication really was
carried on wi t.h so many of the crew. Poor Lackey back in the tail was all by
himself, in a big way. And looking backwards almost all of the time. Not for
me. The two waist positions could get their heads together, however briefly,
and talk into each other' s ear. Vince, at his radio' 1'05ition, could talk with
Tom. our flight engineer, who was on his feet in the flight deck a "good deal of .
the time. And down in the nose, Bob and Charlie could be shou.lder to shoulder
and carry on a conversation.
As for'myself and the co-pilot, not named because I f1ew with so many
different ones, I nudged him and pointed to instruments that needed attention
or would gesture for meaning.
We stayed off the intercom.
such as enemy planes, hits. etc..

I meant it to be used for serious business
The oxygen checks made were to keep everybody

alert and to verify all were OK and watchful.
back on our airfield.

This was maintained until we were

Then, once out of the plane, we were great talkers as we gathered our gear
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and waited for the truck to ca:r:ryus back to squadron and then to debriefing.
As I said , it' was our practd.ce to stay off the' intercom with chatter during

flight.

I would initiate an oxygen check, once we were at altitude and all on

oxygen.

This served two purposes, it assured the crew their pilot was alert and

following good proceedure, and all of us could hear and verify each crew member
was equally OK and functioning ale~t.
After all, it was almost pitch black, so who could see very much?

Who could

tell how Lackey was doing back there, out of sight' in the tail turret? The two
~ilots did have a low intensity red light for the instruments and by it we could
We could touch if we wanted to get each other's attention.

see each other.

we could inch the oxygen masks off quickly and yell at the other

t

A..lso

all while

being off the intercom system and thus not heard by anyone else.
Most typically I might touch the co-pilot to get his attention about an
instrument reading that demanded attention and he might do the same to me.
could be enemy action in our area when at or
about

ne~

the target.

Or

it

Nothing to talk

just something to be aware of.
The usual first line of talk after take off on a mission would be between

myself and Charlie, our navigator, as we began to fly our timed route and
altitude which was predetermined in order that all of us in our planes would
end up· an orderly lump as we started out on a bombing effort.
It was always a single race track pattern with predetermined altitude gains
during each leg.

At a precise time there would be a

de~arture

from this pattern,

high up and off our field, a departure to the target route heading which would
put us over a known channel departure point.

Hitting the channel was a ki.nd of mission marker.

We knew we had to at

least cross the channel in order to get mission credit. Cross the channel and
then abort was the word of the day. At.least get mission credit for making the
effort. Then go drop your bombs in the drop zanet and make your way back home,
. or ',wherever. else you could land. And mission credit built up your end game
of 25, a ticket back home to the USA.
At and over the channel we were generally below 10,000 feet and not on
oxygen.

It would be completely dark so that we couldn It see any land very well

and we certainly had !_ost sight of any other plane for some time.
just not to be seen~ We were completely alone.

They were

\

, Unlike dayibombers, we never tested our guns over the channel.
know why this was so.

I don't

Perhaps an RAF practice, but that doesn't sound very
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'reasonable' to me today.

In fact t toclay I would. have insisted.

With some kind. -of moon 'we could see ·the water quite clearly.

There were no
In

lights' on sea or land as blaCkouts were very strict by Germans and Allies.
all of England no lights could be seen.

~ackouts ·were

very strict but night

vision could be q~te adequate to get a pretty good impressi.on of your immediate
surroundings.

I'm ~su:re the waist gunners could see the blue flames of the

engines' exhaust.

From my seat as I leaned back a bit, I could look left or

right and check the four engines for prop synch.

The continental coast meant mission credit and a point where we continued
our steady upwards climb to bombing altitude. No zooming up as in today's jets.
We worked a compromise of forward ~rogress for altitude gain (and fuel consumption) •

I f I remember correctly, I would say we were indicating around 150 mph

on the dial while slowly going up at the same time.

With appropriate altitude gain I would be on the intercom ordering the flak
suits on.

Both pilots already had on whatever they wanted.

others to comply for themselves.

It was up to the

Charlie would give a navigation report.

All

of us knew how important it was for us to keep on time and hit our check points
on schedule, both for our safety and effectiveness.
Our weather briefings were always sur:Prisingly good.

No big blunders.

But

there could be different winds aloft which could either make us fast or slow.
I f fast, we would fly double drifts to kill time and still maintain our course.

If slowing down, just pour on the coals and sweat the fuel later on the flight.

Charlie was a whiz at keeping us on time and on course.
Intercom talk was the inevitable oxygen check.

But as we neared the ~

(Initial Point) and thus near the awaiting eneay, there would be other talk.
Like calling out flak bursts or new searchlight batteries which had suddenly

popped up.

And at irregular intervals I would do a corkscrew maneuver so all

of us could eyeball the sky for night fighters.

We flew RAF practices.

It was bomber stream, not the formation flights

you would have seen in the daylight operations.

We were intentionally staggered

by whim at differing altitudes - while all, at the same time in theory, were

over the target.

The differences in altitude could be thousands of feet.

mind I could see bombs whizing by the lower planes.

In my

I always went to the hi:gh-

est altitude allowed.
It was at the IF that I was preparing the plane to fly its best by checking
flight control trims.

This was for Bob's benefit when he was to take over
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flying by way of the bombsight mechanism down in the nose.
"Center the PDI" on Bob's order meant that he was on the final moments of
Next would be "Bomb bay doors open".

the ,bomb run and he was taking over.

This last signaled that we were at a critical time and just as Bob was
putting in the last.-corrections, having switched on the intervolameter for

predetermined bomb release sequence.
It was regular practice for us to drop bombs in train and never as salvo.

This means our bombs went out layer after layer, from the four layered nests
making up the entire bomb bay, as we flew along.
"Bombs away" and I was once more flying. The PDI was off.

I inunediately

changed heading and al ti tude to the outbound course - our departure course.
From the IF on to this point we were keyed up.

we had no idea what we could end up facing.

We were in the lion's den and

After all, we were meant to draw

out the night fighters.
The flak at night was probably not as intimidating as in

~aylight

when the

accompanyi.ng cloud of black smoke added visually to the prcximi ty of the

explosion.
flame

t

At night, flak took on the appearance of a sparkling lighter.

no smoke.

No

Any burst near you could shower .ycu with shrapnel so loud

that you could hear it.
Searchlights were a different matter.

counter.

They seemed very personal.

I remember so well my first

en-

After all, real men, enemy soldiers were

moving those lights around in the sky and they were looking for me.

I also knew

the anti-aircraft gunners were just waiting for the lights to cone a plane and
they would shoot it out of the sky.

Those lights were an immediate threat. Yet
you couldn't do a single thing about them. No planes were going to go down and
shoot them out. So the lights were inunune while we were not.
Corkscrewing became a way that you could dislodge the lights, change all
the geometry in the air and make their task more difficult. It was your only
way to outwit them.
From the vantage point of this day I realize how melodramatic it sounds to
say while all this was going on I was tightly held to my seat by shoulder and
lap straps, slightly scrunched down so that I could get maximum redder action
if it were needed. My bare right hand on the throttles and the left on the
wheel. I was scanning the instrument panel and looking out as best I could
searching as much sky as showed'itself. I wore a green scarf which always had
a glob of ice on it from the moisture which seeped out from under my oxygen
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mask..

The ·temperature would be in the 20 to 30 degree below zero range.
The crew', you can't forget the' crew.

going well.

They need to know I am OK, everything

Yet keep the· intercom for something really big.

Or did we mean

really'bad?
Only once did I see another plane just blown out of the sky.

I never did

learn who it was. :The event wasn't like any films I have since seen.
falling off, followed by a sickening twisting spin down.

No wing

It was just blown up.

All gone in a blink of the eye. All sight. No sound.
You don't get to see much from my seat. Forwaxd vision is fair i f you poke
your head all the way to the left and look forwaxd through the small bubble of a
window on the cabin's side.
area.

But you have no clear sweep of your entire frontal

No way to see any part of your right side or the la.z-gest part of your rear.

During the corkscrew I got to see with my own eyes portions of the sky I had been
blind to and had been depending on the eyes of the crew.

find emptiness.
Especially on nights with a bright moon.

though it were daylight.

It was such peace to

I knew we stood out almost as

But i f we were flying between layers of clouds I knew

my plan for escape was to dive into those clouds and hide mysel:f.

days one could only shoot at what one could see.

In those old

I had no idea of dueling with

night fighters.
At those times when our flight was on top of the clouds we had the stars
for company.

';['hat was a touch of a sl'ecial kind for me as stars were a summer

time memory of Vermont. And for Charlie, they were an additional navigational
aid.
Still, it was stars that allowed us to ~ly one mission. Our compasses were
way out of wack. As things were getting very much out of hand I decided to use
Charlie's compass and I would fly all corrections by using the stars for reference.
It worked like a charm. We made a successful bomb mission.
In the end it can be said every mission was hours of sitting searching the
sky looking at instruments. and using the in-cercom in such a way that the crew
stayed alert and confident.
J

You never knew what to expect.

It wasn't over tmtil it was over - on the

ground, engines stopped, parked in place.
was alert time.

Then it was over.

Every other minute

We were told of the German fighters that trailed planes back to their bases
and then shot them down in their own traffic patterns. We believed those reports
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so much'so we landed, at. times, with 'no lights at all.
The English coast on the homeward leg once more' became a landmark; an
important landmark. I always wanted to keep enough altitude so that i f I was
in any trouble, could see the coast, I could manage to string things along so

the channel would be crossed and we could hit one of three huge concrete aircraft havens made especially for crippled ships.
On some occasions when we were back over the channel and still rubbing our
faces back into shape after hours on oxygen, we would see flares of different
colors going off about us.

No planes yet to be seen.

It was late enough for

us to be scurrying home, but it was wake-up time for the B-1? crews and the
start of their daylight raids.

Those flaJ:'es were meant for them.

Everybody

knew their squadron colors and they would try to form on their flares for what

might be a formation of hundreds and hundreds of.bombers, plus their fighter
escorts.
Fighter escorts?

What were they?

Not for us.

We had been the terrifying warriors of the night.
We were the RAF decoys.

Eight, nine or ten B-24's.

And with no fighters to boot.

Allies could hear the German radio talk with their

fighters and from their differing directions they knew we had done a good job.
The flight got lower and lower, closer to home, a drink, one egg, food,
and bed.

We followed a radio beacon only until we could see by eye just where we

were and then it was the eyeball route straight to Ha.rxington. and a radio call
to "Pipecraft"· our code for our base.

it was time to

st~y

But so had other planes called in.

So

out of each other's way.

It was sweet when we touched down and were rolling out.

Just a few light

touches on the brakes to slow down for a nice turn off the active runway and a
careful taxi along the narrow perimeter track to our squadron area and our own
individual hardstand.

The crew' chief would always be there waiting for us and ready with hand
signals to guide us to our final resting :place, while somehow always managing
to give the ship a quick once over to see i f there was battle damage.

Our

thumbs up gave him -the sign everything went OK.

The fact of the matter is that being on the ground did not end the mission •
.As crew, we immediately got ·our heads together so we would have a unified report

at debriefing.

As friends, we wanted to know what had happened to other crews.

Anybody hurt, anybody shot up, anybody see anybody go down?

In the final analysis it wasn't over urrtd.L after the shot of whisky, the
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lone' egg and some food, the d.ebriefing, and back to -the 856th ·tent city.

Here

.

.

'we visited back and forth in the tents telling and hearing about the raid we
had just been on.

All the details.

But we had better. get to bed.

see.we are posted

~o

All the sweat.

It must be around five

0

'clock.

Did you

fly again tonight?

NIGHT BOMBING BEGINS

The first high altitude heavy bombardment mission of the 801st/492nd Group

was dispatched from the Harrington airfield on 24 December

1944

attacking
the target of Coubre Point, France.
.

at 1100 hours,
_
~

Eighteen aircraft were scheduled but only twelve got off.
proceeded to the target and one aborted before reaching 1.1'.
the bombing run, and nine aircraft made the attack.

All 'planes
El.even planes made

Two did not attack because

one had mechanical trouble and the other one failed to locate the target markers.
The attacking force went in at 18,000 feet in Bomber stream, utilizing
individual navigational and bombing procedure.

The planes were over the target

for four minutes, dropping 88 five-hundred pounders, the remainder jettisoned
their load of 29 five-hundred pounders over water on the return trip.

The PFF aircraft totaled J planes, each carrying 6 T.I. 's and 1 Wagnuis'
(flare). . Bombing aircraft ca.r:ried loads of 12 fi ve-'hundred pound RDX bombs.
The official nar.rative regarding the result of the mission reads:
PFF aircraft dropped T.I.·s on F.I.
target

t

other aircraft believed to have overshot

mile because indica.tors hung-up.

hundred pound bombs on T.I.' s ,

"One

The main effort dropped 88 five-

Bombing results believed fair, several sticks

bracketed the target indicators.
The targets consisted of Coastal Defenses of the Atlantic Coasts of Central
France. The mission was laid-on primarily to experience the crews in performing
heavy bomba.:rdment attacks.

Bo~h

the success and failure of performance of

aircraft and crews involved Ln the mission, were of material value in determining

the proficiency of the Group and extremely beneficial in helping the commanders
to judge the readiness of the Group to perform large scale operations against
,high priority targets."
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ANGER INDUCES STUPIDITY

Submitted by

ROBERT W. FISH
On 24 December .1944', the black Liberators of the 492nd Bomb Group flew

their first night bombing mission.

Their target was the German Submarine Pens

at Point Coubre on t he coast of France.

r

flew the lead aircraft.

Baker was my bombardier.

I do not recall whose crew I flew with.

Our tactic was for the bomber

Jim

stream to fly inland

for several miles and then to turn south and west to the target and drop our
bombs on the way out of France.
find our target.

We were using a radar bomb sight (~X) to

Twelve aircraft.

~articipated

in the bombing run.

It was

a learning eXperience for all of the air crews.
When we made our run over the submarine pens that were our target, Jim
Eaker failed. to get his bombs away.

This screwed things up quite royally.

We were to have marked the target with fluorescent bombs which would have _

provided the following

air~raft

with an easy to see target.

Fo~unately

we

had back up markers in the next aircraft over the target and it placed i ts

markers right on target.
I was so vexed at Jim Baker for not getting his bombs away that I
immediately turned 180 degrees and flew against the bomber stream for three
minutes.

I then did another 180 degree turn back toward the target for

another bombing run.

The back up marIdng plane had by this time marked the

target and we dropped our load into his markers.
On our way back to Harrington I had time to think about what a stupid

maneuver I had executed.

By turning 180 degrees and flying against the

bomber stream I had unnecessarily endangered my own aircraft and crew but
all of the other aircrafts and crews that were following us.

missed them all.
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LucIdly we

n AFTER

YOU ALPHONSE".

OR
CEST LA GUERRE

by

DOUGLAS D.. WALKER

The agents we parachuted and flew into France and Germany were worldng wi th
the

ass -

the Office of Strategic Services.

runner of the CIA.)

(This organization was the fore-

Several of the aircrews from the 856th Bomb Squadron flew

"Carpetbagger" missions out of Di jon airport in France, into Southern Germany.
This was toward the end of the war, after our forces had captured a laxge
part of France back from the Germans.

were quite

Cit

Of' course , the missions we flew from Dijon

bit shorter in duration than those we flew out of Harrington,

England (our main base), thus saving time and. fuel.

I'll never forget the first time we flew to Dijon to conduct operations from
there for several missions, in early March of
a.ir:f'ield, which was

used jointly by the

1945.

~erican

AS, we appr-oached the Dijon

and by the Free French Air

Forces, Lt. Swarts dropped the Liberator down into the landing pattern.
While we were entering the final leg of our landing aP})roach. an A-z6 medi
bomber zoomed directly across our nose.
us, without so much as a ''by your leave".

uny ;

It then dropped onto the runway ahead of

c._.~

Swarts swung quickly into evasive

action when he spotted the A-26 speeding towards us and saved our skin.

He then

straightened out the Liberator and landed us safely.
As we walked towards the American Qperations Qf~ice, feeling a bit jumpy

from the ·close brush with the A-26, we passed some French ground crewmen rolling

.

.

500 pound bombs off the tailgate of a truck with their feet d:rO];)

to the ground -

allowing them to
bouncing as they hit the concrete tarmac with a loud thud.

Needless to say,. we broke into. a. run and. left the axea in a .hurry.

Lt. Swarts was normally a ca.JJn. individ ua.L,

But, after our near miss t he

stormed into the Operations Qf'fice and raised hell about the near miss from the
French A-26.

The American Colonel in charge managed to calm him down and said,

"Those A-26 , s are flown by French :pilots who ignore landing pattern discipline.
They will cut in front of you with complete abandon, with a Cest La Guerre

attitude.

Just do your best to avoid them and be extre'mely vigilant when you

are tatdng off or landing."
(
\
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Needless. to say, we were glad they weren It flying when we returned to Dijon

in the early morning hours, fatigued from our missions over German.

Deax Col. Fish:
Recently I began receiving the 801/492nd Newsletter.
suggested writing you memories or incidents from the wax.

The most recent issue
I was the 8.57th Squad-

ron Bombardier, CO Jack Dickerson, Cps Officers Willard Smith, then
Jack Sayers the Squadron Navigator.
tor or as Bombardier.

~im

Darby, and
I flew thirty sorties as Bombariier Instruc-

The attached papers give brief and incomplete accounts of

seven of those missions. These were written either the day of the flight or not
later than the next day, in August and September of 1944. During my most memorable mission I remained several days in Le Blanc, France, (behind the lines in a
sense at the time). I have no writt~n account of that now but perhaps can reconstruct one later for you.
After the war I remained in the Air Force and was able to retire as a Colo-

nel in 1965. Jack Sayers and Ralph White are the only persons from the old unit
that I have been able to keep in touch with. I would like to give Jim. Darby a
call if you have his number.
As you know there are a number of books out with information about our

secret missions.

Tw'o I have presently checked out from the Camp Pendleton Marine

Base Library are THE MAQUIS by Claude Chambard and SOE IN FRANCE by M.R. D.

Foot.

Indexes permit one to select the parts of particular interest· to our own

operations as the books cover much more than the American Operations.
You have my permission to use these papers in whatever manner you select.
suspect we all regret not writing more about what we were doing back in
And some photos would have helped us all.

Sincerely,

lsi

,

Phone 619-439 0635

"

Bill

WILLIAM

c.

MBIaNLEY

1006 Plover Way
OCeanside, Ca. 92056
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THE GAS HAUL

by
FRANK J. MILLER

The mind is a mysterious phenomenon.

At this late date, some forty-three

years a£ter the fact-, my memory of the ten daylight missions flown with the
original 856th Squadron, 492nd· Bomb Gp. out of North Pickenham as well as the

ten night bombing and ten Carpetbagger missions flown out of Leuchars, Scotland
and Harrington with the, 857th and 858th Squadrons, 801st/492nd Bomb Gp_, seems to
be only that of a composite of each of the three types of missions.

Certain

details of each stand Qut in my memory but I cannot pin them down as to a
particular mission or date with much accuracy.

Having flown with three

different crews and in three different squadrons does not make it easie~. It
seems that the things that stand out most vividly in my mind were the funny or
unusual. I guess that was the old brains defensive mechanism at work.
To set the stage for this episode one must know that many of the crews at
Harrington had flown many types of missions: submarine patrol, daylight bombing,
night leaflet, ca:rpetbag, night bombing and gas haul.

As with most things, there

was a certain competition between crews, squadrons and even grouJ's.

wanted to do their job but they also wanted to
or luck ran out.

com~lete

Everyone

their tour before time

At one time there was a controversy as to whether a gas haul

or a number of gas hauls constituted a mission.

I don't recall exactly how this

was rectified but I do know that some of us that did not get in on the gas hauls

gave those that did a pretty hard time.
It was immediately after I had completed my tour when one of the funniest
b~t potentially dangerous things happened to me.
Some of the members of my crew
and myself caught the Liberty Run to town to celebrate the occasion of my completed tour. Needless to say we did.a pretty good job on the mild and bitters.
Sometime before midnight I left the group to walk. a young lady home that had
helped us celebrate.

I arrived back in the center of town, just in time to see

the last of the Liberty Run trucks pulling out.

started walking toward the base at Harrington.

I shouted to no avail, so I

After I had walked a short

distance a British lorrie came by and picked me up.

The driver took me to the

point .where the base rqad intersected the main road and I
toward the base.

+can 't

~roceeded

to walk

be sure but I think I still had about three or four

miles to go.
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I waS now beginning to worry.

The picture of me in the guardhouse or

swabbing the mess hall floor just when I should be heading for the States was
not a pretty one. No sweat: Everyone knows that when a man becomes somewhat
inebriated he is invincible, larger than life, much more handsome and sharp of

wit.
While walking further I heard a vehicle approaching in tte distance.

It was

laboring each time before reaching the crest of the small hills encountered.

the wheels of

mind were really turning.

my

ditch alongside

Now

All I had. to do was jump into the

the road and wait near the crest of the hill where I was, the

fue1 truck would slow down as it climbed the hill, I would jump on the back end
and :presto, a ride to the base. That is exactly what happened , The rest was
going to be easy.

The driver would approach the gate and stop, the M.P. would

walk around the front of the truck to the driver's side for a credentials check,
I would drop off the back, walk around the opposite side of the truck and be
inside the gate.

I guess I was to become invisible as well

No problem:

or that

the M.P. would be so intent on scrutinizing the driver's papers that he would not

see me walk away.
The terrain leveled out as we approached the base and the truck gained speed.
When

We

were within a couple of hundred yards of

~he

gate, the driver blinked his

lights and honked his horn (remember this was near the end of the war in Europe

and at least some trucks were running with their lights on) •. Security must have
been very lax
well for the M.P. came out of his station and waved his flash-

as

light and we flew through the gate without slowing down. I would estimate we
were going about thirty or thirty-five miles per hour at this :point. When we
had gotten not far past the gate I started screaming to the driver to stop.,
apparently could not hear me over the noise of the truck.

He

We were now approacrdng

the more :populated portion of the base and men who had been on Liberty Run were

walking along the side of the road to their huts.

After we had passed several

people, I saw the men from my crew, I was still hollering stop, and hanging on
for dear life.

When we

~assed

they stopped walking, spotted me and just stood

there with their mouths hanging open;

end of the field I felt sure
no, the same thing happened;

th~

When we neared the gate on the opposite

guard would stop the truck leaving the base, but

The truck driver honked

his horn, the guard came

out and waved his flashlight and we were out the gate ani headed for parts
unknown.
This was now panic stage and we were moving too fast for me to attempt a
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jump.

Now visualize back in the olden days when the train robbers crawled

across the top of the train to get to the locomotive .and engineer.
exactly what I ,did to reach the cab

~f

this truck.

This is

I can't remember whether

there was some sort of a catwalk or possibly flanged openings on the top to
I do know that while I was working my way over the top and to the

hold on to.

cab, we went around several curves and each time I thought I would lose my grip
and end up mangled and possibly dead 'alongside' the road.

When I finally reached the front of the tank, there was another obstacle
to overcome.
the two.

The tank was higher than. the cab with a considerable gap between

Somehow I managed this and began beating on the top of the cab and at

the same time I leaned over and stuck my head in the window on the passenger side
of the truck.

You can imagine the expression on the truck driver's face as he

slammed on the brakes and I hit the road running.

I was quite a ways down the

road headed back toward the base before the driver collected himself enough to
proceed to wherever he was going.
As I continued to walk back to the base in the opposite direction from which
I had originally started. a second pair of headlights approached.

My first

thought was to hit the ditch again and then I said to hell with it, enough is
enough, I'll just take the consequences. I presume the mTt:hical God of fate had
gotten his kicks for one night for the approaching vehicle was a jeep with two
happy faces aboard and they stopped and picked me up.

This time when we reached

the gate the officer driving the jeep stopped, the M.P. glanced inside, they
both saluted and we entered the base.
The officer let me out near my hut and when I walked inside my crew mates
were still talking about what they had just witnessed and were wondering how in
the world I had ended up on the back end of the gasoline truck flying through
the base.

After I explained what had happened, one of them spoke up and said,

"You just had to get one more missiop. in - a gas haul."

The above is a true account and is as clear to me today as it was forty-three
years ago.

s/sgt.

Frank J. Miller

856th Squadron - 492nd Bomb Gp.
857th
858th Squadron - 801/492nd Bomb Gp.
\
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ANOTHER GAS HAUL MISSION
IN SUPPORT OF PATTON1S.ARMY
BY ROBERT W. FISH
In ear.ly September 1944 General Pattonls .Third Army
tanks advanced so rapidly across parts of France, Belgium
and Netherlands that they out ran their gasoline supply lines.
The solution selected to assure the ground forces an adequate
gasoline supply was to deliver gasoline by aircraft.

The

492nd Bombardment Group was selected for this operation.

Its

B-24's were modified accordingly.
The gasoline for the surface vehicles of the ground
forces was of a lower octane rating than that required to
operate the aircraft engines.

The B-24 fuel systems were

therefore modified to assure that the two different qualities
of fuel were kept segregated at all

times.

The auxiliary

wing tanks of the B-24's were disconnected and blocked off to
be used for surface transport fuel.

Four hundred gallon gas-

oline tanks were installed in the bomb bays.

Additional tanks

holding approximately 1,000 gallons were installed aft of the
bomb bays.

The main wing tanks were reserved for aircraft

quality' gasoline to be used to power the aircraft engines.
At selected landing fields, mostly in Belgium, the Army
Engineers established a system of pumps to remove the 80 octane surface transport fuel from the aircraft.
On September 21, 1944 the aircraft began hauling the fuel
to the bases in Belgium.
this project.

I took one of the early flights on

I wanted to personally evaluate the operation

and ascertain the problems involved.
As soon as my aircraft came to a halt and I shut down
the engines, the fuel handling personnel on the ground started pumping the motor fuel out of the aircraft tanks.

The en-

gineers had installed a system that could unload several air-craft simultaneously.
\

,

While my aircraft was being unloaded I met the Colonel
in command of the engineers.

We examined several areas of the

grass field to assure ourselves that the surfaces would support our fUlly loaded B-24 1 s .
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·Thefoiward·airfield we were on had been captured from
. the Germans just a few days before our operation began.

The

Germans had mined the field before they were driven from it.
Our bomb disposal people were still exploding German mines on

some areas.
As the Colonel from the engineers and one of his Captains
walked across a grassy area with me, we came to what looked
like a square five gallon tin can laying on the ground.
we walked past that can the Captain kicked it.

As

Just as he

kicked i t the mine disposal crew exploded a land mine about a

thousand feet from us.

The Colonel and I both instinctively

threw our bodies to the ground.

I

guess our reaction was

that the tin can which th~ C~ptain had kicked had exploded.
If that had actually been the case I

would probably not be

here today to write this account.

The Captainls Colonel was somewhat agitated.
tain received a verbal reprimand (chewing out)
he will remember for the rest of his life!

That Cap-

that I'm sure

I would bet money

that he never again kicked another can!

I

Before the gas hauling operation ceased we had delivered
almost a million gallons to the ground forces.

Because the 80 octane fuel was incompatible with our 100
octane aircraft fuel our auxiliary wing tanks were contamin-

ated.

They could not again be used for aircraft fuel.

All

of the tanks would have to be removed and new ones installed.
There were not enough auxiliary tanks in the European theatre

to accomplish this.
hibitive.

The cost in manpower and time was pro-

'The Air Force solved our problem by scrapping all

of the aircraft used·for this fuel hauling operation and
by issuing our group all new B-24's.
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-CLOSE ENCOUNTER WITH THEMAQUIS

as related by
GEORGE JOHNSON
-You may recall. that Patton's 3rd Army was moving so fast across the Lowlands

that his vehicles were beginning to run out of gas ••• tanks , trucks ••• our outfit
was designated to haul gas. So they put four 500 gallon neoprene tanks in the
bomb bay.

Disconnected the so-called Tokyo tanks in the wing tips from the

mains, and put automotive fuel in there.

So we were carrying 2,500 gallons of

automotive fuel in addition to our aircraft fuel.

We were flying to a little air-

field in Belgitun which was really tricky to get into.

woupd up with 3 B-24's off the end of the runway.

As I recall, we eventually

The field had been a German

fighter field for ME-I09's and so the runways and taxi ways were not built for 4Neither were they the length that we

engine airplanes loaded down as we were •

could have desired, so we learned to drag them over the tree tops and drop them
on the runway.

It was almost like making a carrier landing, get on the brakes

and then pull off at' the end.
Well,

or

think we were on our 6th mission and it was late in the afternoon,

we had an airplane taxiing around to a point where the tanker trucks would tap
into the automotive fuel.

Filled up tankers would roll up on the Red Ball high-

way and they were off' to the

Jrd

Army.

Well t the guy in front of me was taxiing

along, suddenly the taxi way caved in under his left gear. And you know a B-24 ,
if i t is bogged down, is a helpless thing. You can give i t an awful lot of
power but i t just doesn' t move.
just simply couldn't do it.

And the pilot tried to get his plane out and he

There was nothing to do but cut the engines, wait

:for the engineers to send us some kind of tow vehicle which we were told by a
handful of engineers who were on the field that it probably wouldn't be until

morning.
Rather than spend a night in our airplane, we decided to walk into a little
village that was nearby.
village.

It was in Be 19i11m, can't remember the name of the

So we strung out, we were told there were still snipers and I had my

guys walking about 50 feet apart.

Only 4 of us had weapons as I remember t my-

self, the co-pilot, bombardier and navigator, and we walked the 2 miles into the
village.

By this time it was dazk ,

On the square . was an inn.

So we walked over

to the inn and opened the doors into a kind of curtained vestibule.

The doors

had curtains over them and then there were another set of curtains after that.
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'We shut ,the doors, ·then we. walked through the other set of curtains •. We stepped'
Well, needless to say,

into what was sort of a combination' bar and dining room.

when we walked in the :pro~rletor .and his wife, ·who were standing behind the bar

cleaning glasses, were practically dumbfounded to' see us and we couldn't converse because they couldn·'t speak English and we couldn 'ts:peak French.

We finally got the point over to them that we needed rooms and we'd like
some~hing to eat.

the village.

Well,. the'· Germans,. when they left, had practically stripped

They left the innkeeper with a blanket for each bed.

About the

only food that he had left was potatoes stored in the basement and whatever he
could scrounge in the daytime.

I suppose some of the farmers around there helped

him with some beef and whatever they were growing.

Anyhow, the proprietor gave

us rooms and they cooked up some potatoes and beef and they had some good Belgium

beer.

So we had a pretty fa.ir meal, at least a hot meal.

He also had a cou:ple

of late teenage daughters and they were getting music on the radio--music from
London. So we were having a pretty good time taldng turns dancing with the girls,
drinking that good Belgium beer and while we were enjoying ourseLves , this set of
curtains parted and in walked as I recall, 7 of the ruggest guys I've ever seen.
It looked like 7 "Rambos" walked into the room. These guys had bandoleers over
their shoulders, pistols, knives and rifles. Cou~le of guys turned to me and
said, "Who are they?"

And I said I don't have the vaguest idea who they are.

Well these 7 guys just stood there looking at us.
tables looking. at them.

Nobody was making a move.

ed to me and said, "Well what are we gonna do?"
n t t said a word

6'0

We sat there at our

Finally one of my guys turn-

The bartender and his wife had-

I said, "Well I'm not going to le-t them get behind me. II

I

stood up, backed against the wall, the other guys wi th me did the same and there
we were ••• still standing there looking at each other.
"Well what are we gonna do now?"

So one of the guys said, .

And I said, "Well my gun ian't doing me any good

here in my shoulder holster so I reached inside, pulled out my 45 and the other
guys did the same thing .,

At which point, the

7 guys, I

mean they were cool, they just slowly lowered

their rifles, hooked under their arms, cool as could be, and pointed them at us.

By this time the proprietor finally got his voice back, I guess, and started
yelling a.t us, "Le Maquis, I.e Maquis."
I.e Maquis mean?"

fighters.

One of my guys said, "What the hell does

I said these guys are the Maquis, they are the underground

The prolJrietor looked at these 7 guys and he puts his hand up in the

air and he says, "I.e Americans, I.e Americans."
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He says, "Boom-boom, boom-boom. n

He's

running ,his

put t'heir rifles

hand up and down like he's dropping bombs.
ov~r

their shoulders.

Well the 7 guys

They came. over ani embraced us and gave

'us that kiss business .on each oheek and we ordered more beer and that party

went on until about 2 o'clock in the morning, all of us taIdng turns dancing
with the g4-J.s. .:
The proprietor and his wife pumping beer and we were fumbling through our

respective languages trying to get to understand each other somehow.
out to be one heLl.ava big evening, and everyone had. a lot of fun.

It turned

But I'll

tell you, that for a. while there the tension was so thick you could have cut it.
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THE TR!P HOME
by

GEORGE WINDBURN

The war was over.

We were cast adrift.

our crew, had. flown a. trolley mission,

2,

What was there for us to do?

We,

flight over to the continent with ground

personnel, giving them an aerial view of bombed-out cities, as well as allied
countries, over-flown enroute t showing further damage.
But then this ended when one day, in May, orders were cut for three crews to

return to the States for R and R.
first on the omers.

And. of course J for reassignment.

We were listed

At the time of this writing I don't remember just what my

If it had been unbridled joy I am. sure I would remember that.

feelings were.

I

think it was more of a sense of the unImown that capbured my emotions.
I know I was pleased wi th the prospect of "flying the ocean" •

That was a

close link with Lindberg, a special memory for me as I had seen his New York
parade up Fifth Avenue after he had retu:rned to the States.

It was a genuine link

with my iinage of aviation, that segment I had been too young to join.

While this

was a long way from Spads and 07's, this was still not your everyday experience.
Getting from Harrington

to the

airfield in Prestwick, Scotland, was probably

done by flying one of the B-24'sthere and lea=ving it to be flown. later, back to
the States.

At

ani

rate, what I am telling you is my recollections some forty-four

years after the facts.

The Scottish airfield was much larger than any I had been on.

ular

te:rmi~l

for cross-ocean flights used by several- cotUltries. We were to be

there on a brief change-over.
there for one night.
What made

I remember being billited in a BOQ and sleeping

that night's sleep so memorable was the temporary loss of

which held some four hundred dollars, my month's pay.
my

It was a reg-

my

wallet

I had put my wallet inside

pillowcase, but wasn I t so clever in the morning as I left it there.

And on

this morning we were going to get another plane and leave for our flight home.

Well, I did remember what I had done.

I :remember running back to the BOQ,

finding my bed still unmade, My wallet still intact wi th the money, and then the
run back to wherever I was meant -to be.
Our return flight was not to be with just our crew.

other passengers as well.

We were to take a few

And remembering the near disaster of the trolley flight

wi th all four engines overheating due to tail-heavy loading of too many people in
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the ·waist.

r immediately settled the question of who was going to

be where right

away.
It wasn't passenger locations which was to be our big trouble.
fact every compass on boaxd was contradictory to all -the others.

IJeat of a bombing

~5sion

we had flown earlier.

It was the

This was a re-

All compasses crazy.

Then we were

at night and had the stars for me to synch mysel£ to Charlie and his compass.
This was to be in daylight.

The sun wouldn't do me any good.

It was going

to be Charlie's compaes and I would use my g;yro compass set according to the
headings I was given.

This wasn't the 'best of ways to set out on such a trip.

But

then the plane had those two big letters on each tail - WW, which said quite plainly that it was War Weary.
scrap.

So what could. you expect?

It was going to end up as

The B-29's were the big bombers now, and we knew that we were headed back

to the states as we were prime candidates for B-29 transition and a tour in the
Pacific.
This wasn't the sort of flight we might have made;. back in Harrington in daylight. An "engineering flight", ~erha:ps to check out a new engine or some such
piece of°maintainence which wou1d~have called for a test flight.
a sort of "fire it up and let's go" mentality.

That was done as

You never left sight of the field,

or maybe you would take a little tmauthotized cross-country to eyeball all that

was lost to you at night.
This was serious over-water business.

You had to have talked over just what

everybody was going to do and whe:re, i f you had to d.i tch the .plane.

And as pilot,

ditching meant to me that it had to be about the best landing I ever made.

Yet, in the end the entire gaggle of planes that were to be that day's armada,

did not take off with the precise flight pattern which we used for our bomber
stream departure.

And our pre-flight and engine run-ups were observed and listened

to with unaccustomed alertness.

After all, this was, to our observation and foJ:m.

21 confirmation, a pretty suspect airplane.
for us all.

It was, in the end, the whole 'ballga.me

And for me. to be part of B-17's was very strange.

I had the men-

tali ty of "us" (B-24 , e ) and "themIt (B-17 , s) •
Obviously we did take· off, but I don't rememl::er that at all.

What

I do re-

member was the sight of some B-17's off to one side, and passing us, i f memory

serves me right.

As I have said; the daylight, the B-17'smade a. quite different

picture for me, and added to that, I really didn't know just what we were in fort
as regarded the flight, and. I didn't know just what was in store for me and future
combat with B-29's.

War in the Paci.fic did not becken to me.
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The "first leg" of the flight was
ReykjaVik.

to

end in Iceland at the airfield in or near

It wasn't a :p~cuJ..a.rly long flight for ~ 13-24.

Reykjavik would not be ~ to find.

No fuel problems and

Just a. sort of slog it out hours in the air.

Aside from a few sightings of other a.irplanes we made 'it without any events.
My

main memory C?f the aiz'field was that it was a God forsaken place where the

wind never stopped t the

volc~c, gray

soil was always in the air, and all the

buildings were Nissen huts, with a generous embankment of that gray soil piled up
around.

We spent just one' night there, I'm glad to say.
we were briefed a.bout our next leg of the flight.

It must have 'been there that

The leg which would see us fly

by Greenland.

There was our only land-'ba.sed emergency field.. otherwise it would
be a ditching at sea. Naturally we wanted to make the field in Greenland closest

to our flight pa.th.
That field was Bluie West One.

But what a, field it was.

at landing there were emphasized. first.

The fatal attempts

And for many good reasons.

There were

limited places a landing strip could be carved out and Bluie West One was one of

the best of the worst places.
You needed more than a road.

ma.}.)

to find 1 t.

It was tucked between stee:p

m01.mtain walls, at the end of a. -tW'isting flight :path that gave no hint as to which
way you should turn after each change of direction.

The wrong turn, while flying

low and slow. Could end up as a. smear on a wall which stopped your forward. flying.
And the

rtnaJ. bit of information was that the real and final turn which would

reveal the airstrip to you was so quick 1:hat you had to be ready to go on down to

a committeC:i landing.
building.

Go arounds were not always possible.

So much for c·onfidence

Take off from here was the same strange mix of aircraft.

Why did I think that

B-24's and. B-17's needed to 1Je kept a1>a.rt?
All of this had a familiar feel to it. We didn' t mow anybody else in the
other planes. Quite like being back in Harrlngton for not only would the 856th
have planes up for a bomb mission, but other squadrons in the group could and would
hava theirs. Again people we didn' 1; know. I t was strange how everrts ke:pt us tent.
dwellers who stuck together as we lived. with our" self-imposed social restrictions.
OUr bonding took place in Walla· "Walla and never really stopped. We were a group
who came in as "the new crews", and we stayed as we were - - ''we' ire been together
ever since then It •
So the line-up of mixed planes, a s-cranger among strangers, daylight, crazy
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.

,

compasses t s~e people as. passengers , a long flight stretching our f'ue1, a
, change 'in m.ilitary life ,etc. , "etc.

And just like the night missions we would

all end up strung out, flying our "best and correct" flight path towards the same
common goal -

Goose Bay t GaJ'lder.

Passing Greenland stands out virldly.
off to our right.

We were on course, Greenland was seen

Quite a distance, but very large.

Not exactly comforting though

Bluie West One seemed more like a disaster than sanctuary.
Our compass was Charlie' s and I reset my gyro compass from time to time.

Down

in the nose Charlie was taking sun shots with his sextant and up on the flight deck

we were tuning in the ADF radio.

Much to my surprise we were getting a 11.erfect

signal from Goose Bay way before we were supposed to.
And the ADF was telling us that we were gC?ing left of course.
really believe it when it was so early in the fli ght?

kept on with our naV"igation as it had been.

by

But could you

We decided we could not and

And all the while the ADF was showing,

its arrow aimed at Goose Bay, that we were going on a. course to the south of our

goal.
This kept up for more time than I can recall

t~y.

I know we all were pro-

bably disquited by the conflicting information we were working with.

landfall to give us the final

confL~tion.

But it took

Then we would have the actual coast-

line with i ts distinctive outlines to tell us, a.s we checked the maps.

We were south.

A whole lot south.

Now fuel was very critical.

The two

sight gauges on the flight deck which were the fuel level indicators took on a far
more important role.
amdety.

We watched the lower and lower readings with increased

.The parts of Canada we were over offered no' place to sit down.

The JJJF took us straight home and as I can now write about it, . you have already guessed that we made it OK.

that the nerl morning when
we went back to the flight line I checked the papenrork and saw that our fuel reBut, I do need to say

fill indicated we ended the flight .with a total of fifty gallons on boazd ,

That

was a more than a 11 ttle close.
Goose Bay still had snow in banks alongside the :parId..ng areas.

This time as

in Prestwick, we didn It go into hardstands after taxiing along perilious narrow
taxi strips a hair's breadth away from B-24 eating mud..
to work with.

It was hog heaven on the ground.

We had gobs of concrete

I f I remember correctly there was

a penalty for taxiing your :plane into the mud at Harrington.
~e morning eknt all of us must recall would be the man-eating mosquitos.
~ey could and did bite right through our leather A2 jackets. It got so bad that
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· we decided we would .only be safe inside the airpl~e, buttoned up and sweating,
while waiting to taxi and ta.ke off.

New Jersey has nothing to compete rega.:rding

mosquitos·.
Now our destination was to be Windsor Locks, Connecticut,

u.s.

of A.

Just

what would take place then was the real myste:r;y.
The large and

major land mass featw:es of Cana.d.a made for easy pilotage and a

fax more secure feeling than
part of the world" before.

the

leg into Goose Bay.

I had never flown over "my

All my flying had been fax from hearth and. home.

I was

going to enjoy piloting over parts of -the world that looked and sounded familiar

to me.
I don't know when. we passed over the American border, birt we must have done

it.

What is such a clear memory was the haze in the air when we were definitely
over New England. I wanted. a clear-as-a-bell view. I wasn't going to. get it. It
was something like my arrival in the UK and. to my sur:Prise found that while I could
see quite clearly looking up, I could not see as clearly when looking for..rard or
to the rear.

The haze, for me, proved to be a mental hazard.
finding Windsor locks.

That would be the final straw.

Well, lost to me in memory as to

jus~

I didn't want to mess up
I wanted a nice arrival.

how that was done, I do :remember the

landing --- way too fast and a fancy brake job before we met the end of the active
runwa.y which had a substantial row of B-24 bombers ~ked there facing landing

traffic.

We managed to turn away just in time.

The rest of that day is lost to me.

Except the event of standing in line in

a. hanger where we were asked to give back all our GI items.

watch and my Colt 45, a great pair of binoculars, etc.
the 45" and the sheepskin flying suit and boots.

That meant our wrist

I wish I had kept the watch,

Uncle Sam

wouldn't have missed

a thing.
There it is.

The end of the cr!Jssing.

No~

plane we were given, not such dull flying either.
who would volunteer to

du~licate ~he

zoube ,

many dtlll moments.

And given the

I doubt there is anyone today

I know I would be the first to stand

aside.
None of us thought it was anything special then.

And I don't today.

once more the average crew flying the a.verage equipment, doing
of~.

No, not false modesty.

us all and we see

than

we would

~

Jus~

jus~

We were

what was asked

an awareness that events and times can alter

retrospect tha.t there are times when a:ny of us can be more

ever have sus~ected.
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A REAL GHOST STORY
by
DOUGLASD. WALKER
From:

Mr. Sebastian H. Carriere

Douglas D.. Walker

Chairman. 80l/492nd BG

Unit Contact

Memorial Ftmd
10020 DeKoven Dr.

. 49200 Bomb Group

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Tacoma, Wa.

98499

Dear Sebastian,
As you know, when my wife JacIde and I were visiting Harrington, England
last May, we met John Hunt, a congenial farmer who owns the land adjacent to the

previous location of the old 492nd Air Base.
He was kind enough to drive Jackie and I around several farms next to his to
show us the remaining remnants of the old runways J as well as the surviving

Administration Building and the 8-2 Nissen Hut.
Since then, John and I have co:rresponded quite frequently. He is a ''buff''
of the' 8th Air Force WWII activities and, of course. is particularly interested
in the 492nd Bomb Group doings. He has volunteeJ;ed to he Lp us in our efforts to
install a monument in Harrington, once we've collected '€he necessary funds.
(Help -with picking a pro~er location; securing pro~e~ty and .permits, etc.)
John has been pursuing a hobby of collecting stories and anecdotes from the
older "locals" about their remembrances of the 492nd activities at and around
Harrington in WII. (When he is not working from dawn to dusk on his 600 acre
farm. )
Last week, JOM sent me a letter relating an amazing story told to him
recently by a farm worker who is employed by Sir Gerald Glover, the present
owner of the large farm (next to John's) which once contained the 492nd Air Base.

The story John related in his letter of December 14, 1985 is as follows:
"Today, one of Sir Gerald Glover's farm workers told me a tale that I
didn't believe, but has a seasonal appeal.
In Cctober 1967&' Roy Leening, the farm worker in question, was plowing a
field between Bullock's Pen Spinney and Faxton Corner (wooded areas) located
about 250 yards from the east end of the old East/west runway.

He turned his

tractor on the head land and made a fresh row. When he was about 50 yards from
the head land he looked back at his work. Something suddenly caught his eye.
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On the fieldside stood a group of· men.

that?, I' he said to himself and

~'Who's

looked again, more intently.· "Without question," Roy said, "they were WWII

American fliers, dressed in sheepskin lined jackets and flying boots and looking
very ragged, as though they had been in a crash."
Roy thought

t~t

a film crew, or the like, had turned up to take some shots

a.t Harrington•.
Arriving at the fax end of
return run.

~s,

furrow, Roy turned his tractor to make the

He looked ahead to the fair head land and the airmen still stood

there hamly moving.
About 50 yards from the group, Roy's tractor engine started to pull harder
and instinctively he looked 'round. at the plow.

II

Just a tough spot," he thought

and looked forward again to once more examine the Americans.

In his own words, "I almost fainted.

They had gone: II

any other evidence suggested they had been there.
Roy went right home.

Not a footprint or

"They were ghosts," Roy said.

It was only 4:00 :p.m. and he usually worked until

10:00 :p.m. - - but he was so shocked at what he had seen; he could work no longer.
Doug, this is the story as it was told to me by Roy Leening.

Roy said that

he had counted seven American airmen."
Sebastian, like most folks, I don't consciously belive in ghosts.

However,

when I read something like this, related by a. ham working farm worker who has
nothing obvious to gain --- I begin to wonder.

Don't you?

The attached copy of an aerial ma:p of the old Harrington Air Base shows the
al':Proximate location

of

the place where Roy Leening saw the seven "ghosts".

*******
.Archie Boiselle of' South Hadley, Mass.

t

wrote us regarding the "7 Harrington

Ghosts" story we related in a 1986 newsletter.

Seems Archie has a possible

"answer" • He said, "In June or July (of 1944) we had a new crew take off for
a practice night drop close to the base , but they never did drop their load, nor
J

were ever heard of again.

Complete mystery:

As

to their fate, this may be an

eXJ)lanation for the ap:parition to the f'axmhand at Harrington."
remember such a. "mystery" flight disappearance?)
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MEDALS

(Extract from March 1984 801/492nd Bombardment· Group Newsletter.)
In the last newsletter in which the officia.l history of the 492nd Bomb

Group was printed from Maurer Maurer (ed) it was noted t~t the French Croix de
Guerra with Palm had been awarded to it.

In resJ;l0nse to the- several inquiries

about i t from the membership interested,. here are the answers.

From the American

Order of the French croix de Guerra, Inc. comes the following:

492nd Bomb Group,

856th Bomb Sq., 857th Bomb

se ,;

858th Bomb Sq., 859th Bomb Sq.,
French Croix de Guerre with Palm, awarded under Decision No. JJ2, 17 September
1946, by the President of the Provisional Government of the French Republic, with
Hq & Hq Sq.,

the following citation:

and spirit of sacrifice.

A magnificent Unit, distinguished by its dash, courage
From 4 January to

17 September 1944, it

night and day combat missions t in unprotected
was still occupied.

p~es,

flew over 2,000

over French ter:ritory- that

It dropped, by parachute, many arms and. much equi.pmerrt for

1:he use of the French forces of the interior, under conditions which were rendered
perilous by fighter :planes and by a very vigilant anti-eraft.

It thus made a

great contribu-tion to the Allied war and to the liberation of French ter:ritory.
They also say:
were
unit.

~

With regard to the citation we wish to point out that these

citations which did not ca:rry with them any meda.ls for members. of the

This compares with individual citations of the Croix de 9uerre where in-

dividuals of the Armed Forces were decorated for specific acts of bravery or
heroism.

Where an individual was personally decorated with the Croix de Guerre

by either the Fre:q.ch or Belgiums he would l:e entitled to wear the medal.

oi tation in orders or award of the Croix de Guerra to a

~

The

does not authorize

the wearing of this decoration by an individual.

The American Order. of the French Croix de Guer:t"'e, Inc. also said they were

open for Associated Membership to veterans who served with units that had been
cited with the French or Belgium Croix de Guerre. The French Government did
authorize a medal known as the Medaille de la France Liberee to the members of'
the Allied Forces that participated in the liberation of France and its territories. Similarly, a medal known as the Belgium Commemorative Medal was also
authorized.

Both these medals are no longer issued, however, they are available

to their members as collector's i tams •

I am giving their address for those interested.

They sen-t one membership

application, but those that want one, here is the address:
THE CROIX DE GUERRE, INC., 325 Spring

st.
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AMERICAN ORDER OF

Room 346, New York, NY

10013.

A toll-free numbez , 1-800-873-3768, has been established to take requests

for official application forms and to provide information about the medal.
Former. prisoners of war or their
next. of 'kin should send their request far the
.
medal to Air Force Reference .Branch, National Persormel Records Center, 9700
Page Blvd. st. LotU-s, MO 63132. Request for the medal must Lnc'Lude basic
personnel information so that the Record~ Center can verify the applicant's former
-

f

POW status.

Information should inClude full name, ASN, Social Security No.,

VA claim number, date and place of birth, branch of' service, unit of assignment
when captured and the dates of confinement and release as a POW.
t

A "GONGING" CEREMONY GONE AWRY

by
ROBERT W. FISH

On September 22, 1944 several members of the 492nd Bomba.:rd.ment Group were
awarded the French Croix de Guerre at a ceremony at Harrington Air Base, Station
179. Those members receiving these awards were:
Captain James Baker

Teck. Sgt. James Mays.

staff Sgt. Leo Babik

Major Benjamin Mead

Lt. Col. Robert Boone

Staff Sgt. Horace Ragland

captain Frederick Burk

Major Bestow Rudolph

Major Claude Cummings

Major Lyman Sanders

Captain Frederick Edwards

Teck. Sgt. Frank Scigliano

Lt. Col. Robert Fish

Captain Walter Garnett
Teck. Sgt. Armen Hartzie
Teck. Sgt. George Larson

Captain Charles Shull
Captain Wilmer Stapel
Lt. Col. Rodman St. Clair
Major Charles Teer

1st Lt. Robert Martin

Major Eliward Tresmer

Ca~tain

Charles Matt

Lt. General Koeing, highest ranking French general in the United Kingdom,

made the presentations.

Lt. General James Doolittle, Brigadier General Partridge,

Brigadier General Sanford were present.
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The·day

~efore

the presentation ceremony I called General Doolittle's Aide to

brief him how to get from Hq." "8th Air Force to Harrington•. I surely didn't want
my top boss getting lost enro~te

to this even-t.

Th~

Aide, inst.ead of

li~tening

to me assured me that he had his roadway route all :planned and he didn' t need

my help.

On the morning of Septem1?er 22 I sent military police out on all of the
principle roads leading to Harrington. Their missions were to intercept the
General officer's cars and guide them to Harrington.
By the planned time all had arrived except General Doolittle.

None of my

police patrols could find his car.
General Koeing and our other honored guests assembled at my humble quarters
to await his arrival.

About half an hour later I glanced out the window and

saw General Doolittle coming up the walk.

I dashed out to meet him.

If there

is anything a base commander doesn't like is having a loose General, especially
his boss, wandering unescorted about his base.

General Doolittle apologized for being late.

His Aide had gotten him lost.

They finally came down a country lane on the southeast side of the field.

came to a locked gate.

His Aide used a

45 to shoot the lock off

They

the gate.

They

entered the base, drove down a runway to the tower and got directions to my

General Doolittle observed that our security was not very good

quarters.

because he broke into our base and drove the length of the base without being

challenged.

And all that while I had most of my Air Police out on the highways

looking for him:: .

Life

jus~"isn't fair~!:::::
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(

I have had many inqtLi.ries about the Croix de Guer:re ,again.

At the end of

the newsletter I will have a copy of a letter I got from the Air Attache in the
French Embassy in Washington,' dated April 12, 1984. It had taken four norrths for
them to reply to a letter of mine. This should answer those questions. Unless
you were mentioned or awarded it personally" forget about it. Instead, get a,
what the French call, croix de Gue:c:e diploma. I mentioned this in one of the
earlier newsletters. I got one and it is very nice looking, in color and in
French, diploma. Very impressive hanging on the wall. For more information,
write to: THE AMERICAN ORDER CF THE FRENCH CROIX DE GUERBE., INC., 32.5 8l'ring St. ~
New York, NY 1001). When ordered, it takes from J to 6 months to come from
France.

*******
ITEM FROM DECEMBER 1984. NEWSIETTER

For those interested, there are two medals that were issued by the French

I,

and Belgium after the war for those who helped in the liberation of their country
and people.

One is the Medaille de la France Liberee and the Belgium Commemora.-

ti ve Medal.

They are no longer issued but the AMERICAN ORDER OF THE FRENCH CROIX

DE GUERRE, of whom I have mentioned in other newsletters has obtained a small
sUPIJly from sources in France and can be obtained for a sum.

For those who would

like something for their den from France a diploma of the Association Nationale
de Croix de Guerra. I just' got mine in today's mail, and. it is very nice.
in French, in calligaphy, in ink.

Written

For further information write AMERICAN ORDER OF

THE FRENCH CRQIX DE GtJERBE, INC., 325 S1>ring

se.,

New York, NY

10013.

For those

who had been decorated personnaly, give the citation number, da.te and place of

award.

That is all I have to pass on.

For those interested, the rest is up to

you.

*******
The long-awaited POW Medal is now available to 142, 000 former American
prisoners of war and their next of kin.

The medal is free to all servicemen and

women who were taken prisoner and held captive after April .5, 1917, the Defense
Department said.
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SPECIAL FOB.CE

*

*'

*

HZAD'Uj:.i~TER.S

-n~

London, YI.l.

*
6 June 1944

Co~ding

TO:

Officer, 8GIst Boch Gp (Prov) Station 179

APO 639, u., s.

THROUGH

Ar~.

Supreme Commander-, Allied Expeditionary Force
Commanding General, USSTAF
Cor\una.nding Genoral, Eighth Air Force, Bomber Command.

1. This Headquarters, at the direction of SHAEF,'plaoed
a high priority on operations into th~ heavily defended areas of
';:~~Hn~~~-)~and~~H~:HH:~'nH~duringthe

last operational period.· With-

out hesitancy you irnmediate~ divarted your efforts to the acco~lish
ment of these particul~rly hazardous op~raticns with unprecedented
success.
2. It is my desire to express my appreciation and
compliments to you and your flight and ground personnel fer ~ur
couragdous work, and the listinguished record you have built
throughout the flying of

~a~HH~~"'H'missions.

3. This Headquarters realizes the eo;1plexities of the
daily coordination and cooperation you are required to. maintain
.with bot.h British and U.S. ground installations, the Royal Air
..
Force and this Joint Headquarters. The g~ent part you are 'playing:' ~.;
in making the efficient operation of our t.otal e.f'£ort· in. support..~.-·-i'-:'·{·..;~
of ..:,: x ~ ~~~-1PA-is . of the highest value.

. '

,,':"." .' ::".>:<=
~.

~

~.-:.'~.~::

_ .:: _1"·1

-Joesph F. Haskell . _.. ' .'>.;
T/ JOSEPH F ~ HASKELL
:'," ,~:·/"~.4
Colonel~ ,GSO'
,'.
, '..,~-\

sl

AG 330. 13-1 GCT - AGY:
1st Ind.
SUPREME HEADQUARTERS, A~:J:EI) EXPEDITIONAR~ FORCE, APO 757, 9 ,June 44""-~

,; ;

TO:

COffi.'Ilallding Officer, 901st Bomb Group (Prov) Station 179
APO 639, U. S. Army.

THROUGH:

..

r.

Commanding General USSTAF
Cor~nding

General Eighth Aip Force, Bamber

Co~d.
.II

Fer the Supreme COI'll4-,a,nder:

sl
TI

E. C. Boehnke
E. C. BOEHNKE,.,~
Colonel, .A. G.D~:" ;..~:, I~:~
Adjutant' Gener~.~~f~
...........-.,.
••
.;.'O~
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37J".2

HE;.Dr~ iJril~T3RS

,

2nd 'Ind.
FO.aC3S Lj

CNIT~ S~J:LATjiGIC .~.. .I..=i

COLlf;~s.ndinc

TO:

June 14, 1944
Z~ ..i.OP3, APO

633_

Genera.L, Eighth .Air Force, APO 634.

sl

J.B.G.
T/ J.B.G.

373.2

3rd Ind.
HQ., EIGHTH :,.IR FORCE, AAF STATION 101, APO 634, 19 June 1944.

TO:

gciiiiia.nding General, Vllr air Force

Co~posite

.

:

Command, APO 639.

The CorJfi1d.Ilding G-3H~r~ des i.r es to add his expression of
.. ~
ap)reciation for the splandid manner- ill which recent vitally
'.' .. ~
LLlportunt missions, involving great hazarus J have been accomplished •... :::~

.·~~t~

By couaand of Lieut Oenere.L DOOUTTIE:

"'~'L:1'~
S/ ·Edward E. Toro ·;:~1
T/ EDWARD E. TORO;~~~~~
Colonel' :Acn·:~··:,~;~,
Adjutant

373.2
~~~,UAIrI'~,

APO 639,
TO:

4th Ind.
VIII AIR FOaCE COMPOSITE

~neral,·..jd$

;'r:-:~;

',.

C-D-IO
COWf.JJ~D"

AA:F

~TATION

1.l3,

~

".

.

~

~
.;~

. ~;~.

. . "- :-.s.lIIo-

26 June 1944.

~~

...

. :-4 .'

Conr:.-anciing Officer, Army Air Force Station 179, AP0639.

I take grea.t pleasurein forwa.rding this letter of GotimaDdat:lCln';:E~~ .
and desire that the contents thereof be made' known til· b'tli"': air'"':-: ::',/~:>i~'~~'
and ground peraonne), under your command by methods. consi~tent:~t~~:'~;~i%:',

S/ ~. ,~.?:.J~;~f-;~·

security reguJ.ations.

T/ EDMUND' W~· H!LL~~:~

Brigadier Gener-aL, ~.8.' A-'_> :;.;~:~.
Commandirig ':'-~ :··:::'~~'~~:~;.i~~ "
~

~~UA.~TERS,
TO:

AAF STATION

l79:t~~j9,

u, S.

ARMY

29

June

. ~ .". =::-.~~~.::~ ..

19~:1'~~-~:~1

All units, this Command.

' .., ..::.
",

.:~:~

In concurrance with the preceding indorsement it gives me' the
. ·";;1
greatest pleasure to fOr'/m.rd this cOllllJSnda.tion t.o you. I wish to
.' -i~~
take this DppOrtUnity t.o ext.snd my heartie~t congratulations to
·~.~:~i{:i:1
each officer and onlistud nan unoe r rn.y command for their cooperation
;~:~
and devotion to duty in our past, operations. vVith this close .and
..~
harmonious unity our operations in the futuru \vill be even- more succrs8~~
ful.
.
. _~;.
sl Clifford tT. He!,···: ""

.T/ CIJ:FFORP

.

"
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J .: HE~_~

··;.FE:;·~:·;::~,~.~.I~i-:·"-

.-.

~

--

."") • ';: • 11 •

~::JB/r,IB/3215

8 Jun 44

i'.:a:7 I bc.! ~·qrrl1 tt~d to ~~::PI'~ t: s t c
yo u and. all uncle!' your comnand a t~ ~ ~ arr Ln g tc r
th~ war-mo e t app~~pci~tion of t!V1 French
2·ectlon fo:~ th~ ji:agTlir1c~nt ·.vor~-: ac comp l Ls hed
by cre~B frow your Station durin~ rcc~~t
\v€'el~s •
The r~ccrd o~ s uec~s~t:"t~ of Earrin£!tcl)
1!: roally r-cmar ka b'le , @.r!'1 ..::~ h~~..:~ th~ hi~r~~t
possibl~ ndJ!lirpt1cn fer tee t~l1a.city e.n~.
perseverance of pi lots in f ir:~l Lnr; dr-op ~-~1rF:
ccnd1t1~~-·~.

points in difficult
th.. ~

I Br.:
have

fi~ld

the 1 a s t f
fer more

~l~C:

to

sa~· t~lr ~

cur-

:.l~r:

Ln

b~'1r 50~~~r~ ~:~Ct;ll~nt ·:;c~~:

t:'1~:! . "_lay~,

ar:d

~cteri~l~

11 c la~.~r::·l..lr i. rl.~
on doinr it •

F.! rr.:

to ;0

~

.\ 11 "TOU r f ~.. i ~ 1'1 ~ s in t1: n >' r t' T~C 1-(and th~.t moans e.ll trl~ offie'"'!-:;
in th~ t:'~ction ~ .join m» Lr. C07 ;r~tul~t:~g
YO\l and e.ll assc-ci8.t~"'" ','11i1:h :70U on th~

:~c~1on

tine

suec~sses acl1i~ved.

'1 r,/1,iI

.0'

'

/Il ~~~.~~·c~ ~ ~t. --~, t:'(
..

Colon~l

u .:') •.•

c .- ~~~ f llr;,
.- .,

P'arrln~tcn •
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i.~

SPECIAL FaOOE HEADQUARrERS,
Block II,

Mon~

Mansions,

Montagu street,

LONOON, W.l.

E:2dF/2650.

In COlonel· Heflin' a absence I 'WOuld like to
thank you and all the. Officers and men in your Group who
have so exoellent17 been o ~ out Missions tor us.
I 'WOuld l1ke you 1;0 tee:L hew much we appreciate the w:.rk
you have done. and the IIIlDY ways "in which you have all
gone out at ,our ...y to help WI.

From the, reports at those people who are now
=turJ:WJg :traa their .JtLaaioaa :in PraDo" in great DUDbera
I hear notbiDg but pra:1ae. 'tor tae ~ in 1Ihich ~
operatiOM were oa.rr1ed out.

venture.

)fa,. t

otter
"

,au4mj' best 1d.shea

in ,.our

11ft'

-..... ..- .........

Lt.Col. Robert W. Fish,
CO"""nMng Area!,
station 179.

·,..;t"~·~~;:'~.'

\

\
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;.,:.~ - .=~/ ';_:~;~•. :~' ,.

",

DR/US/ 1931
TO

:

1.6 June 194.4FROM
niH

AI/US

---- --- ----,--------------------1.

A I:lf:sc!;ige just ruceived from

. IIPriere tre.ns.r.tettre m.as
son ac:tLipage. 11
2.

Ul\rQ'~~".

reoercie~ents

*t;!··;rc:,~~~' ~

au Colonel Renin et a

i'",*

Would you kincUy convery the above to Colonel Heflin.

* -

Marquis - Code narae of an agent •.

~HC- -

"Please transmit ray th.:.ulks to CoLone L Heflin and to his

outfit. II
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HEAOQUARTERS
·AR.\(Y AIR FORCE STATIOS 179

Office of the Group

Communic~cion$

Officer

:0
CO"-

June 19..15

Tt:"~-.

-,vD~

... ,""", •

TO

All

Co mmun

i

i o n s and R3'::3!'"' Pe r s c nne l , J9:nd
~06th, SS6th, 35-:h, g5~th
Squ~drons, and ~OSth Air Service

c a t

He a dqua r t e r s ,

30mbardmen:
Group.

1.
It is ~y d~sire :0 express ~y gre~~ 3~pre~i3tion
3nc 3crnir3tion ~o e3~~ ~nd everyone ~r vou :or vour efforts
In ~akin~ this In effi~ient ope~a::n~ 5~c:ion . . ~O~ th3~ OUT
~crk in :his Theater is at an end. I t3ke :his ~?portunity
~·f an v o f v 0 U h 3 ve bee n .... i : h ::\ l 50 ~ r c '4 ~ since i t 5
l~ti~at:~n a~d have ~1~~es3ed its iro~:~ :ro~ ~onth :0 ~cn:~t
~
e ,. ~'
~"
.. ,. - • ~"" :,,' .. .~,.
~ ~ ,. ; ..... t . . ~ n
:~ ,..
_.. ~_~~ -::..........
e i cpme
n ..;
... i n to
. . , an. ~'W~"'~"'~4.:-.:'l~
~.~~.,._~ .""'. • • . \-

...... p ' ;

•

..:

~~~~l~cer

..

"'!I

0: You who

~ave

~Olnea

~~

S~~=~

l~S

1::1V3t:~~

~3~e brought ~ew ski:ls ana ~i;or :~ fur:~e~ a~~3~ce :~e
i~0d

3.
t~~

established.

rec~rd 31re~Jy

iih:i : -e v e r : ~ e .; 0 m:%u n i c t1 t ~ c ~ S J:: oJ r 3 d 3 r s:.: ~ : e ~ 5 e ~.) f

:he
d e vo

Gr~up ~ay be.
di~ect result
t i o n t,~ du e v .

vcu

men

3nj in

~y

Qpini~n they 1re ~e:y h:~h. is
~our lo~~:ty. 3~dyour

of your labors,

It has often be e n said that 1 ccmmand
be::er than i~5 ~embers ~nd

:;~3ni:aticn or' ~ection 13 no

·~·c

have

rk.

amn

·

Iv
.

o r

·

ove n

z

ha t

s

z a t e ne n

t

bv
.

'lour

.

e xc e

l l en

t

J.
A6ai~! wan: to :~ank 1~1 ~: !~U ~nci ~ish e3C~
:~e of !OU iood lu~~ for 1 speejy :e:~~~ :: the U.S.A.,
J :': ~ ;n 0 s: ~ f ail.
r e ~:.;:" n t c c ; v i i l 3 n : ~ -: ~ ~. ~ ~ ~
t S 0 f

::J

S~C'':~55

•

-:t-.-A-~?/?dd/~
F~~~K ~.

SILKESAKE~

~ajor. Air COT?5.
G~ Commu~ica:ions
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A' GATHERING OF THE LIBERATORS
.Submi tted by

(

\

VIRGIL· W• FALKNER
OMS USAF retired

5th Bomb Group
394th Bomb Squadron
Once the skies were darkened with their numbers.

It went to wax and did

more than its share in liberating people of the world but what of today?
all know, only a handful remain where they can be seen.

A13 we

Some may still exist

on one of the forsaken atolls of the Pacific but those known to exist are listed

here as a matter of information.
1.

LB-;O located at Harlingen, Texas, belonging to the Confederate Air

Force •
. 2.

Serial No. 42-72843,

B-24 located at the .Air Force Museum, Dayton, Ohio:
the only. known D model in existence.

.

3. :8-24 J located at New Delhi, India. Serial No. 4lr~21J.
4. 13-24 J located at Topeka, KS. belongs to Yesterdays Air Force.
No.

Serial

44-44272.

5. B-24 J located at Barksdale, LA. Serial No. 44-48781.
6. B-24 J located at Liberal, KS. belongs to Dave Tallichet. Serial No.
(Tail number on aircraft is 2.505.51.)
B-24 J located a.t Pima Air Museum, Tucson, AZ. Serial No. L44-44175.

42-.505.51.

7.
8.

B-24 J Located at stowe, MA. belongs to Bob Collings.

Serial No.

44-44052.

9.

B-24 L located at ottowa. Canada, belongs to Canadian National Aeronautical collection.

Serial No.

44-50154 •

10.

13-24 L located at RAF, Cotsford, Hendon, England.

11.

B-24 M located at La.ckland. AFB,' San Antonio, TX.

12.

B-24 J loca.ted at

castle AFB. Serial No. unknown.

Seria.l No. 4-4-50206.
Serial No. 44-51228.
StaJ:ting to be

restored.
'The aircraft shown as being located a.t stow, MA is actually being restored

at Kissimmee, FL.

The Collings Founda.tion is loca.ted in stow, MA.

Dave Tallichet's "Delectable Doris" at Liberal, KS, needs an engine or did
at last report, so being at Ft. Worth is high improbable.

For those of you who wish to :participate in the restoration of the B-24 J
l.I4-44175 at the Pima .Air Museum in Tucson, AZ (Shoot •••••• You're Covered) can do
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so by making a check payable to Pima Air Museum with a notation "13-24 Memorial
Fund" so the money is. set aside for that ":purpose.
Virgil Falkner, 8936 Calle Juhne, Tucson AZ

Mail your contribution to

8.571.5.

Virgil can then recoJ':d

the contribution for the unit whose member made the contribution.

B- 24 ANNIVERSARY

From the LIBERAroR CLUB

.A WW II airplane that made a major contribution to winning :the was lost the popul.ard.ty battle of its first flight.

but

will be honored in 1989,. the 50th Anniversary'

It is the &-24 Liberator.

To salute the Liberator on its 50th Anniversary, crews Will convene May
19-21, 1989 in Fort Worth, Texas, site of one of five production plants

assembling ncre than 18,000 of the aircraft in its various designations.
On December 29, 1939, less than nine tmrrths after the prototype took "shape

from the designers' blueprints, a four-enqine aircraft that was to -be called

the Liberator became a.irl:orne from Lindberg Field in San Diego,

ca.

As the nost; producey aircraft in the U. 5. dur~g the' war years, the Lib-

erator becane the workhorse in the global struggle against the Axis powers.
But its admirers were limited mainly to its crews.

Even official brass

were not ancng fans of this slab-sided, baInlike four-engine craft with the

great twin-tailed signature.
and respect -

Noneth~less,

the B-24Liberator

~n

honors -

by flying longer missions, for longer hours, with greater

cargo and l:omb loads than any ccmp=titor until the introduction of the 8-29.
Infonna.tion is available for the events by contacting the International
B-24 Liberator Club, P. O. Box 841,

san
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Diego,

ca.

92112

·A RESTORED B-24

. from
FIGHTER FORUM
HOMESTEAD AFB

19 JANUARY 1990
ONE MILUON SPENT ON RESTORATION

The world's only fully restored World War II Consolidated B-24 bomber
Li be rator , and two WW II fighters, a P-51 "Mustang" and a P-40 "lG. ttyhawk" will

land between 3 :00 and 5:00 p.m., at the Kendall-Tamiami airport Sunday.

The

B-24 will be escorted into the Weeks Air Museum. This event re-creates a
moment in the past of WW II aircraft that protected this nation in its time of
peril.

Everyone is invited to see the vintage aircraft land.

There is no charge

for people interested in seeing the fly-in.
People who would like to come out to the airport early may tour the Weeks

Air Museum, the home of many vintage and WW II aircraft.

The museum costs $4-

for adults, $3 for senior citizens and $2 for children.
On Monday, the B-24 will be open for tours all day outside the Air Museum.
A donation of $4 per person is requested for touring the B-24 inside and out.
Memorabilia of this aircraft, T-shirts, caps, photos, etc. will be on sale at

the aircraft.
Early in WW II, the B-1? ''Flying Fortress lt got most of the heavy bomber

publicity, but the B-24 could carry more bombs faster and farther than the B-1?
More' than 18,000 Liberators in a number' of versions were f'Lown by every.
branch of the U.5. Armed Forces and by many foreign nations.

They proved them-·

selves in every theater of war in a wide variety of missions.

HISTORY
The ]-24' s history began in January 19:39 when Army Air Corps Maj. Gen.
Henry "Hap" Arnold asked Consolidated Aircraft Co., one of the companies that

later merged to form General Dynamics, to design a strategic bomber that could
ttfly the skin off any rivals." . The company made an amazing response.

In less

than a year, the San Diego-built XE-24 made its maiden flight, and the Liberator
went on to become not only the most produced American military aircraft of WW II
but of all time.
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By the end of the war" Consolidated-Vultee' (Corvair) workers had turned out

'9,760 Liberators in many versions.
3,0)4 were built in
the total to 18,479.

For~

Worth.

Of these, '6,726·were built in San Diego and

Liberators productedby other companies brought

General Dynamics' Fort Worth Division, which now produces

the F-16 Fighting Fa.Leon, owes its birth to the insatiable wartime

de~and

for

the bomber, which could carry a load of 8,800 pounds of bombs up to ),000 miles,

at a speed of more than 200 miles an hour at an altitude of 28,000 feet.
The B-24 did not receive as much public acclaim as did the B-17 and, later,
the B-29 but i ts crews usually considered the B-24 a good and faithful· serVant,

and it has a solid place in history.
RESTORATI ON

The Liberator that will be landing at Tamiami is the world's only fully

restored and flyable Consolidated B-24.

The B-24 has been returned to factory-like condition under the

auspic~s

of

the nonprofit Collings Foundation of Stow, Mass., and has been given the name

"All .American."
The Collings B-24 was delivered to the U.8. Army Air Forces.

October of

1944

However, in

it was transferred to the Royal Air Force, which used it for

patrol and bombing missions in the Pacific.

It saw considerable action against

Japanese shipping.
At the war's end, it was abandoned by the RAF in a bomber graveyard at

Khan:pur, India, and did not fly until 1948, when it was one of 36 B-24's ~e
stored by the Indian Air Force. It flew for the Indian Air Force for 20 years
and was retired in 1968.

In 1981, it was bought by Doug Arnold of Blackbushe t

England, a WW II aircraft collector.

It was disassembled and flown to England

.

in a cargo :plane and was stored in a hanger wi th Arnold f s Spitfires, Avro lincoln

bomber and other WW II aircraft.

Arnold advertised the B-24 for sale in 1984 "as is," and, after prolonged
negotiations, Robert F. Collings acquired it. After a sea voyage of about three
weeks, the B-24 a.rrived in Boston harbor and then was trucked to stow, Mass.

One

cradle held the 64-foot fuselage, one held the 55-foot center wing section, and
two 40..f oot..long containers held the remaining parts.
'Collings said that the foundation at first intended to restore the plane for

sta.tic display only but was convinvced to restore it to flying status by former
B-24 crew members in the area.

"This made it about five times more of a project
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-than just a static display, II

Collings sadd.,

"We were convinced by the argument

that only about 2,000 people a year would see it in a static dis:play but two
milli~n

might see it on a

~tionwide

tour."

Preliminary restoration work for the static display was started in

1985 by

Massachusetts volunteers, about half of whom were associated in some way - former
B-24 crewmen or sons of crewmen - with B-24' s in WW II.
make the plane a total flying restoration.

When it was decided to

Collings contacted Tom Reilly Vintage

Aircraft, Inc., in Kissimmee, Fla. , about do ir.Lg the work wi th i ts airframe and

powerplant mechanics, supported by volunteers who restored the turrets, armament,
radios, oxygen system and cosmetic details.

Emerson Electric of

st.

Louis, Mo.,

s~onsored

work an the Emerson Electric nose turret, PPG Industries of Pittsburgh
supplied turret glass and United Technologies of Hartford, Conn., donated a

Norden bombsight.
The wings, tail group, flaps and other parts were shipped to Florida in

June of 1987, and the fuselage followed in 1988.
Collings estimates that more than 80,000 man hours
restoration at a cost of mare than $1_ millio.n.

~ere

expended in the

"If you consider the volunteer

work and donated parts and materials, the cost would have been about $1.4
million," Collings said.

"This has probably been the most extensive antique

airplane restoration in history."
"About one-third of the cost of the restoration has been contributed by 27

corporate and 1,500 individual donations and the rest by significant loans by
the foundation,

tt

Collings said.

"Hopefully, now that many more people can see

the aircraft, their contributions will payoff the

lo~ns,"

he said.

The Collings B-24 was named .tAlI American" in honor of a 13th Air Force
B-24 with the same name in World War II.

The original "All American" set a

record. when its gunners shot down 14 enemy fighters in a single raid over Germany
on July 25, ~9i4.

The plane was lost on OCtober 4, 1944, when it was shot down

over Yugoslavia.

MEANING AND DESCRIPTION
"Also, All American has come to mean the best, and those proud Americans
who built more B-24 , s than any ·other aircraft, and those flying crews who flew

more. missions in more theaters, and those ground crews who night after night
patched them up again •••were the best.

as All American, tt

Collings said.
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And the time has come to recognize them

The Collings aircraft has a-silver finish with compo.site.markings and
colors from a nuabez of. US~ bomber groups.

The right vertical fin and rudder

have the colors- of the 465th Bomb Group of the 15th Air Force, and the left fin
and rudder have the colors of- the 45Jrd Bomb Group of the 8th Air Force.

Collings

said members of these two groups made the largest donations and have been outstanding supporters of the restoration.
Collings said the B-24 will "fly at air shove, military open houses, reunions and special events throughout the country for about five years befo:re it

will be retired to static display.

Contributions to complete the restoration and keep the B-24 flying may
sent to the Collings Foundation, River Hill Farm, Stow, Mass., 01775 or for
more information call 508-568-8924.

be

THE WARRIORS OF WILLOW RUN

They were the invisible people; housewives toiling in kitchens, sideshow
freaks and the lost ones languishing at the fringes of society.
Then the war came, and, in a place called Willow Run, they mustered and built
the. airplane that beat Adolph Hitler. _
by

CHRISTOPHER COOK

DETROIT FREE PRESS
STAFF WRITER

********
The following article appeared in the Detroit Free Press on December 4, 1988
and is reprinted here with permission.

********
In the summer of 1943, Joyce Ia.akso and two other women :packed their bags,
left their hometown of Hopkinsville, Ky., and headed north to enlist in the Good

War.
They worked in a drained mud hole near the Huron Hi ver where Henry Ford had

built the largest plant in the world for the construction of the B-24 Liberator
bomber

t

arguably the vreapon most. critical to the Allied victory.

They were- among

tens of thousands of others who came from allover the South and Midwest to
\

become part of that other army, the one that fought the war from the home front.
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Willow Run. the gargantuan complex that took its name from a puny creek that
ran adjacent to,

it~

brick walls, was conceived as, a bomber factory.

Located out-

sid~

Y};)silanti, Michigan. the plant was an isolationist's grudging concession to
the inevitabili ty of American !nvolvement in the Euro:pean war.
Henry Ford had taken on the project in 1940, when his' company agreed to

manufact.ure the nose-landing gear for the B-Z4 bomber being produced by San Diego t s
Consolidated Vultee.

But Vultee's glacial pace---at full tilt, the San Diego

fa.ctory was turning out just one plane a day--prom:pted Ford to suggest an alternative manufactu:r:ing method based on its own assembly line system.

When Henry-

boasted that his company could eventually tUJ:Tl_out a B-24 an hour using assembly
line methods, the Pentagon, des:perate to increase production. quickly approved a."
contract for Ford Motor Co.

On December 4, 1941. workers poured the last square

of concrete for what Willow Runts architect, Albert Kahn., described as "the most
enormous

ro~m

in the history of man, " a single-story structure of a size never

before conce-ived.

Each of its two assembly lines spanned more than a mile, and

when the plant was in full production, it would house 20,000 workers a shift.
But with the Ja.panese attack on Pearl Harbor just three days la.ter, a
development that made Willow Run's mission infinitely more urgent.
siphoned off much of Detroit's labor

s~ply,

As the draft

women suddenly found themselves in

uprecedented demand by contractors, as.did another, smaller group of workers
whose contribution would become critical to the war effort at Willow Run.

SpraWling Willow Run recruited

)erha~s

350 dwarfs and midgets. so that groups

of little people became a common sight in the streets of Ypsilanti.
The war opened all kinds of opportunities for liti:.le :peo:p1e in this country.

It was the first time they felt they could be productive and part of some field
other than entertainment.
The little people were more or less

~ressed

into service at Willow Run•. Ford.

came to Ringling Brothers and said, "Come on, ,we need yo u, "

And thatwas it.·

They didn't have much choice.

Most little people worked with a =iveting team that attached the aluminum
"skin" to the wing forms a.t the Willow Run plant.

The rivet gun operator fired

the rivet from outside while a Iittle person cra.wled into the wing and held a
s~eel

plate inside the skin to assure that the rivet

properly.
,It·

s~read

and attached itself

They had many midgets working on the riveting assembly line, and many

small women, too.
valuAble.··

The midgets were especially good for that and they were
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U1

Liberator

produced in-record volume

The Consolidated B
Liberator was not onlv the most produced American militarv airplane of World War II but also
w24

of all time. Of the 18,419 Liberators built, 9,760 were built bV

General Dvnamlcs photo

Colsolidated - 6,726 at Its San Diego plant and 3,034 at Its
Fort Worth plant (above) - and the remaInder at Ford,

North American and Douglas plants.

I

",

W,orld W.ar II bomber flies again

,',
Genera' Dvnamlcs photo
A Consolidated B-2AJ Liberator has taken to the air again after 20 years of Inactivity. The
bomber, which rolled off the assembly line at Fort Worth In 1944, 'flew combat missions and.

I,'
'....

patrols In the Pacific for the Royal Air Force In World War II and later flew for the Indian

t~~,Alr Force until It was retired in 1968. It has been full'¥ restored by the Collings Foundation L."

'of Stow, Mass.

:
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Col. Fish awarding medals to enlisted
men.
Photo-Bob Boone.

Col. Fish awarding medals to enlisted
men.
Photo-Bob Boone.

T/Sgt Leo F. Dumesi1,
flight engineer, shown
with wife t Jean, and
mother. Nov. 8, 1942
Phoeo-John Reitmeier.

Col. Fish awarding medals to enlisted
men.
Photo-Bob Boone.

857th Tent City. Enlisted men at left and
C~l.
~en.

officers at right. Toilets, Squadron Ilut
and Supply Room in the center. Photo-URed"
Monaghan.

Fish awarding medals to enlisted
Photo-Bob 30one.
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Christmas Party. 1944, for the local
children. Photo-nRed" Monaghan ..

Christmas Party for the local children, 1944. Photo-"Red" Monaghan.

(.

Christmas Day. 1944 .. L-R: Jack
McCrindle, Photo Section and
Mahlon Evans. bus driver.
Photo-"Red lt

Enlisted Men's Rec Room.
~o{onaghan•

Tent City. Winter of
1944. Photo-URed u
Monaghan.

~onaghan.

Photo Section Party, 1944.

Photo-ItRed lt

"Red· t Monag han ..
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Photo-
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I

Partial view of TeQt City.

Unidentified aircraft armament crew,
1944. Photo-Clyde Coke.

Photo-D.E. Palmer.

Unidentified aircraft armament men, 1944. Photo-Clyde

Unidentified Carpetbagger
making a final ch~ck. PhotoClyde Coke.

Coke.

Bombardier

Tra~~ing.

Tent City. Photo-Don Rousseau.

Photo-?
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L-R: McPherson, Petrello, Duncan and
Schooley, all of the 856th Shop.
Photo-R.G. Watkins.
Back row (L-R): 1st Sgt. Gilbert" "Squeaky"
Jones, unknown, and tYO unknown 5-2 men.
Front row (L-R): Al Kubat, unknown 5-2 man
and "Shorty" Williams. Photo-"Red" Mcnaghan.

Tent City.
Rudolph.

Photo-Rudy

Reuben Schreiner, R.adar
Mechanic, Hdqers.
Photo- US1" Sizemore.

Enlisted men's Mess Hall. Photo-tiRed"

Monaghan.
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Bicycles at Headquarters. Photo-Paul Karr.

Bond Drive at Harrington.
Photo-"Red" Monaghan.

---.

t{f
Motorcycle ~otorcade at Harrington
for Gen. J~y Doolittle. Photo"Red" Mona.ghan.
.
PX or !'i'ail Room.

Photo-"Red"

Monaghan.

Warth Lodge, near che Red Cross Club
and ~ess Halls. Pencil sketch by

L-R: Johnny O. Redd, Bob Lathrop and James
Fettig. Photo-Art Carno~.

"Si" 5izemore't 1945.
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L-R: 1st. Sgt. Gilbert, supply;
Wilford G. Daniels, Sheet Metal
Mechanic; and supply Sgt. Butler.
Photo-"Red" Monaghan.

L-R: Firko, Wier,aner, tevine and 1-fualen.
Photo-Don Rousseau.
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~~:{~~~:?;t~
L-R: Manny Silverman, James
Gardner, Art Bogusz and Jack
Milsap. Photo-Rudy Rudolph.

Unidrntified Carpetbaggers.
Photo-Clyde Coke.

lila 7
.-...

.

--~

..
Kneeling: 1st Sgt. Clinton W. Booth.
.Other man's name is unknown. Pigs
were raised for a feast for the 856th
BS. Photo-HRed" Monaghan.

Chow' line at the enlisted men's Mess
Hall. Pencil s ke t ch by "Sin Sizemore, 1945 ..
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Standing L-R: Charlie Dee, Joseph Zavatsky, Leo Londin.
Kneeling L-R: Robert Walter.
Photo-Charlie Dee.

Richard ItSi l i Sizemore,
Radar Mechanic, Hdqtrs.
Photo-ttSi ft • Sizemore.

Larry Strohm.
Watkins.

Photo-R.G.

T/Sgt. R.G. Watkins, 856th
BS Radio Shop. Photo-R.G.

. "Shorty" Singleton. Photo-

R.G. Watkins.

Wat k tns ;
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Photo Section.

Photo-"Red" Monaghan.

S!Sgt. J.R. Eady (vith pen in hand)
in the Rec Room.
han.

Show Time at Harrington.
Photo-URed" ~onaghan.

Photo-"Red" Monag-

Rec Room at Harrington.
Photo-URed u Mon~ghan.

Jim Darby (cigarette in mouth) bartending at the opening of the En-

Enlisted Men's Club.

listed Men's NCO Club.
Monaghan.

Photv-nRed"

~onaghan.
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Photo-"Red"

(
-..

Enlisted Men's NCO Club..
Monaghan.

Sebastian Carriere.

Photo-tiRed"

Photo-

Mechanics at work.

Photo-Clyde Coke.

Harrington, 1944.

Photo-Clyde Coke.

Sebastian Corriere.
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Group Radar Section in 1944. Photo-Vincent
Stuart.
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-"'"

L-R: ? Bakey, "Red rt Ree se and Lou Hart.

Photo-Paul KarL.
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C-47 "Dakotan on the Hardstand.

C-47 "Dakota" at Harrington. This is the

Pencil sketch by "Sd," Sizemore,

C-47 that had to be repaired in France.
Photo-URed u Monaghan •

1945.

•

A-26.

_.....

Photo-tiRed" Monaghan.

I
_-_.~--

Three main escape routes. Photo-liThe
Resistance" by Russell ~il1er & Editors
of Time-Life Books.

,
P-47 at Harrington.
Monaghan.
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Photo-"Red"

..

(

S/Sgt. Robert Molony in the
8S6th BS Radio Shack.
Photo-R.G. Watkins.

L-R: unknown, "Shorty" Singleton at the
Radio Shack. Photo-R.G. Watkins.
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Unidentified Carpetbaggers.
Photo-Clyde Coke.

Harrington t 1944.
Photo-Clyde Coke

Unidentified Carpetbaggers.
Photo-Clyde~t~ke.
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Men of the Radio and Communications Section~
Brindisi, Italy. Names unknown. 859th BS.
Photo-Walter Jones.

L-R: Mahlon Evans, "Red" Monaghan.
Photo-ItRed" ~onaghan.

c.

Crew Chiefo (L-R): ? Hadley,
Elmer F. "Swed e" Anderson and

Samuel "Sammy" Braudt.
Photo-Paul Karr.
L-R: Zackowski t Rousseau, Willson,
Lehman and Whalen. Photo-Don Rousseau.

)

\
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Photo Section.

Pho t c-c''Red" l1onaghan.

L-R: Bob Lathrop, Vincent Denovellis at WAAF Site II.
Photo-Bob Downs.

GROUP MEDICAL STAFF

STANDING: (L-R) unidentified, unidentified, unidentified,
Capt. Marvin Blockmon"DC; Capt. Edward Bettcher, DC.
(L-R) Capt. Ralph Everly, Me Sqdn Surg.; Capt.
Loren Martin, Sqdn Surg.; Major Paul Gans, Gp. Surg.;
unidentified. Photo-Morris Turner.
KNEELING~
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L-R: Paul Furnival and Bob
Downs at the Radio Shack
Trailer. Photo-Bob Downs.

Thanksgiving Service at Cransley Church, 3
miles southwest of Kettering. L-R: Sgt. Bevverly (hat in hand), Donald Lockwood, Art
Carnot. Just behind Art is Bob Downs.
Photo-Bob Downs.

Chaplains and Aides
Seated (L-R): Rev. Hugh J. Gallagher (Catholic), Rev. Harry L. Rogers (Protestant).
Standing (L-R): Sg't , Frank? and Sgt. Bev-

erly B. Burnett.

.
~

Phoco..-I I R e d " Monaghan •

...
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f
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~

Christmas ~ass at Harrington,
1944. Rev. Gallagher at the
altar. Photo-URed" Monaghan.

Church Se r v Lce at Christmas Time, 1944
Photo-nRed" Monaghan.
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A load o"f Underground Operators ''Deb''
Palmer and his crew brought back to
Harrington after VE-Oay. They came from
Norway and Denmark" Photo-D.E. Palmer.

~ESS

HALL GANG

TOP ROW: (L-R) James W. Wilson, Preston M.
Gaston, Robert G. Sprinkle, George Milholen.
Herbert Marsh. Carl Mahlman.

BOTTOM ROW: (L-R) Malcolm Hiv, Alfred Guech,
Sammy Marinda, Russell Olsen, Philip Goldfarb. Photo-Philip Goldfarb.

Joseph ZavatskYt Propeller
Specialist, 859th BS.
Photo-Charlie Dee.

• . . . . . . . .11

••

Sheet Metal Crew (L-R): Howard W. Willson,
Joseph C. Firko, Alfred H. Wiesner, Roland
L. Rousseau and Walter Levine.
Photo-Don Rouuseau.

"
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ORDNANCE GROUP: 36th Bomb Squadron
BACK ROW, Standing: (L-R) Alvin A. Merkel, Richard C. Barker,
Joseph B. ColI, Charles I. Musser, Clifford E. McKee, Paul J.
Dericks.
Starting clockwise with hat:
Sgt. David Lyon, gunner; S/Sgt.
Russ Carrier, engineer; Sgt.
t1Pepelt Sinnott, gunner; S/Sgt.
Stan Worl~ tail gunner; 2nd
Lt. Napoleon Mourneau, bombardier and 2nd Lt. Bill Orban,
pilot. Photo-Bill Orban.

MIDDLE ROW, Standing: (L-R) Richard E. McLeod, Leon Bell, Frank
Vitella, William I. Tomasow, Paul A. LaBlanche, Spencer A.
Fiemster, Abe Shiffer.

FRONT ROW, Kneeling: (L-R) Stanley J. Levulis, Albert M. Palko,
Steve Lozak, Walter J. Chmielewski, Thomas G. Morrow, James T.
McLeod, Emilio A. Rosini. photo-anilio Rosini.

L-R: Bob Downs, Howard Carder and Emil
Ratchovsky, Radar Mechanics. Phoco-Bob
Down s •

T/Sgt. R.G. Watkins, S56th
as Radio Mechanic.
Photo-R.G. Watkins.
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GROUP RADAR SECTION
TOP ROW: 8S6ch Bomb Sq. (L-R) Capt. Ader, Helzer, Stuart,
Wil1iams~ Dowling, Adams, Huey, Luckhurst, Weber, Chernisky,
Smith Burns, Wilson, Ratchovsky, Busby. (Missing: Troutman,
Geising, Clore).

3rd ROW: 406th Bomb Sq. (L-R) Capt. Barber~ Cianciulli, Dean,
Lux, Jones, Reid, Warner, Bennett, Conway, Spencer, Hardy,
Chittendon, Lt. Zatlin. CMissing: Etkin, Ray).

L-R: Wilford "GIn Daniels and
John C. Whalen of the 850/857
th B5, Sheet Metal Mechanics.
Photo-Don Rousseau.

2nd ROW: HQ. 801/492 (L-R) Zigenhagen, Schreiner, Haberstroh,.
Parks, Carder, Marhak, Kirkeby, Garland, Wilkinson, Rosater,
Robolino, Queeny, Kelly, Sizemore.
lsc ROW: 856th Bomb Sq. (L-R) Lt. Clark, Lt. Reitman, Martin,
Davis, Williams, Jack, Kepler, Wallens, Ascher, Kaminski,
Schwandt, Hawley, Boles.
Official 8th AF Picture, April 10, 1945

T/Sgt. R.G. Watkins with scar
from a bicycle accident.
Photo-R.G. Watkins.
L-R: Ed Garland, Bill Mark and Ellsworth
Luckhurst. Photo-Bob Downs.
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ENGINEERING SECTION: 857th BS
1st ROW: (L-R) Capt. Tommy King, Sgt Frank hounder, Sgt James T. Pierce, Sgt William Allison,
M/Sgt John P. Walker.
John Pruitt. PhotoVernon L. Gross.

2nd ROW: (L-R) T/Sgt Bill Bridges, T/Sgc John
Gibbons, T/Sgt James Hendricks, T/Sgt Lewis
Lonk, ~/Sgt Arthur Blankenstein, ~/Sgt Frank
Gibbs, M/Sgt Gerald C. Brown, M/Sgt Harold Jones,
M/Sgt WilliaIu:icHol1and, M/Sgt Joseph Jones,
T!Sgt Anthony Zajacko'Wski, M/Sgt Wilson L. Miller,
T/Sgt Thomas J. wbite.
3rd ROW: (L-R) Sgt John Whalen, Sgt Arthur Boyd,
Sgt Alexander Blair~ Sgt William Casstevenus, Sgt
ManIon Evans~ Sgt Mike Dernik, Sgt Angelo Napolitano, Sgt Robert Sauber, S/Sgt Heber Fout,
S/Sgt Jack Gaskin~ S/Sgt Wilfred Daniels, Sgt
Ara Turchun, 5/Sgt Phillip :lonte.
4th ROW: (L-R) Sgt Robert Walter, 5/Sgt Jack
Mussey, Sgt John Shanklin, Sgt Lucian Shenefield, S/Sgt Leigh Abel, Pvt Marvin Kin, Sgt
Stanley Stankiowicz, Sgt Burton Stesen, Sgt William Hannon, Sgt Benjamin Hill, Sgt Vernon o.
Kellesvig, Sgt John Miller.
5th ROW: (L-R) Sgt John Jordan, Pfc Lee Knepp,
Sgt Luther Condre, Sgt John Sturckler, Sgt James
Reiplinger, Pv~ Milton Tennyson, Pvt Stanley
Smith, Sgt Alfred Puchis, Cpl William Vaughan,
Cpl Charles Tyler, Sgt Leo Bezzant, Cpl Robert
Semple, Cpl Sidney Martinson, Sgt Er~ Lovas.

Sgt. Vernon L. Gross.
Photo-Vernon L. Gross.

6th ROW: (L-R) Cpl Roy Davis, Cpl Roy Jacobson,
Sgt Joseph Firko, Cpl Roland Rousseau, Pvt Tullis
Wright, Pfc Walter Milazzo, Cpl Leo Reller, Sgt
Robert Hack, Sgt Eugene Mankinson, Cpl R.A. Hyde,
CplClyde Furr, Pvt Arthur Casey, Sgt Wilfred
Jacobs, Cpl Robert Jensen, Cpl Walter Levine, Cpl
Charles Dee, Sgt Joseph Zavatsky, Cpl Stanley
Graydon, Cpl Joseph Levesque, Cpl John Lehman,
Cpl Dennis Qigley.

Photo-l.eo "Red'.' Monaghan.
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SINGLE 'CHUTE BRINGS 2 FLIERS
. SAFELY DOWN- FROM BURNED LIB.
A re-enactment of this heroic

deed is shown by these photos
taken at Harrington. (A crane
was used to hoist them). At
left riding "p Lggyback'", is
2nd Lt. Robert L. Sanders
with 2nd Lt. Robert Callahan
t

in the 'chute.

Phot.o-Leo "Red" Monaghan.

HEADQU ARTERS

FRONT ROW, Kneeling: (L-R) Capt. Frank M. S11kenbaken~ Capt.
Emanuel Choper, Capt. Richard A. Dennis, Capt. Joseph W.
Hartley, LTC. Robert L. Boone, Capt. Harry A.Gibson, Capt.
Robert D. Sullivan, Major Paul J. Gans, Capt. Samuel C. Wakefield, 1st Lt. Charles L. Guimento. Capt. Edward P. Bettcher.
1st ROW, Standing: (L-R) Cpl Angelo P. Pasque, S/Sgt Charles
R. Hall," pfe Silvio A. Alexander, Sgt Edwin W. Owens, S/Sgt
James L. Melito, Cpl Nicholas F. Robolino, Cpl Richard N.
~~mbs, Sgt Kenneth L. Nixon, Cpl Reuben Schreiner, Sgt James
, Ehly, Sgt John C. Scotchel, Sgt Marvin L. Arrighy, Sgt
Alfred B. Fichera, Cpl Richard A. Reed.
2nd ROW, Standing: (L-R) S/Sgc Frank Lengyel. S/Sgt Max Berger.
Pfc Joe H. Lamie, Cpl James R. Evans, M/Sgt Wilson L. Miller,
Pfc Burnett Bean, Cpl William A. Wilkinson Jr, Pfc Harold B.
Sacks f Sgt William P. D~llas, M/Sgt Wesley W. Gifford, T/Sgt
Robert W. Turner, Pvt Mack Martines.
3rd ROW, Standing: (L-R) Sgt Lamb W. Chauncey Jr, Cpl Joseph
A. Marassi, Sgt Beverly B. Burnett, Pfc Donald W. Lockwood,
Cpl Howard V. Young Jr, Cpl Bennie ~. Griego, Sgt Wilbert V.
Quast, Sgt Howard C. Carder, S!Sgt Edward J. Schmiedeberg,c Cpl
Bruno Gruszecki, S/Sgt James K. Cheeseman, Pfc William N. Barringer, T/Sgt Clarence L. Gorden. T/Sgt Joseph P. Caltagirone,
Pfe Woodruff W. Lee.
4th ROW,Standing: (L-R) Pfc Clyde H. Church, S!Sgt John H.
McDougald, S/Sgt O.B. Mathis, Sgt Thomas F. Kelly, Cpl Gerald
A. Parks, Pfc Charles E. Coleman t Sgt Donald H. Queeny, Cpl
Clarence w. Haberstroh~ Sgt Martin J. Marhak, T/Sgt William H.
Bush, Cpl Richard T. Sizemore, Sgt Champion D. Epperson, Sgt
Jack M. Crippen Jr, T/Sgt Earl C. Kirkeby, S!Sgt Samuel A.
Cassady, Sgt John J. Rogowski, Pfc John J. Ryan, Cpl Hallett
R. Gates.
5th ROW, Standing: (L-R) Pfc Curtis A. Barker, Sgt John L.
Hannah, T/Sgt Henry R. Dannhouser, Sgt Frank A. Ziegenhagen,
Cpl Joseph M. Hailey. Pfc Hugh o. Haney,. Cpl Paul· V. Curran,
S/Sgt Robert H. Shanesy, Cpl Phillip A. Hudson, Sgt Vincent T.
McGrath, Cpl Joseph F. Preshoot.
h ROW, Standing: (L-R) Cpl Albert Dahlke~ Pfc Fred A. Ozrenc , Pf c Herman M Dutkiewicz, Tec-S John B. DiPiet ro, Sgt
Sol S. Shoppe, Cpl Lewis J. Kobyarz, Tec-5 Oliver L. ~cClarin,
Pfc Peter P. Gvora, M/5gt Delbert L. Blair ..
Official 8th AF Picture, June 18, 1945
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Blackman, Marvin, Capt. M:, 26
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Burns, Radar, 87
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.
Boyer, Andre,

282

Bradbw:y, George F. Lt., 90
Bradley Field" 273
Bramsche, 244
Bra.nd.enburg, Pilot 859th, 283
Braudt, samuel D. M/Sgt., 49, 96,

132, 134

.

Brenner I Lep~, Lt., 12
Brest, 46, 303
Brewer, Merrill G. , S/Sgt., 90
Brimner, Robert W., 285, 286
Brindisi, - 276, 277, 278
Brinkman, Lt., 223

Bristol, 66, 67
BRabec, H. H. Sgt., 195
~, 17, 199, 210, 148

Buschetto, -Roy R. , capt. 300
Bush, William H. T/Sgt., 88
Bur lin, Bert Eng., 142
Bury St. Edmunds, 77
Buzby, Radar, 87
Byrd Exposition, 203, 206

CBITO, 2, 290, 291
cabel, Gen., 141
Cait, S/Sgt., RO, 153
callahan, Robert, Lt., 145, 146, 147,

286
Caltagirone, Joseph R. T/Sgt.., 88
carder, Howard C. Sgt. Radar, 87, 88
carliro, Armando, 285
carnet, Arthur, 28, 91
carrithers, Don D. T/Sgt., 186
carter I .Joel, Dispatcher, 226, 265
carter, Sgt. Med. Asst., "153

cartmell, Earl "D., 285
cassady, 8aImlel A. S/Sgt., 88
cassidy, James A. , 11, 196
cate, J. L., 35, 37
cervantes, Francis I., 286, 289
Chaban-Delmas, Jacques, 118
Olambard, Claude, 327
Chandl&, COl. OSS, 290
Chandler, Pilot, 859th, 283
Chapnan, Robert s. Sgt., 186
Chareau Marieux, 154

Chauncey, Pilot 859th, 283
Chauncy, Iamb W., Jr., Sgt., 88

Cheddington, 2, 8, 9, 18, 37, 91, 235
Qleeseman, James K., S/Sgt'., 88
Chel tonham, 97, 98
Chernisky, Radar, 87

Cherry Point, 4, 132, 244

Brooks, J. W. Maj., 4
Brown, Arnold, RO, 228, 234
Brown, Clarence H., T/Sgt., 136
Brown, James, 161
Brunner, Fred J., S/Sgt., 241, 245
~sels,

Chetniks, 2:'77
Chinich, seyrrcur, TG, 265
Chittenden, Radar, 87
Chaper, Emanuel, 88, 290
Choplin, Yves, 282
Chorak, Louis J., 284, 287
Chriske, Clarence C., 2S4
Church, Clyde A. Pfc., 88
ChrUchill, Winston, 144
CianciUlli, Radar, 87
Clark, Lt. Radar. 87

46, 135

Burger, James E.,
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